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INTRODUCTION

THOMAS OF CELANO AND HIS WRITINGS

VERY little is known of the life of Thomas of Celano. He was a native of that town, which is on the Southern border of the Abruzzi, in the diocese of Marsica, and close to the (now drained) lake of Fucino. The notion that his birthplace was Cellino in the neighbouring diocese of Penna is incorrect (d'Alençon,¹ ix.-xii.). The date of his birth and the name of his family are unknown. He was probably admitted by S. Francis to the Order at S. Maria de Portiuncula some time between 1213 and 1216 (d'Alençon, xiii; Goetz, Die Quellen zur Geschichte des hl. Franz von Assisi, p. 61 n. 5), after the Saint's return from his vain attempt to visit Morocco. It can hardly be doubted that Thomas refers to this in the First Life (I., 56, 57) where, after intimating that God in frustrating S. Francis' attempt had had the good of "himself (Thomas) and of many" in view, he speaks of "some learned men and some of noble birth" who joined S. Francis "most acceptably".

¹ See Translator's note below, page xxiv.
Thomas, no doubt, belonged to the former class. It was a new thing in those days for the learned and the noble to join the Order, and Thomas and his companions might at first have felt a little out of their element, had not the exquisite tact and courtesy of S. Francis, to which Thomas alludes in this passage, made his new disciples at home in their strange surroundings. Thomas may have been the sick brother who with others was turned out of the "house of the Brethren" at Bologna as stated in II., 58, and there may again be a personal reference in the story (II., 195) of the Brother who was over-careful about preaching, and was warned by S. Francis to walk in the way of simplicity. In 1221 Thomas was sent to Germany under Caesarius of Spires, the Provincial Minister: in 1222 he was appointed Custos of the convents of Mainz, Worms, Cologne and Spires, and immediately afterwards, on Caesarius' return to Italy, was left in charge of the province of Germany as Caesarius' vicar. Thomas remained in Germany at least until the autumn of 1223, for he was present at a Chapter held at Spires on 8th September in that year, under Caesarius' successor Albert of Pisa. The date of his return to Italy is not known, but he was certainly present at the canonization of S. Francis on 16th July,
1228, between which date and February, 1229, he wrote the First Life of S. Francis by commission of Pope Gregory IX. He was at Assisi in May, 1230, at the time of the translation of S. Francis' body from the church of S. Giorgio, where it was first laid, to the new church that had been built for its reception by Brother Elias. Of the remainder of his life, beyond the fact that he wrote the Second Life of S. Francis, on the commission of Crescentius of Jesi, the Minister-General of the Order, between 1244 and 1247, nothing certain is known. According to d'Alençon (op. cit., xviii., xix.) he ended his days as spiritual director of a monastery of Clarisses, near Tagliacozzo (about sixteen miles from Celano), in which monastery he was buried. Subsequently, after the abandonment of the monastery towards the end of the fifteenth century, his remains were brought to the church of S. Francis at Tagliacozzo, where they are now reverently preserved.

The treatise on the Miracles of S. Francis printed by d'Alençon with the two "Lives" in his edition referred to in the Note (p. xxiv.), was

---

1 The church of S. Giorgio was afterwards incorporated with the church of Santa Chiara. For the strange circumstances of the translation see Lempp, Frère Elie de Cortone, p. 82 ff.; and L. Duff-Gordon, The Story of Assisi, pp. 133-136. The actual resting-place of S. Francis was not discovered till 1818.
probably composed after 1255: it is a collection of miraculous stories connected with the Saint, including many of those comprised in the two "Lives," and is perhaps also the work of Thomas of Celano: but it cannot be assigned to him with absolute certainty; and Goetz (p. 236 n. 2) gives reasons for attributing it to Brother Julian of Spires. If it really is by Thomas it may perhaps be regarded as the "second treatise" in completion of the Second Life, which he wrote at the bidding of John of Parma (Minister-General from 1247 to 1257) according to the Chronicle of the Twenty-four Generals (Analecta Franciscana, iii., 276), a fourteenth-century authority. What has been said as to Celano's authorship of the treatise on the Miracles may also be said as to his authorship of the Life of S. Clara, written between 1255 and 1261 and printed in the Acta Sanctorum.

Three liturgical works by Thomas of Celano are also appended to d'Alençon's edition of the "Lives," viz., a Legenda breviata ad usum chori, which is an abridged account of S. Francis intended for reading in church; and two sequences in honour of the Saint: Sanctitatis nova signa, and Fregit victor virtualis. The common attribution to Thomas of Celano of the famous sequence Dies irae, dies illa is probably cor-
rect; and if it cannot be proved to demonstration that he wrote it, at least he has a better claim to be its author than any of the other persons to whom it has been ascribed (see Ermini, *Il Dies Irae e l’innologia ascetica nel secolo decimo-terzo*, pp. 5, 11 ff.). Returning now to the two “Lives of S. Francis,” it is in the first place to be observed that Thomas of Celano, though he had some personal recollections of S. Francis (*cf.* Preface to the First Life, below, p. 1), was in all probability absent from Italy during the closing years of the Saint’s life; and indeed in I., 88, where he sets about describing the last two years of S. Francis’ life, and his death, his use of the expression, *prout potuimus recte scire* (“as we have been able to learn rightly”), seems to amount to a disclaimer of personal knowledge (*cf.* I., 115). In any case he did not belong to the inner circle of the Saint’s closest companions. He was however in entire sympathy with them (see I., 102, 104), and we cannot doubt that they furnished him with much of the material of which the First Life is composed (see, for instance, I., 115). As regards the Second Life, which is in the nature of a supplement to the First, the Saint’s trusted Companions occupy a more prominent position. We might almost go so far as to describe them as the
authors of the work, and Thomas as the editor who cast their material into a literary form, adding somewhat of his own. This is made especially clear in the Preface (II., 1) and the concluding prayer (II., 221-224), where Thomas of Celano, the writer, is manifestly speaking as the mouthpiece of the Companions, who through him refer in the Preface to their constant familiar intercourse with S. Francis, and in the prayer entreat the Saint on behalf of "this thy son who now and before has written thy praises. Together with us (they say) he offers and dedicates to thee this little work which he has put together," etc. (cf. the prayers in I., 118, 151). Moreover, in the Second Life the use of the first person singular generally marks off the utterances of Thomas from those of the Companions, which he puts into the first person plural. Compare, for instance, the use of the first person singular in II., 26, 93, 95, 100 with that of the first person plural in II., 1, 2, 64, 94, 127, 182.

The material for the Second Life which the Companions brought to Thomas was partly oral and partly written; and of the written, a considerable portion consisted of the original stuff of the Speculum Perfectionis, which in its existing form as published by Sabatier is possibly of as late
a date as 1318¹ (d’Alençon, p. xxxvi. n. 1; cf. Goetz, pp. 148-151), though containing a great deal of “old valuable material derived from the Saint’s trusted companions, or from Brother Leo alone” (Goetz, p. 220). The relations between the *Speculum Perfectionis* and Celano’s Second Life have been very thoroughly investigated by Goetz in the work already cited, which the reader who wishes to study the subject is strongly advised to consult. The position is admirably summed up by M. Barbi in a valuable article in the *Bullettino della Società dantesca italiana* (N.S., vol. xii., p. 100). He says: “This work (the *Speculum Perfectionis*) and Celano’s Second Life throw light on one another; and it is wrong to set one in opposition to the other, or exalt one at the expense of the other. The *Speculum Perfectionis* gives a warmer and livelier narrative, but derives from the Second Life by Celano the confirmation of the authenticity and antiquity of the greater part of its material.” The notion that the second part of the Second Life (which begins at § 26) is later in date than the first part is erroneous (Barbi, *l.c.*, p. 99 n. 1).

¹ The form of the *Speculum Perfectionis* published by Fr. Lemmens as *Speculum Perfectionis Redactio i.* (Quaracchi, 1901), is believed by Goetz to be later than Sabatier’s *Speculum Perfectionis*. D’Alençon (p. xxxvi. n.) is inclined to believe it to be earlier, while admitting that it is not the primary form of the work.
With regard to the intricate question of the relation between the *Legenda Trium Sociorum* and Celano’s Second Life, I must refer the student to Goetz’ exhaustive discussion of the subject (pp. 91-140) and content myself with observing that Goetz has very seriously shaken the position of those who maintain that Celano made use of the *Legenda* for his Second Life; and that there seem to be fewer difficulties to contend with in holding that the *Legenda* is to a great extent compiled from Celano’s two “Lives” than in holding that the Second Life contains matter borrowed from the *Legenda*.

As regards the relation of the Second Life to the First, the Second, as Goetz remarks (p. 80) is exactly what it professes to be, a supplement to the First: the repetitions in it of matters already dealt with are few, and mainly in the nature of summary statements inserted for the sake of coherency: nor is there, as some have alleged, a radical change of view on the part of Thomas concerning the ideal of S. Francis. As Goetz very well puts it (p. 84): “The Second Life does not indicate that its author had in the meantime remorsefully learnt to embrace the Saint’s ideal; much rather does it show how deeply in the meantime the ideal had decayed, and in how many
matters stern admonition was needed". The cardinal points of S. Francis’ teaching are clearly expressed in the First Life: they are strongly accentuated in the Second. Those who charge Thomas of Celano with blamable inconsistency dwell especially on his treatment of Brother Elias in the First Life as contrasted with his treatment of him in the Second. Let us see what this really amounts to. In I., 69 we are told how Brother Elias persuaded the Saint to speak to a woman out of whom he had cast a devil some time before. In I., 95 Elias is said to have been "happy" in that he deserved "somehow" to see the wound in S. Francis’ side, while in II., 138 the rather mean trick by which Elias contrived to do so is mentioned. In I., 98 we read how Elias, "whom S. Francis had chosen for himself in the stead of a mother and had made a father to the other brethren," persuaded S. Francis to resort to medicine. In I., 105 we are told how, in the dangerous aggravation of S. Francis’ illness at Siena, Elias hurried thither from afar and at the Saint’s request made the arrangements for bringing him back to Assisi. In I., 108 the dying S. Francis in blessing the other brethren bestows a special blessing on Elias, crossing his hands so that his right hand may rest on Elias’ head:
while in II., 216 the blessing of the brethren is briefly referred to, and it is stated that S. Francis "stretched out his right hand over the brethren who sat around, and, beginning with his Vicar (i.e., Elias) laid it on the head of each one," and words are added (found however in one only of the two extant MSS. of the Second Life) referring to the earlier account of the blessing, and explaining in what sense it is to be understood. Lastly in I., 109 we have a story of a vision seen by Elias wherein it was revealed that S. Francis would live but two years longer. In the Second Life Elias is not mentioned by name. The Saint's Vicar is spoken of in I.I., 28, 34, 144, 207, but in these places it is doubtful whether Elias or Peter Cathanii (who filled that office from September, 1220, till his death on 10th March, 1221) is referred to. Now it is certain that an examination of the above passages where Elias is mentioned and referred to, discloses a change of feeling on the writer's part toward Elias: but is he therefore to be charged with blamable inconsistency? When we remember the indignation which Elias' administration of the Order aroused in the easy-going Brother Salimbene,¹ we can form some

¹ See his "Liber de Prælato" (Monumenta Germaniae Historica, xxxii., 63-136), and Coulton, From S. Francis to Dante, ch. vii. This work includes a translation of all the important items in Salimbene.
idea of the horror and loathing with which Thomas of Celano and the Companions of S. Francis would regard his conduct as Minister-General, not to speak of his subsequent apostasy. On the other hand, what wonder is it if in the First Life Thomas should express himself as he does concerning Elias? After all, Elias had enjoyed in a high degree the confidence of S. Francis, over whom, however strange it may seem, he had great influence. He had been chosen as the Saint’s Vicar on Peter Cathanii’s death, and acted as such until S. Francis’ death; and even afterwards, though John Parenti was appointed Minister-General, Elias continued to exert a great influence on the affairs of the Order (see Lempp, *op. cit.*, p. 69 ff.). Further, as Tilemann suggests (*Speculum Perfectionis und Legenda Trium Sociorum*, pp. 26, 27), Thomas of Celano’s absence from Italy during the close of S. Francis’ life may have caused him to be imperfectly acquainted with Elias’ true character and aims, and to be more strongly influenced by him than might otherwise have been the case. And if it be still thought that in the First Life Thomas shows himself too complaisant to Elias, it must not be forgotten that in I., 106 he gives us S. Francis’ emphatic commendation of "the place of the Church
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had them consciously or unconsciously in his mind while elaborating his book. But Tamassia goes a great deal further than this, and contends that Thomas of Celano, with the deliberate intention of smothering S. Francis' individuality under the commonplaces of mediæval hagiography, set himself to compose a patchwork from S. Gregory, Sulpicius Severus, Cassianus, Caesarius of Heisterbach, etc., etc., and represent it as a true account of S. Francis; the result of which is that his two "Lives of S. Francis" are to a great extent destitute of any historical value whatever. "Some fragments of truth" are all that Tamassia seems to concede even to the First Life (op. cit., p. 187), while the Second he describes as being "perhaps the masterpiece of monkish imposture in the thirteenth century" (ib., pp. 109, 110). Of the evidence he brings forward to support this remarkable theory each reader must of course form his own judgment; to me it seems insufficient to establish his case. Moreover, one is inclined to doubt his qualifications as a judge of Thomas of Celano's character when one finds him speaking (p. 187) of Thomas' "mania for putting himself forward"—Thomas who does not once mention his own name and whose allusions to his own life are so faint as to be almost imperceptible. But, after
all, the manifest failure of Thomas in his alleged purpose of conventionalizing the figure of S. Francis appears to be a conclusive refutation of Tamassia’s contention; for Tamassia acknowledges the consummate skill of Thomas of Celano, and if with his consummate skill he has so conspicuously failed to achieve his supposed purpose, it seems not unfair to infer that this purpose was non-existent.

But the reader must not expect to find in Celano’s “Lives” what he looks for in a modern biography. The primary object of the author and his colleagues is to edify the Brethren by putting before them selected incidents and sayings illustrating S. Francis’ life and character (see II., 2). He is set forth as their example. To this end everything is subordinated. Chronological order is not essential to it and is therefore to a great extent disregarded; indications of time, and names of persons and places are often omitted; and events, the narration of which would be unedifying (for instance, the trouble in the Order during the Saint’s absence in Egypt and the Holy Land) are passed over in silence. Miracles, moreover, were demanded as the credentials of Francis’ sanctity, and the demand had to be met. The miraculous element is more pro-
nounced in the Second Life than in the First (compare e.g., I., 17 with II., 9, and I., 18 with II., 13), which is only natural. As Goetz remarks (p. 232) "in the First Life, Francis appears as an extraordinary man: in the Second, as a Saint".

And due allowance must be made for this change in the presentment of him. Thus the very much mitigated account of S. Francis' earliest years in II., 3, as compared with that in I., 1, 2, can only be due to a desire to make out that he was in some sort consecrated to God even from his birth. On the whole, however, Thomas is less prodigal of miraculous adjuncts than might have been expected, and is not unconscious that some discretion is needed in admitting portents into his narrative (see I., 138). And there is a laudable absence of the trivial, childish and grotesque miracles which abound in the diverting pages of Caesarius of Heisterbach, one of the authors on whom, according to Tamassia, he founded himself. In conclusion, I do not think that one can study Thomas of Celano's "Lives" without being convinced that, making the necessary allowances I have indicated, they constitute a truthful and not unworthy memorial of that Christ-like life and character that have endeared S. Francis to men of every age and of every religious persuasion.
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THE LIVES OF
S. FRANCIS OF ASSISI

THE FIRST LIFE OF S. FRANCIS

IN THE NAME OF THE LORD, AMEN. HERE BEGINS
THE PREFACE TO THE LIFE OF BLESSED FRANCIS

DESIRING to relate in order, with pious devotion
and under the constant guidance and teaching
of truth, the acts and life of our most blessed father
Francis, it has been my endeavour, at the bidding of
the Lord and glorious Pope Gregory, to set forth to the
best of my ability (though with unskilled words) at
least those things that I have heard from blessed
Francis' own mouth or have understood from faithful
and approved witnesses, since the memory of none
can retain all that he did and taught. But would that
I might deserve to be the disciple of him who always
avoided dark sayings and knew no pomp of words!

I have divided the whole of what I have been able
to gather concerning that blessed man into three parts,
arranging everything in single chapters, so that differ-
ences in time might not confuse the order of events and
bring the truth into doubt. The first part accordingly
keeps to the historical order and is principally devoted
to the purity of his blessed conversation and life, to his
holy character, and his wholesome teaching. In this
filled all which had been commanded them they deemed themselves unprofitable servants. For so did the spirit of purity pervade all that first school of S. Francis, that though they might know they were doing useful, holy, and righteous actions, vain rejoicing thereat was quite out of their ken.

31. But the blessed father, embracing his sons with exceeding love, began to open to them his purpose, and to point out what the Lord had revealed to him. And straightway four other men, good and meet, were added to them and followed the Saint of God. A great rumour therefore arose among the people, and the fame of the man of God began to spread farther. And surely at that time S. Francis and his brethren did singularly exult and exceedingly rejoice when any faithful man among the Christian people, whosoever or of what quality soever he might be, rich, poor, noble, low-born, despised, valued, wise, simple, clerk, unlettered, or layman came, led by the Spirit of God, to receive the habit of holy Religion. Men of the world also wondered greatly at all these things, and the example of humility provoked them to amend their way of life and repent of their sins. Neither low birth nor the drawback of poverty was any obstacle to his building up in the work of God those that it was the will of God to build up Who delights to be with the simple, and the outcasts of the world.
CHAPTER XIII

How, having eleven brethren, he first wrote down the Rule; and how the Lord Pope Innocent confirmed it: and concerning the vision of the tree

32. **BLESSED FRANCIS**, seeing that the Lord God was daily increasing the number [of the brethren] for that very purpose,¹ wrote down simply and in few words for himself and for his brethren both present and future a pattern and rule of life, using chiefly the language of the holy Gospel, after whose perfection alone he yearned. However he inserted a few other things necessarily concerned with the practice of a holy conversation. So he came to Rome with all the said brethren, longing exceedingly that what he had written might be confirmed by the Lord Pope Innocent III. There was at Rome at that time the venerable bishop of Assisi, named Guido, who honoured S. Francis and all the brethren in all things, and revered them with special affection. When he saw S. Francis and his brethren, he was annoyed at their coming, not knowing the cause of it: for he feared that they would leave their native country wherein the Lord had already begun to do great things by His servants; he was most glad to have such men in his diocese, and was building great expectations on their life and conduct. But when he heard the cause of their coming and understood their purpose, he rejoiced greatly in the Lord, pledging himself to give them advice and afford them help in the business. S. Francis also waited upon

¹ *I.e.*, for the salvation of men. See preceding paragraph.
the reverend Lord Bishop of Sabina (named John of S. Paul), who among the princes and great ones of the Roman Court seemed to be a despiser of earthly and a lover of heavenly things. This man received him with kindness and charity and warmly commended his will and purpose. (33) But, being a farseeing and judicious man, he began to question S. Francis on many points, and urged him to embrace the life of a monk or of a hermit. S. Francis, however, as humbly as he could, refused to yield to the Cardinal's persuasion; not that he despised what had been urged upon him; but in his pious longing for another course of life he was carried on by a still loftier desire. The Cardinal wondered at his fervour, and fearing lest he might flinch from so stern a purpose, pointed him out easier ways. At length, overcome by the stedfastness of S. Francis' entreaties, he gave in, and strove thenceforth to further his business with the Pope. At that time the Lord Pope Innocent III. ruled over the Church, a glorious man, one moreover of abundant learning, renowned in discourse, fervent in zeal for righteousness in those things which the business of promoting the Christian faith demanded. When he knew the wish of the men of God, after first examining the matter, he granted their request and carried it into complete effect; and then, encouraging and admonishing them concerning many things, he blessed S. Francis and his brethren, and said to them: "Go, and the Lord be with you, brethren, and as He shall deign to inspire you, preach repentance to all. And when the Lord Almighty shall multiply you in number and in grace, ye shall report it to me with joy, and I will grant you more
than this and shall with more confidence entrust greater things to you."

Verily the Lord was with blessed Francis whithersoever he went, cheering him with revelations, and encouraging him with benefits. For one night when he was gone to sleep he seemed to be walking along a road by the side of which stood a very lofty tree. That tree was fair and strong, exceeding thick and high. And it came to pass that as he came near to it, and stood beneath it, wondering at its beauty and height, he himself grew to such a height that he touched the top of the tree, and taking it in his hand, very easily bowed it to the ground. And so indeed it was done; since the Lord Innocent, the highest and loftiest tree in the world bowed himself so graciously to his will and petition.

CHAPTER XIV

Of his return from Rome to the valley of Spoleto, and of his sojourn on the way

34. S. FRANCIS with his brethren greatly exulting in the gift and favour of so great a father and lord gave thanks to Almighty God who setteth the humble on high and cheereth the sorrowful with deliverance. And he went straightway to visit the threshold of S. Peter; and, having finished his prayer, left the city and set out with his companions on the journey toward the valley of Spoleto. And as they thus went along they talked together of what great gifts the most merciful God had given
them; of their gracious reception by the Vicar of Christ, the Lord and father of all Christendom; of their power to fulfil his admonitions and commands; of how they might sincerely observe and unfailingly guard the Rule they had received; of how they should walk in all holiness and religion before the Most High; and finally of how their life and behaviour might by increase of the holy virtues be an example to their neighbours. And when Christ's new disciples had held sufficient disputation on such matters in the school of Humility, the day was far spent and the hour was past. Then, hungry and tired out with their journey, they came to a lonely spot, where they could find no refreshment because it was very far from the dwellings of men. And straightway, God's grace providing for them, a man met them bringing bread in his hand, which he gave them, and went away. But they wondered in their hearts, for they knew him not, and devoutly admonished one another to have greater trust in God's mercy. They took food, and, not a little refreshed thereby, came to a place near the city of Orte where they stayed about fifteen days. Some of them would go into the city to get necessary victuals, and carry back to the other brethren what little they had been able to gather from door to door, and they all ate it together, with thanksgiving and with joyful hearts. If anything were left over (since they could not give it to any one) they hid it in a tomb where bodies of the dead had been laid in days gone by, so that they might eat of it again.

35. That place was deserted and forsaken and few
people or none frequented it. Great was their exultation at seeing and having nothing which might give them vain or carnal delight. Wherefore in that place they began to have intercourse with holy Poverty, and, comforted above measure by the lack of all things that are of the world, they determined to cleave to her for ever everywhere, even as they were doing there. And because, having laid aside all care for earthly things, God’s comfort alone was their delight, they decreed and established that whatsoever tribulations might shake them, and whatsoever temptations might urge them they would never shrink from her embraces. But though the pleasantness of the place (which has no small power to weaken true strength of mind) did not hold back their affections, yet, lest a longer stay might entangle them even in the semblance of ownership, they withdrew thence, and, following their happy father, came at that time into the valley of Spoleto. They discussed together, those true followers of righteousness, whether they ought to live among men, or betake them to solitary places. But S. Francis, who trusted not in his own skill, but prefaced every business with holy prayer, chose not to live for himself alone, but for Him who died for all, knowing himself to have been sent for this, that he might gain for God souls that the devil was trying to take away.
CHAPTER XV

Of the fame of S. Francis, and of the conversion of many to God. How the Order was called that of the Lesser Brethren (Friars Minor); and how blessed Francis fashioned those entering the Religion

36. FRANCIS, therefore, Christ's valiant knight, went round the cities and fortresses proclaiming the Kingdom of God, preaching salvation and repentance for the remission of sins, not with plausible words of human wisdom, but with the learning and power of the Spirit. The Apostolic authority which had been granted him enabled him to act in all things with greater confidence, without using flattery or seducing blandishments. Incapable of carelessing the faults of certain men, he could pierce them; incapable of showing favour to the lives of sinners, he could smite them with sharp reproof because he had first persuaded himself by practice of that which he endeavoured to commend to others by his words; and without fear of any reprover he uttered the truth most confidently, so that even the most learned men, mighty in renown and dignity, wondered at his discourses and were smitten by his presence with wholesome fear. Men ran, women too ran, clerks hastened, and Religious made speed to see and hear the Saint of God who seemed to all to be a man of another world. People of every age and either sex hastened to behold the wonders which the Lord was newly working in the world by His servant. Surely at that time, whether by holy Francis' presence or by the fame [of him], it seemed that, as it were, a new light had been sent from
heaven on earth, scattering the universal blackness of darkness which had so seized on well-nigh the whole of that region, that scarce any one knew whither he must go. For such depth of forgetfulness of God and such slumber of neglect of His commandments had oppressed almost all that they could scarce endure to be roused, even slightly, from their old and inveterate sins.

37. He darted his beams like a star shining in the gloom of night, and as it were the morning spread over the darkness; and thus it came to pass that in a short time the face of the whole province was changed, and she appeared of more cheerful countenance, the former foulness having everywhere been laid aside. The former dryness was done away and in the field erstwhile hard the crops sprang up quickly; the untended vine began moreover to put forth shoots of divine fragrance, and, after bearing blossoms of sweetness, yielded fruits of honour and virtue together. Everywhere thanksgiving and the voice of praise were resounding in such wise that many cast away the cares of the world, and in the life and teaching of the most blessed father Francis gained knowledge of themselves, and aspired to love of their Creator and reverence for Him. Many among the people, nobles and plebeians, clerks and lay-folk, pierced by God's inspiration, began to come to holy Francis, longing evermore to fight under his discipline and leadership: all of whom the Saint of God like a plenteous stream of heavenly grace watered with anointing showers, and beautified the field of their hearts with flowers of virtue. Truly an excellent craftsman; after whose pattern, rule and teaching, heralded with noteworthy proclamation, Christ's Church is being renewed
in either sex, and is triumphing in a threefold army of men who are to be saved. For he assigned to all their rule of life, and pointed out truly the way to be saved in every station.

38. But the chief matter of our discourse is the Order which as well from charity as by profession he took upon him and maintained. What then shall we say of it? He himself first planted the Order of Friars Minor (Lesser Brethren) and on that very occasion gave it that name; since (as is well known) it was written in the Rule: “And be they lesser”: and in that hour, when those words were uttered, he said: “I will that this brotherhood be called the Order of Lesser Brethren” (Friars Minor). And truly they were “lesser,” for, being subject to all, they ever sought for lowly dwellings, and for occupations in the discharge of which they might appear in some sort to suffer wrong, that they might deserve to be so founded on the solid basis of true humility that in happy disposition the spiritual building of all the virtues might arise in them. Verily on the foundation of stedfastness a noble structure of charity arose, wherein living stones heaped together from all parts of the world were built up into an habitation of the Holy Spirit. Oh, with what ardour of charity did Christ’s new disciples burn! What love of their pious fellowship flourished among them! For whenever they came together in any place, or met one another in the way, (as is usual) there sprang up a shoot of spiritual love scattering over all love the seeds of true affection. What can I say more? Their embraces

¹ See Speculum Perfectionis, 26.
were chaste, their feelings gentle, their kisses holy,¹ their intercourse sweet, their laughter modest, their look cheerful, their eye single, their spirit submissive, their tongue peaceable, their answer soft, their purpose identical, their obedience ready, their hand untiring. (39) And for that they despised all earthly things, and never loved one another with private love, but poured forth their whole affection in common, the business of all alike was to give up themselves as the price of supplying their brethren’s need. They came together with longing, they dwelt together with delight; but the parting of companions was grievous on both sides, a bitter divorce, a cruel separation. But these obedient knights durst put nothing before the orders of holy Obedience, and before the word of command was finished they were preparing to fulfil the order; not knowing how to distinguish between precept and precept, they ran, as it were, headlong to perform whatever was enjoined, all contradiction being put aside.

The followers of most holy Poverty, having nothing, loved nothing, and therefore had no fear of losing anything. They were content with a tunic only, patched sometimes within and without; no elegance was seen in it, but great abjectness and vileness, to the end they might wholly appear therein as crucified to the world. They were girt with a cord, and wore drawers of common stuff; and they were piously purposed to remain in that state, and to have nothing more. Everywhere, therefore, they were secure, nor kept in suspense by any fear; distracted by no care,

¹ See below, II., 155.
they awaited the morrow without solicitude, nor, though oftentimes in great straits in their journeyings, were they ever in anxiety about a night's lodging. For when, as often happened, they lacked a lodging in the coldest weather, an oven sheltered them, or, at least, they lay hid by night humbly in underground places or in caves. And by day those who knew how to, worked with their hands, and they stayed in lepers' houses, or in other decent places, serving all with humility and devotion.

40. They would exercise no calling whence scandal might arise, but, by always doing holy, just, virtuous, and useful deeds, they provoked all with whom they lived to copy their humility and patience. The virtue of patience had so compassed them about that they rather sought to be where they might suffer persecution of their bodies than where they might be uplifted by the world's favour, if their holiness was acknowledged or praised. For many times when they were reviled, insulted, stripped naked, scourged, bound or imprisoned, they would not avail themselves of any one's protection, but bore all so bravely that the voice of praise and thanksgiving alone sounded in their mouth. Scarcely, or not at all, did they cease from praising God and from prayer; but, recalling by constant examination what they had done, they rendered thanks to God for what they had done well, and groans and tears for what they had neglected or unadvisedly committed. They deemed themselves forsaken by God unless they knew themselves to be constantly visited in their devotions by their wonted piety. And so when they would apply themselves to prayer they sought the
support of certain appliances lest their prayer should be disturbed by sleep stealing over them. Some were held up by hanging ropes, some surrounded themselves with instruments of iron, while others shut themselves up in wooden cages. If ever their sobriety were disturbed (as commonly happens) by abundance of food or drink, or if, tired by a journey, they overpassed, though but a little, the bounds of necessity, they tortured themselves most severely by many days' abstinence. In short they made it their business to keep down the promptings of the flesh with such maceration that they shrank not from often stripping themselves naked in the sharpest frost, and piercing their whole body with thorns so as to draw blood. (41) And so vigorously did they set at naught all earthly things that they scarce submitted to take the barest necessaries of life, and shrank not from any hardships, having been parted from bodily comfort by such long usage. Amid all this they followed peace and gentleness with all men, and, ever behaving themselves modestly and peaceably, were most zealous in avoiding all occasions of scandal. For they scarcely spoke even in time of need, nor did any jesting or idle words proceed out of their mouth, in order that nothing immodest or unseemly might by any means be found in all their behaviour and conversation. Their every act was disciplined, their every movement modest, all the senses had been so mortified in them that they scarce submitted to hear or see anything but what their purpose demanded; their eyes were fixed on the ground, their mind clave to Heaven. No envy, malice, rancour, evil-speaking, suspicion or bitterness had place in
them, but great concord, continual quietness, thanksgiving, and the voice of praise were in them. Such were the teachings wherewith the tender father, not by word and tongue only, but above all in deed and truth, was fashioning his new sons.

CHAPTER XVI

Of his sojourn at Rivo Torto and of his guarding of Poverty

42. THE blessed Francis with the other brethren repaired to a place called Rivo Torto by the city of Assisi. Here there was a forsaken hovel beneath whose shelter those most strenuous despisers of large and beautiful houses abode, and protected themselves from storms of rain. For, as saith the Saint, one ascends to Heaven quicker from a hovel than from a palace. In that same place there dwelt with the blessed father all his sons and brethren in much toil and in lack of all things; very often, wholly deprived of the solace of bread, they were content with turnips only, which in their distress they begged for here and there over the plain of Assisi. Their dwelling was so extremely cramped that they could scarce sit down or rest in it. There was not a sound of murmuring or complaining at these things; but their heart being at peace their mind was filled with joy and kept them patient. S. Francis most carefully examined himself and his companions daily, nay continually; he suffered not that aught of wantonness should linger in them, and drove away all negligence from their hearts. Rigid in discipline he guarded himself watchfully at every
hour; for if ever (as is usual) any fleshly temptation assailed him he would plunge in winter into a pit full of ice and remain there until all fleshly taint withdrew from him. And the others most eagerly followed the example of such mortification. (43) He taught them not only to mortify vices and to keep down the promptings of the flesh but also to control even the outward organs of sense whereby death enters the soul. For when at that time the Emperor Otho [IV.] was passing through those quarters with great stir and pomp to receive the crown of the earthly Empire, the most holy father and his companions in the said hovel were close to the road by which the Emperor was passing; but he did not go out to look, nor did he allow any to do so, save one who was most stedfastly to announce to the Emperor that this glory of his would endure but for a short time. For the glorious Saint was dwelling in himself, and, walking in the amplitude of his heart, was preparing in himself an habitation meet for God; wherefore no outward clamour caught his ears, nor could any sound disturb or interrupt the vast business he had in hand. The Apostolic authority was strong in him, and therefore he utterly refused to flatter kings and princes. He ever applied himself to holy simplicity nor did he allow the straitness of his abode to cramp the breadth of his heart.

44. He wrote the names of the brethren on the beams of the dwelling so that each if he wished to rest or pray might recognise his own place, and so that the painful smallness of the space might not cause the silence of the mind to be troubled. Now one day

---

1 A.D. 1209.  2 Cf. above, I., 36.
while they were staying there a man leading an ass chanced to come to the shelter where the man of God was dwelling with his companions, and in order not to be driven away, he urged his ass to go in, saying these words: "Go in, for we shall do good to this place". When S. Francis heard these words and perceived what the man meant, he was moved in spirit; for the man thought that the brethren intended to stay there [as owners] in order to enlarge the place, and "add house to house". And S. Francis went out forthwith, and forsook that hovel, because of what the countryman had said, and he removed to another place not far from it called Portiuncula, where, as was said above, the Church of S. Mary was that he had repaired long before. He would have nothing in the way of property that he might the more fully possess all things in the Lord.

CHAPTER XVII

How the blessed Francis taught the brethren to pray; and concerning the obedience and purity of the brethren

45. At that time the brethren entreated S. Francis to teach them to pray, because, walking in simplicity of spirit, they knew not as yet the offices of the Church. And he said to them: "When ye pray, say, 'Our Father' and 'We worship Thee, O Christ, [here]¹ and at all Thy churches which are in all the world, and we bless Thee for that by Thy holy Cross Thou hast redeemed the world'". And this the brethren, dutiful disciples of their master, were most

¹ Supplied from the Testamentum S. Francisci (Opuscula S. Francisci, p. 78, ed. Quaracchi).
careful to observe, for not only those things which blessed Francis told them by way of brotherly advice or fatherly command, but even those things which he was thinking of or meditating on, if they could get to know them by any token, they strove most effectually to fulfil. For their blessed father used to tell them that true obedience is not only uttered, but thought out; not only enjoined, but desired. That is, if a subject brother should not only hear the voice of a superior brother but should understand his will, he ought forthwith to concentrate himself wholly on obedience and do what he understands by any sign to be the superior's will.

Moreover, in whatsoever place a church might be built, even if they were not present there, yet if they could in anywise see it from afar they bowed down toward it flat on the ground, and inclining the inward and the outward man, worshipped the Almighty, saying, "We worship Thee, O Christ, [here] and at all Thy churches"; as the holy father had taught them. And (a thing not less to be wondered at) wherever they beheld a cross, or a mark of a cross, whether on the ground, on a wall, on trees, or in hedges by the way, they did that same thing. (46) For holy simplicity had so filled them, innocency of life was so teaching them, purity of heart so possessed them that they were utterly ignorant of duplicity of mind. For as they were one in faith so they were one in spirit, one in will, one in charity: agreement in disposition, harmonious behaviour, the practice of the virtues, conformity of mind and piety in action ever prevailed among them.
For once when they were often confessing their sins to a secular priest who was deservedly infamous and a man to be scorned by all for his flagitious deeds, though his wickedness had been made known to them by many they would by no means believe it, nor did they on that account omit to confess their sins to him as usual, or to pay him due reverence. And when one day he (or another priest) had said to one of the brethren, "See, brother, that thou be not a hypocrite," that brother immediately believed, by reason of the priest's words, that he was a hypocrite, and therefore day and night he lamented, being moved with exceeding grief. And when the brethren asked him what might be the meaning of such great sadness and such unwonted mourning, he answered: "A priest has said a thing to me which causes me such grief that I can hardly think of anything else". But the brethren tried to comfort him and urged him not to have such a belief. But he said, "What is it you say, brethren? It is a priest who said those words. Can a priest lie? Since then a priest lies not we must needs believe that what he has said is true." And so he continued a long time in such simplicity, but was calmed at length by the blessed father's words, who explained to him the priest's saying and wisely made excuse for the priest's intention. It was scarce possible for any brother to be in such trouble of mind that all the clouds would not depart and the sky be clear again at his bright words.
CHAPTER XVIII

Of the fiery chariot; and of blessed Francis' knowledge of things absent

47. At that time the brethren, walking before God with simplicity and before men with confidence, were deemed worthy to be gladdened by a revelation from God. For whilst, kindled by the fire of the Holy Ghost, not only at the appointed hours but also at every hour (since earthly solicitude and troublesome anxious cares had little hold on them) they chanted "Our Father" in melody of the spirit with suppliant voice, one night the most blessed father Francis absented himself from them in body. And lo! about the hour of midnight, while some of the brethren were at rest and others were praying earnestly in silence, a fiery chariot of dazzling brightness came through the door of the house and turned about this way and that two or three times within the dwelling. Above it rested a huge globe, like the sun, which lit up the night. The watchers were dazed, the sleepers were startled: and they felt a clearness of heart not less than of body. They all came together, and began to ask one another what this might be: but by the power and grace of that great light the conscience of one was disclosed to another: and finally they understood and knew that it was the soul of their holy father which had shone with such dazzling radiance, and that for the grace of his special purity and the great tenderness of his care for his sons he had been found worthy to obtain from the Lord the blessing of so great a gift.
And indeed they had often had proof of this by manifest tokens and had found that the secrets of their hearts were not hidden from the most holy father. O how often, not by any man's teaching, but by revelation of the Holy Ghost did he know what absent brethren were doing, did he open the hidden things of their heart and explore their conscience! O how many did he admonish in dreams ordering them what they were to do and forbidding what they were to avoid! O of how many did he foretell evil whose present conduct was good in appearance! So also, forecasting that the wickednesses of many would end, he announced that the grace of salvation would come to them. Nay more, if any one for his spirit of purity and simplicity deserved to be distinguished, he enjoyed the singular consolation of beholding S. Francis in a way of which the rest had no experience. I will relate one instance, known to me by the report of faithful witnesses. Once when Brother John of Florence had been appointed by S. Francis Minister of the brethren in Provence and had been holding a chapter of the brethren in that same province, the Lord God of His wonted mercy opened to him the door of utterance and made all the brethren well disposed and attentive to hear. Among the brethren was a priest named Monaldo (renowned by report but yet more renowned in life) whose virtue was founded on humility, fostered by frequent prayer and preserved by the shield of patience. Brother Antony was also present at that chapter, whose mind the Lord opened, so that he might understand the Scriptures, and utter among all the people
words sweeter than honey and the honeycomb concerning Jesus. While he was most earnestly and devoutly preaching to the brethren on the text, "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews," brother Monaldo looked toward the door of the house wherein the brethren were assembled, and there saw with his bodily eyes blessed Francis raised up in the air, with his hands stretched out as on a cross, blessing the brethren. All who were present seemed to be filled with the comfort of the Holy Ghost, and the saving joy which they experienced availed to render credible to them what they were told concerning the sight and presence of their most glorious father.

49. As to his knowledge of the secrets of other men's hearts, among many cases in which experience of this was had, let one be quoted concerning which no doubt can arise. A brother named Ricerio, noble by birth but nobler by conduct, a lover of God and a despiser of himself, was led, by the eager wish of a dutiful spirit, perfectly to attain and possess the favour of holy father Francis; but he greatly feared that in consequence of some hidden judgment S. Francis shrank from him and therefore made him a stranger to the favour of his love. That brother considered (being a God-fearing man) that if S. Francis loved any one with the deepest charity, such a one would also be worthy to deserve God's favour, but that, on the other hand, any one to whom S. Francis did not show himself well disposed and benign would fall under the wrath of the Judge on high. These thoughts the said brother kept turning over in his mind, of these things did he frequently hold silent converse with himself,
disclosing the secret of his cogitation to none. (50) But one day, when the blessed father was praying in his cell, and Ricerio was come to that place distressed by his wonted cogitation, the Saint of God both knowing of his arrival, and understanding his thoughts at once sent for him and said: “Let no temptation disturb thee, my son; let no cogitation afflict thee, for thou art most dear to me; and know that among those specially dear to me thou art worthy of my affection and intimacy. Come in to me confidently whenever thou wilt, and let my friendship give thee confidence to speak.” Ricerio wondered with the utmost amazement, and thenceforward, having become more reverent, as he increased in the holy father’s favour, so he began to have a larger trust in God’s mercy.

O holy father how must those grieve for thy absence who have no hope at all ever to find thy like on earth! Help, we pray, by intercession those whom thou seest to be wrapped in the contagion of sin. Though thou wast already filled with the spirit of all the righteous, foreseeing the future, and knowing the present, thou didst ever bear the image of holy simplicity, that thou mightest fly from all boastfulness.

But let us resume the thread of our story and return to the foregoing matter.
CHAPTER XIX

Of S. Francis' watchful guarding of the brethren; of his self-contempt and true humility

51. **The** most blessed man Francis came back in the body to his brethren, from whom (as has been said) he never withdrew himself in the spirit. He would search out the deeds of all with careful and diligent examination, being ever moved toward his subjects by a fruitful curiosity and leaving nothing unpunished where he found that anything wrong had been done. And his practice was first to decide concerning spiritual vices, next to give judgment on corporal vices, and lastly to root out all occasions which are wont to give entrance to sin.

With all zeal and with all carefulness did he guard holy Poverty, his Lady, and in order that he might never attain to superfluity he would not allow any vessel to be found in the house if without it he could by any means avoid being subject to the extremity of need. For he used to say that it was impossible to satisfy need without yielding obedience to pleasure. He hardly ever, or most rarely, allowed himself cooked food; and if he did, he would often mix it with ashes, or quench its flavour with cold water. O how often, when walking through the world to preach the Gospel, if invited to dinner by great Princes (who revered him with wondrous affection) would he taste a little meat (to observe the holy Gospel), and then, making a show of eating, put his hand to his mouth and drop the
remainder into his bosom, so that none might notice what he was doing!

What shall I say as to his drinking of wine, when he would not even allow himself to drink his fill of water when consumed by thirst? (52) Wherever he received hospitality he would allow no coverlet or clothes to be put over his resting-place; but the bare ground, his tunic only interposed, received his bare limbs; and when at times he refreshed his slight frame with the benefit of sleep, he would often sleep in a sitting posture, not otherwise reclining, and using a piece of wood or stone for a pillow. If appetite (as it is wont) had craved for some particular food, he could hardly be persuaded to eat it afterwards. It happened once that he was entering Assisi when he had somewhat recovered his strength after an illness during which he had eaten a little flesh of chicken; and on reaching the city gate he bade a brother who was with him tie a rope round his neck and drag him thus like a robber all through the city, shouting like a crier, and saying, "Come, look at the glutton who has been battening on poultry that he has been eating when you did not know it!" Many therefore flocked to see so strange a sight, and said as they wept together and heaved repeated sighs, "Woe to us wretches whose whole life is spent in bloodshed, who nourish our hearts and bodies in wantonness and drunkenness!" And so they were pricked in heart, and urged by so signal an example to a better way of life. (53) Many such-like things he often did in order both to attain perfect self-contempt and to invite others to attain perpetual honour. He was become unto himself as a rejected vessel: encumbered by no fear nor
anxiety for the body he most strenuously exposed it to affronts, that he might not be driven by love for it to covet any temporal thing. A true despiser of himself, he profitably instructed all by word and example to despise themselves.

For what did he do? While he was being magnified, and, with praiseworthy judgment, extolled by all, he alone counted himself the vilest of men, he alone most fervently despised himself. For oftentimes while all men were paying him honour he was wounded by exceeding grief, and, casting out the favour of men, he would, contrariwise, get some one to rebuke him. He would call one of the brethren to him and say, "On thy obedience I bid thee revile me harshly and tell me the truth in opposition to the lies of these men". And when that brother, though unwillingly, called him a boor, and a venal and unprofitable wretch, he would answer smiling and heartily applauding him, "The Lord bless thee, because thou art saying what is most true, for such things it is meet for the son of Peter di Bernardone to hear". Speaking thus he would recall his humble origin. (54) And that he might perfectly show himself to be contemptible, and afford to the rest an example of true confession, he was not ashamed, when he had offended in anything, to confess it when he was preaching before all the people. Nay more, if he chanced to have any evil thought about any one, or happened to let fall an angry word, he would straightway confess the sin to him against whom he had thought or said anything evil, and beg his pardon. His conscience (witness of all innocence) guarded itself with all solicitude and did not let him rest until
soothing words had healed the mental wound. Assuredly in his noteworthy deeds of every kind he craved not notoriety but profit, avoiding admiration by every means that he might never fall into vanity.

Alas for us who thus have lost thee, worthy father, pattern of all well-doing and humility! Surely by a just judgment have we lost him whom when we had him we cared not to know!

CHAPTER XX

Of the longing whereby he was moved to receive martyrdom, journeying first to Spain and then to Syria: and how God through him delivered the sailors from peril by multiplying the provisions

55. GLOWING with the love of God, the most blessed father Francis was ever zealous to set his hand to brave deeds; and, walking with heart enlarged in the way of God's commandments, he longed to reach the height of perfection. Accordingly in the sixth year of his conversion, burning with the utmost desire for holy martyrdom, he determined to pass over to the regions of Syria to preach the Christian faith, and repentance to the Saracens and the other unbelievers. After going on board a ship in order to journey thither, he and his fellow-travellers found themselves by reason of contrary winds in the regions of Sclavonia. But when he saw that he was baulked of his great desire, after a short interval he besought some sailors who were going to Ancona to take him with them, since hardly any ship could sail to Syria that year. They however obstinately refused, for lack
of payment, but the Saint of God, with full trust in the Lord's kindness, went on board by stealth with his companion. Then by God's providence a man came on board without any one's knowledge bringing the necessary provisions, and he called to him one of the crew who feared God and said, "Take all these things with thee and faithfully give them to those poor men in hiding on the ship in time of need". And so it came to pass that when a great storm had arisen and the crew who had toiled in rowing many days had eaten all their provisions, those only of the poor man Francis were left: and these by God's grace and power were so multiplied that although the voyage lasted several days more, they were abundantly sufficient to supply the wants of all until they reached the port of Ancona. So when the sailors saw that they had escaped the perils of the sea through God's servant Francis, they gave thanks to Almighty God who ever shows Himself in His servants wonderful and worthy to be loved.

56. Francis the servant of the high God quitted the sea and walked on the land, and cleaving it with the ploughshare of the word, sowed the seed of life and brought forth blessed fruit. For straightway a number of good and fit men, clerical and lay, flying from the world and manfully crushing the Devil, devotedly followed Francis in life and purpose by the grace and will of the Most High. But though the Gospel vine-branch might produce from itself abundance of the choicest fruits, nevertheless the lofty purpose to attain martyrdom and the ardent longing for it in nowise grew cold in him; and before long he took his journey toward Morocco that he might preach Christ's Gospel
to the Miramamolin¹ and his associates. He was urged by such longing that he sometimes left the companion of his pilgrimage behind and would hasten on, inebriated in spirit, to fulfil his purpose. But when he had already reached Spain, the good God (who was pleased of His mere goodness to be mindful of me and of many) withstood him to the face, and, that he might proceed no farther, recalled him by a threatened illness from the journey he had begun, (57) and on his return shortly afterwards to the Church of S. Maria de Portiuncula, some men of learning and some of noble birth joined him most acceptably. These, since he was a man of the noblest and discreetest temper, he treated with fitting distinction, most tenderly paying to each one his due. Verily, being endowed with eminent discretion, he had wise regard in all things to the claims of each man's dignity. But he could not yet rest without even more fervently following the blessed impulse of his spirit; and in the thirteenth year of his conversion, when severe and daily combats were raging between Christians and pagans, he took a companion with him and went to the regions of Syria; nor did he fear to present himself to the sight of the Soldan of the Saracens.² But who can tell with what stedfastness of mind he stood before him, with what power of spirit he spoke to him, with what eloquence and confidence he answered those who were reviling the Christian law? For before he came to the Soldan he had been seized by the [Soldan's] associates, insulted and beaten, yet was

¹ Otherwise Miramolin; a title, not a proper name.
² A.D. 1219.
he not afraid, nor feared the threat of torments, nor blenched at the menace of death. But though he was shamefully treated by many who were moved with bitter hostility and dislike, he was most honourably received by the Soldan. For he paid him what honour he could and tried to sway his mind toward worldly riches by the offer of many gifts. But when the Soldan saw that he most stoutly held all such things in contempt like dung, he was filled with the utmost amazement and gazed on him as a man unlike almost all men. He was deeply stirred by his words and heard him very willingly. But in all this the Lord did not fulfil S. Francis' desire, reserving for him the privilege of an unparalleled favour.

CHAPTER XXI

Of his preaching to the birds and of the obedience of the creatures

During the time when (as has been said) many joined themselves to the brethren the most blessed father Francis was journeying through the valley of Spoleto, and came to a spot near Bevagna where a very great number of birds of different sorts were gathered together, viz., doves, rooks and those other birds that are called in the vulgar tongue monade.1 When he saw them, being a man of the most fervent temper and also very tender and affectionate toward all the lower and irrational creatures, Francis the most blessed servant of God left his companions in the way and ran eagerly toward the birds. When he was come

1 Al. monacle, monedule, monacule.
close to them and saw that they were awaiting him, he gave them his accustomed greeting. But, not a little surprised that the birds did not fly away (as they are wont to do) he was filled with exceeding joy and humbly begged them to hear the word of God: and, after saying many things to them he added: "My brother birds, much ought ye to praise your Creator, and ever to love Him who has given you feathers for clothing, wings for flight, and all that ye had need of. God has made you noble among His creatures, for He has given you a habitation in the purity of the air, and, whereas ye neither sow nor reap, He Himself doth still protect and govern you without any care of your own." On this (as he himself and the brethren who had been with him used to say) those little birds rejoicing in wondrous fashion, after their nature, began to stretch out their necks, to spread their wings, to open their beaks and to gaze on him. And then he went to and fro amidst them, touching their heads and bodies with his tunic. At length he blessed them, and, having made the sign of the cross, gave them leave to fly away to another place. But the blessed father went on his way with his companions, rejoicing and giving thanks to God Whom all creatures humbly acknowledge and revere. Being now, by grace, become simple (though he was not so by nature) he began to charge himself with negligence for not having preached to the birds before, since they listened so reverently to God's word. And so it came to pass that from that day he diligently exhorted all winged creatures, all beasts, all reptiles and even creatures insensible, to praise and love the Creator, since daily, on
his calling on the Saviour's name, he had knowledge of their obedience by his own experience. (59) One day (for instance) when he was come to the fortress called Alviano to set forth the word of God, he went up on an eminence where all could see him, and asked for silence. But though all the company held their peace and stood reverently by, a great number of swallows who were building their nests in that same place were chirping and chattering loudly. And, as Francis could not be heard by the men for their chirping, he spoke to the birds and said: "My sisters, the swallows, it is now time for me to speak too, because you have been saying enough all this time. Listen to the word of God and be in silence, and quiet, until the sermon is finished!" And those little birds (to the amazement and wonder of all the bystanders) kept silence forthwith, and did not move from that place till the preaching was ended. So those men, when they had seen that sign, were filled with the greatest admiration, and said: "Truly this man is a Saint, and a friend of the Most High". And with the utmost devotion they hastened at least to touch his clothes, praising and blessing God.

And it is certainly wonderful how even the irrational creatures recognised his tender affection towards them and perceived beforehand the sweetness of his love; (60) for once when he was staying at the fortress of Greccio, one of the brethren brought him a live leveret that had been caught in a snare; and when the blessed man saw it he was moved with compassion and said: "Brother leveret, come to me. Why didst thou let thyself be so deceived?" And forthwith the leveret,
on being released by the brother who was holding him, fled to the holy man, and, without being driven thither by any one, lay down in his bosom as being the safest place. When he had rested there a little while the holy father, caressing him with maternal affection, let him go, so that he might freely return to the wood-land. At last, after the leveret had been put down on the ground many times, and had every time returned to the holy man's bosom, he bade the brethren carry it into a wood which was hard by. Something of the same kind happened with a rabbit (which is a very wild creature) when he was on the island in the lake of Perugia. He was also moved by the same feeling of pity towards fish, for if they had been caught, and he had the opportunity, he would throw them back alive into the water, biding them beware of being caught a second time.

61. Once accordingly when he was sitting in a boat near a port on the lake of Rieti, a fisherman caught a big fish called a tench, and respectfully offered it to him. He took it up joyfully and kindly, began to call it by the name of brother, and then putting it back out of the boat into the water he began devoutly to bless the name of the Lord. And while he continued thus for some time in prayer, the said fish played about in the water close to the boat, and did not leave the place where Francis had put him, until, having finished his prayer, the holy man of God gave him leave to depart. Even so did the glorious father Francis, walking in the way of obedience, and taking upon him perfectly the

1 See Fioretti, chap. vii.
yoke of Divine submission, acquire great dignity before God in that the creatures obeyed him. For water was even turned to wine for him when he was once in grievous sickness at the hermitage of Sant' Urbano; and when he had tasted it he got well so easily that all believed it to be a Divine miracle, as indeed it was. And truly he is a Saint whom the creatures thus obey and at whose nod the very elements are transmuted for other uses.

CHAPTER XXII

Of his preaching at Ascoli; and how the sick were healed in his absence by things that his hand had touched.

62. At the time when (as has been said) the venerable father Francis preached to the birds, as he went round about the cities and fortresses scattering seeds of blessing everywhere, he came to the city of Ascoli. Here, when according to his wont he was most fervently uttering the word of God, almost all the people, changed by the right hand of the Highest, were filled with such grace and devotion that in their eagerness to see and hear him they trod on one another. And at that time thirty men, clerks and lay-people, received from him the habit of holy Religion. Such was the faith of men and women, such their devotion of mind toward God's Saint that he who could but touch his garment called himself happy. If he entered any city the clergy were joyful, the bells were rung, the men exulted, the women rejoiced together, the children clapped their hands and often took

1 In the neighbourhood of Narni in Umbria.
boughs of trees and went in procession to meet him singing Psalms. Heretical wickedness was confounded, the Church's faith was magnified; and while the faithful shouted for joy, the heretics slunk away. For the tokens of holiness that appeared in him were such, that no one durst speak against him; seeing that the crowds hung on him alone. Amidst and above all else he pronounced that the faith of the Holy Roman Church, wherein alone consists the salvation of all that are to be saved, must be kept, revered, and imitated. He revered the priests and embraced the whole hierarchy with exceeding affection. (63) The people would offer him loaves to bless, and would keep them for long after, and by tasting them they were healed of divers sicknesses. Many times also in their great faith in him they cut up his tunic so that he was left almost naked; and, what is more wonderful, some even recovered their health by means of objects which the holy father had touched with his hand, as happened in the case of a woman who lived in a little village near Arezzo. She was with child, and when the time of her delivery came was in labour for several days and hung between life and death in incredible suffering. Her neighbours and kinsfolk had heard that the blessed Francis was going to a certain hermitage and would pass by that way. But while they were waiting for him it chanced that he went to the place by a different way, for he was riding because he was weak and ill. When he reached the place he sent back the horse to the man who had lent it him out of charity, by a certain brother named Peter. Brother Peter, in bringing the horse back, passed through the
place where the suffering woman was. The inhabitants on seeing him ran to him in haste, thinking he was the blessed Francis, but were exceedingly disappointed when they found he was not. At length they began to inquire together if anything might be found which the blessed Francis had touched with his hand; and after spending a long time over this they at last hit upon the reins which he had held in his hand when riding: so they took the bit out of the mouth of the horse on which the holy father had sat, and laid the reins which he had touched with his own hands upon the woman: and forthwith her peril was removed and she brought forth her child with joy and in safety.

64. Gualfreduccio, who lived at Castel della Pieve, a religious man fearing and worshipping God with all his house, had by him a cord wherewith the blessed Francis had once been girded. Now it came to pass that in that place many men and not a few women were suffering from various sicknesses and fevers; and this man went through the houses of the sick, and, after dipping the cord in water or mixing with water some of the strands, made the sufferers drink of it, and so, in Christ’s name, they all recovered. Now these things were done in blessed Francis’ absence, besides many others which we could in nowise unfold in the longest discourse. But a few of those things which the Lord our God deigned to work by means of his presence we will briefly insert in this work.
CHAPTER XXIII

How he healed a cripple at Toscanella and a paralytic at Narni

65. Once when Francis the Saint of God was making a long circuit through various regions to preach the Gospel of God's kingdom he came to a city called Toscanella. Here, while he was sowing the seed of life, as he was wont, he was entertained by a knight of that same city whose only son was a cripple and weak in all his body. Though the child was of tender years, he had passed the age of weaning; but he still remained in a cradle. But the boy's father, seeing the man of God to be endued with such holiness, humbly fell at his feet and besought him to heal his son. Francis, deeming himself to be unprofitable and unworthy of such power and grace, for a long time refused to do it. At last, conquered by the urgency of the knight's entreaties, after offering up prayer he laid his hand on the boy, blesssd him, and lifted him up. And in the sight of all the boy straightway arose whole in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, and began to walk hither and thither about the house.

66. Once when Francis the man of God had come to Narni and was staying there several days, a man of that city named Peter was lying in bed paralysed. For five months he had been so completely deprived of the use of all his limbs that he could in nowise lift himself up or move at all; and thus, having lost all help from feet, hands and head, he could only move his tongue and open his eyes. But on hearing that S. Francis was come to Narni he sent a messenger to
the Bishop to ask that he would, for Divine compassion's sake, be pleased to send the servant of God Most High to him, for he trusted that he would be delivered, by the sight and presence of the Saint, from the infirmity whereby he was holden. And so indeed it came to pass; for when the blessed Francis was come to him he made the sign of the cross over him from head to feet, and forthwith drove away all his sickness and restored him to his former health.

CHAPTER XXIV

How he gave sight to a blind woman, and at Gubbio straightened another, whose hands were contracted

A WOMAN of the above-named city who had been struck blind was found worthy of receiving the longed-for light immediately on the blessed Francis' making the sign of the cross over her eyes.

At Gubbio there was a woman both whose hands were contracted so that she could do nothing with them. As soon as she knew that S. Francis had entered the city she ran to him, and with miserable and woe-begone face showed him her deformed hands and began to pray that he would deign to touch them. He was moved with compassion, touched her hand: and healed them. And straightway the woman returned joyfully to her house, made a cheesecake with her own hands and offered it to the holy man; he took a little in token of kindness, and bade her and her household eat the rest.
CHAPTER XXV

How he delivered a brother from the falling sickness, or from a devil; and how he delivered a demoniac woman at the fortress of S. Gemini

68. THERE was a brother who often suffered from a grievous infirmity that was horrible to see; and I know not what name to give it; though some think it was caused by a malignant devil. For often-times he was dashed down and with a terrible look in his eyes he wallowed foaming; sometimes his limbs were contracted, sometimes extended, sometimes they were folded and twisted together, and sometimes they became hard and rigid. Sometimes, tense and rigid all over, with his feet touching his head, he would be lifted up in the air to the height of a man's stature and would then suddenly spring back to the earth. The holy father Francis pitying his grievous sickness went to him and after offering up prayer signed him with the cross and blessed him. And suddenly he was made whole, and never afterwards suffered from this distressing infirmity.

69. One day when the most blessed father Francis was passing through the diocese of Narni he reached a fortress known as that of S. Gemini, and while he was there preaching the Gospel of God's kingdom, he with three brethren were entertained by a man who feared and worshipped God and was very well reported of in that town. But his wife, as was known to all the inhabitants of the place, was vexed with a devil; and so her husband besought the blessed
Francis for her, trusting that by his merits she might be delivered. But S. Francis, desiring in his simplicity rather to be had in contempt than through ostentation of sanctity to be uplifted by the favour of this world, altogether refused to do this thing. At length, since God was concerned in the case, he yielded to the prayers of the many who were entreating him. So he called the three brethren who were with him, and setting each one in a corner of the house, he said to them, "Brethren, let us pray to the Lord for this woman, that God may break off from her the devil's yoke, to His praise and glory. Stand we apart (he added) in the corners of the house, that this evil spirit may not be able to escape us or delude us by trying to sneak into the corners." Accordingly, having finished his prayer blessed Francis went in the power of the Spirit to the woman who was being miserably tormented and crying horribly; and he said, "In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, I charge thee, devil, on obedience, to go out of her nor dare to impede her any more". Hardly had he finished speaking when the devil with furious roaring rushed out so swiftly that the holy father thought himself under some illusion, because of the sudden healing of the woman and the prompt obedience of the devil. And forthwith he departed from that place shamefacedly, for God's providence had so wrought in the matter that there might be no place for vainglory on his part. Accordingly, another time when blessed Francis was passing through that same place and brother Elias was with him, the woman as soon as she knew of his coming arose forthwith and ran through the piazza
after him begging that he would deign to speak to her; but he would not, knowing that it was the woman out of whom he had once cast a devil by the power of God. But she was kissing his footprints, giving thanks to God and S. Francis His servant who had delivered her from the hand of death. At length, urged by the entreaty of brother Elias, the Saint spoke to her, after having been certified by many that it was she that had been sick (as has been said) and had been delivered.

CHAPTER XXVI

How at Città di Castello also he cast out a devil

70. At Città di Castello also there was a woman possessed by a devil; and when the most blessed father Francis was there she was brought to the house in which he was staying. But she remained outside and began to gnash with her teeth, to make faces and to utter lamentable roarings, after the manner of unclean spirits; and many of the people in that city of both sexes came up and besought S. Francis for the woman; for that evil spirit had long vexed her by his torments and had troubled them by his roarings. Then the holy father sent to her a brother who was with him, with the intention of finding out whether it really was a devil, or only a woman's deception. When the woman saw the brother she began to mock him, knowing that he was not S. Francis. The holy

1 The word used, barrire, refers especially to the trumpeting of elephants.
father was praying within, and when he had finished his prayer he came out; and then the woman began to tremble and to roll on the ground, unable to stand his power. S. Francis called her to him and said, "In virtue of obedience I bid thee go out of her, thou unclean spirit," and he straightway left her, doing her no hurt, and departed very full of wrath.

Thanks be to God Almighty, who worketh all in all! However, since we have determined to set forth not miracles (which do not make holiness but show it), but rather the excellence of S. Francis' life and the flawless pattern of his conversation, we will omit the miracles for their abundance and return to works of eternal salvation.

CHAPTER XXVII

Of his serenity and stedfastness of mind and of his preaching before the Lord Pope Honorius; and how he committed himself and the brethren to the Lord Hugo, Bishop of Ostia

71. FRANCIS the man of God had been taught to seek not his own things but those which he might perceive to be specially expedient for the salvation of others; but yet above all things he longed to be dissolved and to be with Christ. Wherefore his chiefest study was to be free from all the things that are in the world, lest the serenity of his mind might even for a moment be troubled by the taint of any dust. He made himself insensible to the din of all outward things; and, gathering up with all his might from every side the outward senses, and keeping the
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thing but what was the Lord's. For when, as very often happened, he was preaching God's word among many thousands of people, Francis was as confident as if he had been speaking with an intimate companion. He saw the greatest concourse of people as one man; and to one man he preached most carefully, as if to a multitude. His purity of mind furnished him with confidence in preaching; and without premeditation he would utter things wonderful and unheard before by all. Sometimes, however, it happened, if he had meditated his sermon beforehand, that when the people were come together he had forgotten what he had thought of, and could not say anything else. Then, without any embarrassment, he confessed to the people that he had thought of many things beforehand of which he could remember nothing at all; and suddenly he would be filled with such eloquence that he moved his hearers to admiration. At other times, however, when he could say nothing, he dismissed the people with his blessing, having by that alone preached to them most effectually.

73. But once, when he had come to Rome on business of the Order, 1 he greatly longed to speak before the Lord Pope Honorius and the venerable Cardinals. When the Lord Hugo, the glorious Bishop of Ostia, who revered the Saint of God with singular affection understood this, he was filled with apprehension as well as joy, admiring the fervour of the holy man, and beholding his simple purity. But trusting in the mercy of the Almighty, which never fails in time of need

1 Cf. below, II., 25
those who piously wait upon it, he brought Francis into the presence of the Lord Pope and the reverend Cardinals, and Francis, standing before these great princes, after receiving [the Pope's] permission and blessing, boldly began to speak. And such was the fervour of his spirit as he spoke that, unable to contain himself for joy, as he uttered the words with his mouth he moved his feet as if dancing, not as in wantonness, but as glowing with the fire of Divine love; not provoking laughter, but extorting tears of grief. For many of them were pricked at the heart as they wondered at God's grace and the stedfastness of the man. But the venerable Lord Bishop of Ostia was in an agony of suspense, praying to God with all his might that the simplicity of the blessed man might not be despised: for the Saint's glory or disgrace would rebound on him since he had been appointed a father over the Saint's family: (74) for S. Francis had cleaved to him as a child to his father and an only son to his mother, sleeping and resting securely in the bosom of his clemency. Verily that Cardinal fulfilled the office and did the work of a pastor, though he had left to the holy man the name of pastor. The blessed father provided what was needful, but that happy lord carried the provisions into effect. Oh how many (especially at the beginning of the undertaking) were plotting to overthrow the new planting of the Order! Oh how many were setting themselves to smother the choice vine which the kindly hand of the Lord was newly planting in the world! How many were striving to steal and consume its first and purest fruits! But they were all slain by the sword of that so reverend lord and
S. FRANCIS AND THE CARDINAL OF OSTIA

father and were brought to naught. For he was a stream of eloquence, a wall of the Church, a champion of the truth, and a lover of the humble. Blessed therefore and memorable is that day whereon God's Saint committed himself to so venerable a lord. For once when that lord was holding (as he often did) the office of legate of the Apostolic See in Tuscany, the blessed Francis, who had not as yet many brethren and was intending to visit France, came to Florence where the said bishop was then residing. The two men had not yet been united in special intimacy, but the mere report of the blessed life [of each] had joined them together by mutual affection and charity. (75) And because it was blessed Francis' custom on entering any city or place to go to the bishop or priest, when he heard of the presence of so great a pontiff he presented himself to his clemency with great reverence. And when the lord bishop saw him, he received him with humble devotion—even as he always treated all who professed holy Religion and those especially who bore the noble ensign of blessed poverty and holy simplicity. And forasmuch as he was ever forward to supply the needs of poor men and to handle their business with special care, he diligently inquired the cause of Francis' coming, and heard his purpose most graciously. Then, as he saw him despising earthly things above other men and glowing with that fire which Jesus sent on the earth, from that moment his soul was glued to the soul of Francis, he devoutly besought his prayers, and most gladly offered him his protection in all things; and accordingly he advised Francis not to finish the journey he had begun but to
be diligent in the watchful care and keeping of those whom the Lord God had committed to him. But when S. Francis saw how tender was the disposition of so reverend a lord, how warm his affection, and how effectual his speech, he rejoiced with exceeding great joy, and then, falling at his feet, handed over and committed himself and his brethren to him with devout mind.

CHAPTER XXVIII

Of the spirit of charity and the compassionate disposition wherewith he glowed toward the poor: and of his treatment of a sheep, and lambs

FRANCIS, the poor man, the father of the poor, making himself like unto the poor in all things, used to be distressed to see any one poorer than himself, not because he coveted vain renown, but only from a feeling of sympathy; and though he was content with a very common and rough tunic, he often longed to share it with some poor man. But in order that this richest of poor men, led by his great feeling of tenderness, might (in whatsoever way) help the poor, he would in very cold weather ask the rich of this world to lend him a mantle or furs. When in their devotion they complied with his request even more readily than he had made it, he would say to them: "I will take this from you on the understanding that you do not expect to have it back any more"; and then with joy and exultation he would clothe the first poor man he met with whatever had been given him. He was very much distressed if he saw any poor
man harshly spoken to, or if he heard any one utter a curse against any creature.

For instance it happened that a brother had given a sharp answer to a poor man who had asked alms, saying: "See to it, for perhaps thou art a rich man feigning poverty". When S. Francis, the father of the poor, heard of it he was deeply grieved, and sharply rebuked the brother who had spoken thus, and bade him strip himself before the poor man, kiss his feet and beg his pardon.¹ For he used to say: "He who reviles a poor man does a wrong to Christ, for the poor man bears the noble ensign of Christ Who made Himself poor in this world for us". Often therefore when he found poor people laden with wood or other burdens he would help them by giving the support of his own shoulders, even though very weak. (77) He overflowed with the spirit of charity, pitying not only men who were suffering need, but even the dumb brutes, reptiles, birds, and other creatures with and without sensation. But among all kinds of animals he loved little lambs with a special love and a readier affection, because the humility of our Lord Jesus Christ is, in Holy Scripture, most frequently and aptly illustrated by the simile of a lamb. So too especially he would embrace more fondly and behold more gladly all those things wherein might be found some allegorical similitude of the Son of God. Thus when he was once journeying through the March of Ancona, and after preaching God's word in that city had set out towards Osimo with Messer Paul whom he had appointed Minister of

¹Cf. below, II., 85.
all the brethren in that province, he found in the fields a shepherd feeding a herd of she-goats and he-goats. Among the multitude of goats there was one little sheep going along in humble fashion and quietly grazing. When Francis saw her he stopped, and, moved in his heart with grief, said to the brother who accompanied him, groaning aloud: “Seest thou not this sheep which is walking so meekly among these she-goats and he-goats? I tell thee that even so our Lord Jesus Christ walked meek and lowly among the Pharisees and chief priests. Wherefore I ask thee, my son, for love of Him, to take pity with me on this little sheep, and let us pay the price and get her out from among these goats.” (78) And brother Paul, wondering at his grief, began to grieve with him. But they had nothing but the poor tunics they wore, and as they were anxiously considering how the price might be paid, a merchant who was on a journey came up, and offered the price they desired. They took the sheep, giving thanks to God, and came to Osimo; and went in to the bishop of that city, who received them with great reverence.

The lord bishop, however, wondered both at the sheep which the man of God was leading and at the affection wherewith he was moved toward her. But after Christ’s servant had unfolded to him at some length the parable of the sheep, the bishop, pricked at the heart, gave thanks to God for the purity of the man of God. Next day, on leaving the city, Francis considered what he should do with the sheep, and by his companion’s advice he handed it over to a monastery of the handmaids of Christ at S. Severino to be taken
care of. The venerable handmaids of Christ received the sheep with joy as a great gift bestowed on them by God, and they kept it carefully for a long time, and wove of the wool a tunic which they sent to the blessed father Francis at the church of S. Maria de Portiuncula on the occasion of a Chapter [of the Order]. The Saint of God received it with great reverence and exultation of mind, and embraced and kissed it again and again, inviting all the bystanders to share his joy.

79. Another time when he was passing through that same March and the same brother was gladly accompanying him, he met a man carrying two lambs, bound and hanging over his shoulders, which he was taking to market to sell. When blessed Francis heard them bleating he was moved with compassion, and came near and touched them, showing pity for them like a mother towards her crying child. And he said to the man: “Why dost thou thus torment my brother lambs by carrying them bound and hanging thus?” The man answered: “I am taking them to market to sell, for I must get a price for them”. “What will become of them afterwards?” said the holy man. “The buyers will kill and eat them.” “God forbid,” answered the Saint. “This must not be; but take the cloak I am wearing for their price, and give the lambs to me.” The man gave him the lambs and took the cloak gladly, for it was of much greater value. (S. Francis had borrowed it that day from a faithful man, to keep off the cold.) When he had received the lambs he carefully considered what he should do with them, and after consulting with his companion gave them back to the man, charging him never to sell them or do them hurt, but to keep them, feed them, and take good care of them.
CHAPTER XXIX

Of the love which he bore to all creatures for the Creator's sake. Description of his inner and outer man

80. It were exceeding long, and indeed impossible, to enumerate and collect all the things which the glorious father Francis did and taught while he lived in the flesh. For who could ever express the height of the affection by which he was carried away as concerning all the things that are God's? Who could tell the sweetness which he enjoyed in contemplating in His creatures the wisdom, power and goodness of the Creator? Truly such thoughts often filled him with wondrous and unspeakable joy as he beheld the sun, or raised his eyes to the moon, or gazed on the stars, and the firmament. O simple piety! O pious simplicity! Even towards little worms he glowed with exceeding love, because he had read that word concerning the Saviour: "I am a worm, and no man". Wherefore he used to pick them up in the way and put them in a safe place, that they might not be crushed by the feet of passers-by. What shall I say of other lower creatures, when in winter he would cause honey or the best wine to be provided for bees, that they might not perish from cold? And he used to extol, to the glory of the Lord, the efficacy of their works and the excellence of their skill with such abundant utterance that many times he would pass a day in praise of them and of the other creatures. For

1 Cf. below, II., 165.
as of old the three children placed in the burning fiery furnace invited all the elements to praise and glorify the Creator of the universe, so this man also, full of the spirit of God, ceased not to glorify, praise, and bless in all the elements and creatures the Creator and Governor of them all. (81) What gladness thinkest thou the beauty of flowers afforded to his mind as he observed the grace of their form and perceived the sweetness of their perfume? For he turned forthwith the eye of consideration to the beauty of that Flower which, brightly coming forth in springtime from the root of Jesse, has by its perfume raised up countless thousands of the dead. And when he came upon a great quantity of flowers he would preach to them and invite them to praise the Lord, just as if they had been gifted with reason. So also cornfields and vineyards, stones, woods, and all the beauties of the field, fountains of waters, all the verdure of gardens, earth and fire, air and wind would he with sincerest purity exhort to the love and willing service of God. In short he called all creatures by the name of brother, and in a surpassing manner, of which other men had no experience, he discerned the hidden things of creation with the eye of the heart, as one who had already escaped into the glorious liberty of the children of God.

Now, O good Jesus, in the heavens with the angels he is praising Thee as admirable who when on earth did surely preach Thee to all creatures as lovable. (82) For when he named Thy name, O holy Lord, his emotion passed man's understanding: he was all joy, filled with the purest gladness, and seemed in truth to be a new man and one of the other world. Accordingly
wherever he found any writing, Divine or human, whether by the way, in a house, or on the floor, he picked it up most reverently and placed it in some sacred or decent place, in case the name of the Lord or anything pertaining thereto should have been written on it. And one day, when one of the brethren asked him why he so diligently picked up even writings of pagans, and writings in which the name of the Lord was not traced, he gave this answer: “My son, it is because the letters are there whereof the most glorious name of the Lord God is composed. The good, therefore, that is in the writing belongs not to the pagans nor to any men, but to God alone, of whom is all good.” And, what is not less to be wondered at, when he caused any letters of greeting or admonition to be written, he would not suffer a single letter or syllable to be cancelled, even though (as often happened) it were superfluous or misplaced.

83. O how fair, how bright, how glorious did he appear in innocency of life, in simplicity of word, in purity of heart, in the love of God, in charity to the brethren, in ardent obedience, in willing submission, in angelic aspect! He was charming in his manners, of gentle disposition, easy in his talk; most apt in exhortation, most faithful in what he was put in trust with, far-seeing in counsel, effectual in business, gracious in all things; calm in mind, sweet in temper, sober in spirit, uplifted in contemplation, assiduous in prayer, and fervent in all things. He was stedfast in purpose, firm in virtue, persevering in grace, and in all things the same. He was swift to pardon and slow to be angry. He was of ready wit, and had an excellent memory, he
was subtle in discussion, circumspect in choice, and simple in all things; stern to himself, tender to others, in all things discreet. He was a man most eloquent, of cheerful countenance, of kindly aspect, free from cowardice, and destitute of arrogance. He was of middle height, inclining to shortness; his head was of moderate size, and round; his face somewhat long and prominent, his forehead smooth and small; his eyes were black, of moderate size, and with a candid look; his hair was dark, his eyebrows straight; his nose symmetrical, thin, and straight; his ears upright, but small; his temples smooth. His words were kindly, [but] fiery and penetrating; his voice was powerful, sweet-toned, clear and sonorous. His teeth were set close together, white, and even; his lips thin and fine, his beard black and rather scanty, his neck slender; his shoulders straight, his arms short, his hands attenuated, with long fingers and nails; his legs slight, his feet small, his skin fine, and his flesh very spare. His clothing was rough, his sleep very brief, his hand most bountiful. And, for that he was most humble, he showed all meekness to all men, adapting himself in profitable fashion to the behaviour of all. Among the saints, holier [than they], among the sinners he was like one of themselves. Help therefore the sinners, most holy father, thou lover of sinners, and deign, we pray thee, of thine abundant mercy, to raise up by thy most glorious advocacy those whom thou seest miserably lying in the defilement of their misdeeds.
CHAPTER XXX

Of the manger that he made on Christmas day

84. His chief intention, his principal desire and supreme purpose was in and through all things to observe the holy Gospel, and with all watchfulness, all zeal, all the longing of his mind and all the fervour of his heart perfectly to follow the teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ and tread in His footsteps. He would recall His words with assiduous meditation and dwell on His works with the most piercing consideration. And chiefly did the humility of the Incarnation and the charity of the Passion so occupy his memory that he would scarce ponder over anything else. Therefore that which he did at the fortress called Greccio on the birthday of our Lord Jesus Christ in the third year before the day of his glorious decease is to be recorded and dwelt on with reverent memory.

There was in that place a man named John, of good repute, but of better life, whom blessed Francis loved with special affection, because, having been a man of the most noble and honourable position in his town, he had trampled on the nobility of the flesh, and followed after the nobility of the mind. This man did blessed Francis send for (as he was often wont) about fifteen days before the Nativity of the Lord, and said to him: "If thou wilt that we celebrate the present festival of the Lord at Greccio, make haste to go before and diligently prepare what I tell thee. For I would make memorial of that Child who was born in
Bethlehem, and in some sort behold with bodily eyes His infant hardships; how He lay in a manger on the hay, with the ox and the ass standing by.” When the good and faithful man heard it, he made haste and prepared in the aforesaid place all the things that the Saint had told him of.

85. The day of gladness drew nigh, the time of exultation arrived. The brethren were summoned from many “places”;¹ the men and women of that town with exulting hearts prepared tapers and torches, as they were able, to illuminate that night which with its radiant Star has illuminated all the days and years. At length the Saint of God came, and finding all things prepared, beheld them and rejoiced. The manger had been made ready, the hay was brought, the ox and the ass were led in.

There Simplicity was honoured, Poverty exalted, Humility commended; and of Greccio there was made as it were a new Bethlehem. The night was lit up as the day, and was delightful to men and beasts. The people came, and at the new Mystery rejoiced with new rejoicings. The woodland rang with voices, the rocks made answer to the jubilant throng. The brethren sang, yielding due praises to the Lord, and all that night resounded with jubilation. The Saint of God stood before the manger, full of sighs, overcome with tenderness and filled with wondrous joy. The solemnities of Mass were celebrated over the manger, and the priest enjoyed a new consolation. (86) The

¹A technical term by which the early Franciscan convents were known.
Saint of God was vested with Levitical ornaments, for he was a Levite, and with sonorous voice chanted the holy Gospel—an earnest, sweet, clear and loud-sounding voice, inviting all to the highest rewards. Then he preached to the people who stood around, and uttered mellifluous words concerning the birth of the poor King and the little town of Bethlehem.—(And often, when he would name Christ Jesus, aglow with exceeding love he would call Him the Child of Bethlehem, and, uttering the word “Bethlehem” in the manner of a sheep bleating, he filled his mouth with the sound, but even more his whole self with the sweet affection. Moreover, in naming “the Child of Bethlehem” or “Jesus” he would, as it were, lick his lips, relishing with happy palate, and swallowing the sweetness of that word.)—There the gifts of the Almighty were multiplied, and a vision of wondrous efficacy was seen by a certain man; for in the manger he saw a little child lying lifeless, to whom the Saint of God seemed to draw near and (as it were) to rouse the child from the lethargy of sleep. Nor was this vision incongruous; for the child Jesus had been given over to forgetfulness in the hearts of many in whom, by the working of His Grace, He was raised up again through His servant Francis and imprinted on a diligent memory.

At length the solemn vigil was ended, and each one returned with joy to his own place.

87. The hay placed in the manger was kept, in order that thereby the Lord might save beasts of burden and other animals, even as He multiplied His holy mercy. And verily so it came to pass, for many
animals in the region round about which had divers diseases were freed from their sicknesses by eating of that hay. Nay more, women in long and grievous labour were safely delivered by putting some of the hay on themselves, and a crowd of persons of either sex suffering from various ailments gained their long-wished-for health at that same place. Finally the place of the manger was hallowed as a temple to the Lord; and in honour of the most blessed father Francis, over the manger an altar was reared and a church dedicated, to the end that where beasts had once eaten fodder of hay, men might thenceforth for the healing of soul and body eat the flesh of the spotless and undefiled Lamb, our Lord Jesus Christ, Who in highest and unspeakable charity gave Himself for us, Who liveth and reigneth with the Father and the Holy Ghost, God eternally glorious, world without end. Amen, Alleluia, Alleluia.

HERE ENDS THE FIRST PART OF THE LIFE AND ACTS OF BLESSED FRANCIS.
PART II

HERE BEGINS THE SECOND PART, CONCERNING THE LIFE OF OUR MOST BLESSED FATHER FRANCIS DURING [THE LAST] TWO YEARS ONLY, AND CONCERNING HIS HAPPY DECEASE.

CHAPTER I

88. IN the former treatise, which (by the Saviour's grace) we have brought to a fitting conclusion, we have written a narrative, such as it is, of the life and acts of our most blessed father Francis down to the eighteenth year of his conversion. But his remaining exploits, beginning from the last year but one of his life, according as we have been able to learn them rightly, we will briefly add to this work: and at present we intend to note down those things alone which suggest themselves as the most necessary, so that they who wish to say more may still be able to find something to add.

In the 1226th year of our Lord's Incarnation, in the fourteenth Indiction, on Sunday the fourth day of October, in the city of Assisi, of which he was a native, at S. Maria de Portiuncula, where he first planted the Order of Lesser Brethren, our most blessed father Francis, having fulfilled twenty years from the time when he had perfectly cleaved to Christ, following the life and footsteps of the Apostles, came forth from the prison of the flesh and took his happy flight to the abode of the heavenly spirits, perfecting what he had
begun. His hallowed and holy body was placed and honourably buried with hymns and praises in that city, where by many miracles it shines to the glory of the Almighty.

89. Now when this man was in the first flower of his youth he was little or not at all instructed in the way of God and in the knowledge of Him and remained for no short time in his natural simplicity and in the heat of vice; but he was changed by the right hand of the Highest and justified from sin, and by the grace and power of the Most High was filled with Divine wisdom above all who were found in his own time. For whereas the Gospel teaching had everywhere proved to a great extent ineffectual generally (though not in particular instances), this man was sent by God in order that after the Apostles' example he might bear witness to the truth throughout the whole world. And so it came to pass that his teaching showed most plainly that all the wisdom of the world is foolish; and turned it in a short time, under the guidance of Christ, by the foolishness of preaching to the true wisdom of God. For in this latest time this new evangelist, like one of the rivers of Paradise, diffused the streams of the Gospel over all the earth with tender watering, and preached in deed the way of the Son of God, and the teaching of the Truth. Through him accordingly unlooked-for gladness and holy renovation filled the world, and a shoot of ancient religion brought a sudden reviving to long-standing decrepitude. A new spirit was given in the hearts of the elect, and saving unction was poured forth among them when, like one of the luminaries of heaven, Christ's servant and Saint shone from on high with a
new rite and new prodigies. Through him the ancient miracles were renewed, while in the wilderness of this world there was planted by a new method but after ancient custom a fruitful vine bearing sweet flowers, fragrant with holy virtues and stretching out everywhere the tendrils of a hallowed Religion.

90. Now though he was "a man of like passions with ourselves," he was not content to observe the common precepts, but overflowing with most fervent charity he took the way of entire perfection; he laid hold on the sum of perfect holiness, and saw every end fully attained. And so every order, age and sex finds in him plain instructions of salutary teaching and finds also eminent examples of holy works. If there be any who purpose to set their hand to arduous deeds and strive in emulation after the betterunctions of the more excellent way, let them look into the mirror of his life and they shall learn all perfection. If any again fearing the steep climb to the top of the mountain betake them to a lowlier and easier course, they shall find, even at this level, fitting admonitions with him. And finally if any seek for signs and miracles let them interrogate his holiness and they shall get what they demand. And indeed the glorious life of this man sheds a clearer light on the perfection of earlier saints; the Passion of Jesus Christ proves this and His Cross makes it most fully manifest. Verily our venerable father was signed in five parts of his body with the token of the Cross and Passion, as if he had hung on the Cross with the Son of God. This sacrament is a great thing and makes known the majesty of love's prerogative; but therein a secret
counsel lies hid, and a reverend mystery is covered which we believe to be known to God only and to have been in part disclosed by the Saint himself to a certain person.\(^1\) Wherefore it is not expedient to attempt much in praise of him whose praise is from Him who is the Praise, the Source, the Honour of all, the Most Mighty, giving rewards of light. Let us therefore return to our history, blessing the holy, true and glorious God.

CHAPTER II

Of blessed Francis' greatest desire; and how in the opening of a book he understood the Lord's will concerning him.

91. At a certain time the blessed and venerable father Francis, forsaking the crowds of lay-folk who were daily flocking together with the utmost devotion to see and hear him, went to a secret place of rest and solitude, desiring there to wait on God, and to wipe off any dust that might have stuck to him in his intercourse with men. His custom was to apportion the time allotted to him for the earning of grace, and, as he saw fit, to devote one part of it to the profit of his neighbour, and to spend the other in the blessed retirement of contemplation. He took with him therefore a very few companions, to whom his holy conversation was better known than to the rest, that they might protect him from being disturbed by the incursions of men, and might in all things respect and guard his repose. And after he had re-

\(^1\) See below, II., 203.
mained some while there and by continual prayer and frequent contemplation had in an unspeakable manner attained to intimacy with God, he longed to know what was or might be most acceptable to the Eternal King in and concerning himself. Most carefully did he search out and most tenderly did he long to know in what manner, by what way or by what desire he might most perfectly cleave to the Lord God, in accordance with the counsel and good pleasure of His will. This was ever his highest philosophy; with this supreme desire he ever burned so long as he lived: to seek out from simple and wise, from perfect and imperfect, how he might apprehend the way of truth and accomplish the highest purpose.

(92) For whereas he was the most perfect of the perfect he disclaimed perfection and deemed himself altogether imperfect. For he had tasted and seen how sweet, how pleasing, how good the God of Israel is to those who are upright of heart and seek Him in pure simplicity and true purity; and the sweetness and delight instilled—such sweetness and delight as are most rarely vouchsafed to the rarest men—which he had felt wafted to him from on high, compelled him wholly to stand aloof from himself; and being filled with such rapture he longed by all means to pass over wholly thither where, leaving himself, he had already in part gone before. The man was ready (having the Spirit of God) to suffer every distress of mind and to endure every bodily suffering if his wish might at length be granted, namely, that his heavenly Father's will should mercifully be accomplished in him. One day therefore he came before the sacred
altar that had been erected in the hermitage where he abode, took a volume wherein the sacred Gospels were written and reverently placed it on the altar. Then prostrate in prayer to God (not less in heart than in body) he asked with humble supplication that the gracious God, "the father of mercies and God of all comfort," would be pleased to show him His will. And that he might have strength perfectly to accomplish that which in simplicity and devotion he had begun long before, he humbly prayed that on his first opening of the book it might be pointed out what would be fittest for him to do. (For he was being guided by the spirit of holy and most perfect men, of whom we read that they did something of the like nature with pious devotion in their longing for holiness.) (93) Then, rising from prayer, with contrite heart and in the spirit of humility, and fortifying himself with the sign of the holy cross, he took the book from the altar and opened it with reverence and awe. And it came to pass that when he had opened the book the Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ first met his eye, and therein alone the passage announcing that He would suffer tribulation. But to avoid any suspicion that this might have happened by chance, he opened the book a second and a third time and found the same or a similar passage written. Then the man, full of the Spirit of God, understood that it behoved him through much anguish and much warfare to enter into the Kingdom of God. But the valiant knight is not dismayed at wars that are bursting upon him, nor is he shaken in mind who is about to fight the Lord’s battles in the camp of
this world. The man who had toiled long beyond the measure of human strength without yielding even to himself had no fear of falling before the foe. Truly he was most fervent, and if he had in the past ages a companion in purpose, no one was ever found superior to him in desire. It was even easier for him to work perfection than to talk about it, for he always applied himself with effectual zeal and effort not to words (which are not constituents of good, but evidences of it) but to holy deeds. And so he stood unshaken and glad and sang songs of gladness in his heart to himself and to God. Therefore he was held worthy of a greater revelation who thus rejoiced over a lesser; and “he that is faithful in little is set over many things”.

CHAPTER III

Of the vision of a man having the likeness of a seraph crucified

94. W HILE he dwelt in the hermitage which, from the place in which it is situate, is called Alverna, two years before he gave back his soul to Heaven, he saw in a vision of God a man like a seraph having six wings, standing over him with hands outstretched and feet joined together, fixed to a cross. Two wings were raised above his head, two were spread out for flight, and two veiled the whole body. Now, when the blessed servant of the Most High saw this, he was filled with exceeding great wonder, but he could not understand what this vision might mean.
Yet he rejoiced greatly and was filled with vehement delight at the benign and gracious look wherewith he saw that he was regarded by the seraph, whose beauty far exceeded all estimation; but the crucifixion, and the bitterness of the seraph's suffering smote him altogether with fear. Thus he arose, so to speak, sorrowful and glad; and joy and grief alternated in him. He anxiously pondered what this vision might portend, and his spirit laboured sore to come at the understanding of it. And while he continued without any clear perception of its meaning, and the strangeness of the vision was perplexing his heart, marks of nails began to appear in his hands and feet, such as he had seen a little while before in the Man crucified who had stood over him.

95. His hands and feet seemed pierced in the midst by nails, the heads of the nails appearing in the inner part of the hands and in the upper part of the feet, and their points over against them. Now those marks were round in the inner side of the hands and elongated on the outer side, and certain small pieces of flesh were seen like the ends of nails bent and driven back, projecting from the rest of the flesh. So also the marks of nails were imprinted in his feet, and raised above the rest of the flesh. Moreover his right side, as it had been pierced by a lance, was overlaid with a scar, and often shed forth blood, so that his tunic and drawers were many times sprinkled with the sacred blood. Alas! how few were found worthy to see the sacred wound in his side while the crucified servant of the crucified Lord was yet alive! But happy was Elias who was found worthy to see it somehow while the
Saint was living; and not less happy Rufino who touched it with his own hands. For once, when brother Rufino had put his hand into the most holy man’s bosom that he might scratch him, his hand (as it often chances) slipped down to Francis’ right side, and he happened to touch that precious scar, at which touch the Saint of God was not a little distressed, and, pushing the hand away, he cried to the Lord that He might forgive him (Rufino). For he concealed the stigmata most diligently from strangers, and from those about him he hid them so carefully that even the brethren at his side and his most devoted followers were for a long time unaware of them. (96) And though the servant and friend of the Most High saw himself adorned with such and so many of these pearls (as with most precious jewels), and distinguished in wondrous fashion beyond the glory and honour of all men, he was not vain in his heart, nor did he seek to gratify [the curiosity] of any concerning this matter from lust of vainglory, but, that man’s favour might not rob him of the grace bestowed on him he exerted himself in every way he could to hide it. For his custom was to reveal his chiefest secret to few or none; fearing that if he revealed it to any, these persons treating his confidence as a mark of special affection would disclose it to others (as favourites are wont to do,) and that thereby he would suffer some loss in the grace that had been given him. Accordingly he ever had in his heart and often on his lips that saying of the Prophet, “I have hidden Thy words in my heart that I should not sin against Thee”.

1 See below, II., 138.
And whenever any lay-people came to him and he wished to abstain from talking with them, he had given this token to the brethren and sons who abode with him that when he should recite the aforesaid verse they were at once with all courtesy to dismiss the visitors. For he had found by experience that it is a very evil thing to impart all things to everybody, and he knew that no one can be spiritual whose secret perfections are not more and greater than those which appear outwardly and may in consequence of that appearance give rise to different judgments among men. For he had found some who agreed with him outwardly and disagreed with him inwardly, applauding him to his face and mocking him behind his back; who got credit for themselves and made him somewhat mistrustful of the upright. For wickedness often strives to blacken purity; and by reason of the falsehood which is familiar to the many the truth spoken by the few is not believed.

CHAPTER IV

Of blessed Francis' fervour: and of the infirmity of his eyes

During this same period his body began to be oppressed with various sicknesses, more grievous than before: for he suffered frequent infirmities, being one who during many years past had perfectly chastised his body and brought it into subjection. For, for the space of eighteen years, then fulfilled, his flesh had had little or no rest, travelling through many and very extensive regions that the ready, de-
voted, fervent spirit which dwelt within might scatter everywhere the seeds of God’s word. He filled all the earth with Christ’s Gospel, so that often in one day he would make the circuit of four or five villages or even towns preaching to every one the Gospel of the Kingdom of God: and, edifying his hearers not less by his example than by his words, he had made a tongue of his whole body. For in him the flesh was so much in concord with the spirit and so obedient to it that whilst the spirit was striving to compass all sanctity, the flesh not only did not resist but was forward to anticipate according as it is written, “My soul hath thirsted for Thee, in what manifold wise my flesh also!” For persistence in subjection had made it voluntary; and it was by the daily bending down of himself that he had attained so high a position in virtue: for custom often becomes nature. (98) But since as according to Nature’s laws and the manner of man’s condition, the outward man must needs perish from day to day (though the inward be renewed) that most precious vessel wherein was hidden a heavenly treasure, began on all sides to be shattered and to suffer the loss of all its strength. But forasmuch as “when a man is completed then he shall begin, and when he shall end then he shall work,”¹ amid the weakness of the flesh, his spirit became even more active than before. So earnestly was his affection set on the salvation of souls, and such was his thirst for his neighbour’s advantage, that though he could no longer walk he went round the country riding on an ass. The brethren

¹ Ecclus. xviii. 6.
often warned him with the most urgent entreaties that he should in some sort restore his sick and greatly en-
feeled body by the aid of physicians. But he, with
that noble spirit of his fixed on heaven, and longing
only to be dissolved and to be with Christ, altogether
refused to do it. Then, for that he had not yet ful-
filled those sufferings of Christ which were still lacking
in his flesh, even though he bore Christ's stigmata in
his body, there came upon him a grievous infirmity of
the eyes, according as God multiplied His mercy on
him. And as that infirmity increased from day to day
and seemed daily to be aggravated by neglect, at
length, brother Elias, whom he had chosen for himself
in place of a mother, and had made the father of the
other brethren, urged him not to shrink from medicine,
but to receive it in the name of the Son of God by
whom it had been created, even as it is written: "The
Most High hath created medicine out of the earth, and
the wise man will not shrink from it". Then the holy
father acquiesced, and humbly complied with the words
of his admonisher.

CHAPTER V

How he was received at Rieti by the Lord Hugo, Bishop of Ostia; and
how the Saint proclaimed that that bishop would be bishop of all
the world

NOW it came to pass that when many were
coming to help him with their medicines
without any remedy being found, he went to the city
of Rieti where dwelt a man said to be very skilful in
the cure of that disease. And when he got there he
was most kindly and honourably received by the whole Roman Court which was then residing in that same city, but with especial devotion by the Lord Hugo, Bishop of Ostia, who far outshone the rest in virtuous behaviour and holiness of life. By the will and consent of the Lord Pope Honorius Blessed Francis had chosen this man as father and lord over the whole Religion and Order of his brethren because blessed Poverty was very pleasing to him and he held holy Simplicity in the greatest reverence. That lord conformed himself to the behaviour of the brethren, and in his longing for holiness was simple with the simple, humble with the humble and a poor man with the poor. He was a Brother among the Brethren, among the Lesser Least, and strove so far as might be to bear himself in life and conduct just like one of the rest. He was watchful to plant the holy Religion everywhere, and the illustrious report of his still more illustrious life greatly enlarged the Order in distant parts. The Lord gave him a learned tongue whereby he confounded the adversaries of the truth, refuted the enemies of the Cross of Christ, brought back wanderers to the way, made peace between those who were in discord, and bound together those who were in concord by a stronger bond of charity. He was a "burning and a shining lamp" in the Church of God and a "chosen arrow" prepared in due season. (100) O how often would he put off his costly garments, and arrayed in mean ones, going barefoot like one of the brethren, would he entreat for the things that make

1 John v. 35; Isa. xlix. 2.
for peace! And this he was careful to do between a man and his neighbour as often as was meet; between God and man, always. Wherefore God chose him not long after to be Pastor in His holy Church Universal and “lifted up his head among the tribes of the people”. And that it may be known that this election was inspired by God and effected by the will of Christ Jesus, the blessed father Francis long before predicted it by words and marked it by a sign. For when by the operation of God’s grace the Order and Religion of the brethren was beginning to be much enlarged and, like a cedar in the Paradise of God, was lifting its top (that is, its holy merit) to heaven, and even as a choice vine was stretching its sacred branches over the breadth of the earth, S. Francis came to the Lord Pope Honorius who was then set over the Church of Rome and humbly begged him to appoint the Lord Hugo, Bishop of Ostia, father and lord of him and his brethren. The Lord Pope granted the Saint’s prayer and in gracious compliance therewith made over to the bishop his own authority over the Order of the Brethren, which the bishop received with reverence and devotion, and, like a faithful and wise servant set over the Lord’s household he strove by all means to minister the food of eternal life in due season to those committed to his charge. Wherefore the holy father submitted himself to him in all ways and revered him with wondrous and respectful affection. He was led by the Spirit of God wherewith he was filled and therefore beheld long before what was afterwards to be accomplished in the sight of all as he had foreseen it. For whenever he would write to the Bishop of Ostia, being urged by business of his
religious family, or rather constrained by the charity of Christ wherewith he burned towards him, he would by no means allow him in his letters to be called "Bishop of Ostia" or "of Velletri" according to the customary greeting employed by others, but after fixing on his subject he would begin "To the right reverend father (or lord) Hugo, bishop of the whole world". And often he would greet him with unheard-of blessings; and, though he were a son in devout submission, yet at the Spirit's prompting he would sometimes comfort him with fatherly intercourse, that he might "confirm upon him the blessings of the fathers, until the desire of the eternal hills should come". The said lord for his part burned with exceeding love toward the holy man and therefore whatever the blessed man said or did pleased him, and he was often deeply stirred by the mere sight of him. He himself bears witness that however disturbed or vexed he might be, on seeing S. Francis and talking with him all mental clouds were dispersed, serenity returned, melancholy was put to flight and joy breathed on him from above. He ministered to S. Francis as a servant to his lord; and as often as he saw him paid him reverence as to an apostle of Christ; and bowing down outwardly and inwardly would often kiss his hands with his consecrated mouth. He sought with watchful and devoted care how the blessed father might recover the former soundness of his eyes, knowing him to be a holy man and a just, and exceedingly necessary and profitable to the Church of God. He had compassion on the whole

1 Gen. xlix. 26,
congregation of the brethren concerning him, and in the father pitied the sons. He warned the holy father therefore to take care of himself and not to cast away the things necessary for his infirmity, lest the neglect of these things should be accounted sinful rather than meritorious. And S. Francis humbly attended to what so reverend a lord and so dear a father told him, and thenceforth took the measures necessary for his cure with greater care and confidence. But meantime the disease had so much increased that for its healing in any degree it required the most skilled advice and demanded the most severe treatment. And so they cauterised his head in several places, cut open his veins, put on plasters and applied eye-washes, but he made no progress and was almost continuously getting worse.

CHAPTER VI

Of the behaviour of the brethren who waited on S. Francis; and how he was disposing himself to live

102. THESE things he bore for about two years in all patience and meekness, giving thanks in everything to God. But to the end that he might the more freely direct his intention to God, and in frequent ecstasy haunt the purlieus of the blissful mansions of heaven, and present himself on high in the richness of grace before the most gracious and serene Lord of all, he had entrusted the care of himself to certain brethren whom he loved much, and deservedly. Now these were men of virtue, devoted to God, pleasing to the Saints, acceptable to men, on whom (as a house on
four pillars) the blessed father Francis leaned. Their names I now suppress, to spare the shamefastness which is a very familiar friend to them, spiritual men as they are. For shamefastness is the ornament of every age, the witness to innocence, the token of a modest mind, the rod of discipline, the special glory of the conscience, the guardian of reputation, and the badge of all seemliness. This virtue had adorned these brethren and made them lovable, and kind to men; but while this grace was common to all, each one was beautified by his own peculiar virtue. The first was of eminent discretion, the second of singular patience, the third of glorious simplicity, and the fourth was as gentle in disposition as he was powerful in bodily strength. And these with all watchfulness, with all zeal, and all their will strove to secure their blessed father's peace of mind, and cared for his bodily sickness shunning no distress nor toil that they might give themselves wholly to the Saint's service.

103. But though the glorious father was now complete in grace before God, and shone among the men of this world by his holy deeds, still he was ever thinking how he might set his hand to enterprises of greater perfection, and (like a skilled knight in God's camp) challenge the foe and kindle new wars. He purposed, under Christ his captain, to do great things, and even while his limbs were failing and his body as good as dead, he hoped to triumph over the foe in a fresh contest; for true virtue knows no limit of time, the expectation of the reward being eternal. Therefore he

1 They were Leo, Angelo, Rufino and Masseo.
burned with a great desire to return to the beginnings of humility, and rejoicing in hope by reason of boundless love he thought to bring back his body—though now reduced to such extremity—to its former subjection. He was wholly cutting off every care that might be a hindrance to him and was completely hushing the din of all anxieties, and even while he was of necessity moderating the former rigour on account of his infirmity, he would say, "Let us begin, brethren, to serve the Lord God, for hitherto we have profited little or nothing". He counted not himself as yet to have apprehended, and remaining indefatigable in his purpose to attain new sanctity, ever hoped that he might make a beginning. He wished once more to return to the service of lepers, and to be held in contempt as he had once been. He purposed to fly from intercourse with men, and betake himself to the remotest places, that so, having put off all care and laid aside anxiety for others, the wall of the flesh (while he was still in the body) might alone separate him from God. (104) For he saw many running after offices of government whose temerity he hated, and whom he was striving to recall from such pestilence by his example. And he used to say that it was good and acceptable before God to have charge of others, and that those ought to undertake the care of souls who should seek naught therein of their own, but should always give heed to the will of God in all things—such men as should put nothing before their own salvation; should attend, not to the applause, but to the profit of those put under them, seeking not pomp in the sight of men, but glory before God; such men as should not strive after office, but
fear it; such men as should not be puffed up by it when they got it, but humbled, and when it was taken away from them should not be cast down, but exalted. But especially at that time, when wickedness had grown to such excess, and iniquity abounded, he pronounced that it was dangerous to rule and more profitable to be ruled. He grieved that some had "left their first works" and had forgotten their old simplicity in new inventions; and accordingly he lamented that they who were once intent with their whole desire on higher things had descended to things base and worthless, and had left the true joys to range and wander in frivolity and emptiness over the field of a vacuous liberty. Therefore he besought the Divine clemency for the deliverance of his children, and prayed most earnestly that they might be kept in the grace given them.

CHAPTER VII

How he came from Siena to Assisi: of the Church of Santa Maria in Portiuncula: and of the blessing of the brethren

NOW in the sixth month before the day of his death, while he was at Siena for the treatment of the infirmity of his eyes, he began grievously to sicken in all the rest of his body; and the stomach being weakened through long standing disease and the disordered state of the liver, he vomited much blood, so that he seemed to be drawing nigh to death. On hearing of this, brother Elias came to him from a distance with the utmost haste; and when he arrived the holy father recovered so much that he left Siena
and came with Elias to Cella di Cortona. He came there and remained there some time during which his belly, his legs and his feet swelled, and his stomach became more and more deranged so that he could scarcely take any food. Then he asked brother Elias that he would have him brought to Assisi. The good son did what the kind father wished, prepared all things and brought him to the longed-for place. The city rejoiced over the arrival of the blessed father, and the mouths of all the people praised God, for the whole multitude hoped that the holy man might soon die; and this was the matter of their so great exultation. And so it came to pass by the will of God, namely, that his holy soul, when released from the body, passed to the Kingdom of Heaven from the place where, while still abiding in the flesh, the knowledge of heavenly things had been first vouchsafed to him, and the saving unction poured upon him. (106) For though he knew that the Kingdom of Heaven has been set up in every place on earth, and believed that in every place the Divine grace is bestowed on God’s elect, he had found by experience that the “place” of the Church of S. Maria in Portiuncula was filled with more fruitful grace, and frequented by the visitation of heavenly spirits. Therefore he often used to say to the brethren: “See, my sons, that ye never desert this place. If you are driven out by one way, come back by another: for this place is truly holy, and the abode of God. Here, when we were few the Most High increased us; here He enlightened the hearts of His poor men by the light of His wisdom;

1 In order that they might keep his remains. See below, I., 112.
here He kindled our wills by the fire of His love; here he who shall pray with devout heart shall have what he asks, and he who shall offend shall be more heavily punished. Wherefore, my sons, deem the place of God’s habitation worthy of all honour, and there with all your heart, with the voice of exultation and praise, give thanks to God.”

107. Meanwhile, as his sickness increased, all his bodily force failed, and being deprived of all strength, he could not move at all. And when one of the brethren asked him which he would rather bear, this sickness, so lingering and so long, or to undergo from an executioner any martyrdom, however terrible, his answer was: “That, my son, ever has been and is dearest, sweetest, and most acceptable to me which it most pleases the Lord my God to do in me and with me, to Whose will I ever desire to be found conformable and obedient in all things. But in exchange for any kind of martyrdom it would be more distressing to me to bear this sickness, were it but for three days; and I do not say this having regard to the reward, but only to the distress which the suffering causes.” O martyr, and once again martyr, who with laughter and rejoicing most gladly bore that which to all was most bitter and grievous to behold!

Truly not one of his members was left free from extreme suffering, and as the natural heat was being gradually lost, he was daily drawing near the end. The doctors were amazed and the brethren wondered how the spirit could live in flesh so dead, when the skin alone (the flesh having perished) stuck to the bones.

108. Now when he saw that his last day was at
hand (which had also been indicated to him two years before by Divine revelation), he called to him the brethren whom he would, and, as it was given him from above he blessed each one even as of old the patriarch Jacob blessed his sons, nay rather like a second Moses about to go up to the mountain which God had appointed him, he enlarged the children of Israel with blessings. And as brother Elias was sitting on his left hand and his other sons were sitting around, he crossed his hands, laid his right hand on Elias' head and said (he being deprived of the light and use of his outward eyes), "On whom am I holding my right hand?" "On brother Elias," was the answer. "And that is my wish," said he, adding: "I bless thee, my son, in and through all things, and as the Most High hath in thy hands increased my brethren and sons, so also, over thee and in thee do I bless them all. God, the King of all, bless thee in heaven and in earth. I bless thee as I can, and more than I can, and what I cannot may He who can do all things do in thee. God remember thy work and toil, and may a share be reserved for thee in the recompense of the just. Mayest thou find every blessing thou desirest, and may that which thou dost worthily ask be fulfilled. Fare ye well all ye my sons in the fear of God and remain in Him always, for a great trial is coming upon you and tribulation draweth nigh. Happy are they who shall persevere in the things they have begun, for the scandals that are to be shall separate some from them.  

1 See below, II., 216.
confidently going to my God, whom in my spirit I have served with devotion.” He was at that time dwelling in the palace of the Bishop of Assisi; and therefore he asked the brethren to carry him with all speed to the “place” of S. Maria de Portiuncula; for he wished to give back his soul to God there, where (as has been said) he first knew the way of the truth perfectly.

CHAPTER VIII

What he did and said at the time of his happy decease

109. THe space of twenty years since his conversion was now accomplished, according to that which had been made known to him by the Divine will: for at a certain time when the blessed father and brother Elias were dwelling at Foligno, one night when they were asleep a certain priest clothed in white, of very great age and venerable appearance, stood by brother Elias and said: “Arise, brother, and tell brother Francis that eighteen years are fulfilled since he renounced the world and clave to Christ, that he shall remain in this life for two years only from this time and then the Lord will call him to Himself and he shall enter on the way of all flesh”. And so it came to pass that the word of the Lord long foretold was fulfilled at the appointed time.

So after he had rested for a few days in the place he had so greatly longed for, and knew that the time of death was imminent, he called to him two brethren, and his specially loved sons and bade them in exulta-
tion of spirit sing with a loud voice praises to the Lord concerning death which was near, or rather life which was so close at hand; while himself, as he was able, broke into that Psalm of David, “I cried unto the Lord with my voice, with my voice unto the Lord I made supplication”. But a certain brother among the company whom the Saint loved with very great affection and who was in great anxiety on behalf of all the brethren said to him when he saw these things and knew that his end was approaching, “Ah, kind father! thy children remain fatherless now, and are being bereft of the true light of their eyes! Remember then the orphans thou art leaving, forgive them all their faults and rejoice them all both present and absent with thy holy blessing!” “See, my son,” answered the Saint, “God is calling me, I remit all the offences and faults of my brethren as well absent as present, and so far as I may, I absolve them: do thou proclaim this to them and bless them all for me.”

110. Finally he ordered the codex of the Gospels to be brought and asked to have the passage from the Gospel according to John read to him beginning at the words “Six days (sic) before the Passover, Jesus, knowing that His hour was come, that He should pass out of this world unto the Father”. Now the attendant had purposed to read this Gospel to him before he was bidden to do so, and furthermore the book opened first at that place, though the volume\(^1\) out of which that Gospel had to be read was filled throughout with writing.

\(^1\) *Bibliotheca, i.e.,* the volume of the Holy Scriptures.
Then, for that he was about to become dust and ashes, he bade that he should be laid on sack-cloth and sprinkled with ashes. All the brethren (whose father and leader he was) came together, and, as they stood reverently by and awaited his blessed departure and happy consummation, his most holy soul was released from the flesh and absorbed into the abyss of light, and his body fell asleep in the Lord. But one of his brethren and disciples, a man of no small fame, whose name I think it right to suppress now because while he lives in the flesh he chooses not to glory in such an announcement, saw the soul of the most holy father ascending over many waters in a straight course to heaven: and his soul was as it were a star having in some sort the bigness of the moon and possessing somewhat of the brightness of the sun, and borne up by a little white cloud. (III) Wherefore it pleases me to cry out thus concerning him: "O how glorious is this Saint whose soul a disciple saw ascending into heaven: 'fair as the moon, precious as the sun,' most gloriously did he glow as he ascended on a white cloud! O thou true lamp of the world, shining in Christ's Church more brightly than the sun, lo! now thou hast withdrawn the beams of thy light, and, departing to that shining country, hast exchanged the company of us miserable beings for that of angels and saints! O glorious nursing-father of singular renown, put not off from thee the care of thy children though thou have now put off flesh like unto theirs! Thou knowest, yea thou knowest, in what great straits thou hast left those

1 Canticles vi. 9.
whose countless toils and frequent distresses thy happy presence alone did at all times tenderly relieve! O most holy father, truly merciful, who wast ever ready in kindness to have mercy on thy sinful children and to forgive them! Thee therefore we bless, worthy father whom the Most High did bless Who is for ever God blessed above all. Amen.”

CHAPTER IX

Of the brethren’s lamentation and of their joy when they beheld him bearing the signs of the Cross: and of the Seraph’s wings

112. MANY people therefore flocked together praising God and saying: “Praised and blessed be thou, O Lord our God, who hast entrusted to us, unworthy as we are, so precious a deposit: praise and glory be to Thee, ineffable Trinity.” The whole city of Assisi rushed in throngs, and all that region made haste to see the great things of God which the Lord of Majesty had gloriously shown in His holy servant. Each one, as his heart’s joy prompted him, sang an hymn of gladness, and all blessed the Saviour’s omnipotence for the fulfilment of their desire. But the sons, bereft of such a father, lamented and showed the dutiful affection of their hearts by tears and sighs. But an unheard-of joy tempered their sadness, and the novelty of a miracle turned their minds to exceeding amazement. Grief was converted into singing and weeping into jubilation. For never had they heard or read in Scriptures of a thing which was now displayed before their eyes; and indeed they could scarce have
been persuaded of it had it not been proved by testimony so manifest. There appeared in him in fact the form of the Cross and Passion of the spotless Lamb Who washed away the sins of the world, while he seemed as though lately taken down from the Cross, having his hands and feet pierced by nails, and his right side as though wounded by a lance. And they beheld his flesh which had been dark before glittering with exceeding whiteness and promising by its beauty the reward of a blessed resurrection. Finally they saw his face like the face of an angel, as if he were alive and not dead, while his other members had become soft and pliant like those of an innocent child. (113) His sinews were not contracted as those of the dead are wont to be, his skin was not hardened, his limbs were not stiffened, but turned this way and that as they were placed. And while he shone with such wondrous beauty in the sight of all, and his flesh had become still more radiant, it was wonderful to see amid his hands and feet not the prints of the nails but the nails themselves formed out of his flesh and retaining the blackness of iron, and his right side reddened with blood. The signs of martyrdom did not fill the minds of the beholders with horror but added much comeliness and grace, even as little black stones in a white pavement are wont to do. His brethren and sons hastened to the sight and wept together as they kissed the hands and feet of the tender father who was leaving them, and his right side also in whose wound a solemn memorial was enacting of Him who, shedding forth blood and water together from that same part, reconciled the world to the Father. Any one
among the people who was admitted, not to kiss but only to see the sacred stigmata of Jesus Christ which S. Francis bore in his body deemed that the greatest of gifts was bestowed upon him. For who at that sight would give himself over to weeping and not rather to joy? and if he wept would not weep for joy rather than from grief? Whose breast so hard but it would be moved to groaning? Whose heart so stony but it would be cleft by compunction, kindled to Divine love, armed with a good will? Who so dull, so insensible as not to perceive in manifest truth that as that Saint was honoured by so unparalleled a gift on earth so he is magnified by glory unspeakable in heaven?

114. O unparalleled gift, and token of a prerogative of love, that a knight should be decked with the same glorious arms that befit the King alone in their surpassing dignity! O miracle worthy of eternal memory, O memorable sacrament worthy of ceaseless awe and wonder, which by seeing faith represents that mystery wherein the blood of the spotless Lamb streaming plenteously through five outlets has washed away the sins of the world! O sublime splendour of the life-giving Cross which quickens the dead, whose burden presses so gently and causes so sweet a smart that in it the dead flesh lives and the feeble spirit is strengthened! He loved thee much, whom thou didst so gloriously adorn! Glory and blessing be to the only wise God who reneweth signs and changeth wonders that He may comfort the minds of the weak by new re-

1 Oculata fide. Al. occulta, occultata (hidden faith).
velations and that by a wonderful work in the region of the visible their hearts may be caught up into love of the invisible! O wondrous and lovable contrivance of God whereby (that no suspicion might arise concerning the newness of the miracle) He in His mercy first displayed in a celestial being that which ere long He was about to do in one dwelling on earth! And indeed the true Father of mercies willed to make known of how great a reward he is worthy who shall strive to love Him with all his heart—a station namely in the highest rank of super-celestial spirits and the nearest to Himself. And this reward we can undoubtedly attain if like the Seraph we extend two wings above our head, that is to say, if (after blessed Francis’ example) in every good work our intention be pure and our action upright, and if we direct these toward God and strive with tireless zeal to please Him in everything. Now the wings must needs be joined together for the veiling of the head, because the Father of lights will by no means accept uprightness of action without purity of intention, nor yet the converse, as He Himself saith: “If thine eye is single thy whole body shall be bright, but if it is evil thy whole body shall be dark.” For that is not a single eye which sees not what it should see for lack of knowledge of the truth, nor yet that which not having a pure intention looks on what it ought not. Plain reason will judge that in the first case the eye is not single, but blind; and that in the second, the eye is evil. The feathers of these wings are the love of the Father who saves in mercy, and the fear of the Lord, the terrible Judge: which feathers should keep the souls of the elect raised up above earthly things by
THE SERAPH'S WINGS

115. All these things were most perfectly performed by the most blessed father Francis who bore the image and form of a seraph and by continuing on the Cross was found worthy to rise to the rank of the spirits on high. For he was ever on the Cross, shrinking from no toil and pain if only he might accomplish the Lord’s will in himself and concerning himself. The brethren, moreover, who lived with him knew how continually every day his talk was of Jesus, how sweet and tender was his discourse, how benign and full of love his conversation. Out of the abundance of the heart his mouth spoke, and the spring of enlightened love which filled him inwardly through and through bubbled forth outwardly. Verily, he was much with Jesus; ever did he bear Jesus in his heart, Jesus in his mouth, Jesus in his
ears, Jesus in his eyes, Jesus in his hands, Jesus in his other members. Oh, how often, when sitting at table, if he heard or named or thought of Jesus, did he forget the bodily food, and as we read concerning the Saint: "Seeing, he saw not; and hearing, heard not". Nay, more, many a time, as he was walking on his way meditating and singing of Jesus, did he forget whither he was going, and invite all the elements to praise Jesus. And because with wondrous love he ever bore and preserved in his heart Christ Jesus and Him crucified, therefore he was signed in most glorious wise above all other men with the sign of Him whom in rapture of mind he even contemplated in glory unspeakable and incomprehensible, sitting at the right hand of the Father with whom He, the Most High, coequal Son of the Most High, in the unity of the Holy Ghost liveth and reigneth, overcometh and governeth, God eternally glorious throughout all ages. Amen.

CHAPTER X

Of the wailing of the ladies at S. Damian; and how S. Francis was buried with praise and glory

116. His brethren therefore and sons who had come together with all the multitude of people from the neighbouring towns, rejoicing to be present at such a solemnity, spent the whole night on which the holy father died in praising God, so that for the sweetness of the songs of joy and the brightness of the lights it seemed to be a vigil of angels. And in the morning the people of Assisi with the whole of the
clergy assembled, and took the sacred body from the place where he had died and brought it with honour into the city with hymns and praises and blare of trumpets. All carried boughs of olive and other trees, performing the sacred obsequies with solemnity; and with many lights and with loud-sounding voices they discharged the duty of praise. And when, as the sons bore their father and the flock followed their shepherd hastening to the Shepherd of all, they reached the place where he himself had planted the Religion and Order of Sacred Virgins and Poor Ladies, and laid him in the church of S. Damian, wherein his said daughters dwelt whom he had won to the Lord, a little window was opened through which the Handmaids of Christ are wont at the appointed time to partake of the Sacrament of the Lord's Body. The coffin also was opened wherein lay hid a treasure of super-celestial virtues, wherein he was being borne by few who was wont to bear many. And lo! the Lady Clara, who was indeed illustrious (clara) through her holy merits and was the mother of the rest and the first plant of this holy Order, came with her daughters to look upon the father that spake not to them, and would not return to them, for he was hastening elsewhither. (117) And as they looked upon him with repeated sighs, with deep groaning and with many tears, they began to cry with choked voices: "Father, father, what shall we do? Why forsakest thou us in our misery, or to whom dost thou leave us in our desolation? Why didst thou not send us before rejoicing to the place whither thou art going—us whom thou leavest thus grieving here? What dost thou bid us to do, shut up thus in
this prison—us whom thou art determined nevermore to visit as thou wast wont to do? With thee all our consolation departs and no such solace is left to us, buried in the world! Who shall comfort us in such poverty—poverty not less of merit than of [temporal] things? O father of the poor! lover of Poverty! who shall succour us in temptation, O thou who hast known countless temptations, thou cautious trier of temptations? Who shall comfort us troubled ones in our tribulation, thou our helper in exceeding great tribulations which came upon us? O most bitter separation, O disastrous forsaking! O Death too dreadful who art slaughtering thousands of sons and daughters bereft of such a father while thou hastenest to remove past recall him through whom any zealous efforts of ours have chiefly prospered!"

But virginal bashfulness restrained their much weeping: and indeed it was very incongruous to wail for one over whose passing hence the angel army hovered in throngs, while the fellow-citizens of the Saints and they of God's household rejoiced. And so those Ladies, divided between sorrow and joy, kissed his radiant hands adorned with most precious gems and flashing with pearls:¹ and when he was taken away the door was shut which shall nevermore be opened to such woe.

O what was the grief of all over the woeful and piteous wailing of these Ladies! How great especially were the lamentations of the sorrowing sons! And their peculiar grief was shared by all, so that scarce

¹See above, I., 96.
any one could refrain from weeping while the angels of peace were bitterly weeping.

118. At length when all the multitude had reached the city they laid the most holy body with great rejoicing and exultation in a hallowed place—thenceforward still more hallowed—where to the glory of the Supreme Almighty God he illuminates the world by a multiplication of new miracles, even as he has wonderfully enlightened it hitherto by the doctrine of his holy preaching. Thanks be to God. Amen.

See, most holy and blessed father, I have accompanied thee with praises due and worthy though insufficient, and have written a narrative, such as it is, of thy exploits. Grant therefore to me a miserable man so worthily to follow thee now that in mercy I may deserve to overtake thee hereafter. Remember, O tender father, the poor sons, to whom, after thee their one and only solace, scarce any comfort is left. For though thou, the first and best portion of them, be mingled with choirs of angels, and placed among the Apostles on a throne of glory, they nevertheless are lying in mire and dirt, shut up in a dark prison, and crying mournfully to thee thus: "Present, father, before Jesus Christ, the Son of the Supreme Father, his sacred wounds, and show forth the tokens of the Cross in side, feet and hands, that He may deign in mercy to display His own wounds to the Father, Who for this will indeed ever be favourable to us in our misery. Amen."
PART III

HERE BEGINS THE THIRD PART, CONCERNING THE
CANONIZATION OF OUR BLESSED FATHER FRANCIS,
AND CONCERNING HIS MIRACLES

119. So our most glorious father Francis in the
twentieth year of his conversion, connecting a happy
beginning with a still happier end, most happily com-
mended his spirit to heaven where, "crowned with
glory and honour" and having obtained a place "amid
fiery stones" \(^1\) he stands before the throne of the God-
head and applies himself effectually to further the
concerns of those whom he has left on earth. What
indeed may be denied to him in the imprint of whose
sacred stigmata appears the form of Him "who being
coequal with the Father sitteth at the right hand of
the Majesty on high, the brightness of God's glory and
the figure of His substance," making atonement for
sins? Should not he be heard who having been "con-
formed unto the death of Christ Jesus in the fellowship
of His sufferings," shows forth the sacred wounds in
hands, feet and side? Verily he is already gladdening
the whole world, saved by the new joy, and offering to
all the advantage of true salvation. By the bright light
of miracles he shines on the world and illumines the
whole earth with the lustre of a true star. At first the
world, robbed of his presence, mourned, and at his
setting saw itself overwhelmed as it were in a pit of
darkness. But now, in the rising of this new light,

\(^1\) See Ezek. xxviii. 14.
being lit up as at noon with brighter beams, it feels that the universal darkness has departed. All its lamentation, blessed God, has ceased now that everywhere and every day with new exultation plenteous sheaves of holy virtues are being heaped upon it through him. From east and west, from south and north come those who have been succoured through his advocacy and are proving by truthful witness that these things are so. And indeed while he lived in the flesh that chiefest lover of the things above took nothing in the way of property on earth, to the end that he might the more fully and joyfully possess the universal good: and so he who refused the part acquired the whole, and exchanged time for eternity. Everywhere he is helping all, everywhere he is at hand for all, and, truly a lover of the Unity, knows not the losses of participation. (120) Still living among sinners he is travelling and preaching through the world: reigning now with the angels on high he flies swifter than thought as a messenger of the Supreme King and bestows glorious benefits on all peoples. Therefore the whole body of the peoples honours, reveres, glorifies and praises him. All in fact are sharers in the common good. Who may tell the number and nature of the miracles which the Lord is everywhere deigning to work through him? How many miracles in truth is Francis performing in France alone where the king and queen and all the magnates ran to kiss and worship the bolster which S. Francis had used in his sickness? Where also the wise and most learned men in the world (of whom as is her wont Paris produces a greater abundance than any other place) are humbly
and most devoutly revering, admiring and honouring Francis, the unlettered man and the true friend of simplicity and of all sincerity? And truly he was Francis, for above all men he bore a frank and noble heart. They who have experienced his greatness of spirit know how free, how liberal he was in all things, how confident and fearless; with what power, with what fervour of soul he trampled on all worldly things. And what shall I say of other parts of the world where by means of parts of his girdle diseases depart, sicknesses fly away, and crowds of both sexes are delivered from their plagues by merely calling on his name? (121) At his tomb, moreover, fresh miracles are constantly performing, and, in answer to multiplied intercessions, signal benefits to souls and bodies are granted at that place. Sight is restored to the blind, hearing to the deaf, the lame walk, the dumb speak, the gouty leap, the leper is cleansed, the swollen are reduced in bulk, and those oppressed by divers infirmities obtain their wished-for health, in such wise that the dead body heals living bodies, even as the living body raised up dead souls.

The Roman Pontiff, the highest of all pontiffs, the leader of Christians, the lord of the world, the shepherd of the Church, the Anointed of the Lord, the Vicar of Christ, heard and understood these things. He rejoiced and exulted, he was in transports of gladness when he beheld the renewal of the Church of God in his own times by new mysteries but by ancient wonders, and that in the person of his own son whom he bore in his sacred womb, cherished in his bosom, suckled with the word, and nurtured with the food of salvation. The other
guardians of the Church heard it too, the shepherds of the flock, the defenders of the faith, the friends of the Bridegroom, they who are at his side, the hinges (cardines) of the world, the venerable Cardinals. They congratulated the Church, they rejoiced with the Pope, they glorified the Saviour, Who with supreme and ineffable wisdom, supreme and incomprehensible grace, supreme and inestimable goodness, chose the foolish and base things of the world that so He might draw the mighty to Himself. The whole world heard and applauded, and the universal monarchy in obedience to the Catholic Faith abounded in joy and overflowed with holy consolation.

122. But there came a sudden change, and meantime a fresh emergency arose in the world. Forthwith the pleasantness of peace was disturbed; the torch of envy blazed up; the Church was torn by intestinal war in her own household. The Romans, a fierce and seditious race of men, raged, as they are wont, against their neighbours, and rashly put forth their hand against holy things. The noble Pope Gregory strove to keep down the rising wickedness, to repress the fierceness, to moderate the violence; and, like a tower of strength, protected the Church of Christ. Many perils burst upon her; destruction increased; and in the rest of the world sinners lifted up their necks against God. What then did the Pope do? Estimating the future by his ripe experience, and weighing the present, he left the City to the rebels, that he might deliver and defend the world from rebellion. So he went to the city of Rieti where he was received with the honour due to him: and proceeding thence to Spoleto he was honoured with great respect by all. Here he remained for a few
days, and then, after taking order for the Church, paid a kind visit, accompanied by the venerable Cardinals, to the Handmaids of Christ, dead and buried to the world. The holy conversation and the deep poverty of these Ladies and their renowned way of life moved him and the others to tears, urged them to despise the world, and kindled them to embrace a life of retirement. O lovely Humility! nurse of all graces! The Prince of the world, the successor of the Prince of the Apostles, visits poor lowly women, comes to them in their seclusion, despised and humble as they are! An example of humility which though worthy of just approbation was un-wonted, and had not been met with for many ages past.

123. And now he flies in haste to Assisi, where the glorious deposit is preserved for him, to the end that thereby the universal suffering and approaching tribulation may be driven away. At his entry the whole region is jubilant, the city is filled with exultation, a great crowd of people celebrate their joy, and the bright day is made still brighter by new luminaries. Every one came forth to meet him, and a solemn vigil was kept by all. The pious fellowship of the Poor Brethren came out to meet him, and each one sang sweet hymns to Christ the Lord. The Vicar of Christ arrived at the “place” and as he alighted, greeted S. Francis’ sepulchre with eager reverence. He heaved many sighs, smote his breast, shed tears, and, in still more abundant devotion, bowed his reverend head. Meantime solemn conference was held touching the Saint’s canonization, and the noble assembly of the Cardinals was often called together about this business. Many came together from all parts who had been delivered from
their plagues through God's Saint, and from every side there was a great blaze of miracles. These were listened to, received, verified, and approved.

Meantime pressing affairs, a fresh emergency, compelled the blessed Pope to go to Perugia, whence (a superabundant and unparalleled favour) he purposed to return to Assisi for the supreme business. Finally there was another meeting at Perugia, and the sacred assembly of the venerable Cardinals was held in the Lord Pope's chamber about this matter. All were unanimous, and said the same thing. They read the miracles with the utmost reverence, and extolled the blessed father's life and conversation with the loudest encomiums.

124. "No need," said they, "for miracles to attest the most holy man's most holy life, which we have seen with our eyes, handled with our hands and proved under the teaching of truth." They were all transported with joy, they were glad, they wept, and truly in those tears was much blessing. Forthwith they appointed the blessed day whereon they should fill all the world with saving joy.

The solemn day, to be held in reverence by every age, arrived shedding sublime rapture not only on earth but even in the purlieus of heaven. Bishops were called together, abbots arrived, and prelates of the Church from the remotest parts were there; royalty was present, and a noble multitude of counts and magnates assembled. They all escorted the lord of all the world and with him entered the city of Assisi with auspicious pomp. They reached the place prepared for the solemn event and the whole company of glorious Cardinals, bishops and abbots gathered round
the blessed Pope. An extraordinary concourse of priests and clerks was there, there was the happy and sacred company of Religious, there the more bashful habit of the sacred veil, there a mighty throng of all peoples and a well-nigh countless multitude of either sex. They ran together from every quarter, and every age with the utmost eagerness was represented in that great assembly. Small and great were there, slave and he who was free from his lord.

125. The Supreme Pontiff is there, the Bridegroom of Christ's Church, surrounded by such various offspring, with a crown of glory on his head in manifest token of sanctity. He is there adorned with a pontifical chasuble, and clad with the holy garments bound with gold and ornamented with the work of the carver in precious stones. The Lord's Anointed is there resplendent in glorious magnificence; covered with engraven jewels shining with the radiance of spring he invites the gaze of all. The Cardinals and bishops surround him; decked with splendid necklaces and flashing with garments white as snow they exhibit the image of super-celestial beauties and represent the joy of the glorified. The whole people await the voice of joy, the voice of gladness, the new voice, the voice full of all sweetness, the voice of praise, the voice of perpetual blessing. First of all Pope Gregory preached to all the people and with honey-sweet affection proclaimed God's praises with sonorous voice. Then he uttered a noble panegyric of father Francis, and as he recalled and rehearsed the purity of his life he was altogether bathed in tears. The text of his sermon was this: "As the morning star amid
vapour, as the moon in the days of her fulness, and as the sun in his brightness, so did he shine in the temple of God” (Ecclus. 1. 6, 7). And when the discourse, faithful and worthy of all acceptance, was ended, one of the Lord Pope's sub-deacons, named Ottaviano, read out before all in a loud voice the miracles of the Saint: and Messer Riniero, a cardinal deacon, a man of mighty and penetrating intellect, illustrious by his piety and character, discoursed of them with sacred utterance, bedewed with tears. The Shepherd of the Church was in a transport of emotion; and as he heaved heavy sighs from the depths of his being, and redoubled salutary sobs, he poured forth streams of tears. The other prelates of the Church also shed floods of tears, the abundance of which bedewed their sacred attire. Finally all the people wept, and in their longing expectation were greatly wearied by the suspense.

Then the blessed Pope cried with a loud voice and said, raising his hands to heaven: “To the praise and glory of Almighty God the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and of the glorious Virgin Mary, and of the blessed Apostles Peter and Paul, and to the honour of the glorious Church of Rome, by the counsel of our brethren and the other prelates we decree, revering on earth the most blessed father Francis whom the Lord hath glorified in heaven, that he be numbered in the roll of saints, and that his festival be kept on the day of his death”. And on this, the reverend Cardinals with the Lord Pope

1Riniero Capocci, a friend of S. Dominic and a supporter of his Order.
began to chant with loud voice "Te Deum Laudamus". Then was raised a shout of many people praising God, the earth rang with the mighty sound, the air was filled with jubilations, and the ground was moistened with tears. New songs were sung, and God's servants rejoiced in melody of the spirit. Sweet-toned organs were heard, and spiritual songs were sung, by harmonious voices. Sweet perfume was there shed around, and jocund melody stirred the emotions of all. Brightly gleamed that day, which was tinted with more radiant beams. There the olive-boughs were green, and the other trees were decked in their fresh foliage: there all were adorned with festive attire of dazzling brightness and the blessing of peace rejoiced the minds of the throng. At length the happy Pope Gregory came down from his lofty throne, and by the steps beneath entered the sanctuary to offer vows and sacrifices, and with happy lips he kissed the tomb containing the body sacred and consecrated to God. He offered many prayers and celebrated the Sacred Mysteries. A crowd of brethren stood about him praising, worshipping and blessing Almighty God who has done great things in all lands. All the people magnified God's praises, and paid the due of holy thanksgiving to S. Francis in honour of the Trinity Most High. Amen. These things were done in the city of Assisi on 16th July, in the second year of the pontificate of Pope Gregory IX. [A.D. 1228.]

In Christ's name here begin the miracles of our most holy father Francis.

127. Humbly imploring the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, we will, in order to arouse and promote the devotion of the men of this time, and to strengthen the faith of those that are to come, set down briefly but truly, under the guidance of Christ, the miracles which (as has been said) were read before the Lord Pope Gregory, and proclaimed to the people.

Of the healing of the crooked

On the day that the hallowed and holy body of the most blessed father Francis was put away, like a most precious treasure, having been anointed rather with super-celestial aromas than with earthly spices, a girl was brought whose neck had for a year past been monstrously bent so that her head was joined to the shoulder, and she could only look up sideways. But after placing her head for some time under the coffin wherein the precious body of the Saint lay, forthwith she raised up her neck, through the most holy man’s merits, and her head was restored to its proper position so that the girl was astounded at the sudden change in herself and began to run away, weeping excessively. Now in the shoulder to which her head had been fastened a pit was seen caused by the position which the long illness had brought about.

128. There was in the territory of Narni a boy whose leg was so bent back that he could only walk by the help of two sticks. He was a beggar, and after having been oppressed with this grievous infirmity for several years he did not know his own father and mother. But by the merits of our most blessed father Francis he was delivered from the said trial in such wise that he could go freely anywhere without the support of sticks, praising and blessing God and His Saint.
129. One Nicholas, a citizen of Foligno had his left leg drawn together, and, as he suffered excessive pain, he spent so much on doctors in order to recover his former health that he incurred debts against his will which were beyond his power to repay. At last, when their help had done him no good, and he was suffering such agony that his frequent screams prevented his neighbours from sleeping at night, he made vows to God and S. Francis and had himself carried to S. Francis' tomb; and, after passing a night before it in prayer, he stretched his leg out and joyfully returned without any stick to his own home.

130. Another boy with one leg so bent that the knee adhered to his breast and the heel to his buttocks came to the sepulchre of blessed Francis. His father was mortifying his own flesh with sackcloth and his mother sorely afflicting herself for his sake. Suddenly the boy recovered his health so perfectly that he was able to run about the streets sound and merry, giving thanks to God and S. Francis.

131. In the city of Fano there was a man so bent that his legs, which were full of ulcers, adhered to his buttocks and gave off such a stench that the attendants altogether refused to admit him to the hospital or to keep him there. But before long he rejoiced in being delivered by the merits of the most blessed father Francis, whose compassion he had implored.

132. There was a little girl of Gubbio whose hands were contracted and she had wholly lost the use of all her limbs for a year past. In order to obtain for her the favour of health, her nurse carried her with a waxen image to the tomb of the most blessed father Francis.
And after staying there for the space of eight days, one day all her limbs were completely restored to their uses, so as to be fit as usual for their original functions.

133. Another boy from Montenero lay before the doors of the church where the body of S. Francis rests, for several days, being unable to walk or to sit up, for from the waist down he was deprived of all strength and of the use of his limbs. But one day, having been brought into the church, after touching the sepulchre of the most blessed father Francis he came out sound and whole. And the little boy himself used to say that while he was lying before the tomb of the glorious saint, a young man stood before him over the tomb, clad in the habit of the brethren and carrying pears in his hands, who called him, offered him a pear, and encouraged him to rise. The boy took the pear from his hands and answered, "See, I am bound together and cannot get up at all". Then he ate the pear that had been given him and stretched out his hand for another, which the same youth was offering him. Again he urged the boy to get up, but he did not do so, feeling himself held down by his infirmity. But as he was stretching his hand out for the pear, the young man after giving him the pear took his hand, led him out, and disappeared from his sight. The boy, seeing that he was made whole, began to cry aloud, showing to all what had been done in him.

134. A woman from the fortress of Coccorano was brought in a basket to the glorious father's tomb, for she had lost the use of all her members except her tongue. After staying a while before the most holy man's tomb she arose perfectly cured.
Another citizen of Gubbio after bringing his son, who was bowed together, in a basket to the holy father's tomb, received him back sound and whole, though he had been bowed in so extraordinary a way that his legs adhered to the buttocks and were quite withered.

135. Bartholomew of the city of Narni, a very poor and needy man, once fell asleep under a walnut-tree, and when he awoke he found himself so bent that he could not walk. As the infirmity gradually increased, one leg and foot became emaciated, crooked and withered; and insensible to cutting and burning. But the most holy Francis, the true lover of the poor and father of all the needy, showed himself to this man one night in a vision, bidding him go to a certain bath where he, moved by compassion for such misery, would release him from this sickness. When the man awoke, not knowing what to do, he told the vision in order to the bishop, and the bishop signed him with the Cross and blessed him, bidding him hasten to the bath that had been ordered. So the man, leaning on a stick, began to drag himself to the place as well as he could: and as he was sorrowfully going along, worn out by the great labour, he heard a voice saying to him, "Go in the peace of the Lord, for I am he to whom thou hast made thy vow". Then as he was approaching the bath, he missed the way (for it was night) and again heard a voice telling him that he was not walking by the right way, and directing him to the bath. And when he had reached the place and had entered the bath he felt one hand laid upon his foot, and another on his leg, gently stretching it out:
and so, being cured straightway, he jumped out of the bath praising and blessing the omnipotence of the Creator, and blessed Francis His servant, who had bestowed on him such favour and power.

The man had been crooked, and a beggar, for six years, and was of advanced age.

Of the blind receiving sight

136. A woman named Sibyl who had suffered from blindness of the eyes for several years was brought sorrowing to the sepulchre of the man of God: but on recovering her former sight she returned home rejoicing and exultant.

A blind man of Spello recovered his long-lost sight before the tomb of the holy body.

Another woman of Camerino had been entirely deprived of the light of her right eye. Her parents laid on the eye a cloth that blessed Francis had touched, and so, having made a vow, they yielded thanks to the Lord God and S. Francis for the recovered light.

Something similar happened to a woman of Gubbio, who, after making a vow, rejoiced in the recovery of her former sight.

A citizen of Assisi who had lost the light of his eyes for five years, having been intimate with blessed Francis while he lived, always in praying to the blessed man used to recall this intimacy, and, on touching his sepulchre was healed.

One Albertino of Narni had wholly lost the sight of his eyes for about a year and his eyelids hung down to his cheeks. He made a vow to blessed Francis, and forthwith having recovered his sight, made ready, and went to visit his glorious sepulchre.
Of the healing of demoniacs

137. There was a man in the city of Foligno named Peter who when on his way to visit the threshold of blessed Michael the Archangel,¹ either in fulfilment of a vow, or as a penance enjoined on him for sins, came to a certain spring. Being wearied with the journey and thirsty he tasted some of the water of the spring, and it seemed to him that he had imbibed devils: and so, being molested by them, during three years he did things horrid to see and detestable to tell. Then he came to the most holy father’s tomb, and here, while the devils were raging, and cruelly mauling him, he was wondrously delivered on touching the sepulchre, by a clear and manifest miracle.

138. In the city of Narni was a woman who was a prey to terrible frenzy, and being out of her mind, did horrible things and spoke unseemly words. At length blessed Francis appeared to her in a vision, saying, “Sign thyself with the cross,” and on her answering, “I cannot,” the Saint himself impressed the sign of the cross upon her and drove out from her her madness and demoniacal fancies.

Many men and women also, tormented in various ways by devils, and deluded by their jugglery were snatched out of their power by the noble merits of the holy and glorious father. But because people of that kind are often the victims of delusion, let us dismiss this matter briefly and pass on to more important things.

¹I.e., Monte Santangelo in Apulia.
Of sick persons saved from death; of cases of swelling, dropsy, arthritis, paralysis and other diseases

139. A boy named Matthew, of the city of Todi, had lain in bed for eight days as if dead: his mouth was fast closed, his eyes were sightless, and the skin of his face, hands and feet had turned as black as a pot. All despaired of his life, but at his mother's vow he got well with marvellous rapidity. Now there was a discharge of foul blood from his mouth, through which he was also believed to be discharging his intestines. But as soon as his mother on her knees had humbly called on the name of S. Francis, as she arose from prayer, the boy began to open his eyes, to see the light and to suck the breast; and soon after the black slough fell off, the flesh returned as before, he got better, and recovered his strength. And as soon as he began to get better his mother asked him, "Who has delivered thee, my son?" And he answered lisping, "Ciccu, Ciccu". Again he was asked, "Whose servant art thou?" and again he answered, "Ciccu, Ciccu"; for being an infant he could not speak plain, and so he clipped the name of blessed Francis in that way.

140. There was a lad who fell down from a certain very high place where he was staying and lost his speech and the use of all his limbs. After being three days without eating or drinking, or perceiving anything, he was thought to be dead. But his mother, seeking for the aid of no physicians, entreated blessed Francis to heal him. And so, having made her vow, she received him alive and whole, and began to praise the Saviour's omnipotence.
Another lad named Mancino, sick unto death, and given over by all, called, as well as he could, on the name of blessed Francis and instantly recovered.

A boy of Arezzo named Walter, suffering from continual fever and tormented by two abscesses, who had been given over by the doctors, was restored to his wished-for health by his parents’ making a vow to blessed Francis.

Another, nigh to death, was forthwith freed from all his suffering by making a waxen image, and that before the image was finished.

141. A woman who had lain on her sick-bed for several years and could neither turn nor move, made a vow to God and blessed Francis, whereupon she was freed from all her sickness and performed the necessary duties of her life.

There was a woman in the city of Narni who for eight years had had a hand so withered that she could do nothing with it. At last the most blessed father Francis appeared to her in a vision, and by stretching out her hand made it as serviceable as the other.

In the same city was a lad who for ten years had been laid up with a grievous sickness, and had become so swollen that no medicine could do him good. But by the merits of blessed Francis, to whom his mother had made a vow, he immediately received the blessing of health.

In the city of Fano was a man laid up with dropsy whose limbs were horribly swollen, but through blessed Francis, he was found worthy to be wholly freed from that sickness.

A citizen of Todi suffered so terribly from gouty
arthritic that he could neither sit down nor rest. The violence of the disease gave him such constant chills that he seemed reduced to nothing. He called in doctors, he multiplied baths, he used many medicines, but none of these things could give him relief. But one day, in the presence of a priest, he made a vow in order that S. Francis might give him back his former health; and so, after offering prayers to the Saint, he presently found his former health restored.

142. A woman lying paralysed in the city of Gubbio was released from her infirmity and cured after thrice calling on the name of blessed Francis.

There was a man called Bontadoso who suffered so grievously in his hands and feet that he could neither move nor turn in any direction: and when he was now unable to eat or sleep a woman came to him one day advising and suggesting that if he would be speedily delivered from this infirmity he should most earnestly make a vow to blessed Francis. But the man, in a paroxysm of pain, answered, "I don't believe he is a Saint". The woman, however, persisted in her suggestion of the vow, and at last he made it in the following words: "I vow myself to S. Francis, and believe him to be a Saint, if he cures me of this illness within three days". And, by the merits of God's Saint, he was presently delivered, and walked, ate, and slept, giving glory to Almighty God.

143. There was a man who had been dangerously wounded in the head by an iron arrow which had penetrated the eye-socket and stuck in his head; and the doctors could give him no help. Then with humble devotion he made a vow to Francis the Saint of God,
in the hope of being delivered by his recommendation. While he was getting a little rest in sleep, S. Francis told him in a dream to have the arrow taken out by the back of his head. This was accordingly done next day, and he was relieved without great difficulty.

144. There was a man at the fortress of Spello named Imperatore who had suffered so severely from rupture for two years that all his intestines were descending outwardly through his lower parts; nor had he been able to place them back inside for a long time so that he had to have a truss wherewith to retain them inside. He went to doctors, begging them to relieve him, but as they demanded a price which he could not give inasmuch as he had not wherewithal to keep himself for a single day, he quite despaired of their help. At length he betook him to God for help, and began humbly to invoke the merits of blessed Francis, out of doors, at home, and wherever he might be. And so it came to pass that in a short space of time he was entirely cured by God's grace and blessed Francis' merits.

145. A brother in the March of Ancona, warring under the obedience of our Religion, was suffering severely from fistula in the groin, or in the side, and had already been judged by the doctors to be in a hopeless state because of the extent of the disease. Then he begged the Minister under whose obedience he was living to allow him to go and visit the place where the most blessed father's body lay, trusting that by the Saint's merits he would obtain the favour of a cure. But his Minister forbade him to go, fearing that the fatigue of the journey might make him worse, on account of the snow and rain which then prevailed.
But one night, while the brother was feeling a little vexed at the refusal of permission to go, the holy father Francis stood by him saying: "Son, be no more anxious about this, but take off the fur coat thou hast on, throw away the plaster and the bandage that is over it, and observe thy Rule, and thou shalt be delivered". So he arose in the morning, did all that he had been bidden to do, and gave thanks to God for his speedy deliverance.

Of the cleansing of lepers

146. At S. Severino in the March of Ancona there was a lad named Atto who was covered all over with scabs, and, in accordance with the physicians' judgment, was held by all as a leper: all his limbs were swollen and enlarged, and the distention and inflation of his veins caused him to see everything awry. He could not walk, but lay continually on his sick-bed, filling his parents with grief and sadness: and the father, daily wounded as he was by his son's misery, could not tell what to do with him. At last it came into his heart by all means to commend his son to blessed Francis, and he said to him: "Wilt thou, my son, make a vow to S. Francis (who is renowned for many miracles everywhere), that it may please him to deliver thee from this sickness?" And he answered: "I will, father"; whereupon his father had paper brought and, after measuring his son's height and girth, said: "Raise thyself up, my son, and make thy vow to blessed Francis, and when he has given thee deliverance thou shalt bring him a candle of thy height every year while thou livest". He rose up as well as he could, at his father's bidding, and clasping his hands began
humbly to invoke S. Francis' compassion; and accordingly after he had taken up the paper measure, and finished his prayer, he was straightway healed of his leprosy, and arose, giving glory to God and blessed Francis, and joyfully began to walk.

In the city of Fano a lad named Bonuomo, who was held by all the doctors to be paralysed and leprous, was devoutly offered to blessed Francis by his parents; whereupon he was cleansed from his leprosy, the paralysis left him, and he gained full health.

Of the dumb speaking and the deaf hearing

147. At Castel della Pieve was a poor beggar-boy who had been entirely deaf and dumb from birth. Now his tongue was so extremely short that it seemed to several who had examined him many times as if it had been cut off. One evening he came to the house of a man of the same place who was called Mark and asked for shelter by signs, as the dumb are wont to do: for he leaned his head sideways on his hand so as to make the man understand that he wanted to lodge with him that night. The man gladly received him into his house and willingly kept him with him, for the boy was a competent servant. He was a sharp boy, for though deaf and dumb from the cradle he understood by signs all he was told to do. When the man and his wife were at supper one night and the boy was waiting on them, the man said to her: "I should consider it the greatest of miracles, if blessed Francis gave hearing and speech to this boy". (148) And he added: "I vow to the Lord God that if blessed Francis shall deign to work this, I will for his sake hold this boy most dear and provide for him all his life long". When the vow was finished, wondrous to relate, the boy spoke
straightway and said, "S. Francis lives"; and then looking behind him, he said, "I see S. Francis standing up there and he is coming to give me speech". And he added: "What therefore shall I say to the people?" Mark replied: "Thou shalt praise the Lord and shalt save many men". Then Mark arose in great joy and exultation and published before all men what had been done. All who had seen the boy speechless before ran together, and, filled with admiration and amazement, gave humble praise to God and blessed Francis. The boy's tongue grew and became fit for speech, and he began to utter properly formed words as if he had always spoken.

149. Another boy named Villa could neither speak nor walk. His mother therefore made in faith a waxen image for a votive offering and brought it very reverently to the blessed father Francis' resting-place: and on her return home she found her son walking and talking.

There was a man in the diocese of Perugia quite deprived of speech who always kept his mouth open, gaping horribly and in great distress, for his throat was very much swollen. When he reached the place where the most holy body rests and was about to go up the steps to the tomb, he vomited much blood, and, thoroughly relieved, began to speak and to open and shut his mouth as required.

150. There was a woman who suffered such pain in her throat that from the excessive burning her tongue was sticking to her palate and dried up. She could neither speak, nor eat, nor drink; plasters were applied and medicines used, but none of these things gave any relief from her infirmity. At last in her heart (for she could not speak) she made a vow to S. Francis, and
suddenly the flesh cracked and there came out of her gullet a little round stone which she took in her hand and showed to all the bystanders, whereupon she was relieved immediately.

There was a lad at the fortress of Greccio who had lost his hearing, his memory, and his speech, nor could he understand or perceive anything. But his parents, having great trust in S. Francis, made a vow to him with humble devotion on behalf of the lad; and when the vow had been fulfilled he was richly endowed by the favour of the most holy and glorious father Francis with all the senses he had lacked.

To the praise, glory, and honour of Jesus Christ our Lord whose kingdom and empire endureth firm and immovable throughout all ages. Amen.

Conclusion

151. We have said a little, and omitted more concerning the miracles of our most blessed father Francis, relinquishing to those that would tread in his footsteps the care of seeking out the grace of new blessing, to the end that he who by word and example, by his life and teaching has most gloriously renewed the whole world may ever deign to water with new showers of super- celestial unctions the minds of those who love the name of the Lord. I entreat, for the love of the Poor Man Crucified and by His sacred wounds, which the blessed father Francis bore in his body, all who read, see, or hear these things, to remember before God, me a sinner. Amen.

Blessing and honour and all praise be to God only wise Who ever most wisely worketh all in all to His glory. Amen, Amen. Amen.
THE SECOND LIFE OF S. FRANCIS

IN THE NAME OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST. AMEN.
TO THE MINISTER-GENERAL OF THE ORDER OF
FRIARS MINOR

HERE BEGINS THE PREFACE

1. IT was the pleasure of the entire holy assembly of
the late Chapter-General, and of you, most rever-
end father (not without a dispensation of the Divine
Counsel) to enjoin on our insignificance, for the com-
fort of those living, and as a memorial for those to
come, to write of the deeds and also of the words of
our glorious father Francis, for that through long ex-
perience of them they were better known to us than
to the rest by reason of our constant association with
him and the mutual intimacy between us. Therefore
are we forward to obey with humble devotion holy
injunctions which it is by no means lawful to pass by:
but the small account we are disposed to make of our
own strength gives us just cause to fear, lest so worthy
a matter, through not being treated of as it requires,
may derive from us that which may be displeasing to
the rest. For we dread that things worthy of the
savour of all sweetness may be rendered insipid through
the unworthiness of the dispensers of them, and that
accordingly our attempt may be set down to presump-
tion rather than to obedience. For if the examination
of the result of this great labour [of ours] only pertained to your good will, blessed father, and there were no question of its coming to the public ear, we should most thankfully derive instruction from your correction, or joy from your approval. For amid such a variety of words and deeds who could so weigh everything in the scale of an exact balance that all the hearers should be unanimous as to every point? But inasmuch as we are seeking with simple mind the advantage of each and all, we entreat our readers to put a kind interpretation on our work and to bear with the simplicity of the narrators or guide it in such sort that the reverence of him who is the subject of our discourse may be saved harmless. The flight of his subtle words, and the amazing story of his deeds are beyond the reach of our recollection, blunted like that of untaught men by length of time; for the agility of a practised memory were scarce able to comprehend these things even when present before it. Let therefore the repeated command of one who has many times enjoined us excuse before all men the faults of our unskilfulness.

2. This work contains first of all certain wonderful events in the conversion of S. Francis which were not put into the legends composed some time ago concerning him, because they had not come to the author's notice. Next we intend to express, and with watchful zeal to declare, what was that good, well-pleasing, and perfect will of the most holy father both as to himself and as to his brethren in every practice of heavenly discipline, and in the zeal for supreme perfection which he ever had as regards God in his sacred affections,
and as regards men in the examples he gave them. Some miracles are inserted, as occasion offers. We describe in a plain and unpretending way what presents itself to us, desiring to accommodate ourselves to those of slower wit, but also, if we may, to give pleasure to the learned. We beg you therefore, kindest father, to be pleased to hallow with your blessing the present of this work, small though not to be despised, and sought out by us with no little toil; correcting what is wrong, and removing what is superfluous, so that what is approved by your learned judgment as well said, may, together with your name, truly Crescentius, everywhere increase and be multiplied in Christ. Amen.

HERE ENDS THE PREFACE

HERE BEGINS THE "MEMORIAL IN LONGING OF SOUL"^2
OF THE DEEDS AND WORDS OF OUR MOST HOLY FATHER FRANCIS

OF HIS CONVERSION

CHAPTER I

How he was first called John and afterwards Francis. How his mother prophesied of him, and how he himself also foretold what would come to pass concerning himself; and of his patience in imprisonment

3. FRANCIS, the servant and friend of the Most High (to whom Divine Providence gave this name in order that a singular and unusual designation might make the rumour of his ministry the more

1 The writer here plays on the derivation of the name Crescentius from crescere, to increase.
2 See Isaiah xxvi. 8.
quickly known to all the world) was called by his mother John when, being born again by water and the Holy Ghost, he a child of wrath became a child of grace. The conduct of this woman (a friend of all goodness) was characterised by a certain token of virtue, for she was in some sort privileged to resemble the holy Elizabeth, both as regards the giving of a name to her son, and as regards the prophetic spirit. For while her neighbours were wondering at Francis' noble bearing and courteous ways she would say (as though prompted by a Divine oracle): "How think you that this son of mine will turn out? Be assured that he will become a son of God by his merits." Such indeed was the opinion of some who were very much pleased with Francis when a stripling because of his zeal for good. He always avoided every word which might give pain to any one, and the youth's manners were so refined that he seemed to all as if born of other parents than those from whom he was said to have sprung. Now his name of John has reference to the work of the ministry which he took up, while that of Francis to the spread of his fame, which after his full conversion to God soon reached every place. Accordingly he thought that among the feasts of all other saints that of John the Baptist was pre-eminent, the dignity of whose name had imprinted on him a trace of mystic virtue. Among those born of woman none has arisen greater than John: among the founders of Religions none has arisen more perfect than Francis. An observation surely worthy to be heralded!

4. John prophesied shut up within the secret place of his mother's womb; Francis confined in a worldly
His Imprisonment at Perugia

Prison foretold the future while still ignorant of the Divine counsel. For once when there was a bloody battle between the citizens of Perugia and those of Assisi, Francis with several others was taken, and being put in chains with the rest endured the horrors of imprisonment. His fellow-captives, absorbed in sadness, bewailed their wretched plight: Francis, exulting in the Lord, laughed at his chains and despised them. His doleful companions rebuked him for making merry in his chains, and deemed him mad and demented. Francis answered prophetically: "Wherein think you that I exult? Another thought is with me: I shall yet be worshipped as a Saint all the world over." (And so indeed it is: all he said has been fulfilled.) Among his fellow-prisoners was a knight, a very proud and unbearable man: but, while all the rest determined to shun him, Francis' patience did not fail. He endured the unendurable knight and induced the others to make it up with him. Capable of every grace the chosen vessel now pours forthunctions of virtue everywhere!¹

CHAPTER II

Of a poor knight whom he clothed; and of the vision of his call which he saw while in the world

5. HAVING been loosed from his chains after a while, he became more kindly compassionate toward the poor. He now resolved never to turn

¹Or, "the chosen vessel of the virtues now pours forth unctions everywhere".
his face from any poor man who in his petition should plead "the love of God". Once he met a knight who was poor and almost naked, and being admonished by pity gave him freely for Christ's sake the costly attire he was wearing. How did his behaviour differ from that of the most holy Martin except that while they were one in their purpose and in their act they were unlike in their manner of doing it? Francis gave his clothes before the rest of his possessions, Martin first gave up all the rest and his clothes last: each lived poorly and scantily in the world; each entered heaven rich. The one a knight but a poor man cut his garment in two to clothe a poor man, the other a rich man but not a knight clothed a poor knight with an entire garment. Each, having fulfilled Christ's command, was found worthy to be visited by Christ in a vision, the one being praised for his perfection, the other most graciously invited to fulfil what was lacking.\(^1\)

6. Presently Francis was shown in a vision\(^2\) a beautiful palace wherein he saw various warlike accoutrements and a lovely bride. In the dream Francis was called by name and allured by the promise of all this. He endeavoured, therefore, to go to Apulia to win knighthood; and after making the needful preparations on a lavish scale he hastened toward the attainment of the knightly dignity. A carnal spirit was suggesting to him a carnal interpretation of the vision he had seen, whereas a far more glorious one lay hid in the treasures of God's wisdom.

\(^1\)I.e., to be baptized. \(^2\)Cf. above, I., 4-6.
Accordingly one night when he was sleeping he was addressed a second time in a vision and strictly questioned as to whither he intended to go. And when he had told his purpose to his questioner, saying that he was going to war in Apulia, the same questioner earnestly asked him who could do better for him, the servant or the lord? "The lord," said Francis. "Why, then," answered the other, "art thou seeking the servant instead of the lord?" Then Francis said, "Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" And the Lord said to him, "Go back to the place of thy birth, for through Me thy vision shall have spiritual fulfilment". He went back without delay (having already become a pattern of obedience) and, resigning his own will, became Paul instead of Saul. Saul was thrown to the earth, and heavy stripes produced words of sweetness; but Francis turned his carnal weapons into spiritual, and instead of martial glory received a Divine government.

And so to the many who were amazed at his unwonted gladness he said that he was going to be a great prince.

CHAPTER III

How a band of youths made him their master of the revels, so that he might feed them: and of the change that came over him

7. He began to be changed into a perfect man and to become other than he had been. So on his return home the children of Babylon followed him and dragged him, now that he was tending else-
whither, to other pursued even against his will; for a band of young fellows of Assisi, whose leader he had formerly been in their vanity, still continued to invite him to share their feasts, which always ministered to wantonness and buffoonery. They made him their chief, for, having often experienced his liberality, they knew without doubt that he would pay the expenses of them all. They yielded him obedience that they might fill their bellies, and endured subjection that they might be able to glut themselves. He did not refuse the proffered honour, that he might not be taxed with stinginess, and amid his holy meditations was mindful of good-fellowship. He prepared a sumptuous banquet and doubled the dainties, and his guests, filled with them even to vomiting, polluted the streets of the town with their drunken songs. Francis followed them carrying a staff in his hands as master of the revels; but by degrees he withdrew from them in body, being already in mind become deaf to such things, as he sang in his heart to the Lord. Then (as he himself related) he was filled with such Divine sweetness, that he became speechless and was quite unable to move from the spot. Then a kind of spiritual affection pervaded him, carrying him away to things invisible, by virtue whereof he judged all earthly things [not only] of no moment but entirely worthless. Amazing indeed is the condescension of Christ Who gives to those that do the least things the greatest gifts, and in the overflowing of waters preserves and advances those that are His! For Christ fed the crowds with bread and fish, nor did He repel sinners from His feast. When they
sought to make Him their king. He fled and went up into a mountain to pray.

It was God’s mysteries that Francis was finding out, and even in ignorance he was being led to perfect knowledge.

CHAPTER IV

How, clad in a poor man’s garments, he ate with the poor before S. Peter’s church: and of the offering that he made there

8. But even now he was the chief lover of the poor, even now his holy beginnings gave a hint of the perfection he was to attain. Accordingly he often stript himself to clothe the poor, striving already with his whole heart to become like them, though not as yet executing his purpose in deed. Once when going on pilgrimage to Rome he put off his choice apparel for Poverty’s sake, and covered with a poor man’s clouts joyfully sat down among the poor in the parvis before S. Peter’s church (a place abounding in poor), and eagerly ate with them, deeming himself as one of them. Many times he would have done the like, had he not been ashamed of doing it before those who knew him.

When he came to the altar of the chief of the Apostles he wondered that the offerings of the visitors there were so small, and threw down a handful of money at that place, thus pointing out that special honour should be paid by all to him whom God honoured above the rest.

Several times also he presented poor priests with church ornaments; and he paid due respect to them
all, even to them of lower degree. For, as one who was about to take on him the apostolic commission and was whole and entire in the Catholic faith, he was from the first full of reverence toward the ministers and service of God.

CHAPTER V

How as he was praying the devil showed him a woman; and concerning the answer which God gave him; and his treatment of lepers

9. Thus already beneath his worldly attire he wore the spirit of Religion, and, withdrawing from frequented places to solitary ones, he was full often admonished by visitations of the Holy Ghost. For he was carried away and drawn on by that chiepest sweetness which was shed upon him so abundantly even from the first that it never left him as long as he lived. But while he was frequenting hidden places (as being suitable for prayer) the Devil strove to disturb his devotions by a malign counterfeit. He made him think of a certain woman, an inhabitant of his city, who was monstrously hunchbacked and presented a hideous sight to all: and he threatened to make him resemble her if he did not give up what he had begun. But the Lord of salvation and of grace encouraged him, and he rejoiced as he heard this answer: "Francis," said God to him in the spirit, "thou shalt exchange what thou hast loved carnally and vainly for spiritual things; and, if thou wilt acknowledge Me, take thou the bitter instead of the sweet, and despise thyself, for the savour of the things whereof I speak to thee shall be to thee reversed". Forthwith he was compelled to
obey the Divine behests, and was led to actual experience; for among all the wretched spectacles of the world Francis naturally shrank from lepers; and one day while he was riding near Assisi he met a leper, and though the leper caused him no small disgust and horror, still, lest like a transgressor of the commandment he should break the obligation of his plighted faith, he dismounted and hastened to the leper in order to kiss him: and when the leper held out his hand as though to receive something, he received money and a kiss with it. Francis immediately remounted, and as he looked round this way and that, though the country was free and open on all sides and there were no obstacles, he could not see that leper at all: whereat he was filled with wonder and joy, and a few days after gave heed to do the like again. He went to the abodes of lepers and, as he gave each leper money, he kissed him on the hand and mouth. Thus he took the bitter instead of the sweet, and manfully prepared to perform the rest.

CHAPTER VI

Of the image of the Crucified which spoke to him, and of the honour he paid to it

10. BEING now perfectly changed in heart (and soon to be changed in body too) he was walking one day by the church of S. Damian, which was almost ruinous, and was forsaken of all men. Led by the Spirit, he went in to pray. He fell down before the crucifix in devout supplication, and, having
been smitten by unwonted visitations, found himself another man than he who had gone in. And, while he was thus moved, straightway—a thing unheard of for ages—the painted image of Christ crucified moved its lips and addressed him, calling him by name: "Francis," it said, "go repair My house, which as thou seest is wholly falling into ruin". Francis, trembling and in no small amazement, became well-nigh deranged by this address. He prepared to obey and was wholly intent on fulfilling the commandment. But forasmuch as he felt that the change he had undergone was ineffable, it becomes us to be silent concerning that which he himself could not express. Thenceforth compassion for the Crucified was fixed in his holy soul, and (as we may piously suppose) the stigmata of the venerable Passion were deeply imprinted on his heart though not as yet on his flesh. (II) A wondrous thing and unheard of in our times! Who is not amazed at this? Who ever heard the like? Who doubts that Francis now returning to his native land appeared crucified when, though he had not altogether set aside the world outwardly, Christ by a new and unheard-of miracle spoke to him from the wood of the Cross? From that hour therefore when the Beloved spake to him, his soul was melted: and ere long the love of the heart appeared by the wounds of the body. Thenceforth, therefore, he could not refrain from weeping, even bewailing aloud the Passion of Christ ever as it were set forth before his eyes. He filled the ways with groanings, nor would he be comforted, as he remembered the wounds of Christ. He met an intimate friend, to whom he dis-
closed the cause of his grief, and forthwith his friend was moved to tears of woe.

But he did not forget to take thought for that holy image, nor did he in any wise neglect its bidding. Straightway he gave money to some priest that he might buy a lamp and oil, lest the sacred image should be defrauded, even for a moment, of its due honour of light. Then he diligently hastened to accomplish the rest; and gave untiring toil to the repair of that church. For, though the Divine words addressed to him referred to that Church which Christ acquired by His own Blood, he would not reach the highest point suddenly, for he was about to pass gradually from the flesh to the spirit.

CHAPTER VII

Of the persecution of his father and his brother after the flesh

12. BUT now that he was applying himself to works of piety his father after the flesh persecuted him, and, deeming Christ's service madness, he assailed him everywhere with curses. So God's servant called to his aid a certain low-born and very simple man whom he adopted in the stead of his father, asking him that when his father redoubled his curses, he on the contrary should bless him. Truly he turned the prophet's word into action and showed by deeds what that saying betokens: "They shall curse but thou shalt bless".

At the persuasion of the bishop of the city, a very pious man, who told him that he might not spend anything ill-gotten\(^1\) on sacred purposes, Francis gave up to

\(^1\) Cf. above, I., 8, 9.
his father some money he had meant to lay out on the work at the said church; and in the hearing of the many who had come together, "Henceforth," he cried, "I may freely say 'our Father who art in heaven,' not any more 'father Pietro di Bernardone,' to whom lo! I not only restore the money but give up all my clothes.① Naked therefore will I go to the Lord." (O liberal spirit of the man to whom now Christ alone is sufficient!) It was then found that the man of God had been wearing sackcloth under his clothes, rejoicing rather in the reality than in the appearance of virtue. His brother after the flesh, even as his father, pursued him with venomous words; and one winter morning, seeing Francis at prayer clothed in rags and shivering with cold, that wicked man said to one of his fellow-townsmen, "Ask Francis to sell you now a pennyworth of sweat". But when the man of God heard this he was filled with gladness and answered with a smile, "Indeed I will sell my sweat very dear to my Lord". Nothing more true: for he received not only a hundred but a thousandfold more in this life, and won not for himself alone but also for many eternal life hereafter.

① Cf. I., 14, 15.
HE CONQUERS BASHFULNESS

CHAPTER VIII

Of the bashfulness which he conquered; and of his prophecy of the Poor Virgins

13. AND so he strove to reverse his former delicate way of life and to bring his body from luxurious indulgence back to natural goodness.

One day the man of God was going through Assisi to beg for oil that he might trim the lamps in S. Damian's church which he was then repairing; and when he saw a crowd of men at play before the house he wanted to go into he was filled with shame and drew back. But then, directing that noble spirit of his to heaven, he reproved his own cowardice and passed judgment on himself. Straightway he went back to the house, set forth aloud before all the cause of his shame, and in a kind of spiritual intoxication asked in French for oil and received it. Most fervently did he stir up all to the work of that church; and in the hearing of all he prophesied, speaking in clear tones in French, that there would be a monastery of holy virgins of Christ in that place. For whenever he was filled with the ardour of the Holy Spirit he would utter ardent words in French; foreknowing that among that people he would receive peculiar honour and be revered with special regard.
CHAPTER IX

Of his begging for food from door to door

14. FROM the time when he began to serve the common Lord of all he ever loved to do common things, avoiding in everything singularity, which is befouled with the blemish of every vice. And so while he was toiling at the work on the church concerning which he had received a command from Christ, and from being a very delicately nurtured man had become a hard-working peasant, the priest of the church, seeing that he was worn out by assiduous labour, was moved with pity, and began to supply him every day with some special food, though it was not dainty, because the priest was poor. But though Francis approved of the priest's discernment and welcomed his kindness, he said to himself, "Thou wilt not find this priest everywhere to supply thee always with such things. This is not the life of a man professing poverty; it is not good for thee to get accustomed to such treatment; by degrees thou wilt return to what thou hast despised; and wilt once more run after delicacies. Arise now quickly and beg from door to door for scraps of food." So he went from door to door in Assisi, begging for cooked victuals, and when he saw his bowl full of odds and ends he was at first filled with loathing; but then he thought of God, conquered himself, and ate the food with delight of spirit. Love softens all things and makes every sweet thing bitter.
CHAPTER X

Of brother Bernard's renunciation of his property

15. ONE Bernard of the city of Assisi (who was afterwards a son of perfection) was framing his mind perfectly to set at naught the world after the man of God's example, and humbly besought his advice. And so as he consulted him he said, "Father, if any one had for a long time been in possession of some lord's goods, and did not wish to keep them any longer, how should he dispose of them most perfectly?" The man of God answered, that they must all be given back to his lord, from whom he had received them. Then said Bernard, "I acknowledge that all my possessions were given me by God, and now here I stand, ready to give them back to Him, according to thy advice". "If thou wilt prove thy words by deeds," said the Saint, "let us go to church early in the morning, take the book of the Gospel, and seek counsel of Christ." So in the morning they went to church, and, after devout prayer, opened the book of the Gospel, resolved to fulfil the first counsel they should happen on. They laid open the book and Christ therein laid open His counsel: "If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell all thou hast and give to the poor". They did it a second time, when "Take nothing on the way" met their eye. They tried yet a third time, when they found, "He who will come after Me, let him deny himself". Without delay Bernard fulfilled all these things, nor did he fail in so much as a jot of this counsel.
In a short time very many were turned from the corroding cares of the world, and to their infinite advantage returned under Francis' guidance to their native land. It would be too long to go on and tell how each one attained the prize of the high calling.

CHAPTER XI

Of the similitude which he set forth before the Pope

16. At the time when Francis presented himself with his followers before Pope Innocent⁠¹ to ask for a Rule for their life, the Pope, who saw that Francis' proposed way of life was beyond his strength, being a man of the utmost discernment, said to him, "Pray, my son, to Christ, that through thee He may show us His will; and when we know it we shall be able more safely to comply with thy pious desires". The Saint obeyed the Supreme Pastor's bidding and confidently flew to Christ. He prayed earnestly and encouraged his companions to pray devoutly to God. To be brief, he obtained an answer by prayer and imparted to his sons news of salvation. Christ's familiar discourse was made known in parables: "Francis," He said, "thus shalt thou say to the Pope: A poor but beautiful woman dwelt in a wilderness. A king loved her for her exceeding comeliness. He married her gladly, and begat beauteous sons by her. When they were grown and had been nobly brought up their mother said to them, 'Be not ashamed, beloved, that ye are poor, for ye are all sons of that great king. Go there-

¹ Cf. above, I., 32, 33.
fore gladly to his court and ask him for all that ye need.' As they heard this, they wondered and rejoiced; and, heartened by the assurance of their royal origin, deemed all want to be riches, knowing that they would be heirs. They boldly presented themselves to the king nor feared the face of him whose image they bore. The king, recognising his own likeness in them, inquired with wonder whose sons they were. And while they affirmed that they were the sons of that poor woman dwelling in the wilderness, the king embraced them and said, 'Ye are my sons and heirs, fear not. For if strangers are fed from my table it is the more just that I should cause them to be fed for whom my whole inheritance is reserved by law.' So the king sent to the woman bidding her despatch all the sons whom he had begotten to be nourished at his court.' The Saint was glad and rejoiced at the parable, and straightway reported the sacred oracle to the Pope.

17. This woman was Francis, fruitful in many sons not fashioned in softness. The wilderness was the world, at that time untilled and barren in the teaching of virtue. The beauteous and ample progeny of sons was the multitude of the brethren adorned with every virtue. The king was the Son of God, to Whom they, resembling Him in holy poverty, correspond in appearance; and they receive nourishment from the king's table, despising all cowardly shame, for that, content to imitate Christ, and living on alms, they know, amid the reproaches of the world, that they are to be blessed.

The Lord Pope wondered at the parable put before him, and acknowledged without hesitation that Christ
had spoken in the man. He recalled a vision that he had himself seen a few days before, and affirmed, under the teaching of the Holy Ghost, that it also would be fulfilled in this man. He had seen in his sleep that the Lateran basilica was on the point of falling and that a certain Religious, a man small and despised, was propping it on his own back, that it might not fall. "Surely," said he, "this is he who by his acts and teaching shall prop the Church of Christ." Whence it was that that lord so readily yielded to his request, and that, filled with devotion to God, he ever loved Christ's servant with special affection. And so he quickly granted what he had been asked, and earnestly promised to grant yet greater things than these. And thenceforth by virtue of the authority conferred on him Francis began to scatter the seeds of virtue, preaching yet more fervently as he went about the cities and fortresses.

CHAPTER XII
Of S. Maria de Portiuncula

18. GOD'S servant Francis, small in person, humble in mind, a "Minor" by profession, chose, while living in the world, for himself and his brethren a "little portion" (portiuncula) of the world, since otherwise, without having anything of the world, he could not serve Christ. Now it was not without the foreknowledge of a Divine oracle that from ancient days the place which was to fall to the lot of them who desired to have nothing at all of the world had been
called Portiuncula. There also had been built a church of the Virgin Mother who by her unexampled humility was found worthy to be the head of all the Saints next after her Son. There the Order of Friars Minor began, and there as on a firm foundation the noble fabric of them in manifold number arose. This place the Saint loved above all others, this he bade his brethren respect with special reverence, this he willed ever to be kept as the mirror of the Religion in the utmost humility and poverty, reserving the property therein to others and retaining but the use of it for himself and his brethren. (19) The strictest discipline was observed there in all things, as well in respect of silence and work as of the other ordinances of the Rule. No one might be admitted there except specially appointed brethren gathered from all quarters whom the Saint would have to be truly devoted to God and perfect in every respect. So also access to it was entirely forbidden to all persons of the world. He would not have the brethren who dwelt there (who were limited to a certain number) itching to hear news of the world; lest their contemplation of heavenly things should be interrupted and they be dragged down by tattlers to lower intercourse. No one there might utter idle words or repeat them if uttered by others: and if at any time any one happened to do so, punishment taught him to be careful in future not to do it again. Those who abode there were occupied incessantly day and night in praising God, and, fragrant with a wondrous perfume, led a life of angels. And rightly so: for, as old inhabitants reported, the place used to be otherwise called S. Mary of the Angels.
The happy father used to say that it had been revealed to him by God that among all other churches in the world built in her honour the Blessed Virgin loved this one with special affection; and therefore the Saint loved it more than all the rest.

CHAPTER XIII
Of a certain vision

20. BEFORE his conversion a certain devout brother had seen concerning this church a vision that is worth relating. He saw countless men smitten with woful blindness kneeling round this church with their faces lifted toward heaven: and they were all stretching their hands upward and crying with lamentable voice to God, asking for mercy and light. And lo! there came a great brightness from heaven and spread itself over them all, giving light and longed-for healing to each one.

OF THE CONVERSATION OF S. FRANCIS AND THE BRETHREN

CHAPTER XIV
Of the rigour of discipline

21. CHRIST'S strenuous knight never spared his body, but exposed it, as something alien to himself, to all ill-treatment both in deed and word. Any one who should enumerate the things this man endured would exceed that Apostolic passage where-

1 Heb. xi. 35-38.
in the distresses of the Saints are rehearsed. Moreover, all that first school so subjected themselves to every discomfort that it was thought wickedness for any one to refresh himself by aught save the consolation of the Spirit. And whereas they girded and clothed themselves with iron hoops and coats of mail and afflicted themselves with many vigils and continual fasts, they would have succumbed many a time had they not relaxed the rigour of such abstinence at the diligent admonition of their tender shepherd.

CHAPTER XV

Of S. Francis' discretion

22. ONE night one of the sheep cried out, the rest being asleep: "I am dying, brethren—see, I am dying of hunger!" The good shepherd arose forthwith, and hastened to minister the fitting remedy to the ailing sheep. He bade the table to be spread, though it were furnished with rustic cates alone, and (as often happened) water supplied the want of wine. He himself began first to eat, and invited the other brethren to share in this office of charity, lest that brother should pine from shame. Then after they had taken food in the fear of God, that nothing might fail of the office of charity the father discoursed at large to his sons on the virtue of discretion. He bade them ever yield to God a sacrifice seasoned with salt, carefully warning them each to have regard to his own strength in the service of God. To deprive the body indiscreetly of its due was, he said, a sin like that of
giving it too much at the prompting of gluttony. And he added: "Know, dear brethren, that what I have done in eating now, I have done by dispensation, not by inclination, at the bidding of brotherly charity. Let the charity be your example, not the food; for food ministers to gluttony, but charity to the spirit."

CHAPTER XVI

Of his foreseeing the future. How he committed the Religion to the Church of Rome: and of a certain vision

23. As the holy father continued to profit in virtue and in the merits of his life, while the stock of his sons was now spreading everywhere and multiplying in numbers and grace, and was stretching forth branches wondrous for their fertility in fruits, he began often to ponder anxiously how that new planting might be preserved and increase, bound together by the bond of unity. At that time he saw very many raging like wolves against the little flock, and men grown old in evil taking occasion from the mere fact of its youth to do it harm. He foresaw that even among his sons things contrary to holy peace and charity might occur, and he doubted that (as often happens among the elect) some, puffed up by carnal feeling, and in spirit quarrelsome and prone to discord, might rebel. (24) And while the man of God was often meditating on these and similar things, one night he saw this vision in his sleep. He beheld a little black hen, like a tame dove, whose legs and feet
were feathered all over. She had countless chicks which pressed eagerly round her but could not all be gathered under her wings. The man of God arose from sleep, recalled his meditations, and himself became the interpreter of his vision. "I am this hen," said he, "small in stature and black by nature, who ought through innocence of life to be attended by that dove-like simplicity, which wings its rapid flight to heaven, even as it is most rare in the world. The chicks are the brethren, multiplied in number and in grace, whom Francis' strength suffices not to defend from the disturbance of men and the gainsaying of tongues. I will therefore go and commend them to the holy Church of Rome, that by the rod of her power the ill-disposed may be smitten and the children of God enjoy full freedom everywhere, to the increase of eternal salvation. So shall the sons acknowledge their mother's loving-kindnesses and ever attend her reverend footsteps with peculiar devotion. With her to protect it, no evil shall befall the Order, nor shall a son of Belial pass through the vineyard of the Lord unpunished. Herself, our holy mother, shall be jealous for the glory of our poverty, nor will she suffer the fame of [our] humility to be darkened by the mists of pride. She will preserve inviolate in us the bonds of charity and peace and strike the froward with her sternest censure. The holy observance of Gospel purity shall flourish in her sight continually, nor will she suffer the fragrance of [her children's] life to vanish even for an hour." This was the whole intention of the Saint of God when he determined so to commend himself. These were the holy teachings of the man of God's
foresight concerning the necessity for such a measure against the time to come.

CHAPTER XVII

How he asked to have the Lord of Ostia for a Pope

25. So the man of God came to Rome\(^1\) and was received by the Lord Pope Honorius and all the Cardinals with great respect; for that which had been fragrant in report shone in his life and sounded on his tongue; and when this is the case there is no room for disrespect. He preached before the Pope and Cardinals with readiness and fervour, giving full utterance to all the promptings of his spirit. The mountains were moved at his word, and heaving deep sighs from their profound recesses bathed the inner man with tears. When the sermon was ended, after a few words of friendly discourse with the Lord Pope, Francis at length petitioned him as follows: “My lord, as you know, access to such Majesty as yours is not readily granted to men poor and despised. You hold the world in your hands, and businesses of vast moment allow you not to attend to the smallest matters. Wherefore (he said) I beg of your Holiness’ compassion that this Lord of Ostia may be granted us for a Pope, to the end that, saving always the dignity of your pre-eminence, the brethren may resort to him in time of need and fetch from him the benefits both of protection and of governance.” So holy a petition

\(^1\) Cf. above, I., 73.
was pleasing in the Pope's sight, and presently (as the man of God had asked) he set the Lord Hugo, then Bishop of Ostia, over the Religion. That holy Cardinal welcomed the flock entrusted to him, became their diligent foster-father, and continued [at once] their shepherd and their nursling until his blessed decease. To [this] special subjection are due the privilege of love and the care which the Holy Roman Church has never ceased to display to the Order of Friars Minor.

END OF THE FIRST PART
INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND PART

26. The preservation of the noble deeds of fore-fathers in the memory of their children is a token of the honour of the former and of the love of the latter. Verily those who have not seen in the body their forefathers are provoked to that which is good and advanced to that which is better by the mere hearing of their exploits when the evidences of their memorable deeds bring them before the children from whom they are separated by the lapse of time. And in the first place we gain from this no little profit—I mean the knowledge of our own littleness, when we see how great was the abundance of their merits, and how great is the lack of ours.

Now I deem blessed Francis to have been a most holy mirror of the holiness of the Lord, and an image of His perfection. All this man’s words, I say, and all his deeds have a certain Divine savour, and if they be looked into by a diligent and humble disciple they will soon imbue him with wholesome discipline and make him acceptable to that supreme philosophy.

Therefore though I have already written some things concerning him—in humble style indeed and as it were in passing—I think it not superfluous to add some few things out of many whereby both the Saint may be commended and our slumbering affection aroused.
CHAPTER I

Of the spirit of prophecy that blessed Francis had

27. THE blessed father, borne up by a certain exaltation above mundane things, had by wondrous power brought into subjection whatever is on earth, for, ever directing the eye of the intellect to the Supreme Light, not only did he know by Divine revelation what was to be done, but he foretold many things by the spirit of prophecy. He peered into the secrets of the heart, was conscious of things absent, and foretold the future.

Examples prove what we say.

CHAPTER II

How he knew that one who was thought holy was counterfeit

28. THERE was a brother, so far as could be seen outwardly, of uncommon holiness; exemplary in life, but very singular. He applied himself continually to prayer, and kept silence with such strictness that his custom was to confess not by words but by signs. The words of Scripture filled him with great ardour, and after hearing them he relished them with wondrous sweetness. In short, he was deemed by all thrice holy. It happened that the blessed father came to the "place," saw the brother and heard [him called a] saint. When all were commending and magnifying him the father replied: "Give it up, brethren, and don't praise the Devil's counterfeits in him to me! Know in truth that
this is a devilish temptation and a fraudulent deception. I am sure of it, and his refusing to confess is the strongest proof that it is so.” The brethren took this ill, and especially the Saint’s vicar. “And how,” said they, “can it be true that amid so many tokens of perfection we are being cheated by fraudulent counterfeits?” The father answered, “Let him be admonished to confess twice, or [at least 1] once in a week: and if he will not do it, you will know that what I have said is true.” The vicar took him aside, and after first rallying him in a friendly way, finally enjoined him to confess. He refused, intimating by putting his finger to his mouth and shaking his head that he would by no means confess. The brethren were silent, fearing to scandalize the false saint. Not many days after, he left the Religion of his own accord, turned again to the world, and went back to his vomit. At length, redoubling his misdeeds, he was deprived at once of penitence and of life.

We should ever be on our guard against singularity, which is nothing else but a fair-seeming precipice: and with regard to it, several singular ones have found by experience that they ascend to the heavens and then go down to the abyss. But give heed to the virtue of devout confession, for it not only makes a man holy but shows that he is so.

1 Supplied from Spec. Perf., 102, which see.
CHAPTER III

A similar case. Against singularity

29. A SIMILAR case was that of another brother named Thomas of Spoleto. The entire belief and fixed idea of all was that he was a saint; but his apostasy proved at length the truth of the holy father's judgment that he was wicked. He did not long continue [in the Order] because virtue sought by fraud is not lasting; but left it and died outside it. Now he knows what he did.

CHAPTER IV

How he foretold the overthrow of the Christians at Damietta

30. AT the time when the army of the Christians was besieging Damietta, the Saint of God and some of his companions were there, for they had crossed the sea in their ardour for martyrdom. And when our soldiers were preparing for battle on a certain day, the holy man heard of it, and was exceedingly grieved, and said to his companion: "If they fight on such a day the Lord hath showed me that the Christians will not prosper. But if I tell them this I shall be deemed a fool, while if I keep silence I shall not elude my conscience. What, then, thinkest thou?" His companion answered: "Make no account of being judged by men, for thou art not now first beginning to be deemed a fool. Discharge thy conscience, and fear God rather than men." So the Saint arose and gave salutary
warning to the Christians, urging them not to fight, and announcing disaster if they did. But they turned the truth into ridicule, hardened their hearts and refused to be warned. They went, they joined battle, they fought and our men were hard pressed by the foe. During the fight the Saint being in suspense made his companion go up to watch; and as he saw nothing the first and second times he bade him look out the third time: and, lo! the Christian army was in full flight, ending the day in shame and not in triumph. So great were the losses of our men in this disaster that 6,000 were killed and captured.¹ The Saint was full of compassion for our men, nor were they less full of regret for what they had done. But he specially mourned over the Spaniards, when he saw that their greater impetuosity in fighting had left but a few of them remaining. Let the princes of the world take cognisance of these things, and know that it is not easy to fight against God, that is, against the Lord’s will. Frowardness is wont to end in destruction, for while it relies on its own strength it deserves not help from heaven. But if victory is to be hoped for from on high, battles must be fought in the spirit of God.

CHAPTER V

Of a brother the secrets of whose heart he knew

31. A t the time when S. Francis was returning from beyond the sea, having brother Leonard of Assisi as his companion, it chanced that,

¹ Aug. 29th, 1219.
being weary with the journey, he was riding for a while on an ass. His companion was walking behind, and being not a little tired, yielded a little to mortal weakness, and began to say to himself: "This man's parents and mine were not wont to play together as equals. But now he is riding, and I on foot am driving his ass!" While this thought was passing through his mind the holy man dismounted forthwith, saying: "No, brother, it is not meet that I should ride and thou be walking, because in the world thou wast nobler and mightier than I". Brother Leonard was abashed; he turned red, and knew that the holy man had seen through him; he fell at his feet, and, bathed in tears, laid bare his thought, and asked for pardon.

CHAPTER VI

Of the brother over whom he saw a devil. Against those who withdraw from unity

32. THERE was another brother, distinguished by fame among men, and still more distinguished through grace in the sight of God. Now the father of all envy envied this man for his virtues and thought to cut down the tree that was already touching heaven and to snatch the crown away from his hands. He encompassed, overturned, battered and sifted the things that were his, if by any means he might put a fitting obstacle in that brother's way. And so he inspired

1 "The things that were his" seems to mean the various elements forming the brother's character; the idea being that the Devil ransacked the brother's character in order to discover its weakest point.
him with a desire of solitude, under the semblance of greater perfection, in order that he might at length rush upon him alone and make him fall the quicker, and that falling alone he might have none to lift him up. To be brief, that brother severed himself from the Religion of the brethren and wandered through the world like a stranger and a pilgrim. Of the tunic of his habit he made a little tunic, with the hood detached; and so he went about, despising himself in everything. Now it came to pass that while he was thus wandering, God’s comfort was soon withdrawn from him, and he was tossed by a storm of temptations. The waters came in even unto his soul, and his inward and outward man being thus made desolate, he went along like a bird hastening to the snare. And even now he was, as it were, close to the abyss, and being borne headlong over the precipice, when the eye of fatherly providence pitied the wretch and looked upon him in kindness. And so he recovered his understanding by affliction, and at last he came to himself and said, “Return, wretched one, to Religion, for there is thy salvation!” He tarried not, but arose straightway and hastened to his mother’s bosom. (33) And when he came to the “place” of the brethren in Siena S. Francis was there: and as soon as the Saint saw him (wonderful to say) he fled from him, hurried to a cell and shut himself in. The excited brethren inquired the cause of his flight: and he said to them, “Why do you wonder at my flight, heeding not the cause? I fled to the protection of prayer that I might deliver the erring one. I saw in my son that which gave [me] just displeasure: but lo! now by the grace of my Christ all his delusion
has departed." The brother fell on his knees and with shame owned himself guilty. "The Lord forgive thee, brother," said the Saint, "but beware in future of withdrawing from thy Religion and from the brethren under an appearance of holiness." Accordingly the said brother became a friend of the Congregation and Fellowship, being especially attached to those communities wherein the observance of the Rule thrives most.

O how great are the works of the Lord in the council and assembly of the righteous! For therein those molested [by temptation] are restrained, the crushed are raised up, the lukewarm are aroused, therein "iron sharpeneth iron," and brother helped by brother is established like a strong city. And though thou cannot see Jesus for the worldly throng, the angelic throng of heaven in nowise hinders thee. Only fly not, and being faithful unto death thou shalt receive the crown of life.

Another similar case

34. Shortly afterwards something of the same sort happened in the case of another. One of the brethren would not submit to the Saint's Vicar but followed another brother as his own superior. But after that the Saint, who was present, had admonished him through a messenger, he threw himself straightway at the Vicar's feet, set at nought his first superior, and obeyed the one whom the Saint had appointed for him. But the Saint sighed deeply and said to his companion (the messenger whom he had sent): "Brother, I saw a devil on the disobedient brother's
back, clutching him by the neck. He had despised the curb of obedience and was following the reins of the rider’s impulses by whom he had been subdued. And (he added) when I prayed the Lord for that brother, suddenly the devil departed in confusion.” This man’s sight was such that though for bodily things his eyes were weak, for spiritual they were acute.

And what wonder if he who will not bear the Lord of Majesty is weighed down by a shameful burden? There is no middle course, I say: Either thou shalt bear a light burden (whereby rather thou shalt be borne), or else wickedness, heavier than a talent of lead,¹ shall sit [on thee], a great mill-stone hanging about thy neck.

CHAPTER VII

How he delivered the men of Greccio from wolves and from hail

35. THe Saint was fond of staying in the “place” of the brethren of Greccio, both because he saw that it was rich in poverty and because in a secluded cell hewn out of a projecting rock he could more freely devote himself to heavenly discipline. (This is the place wherein long ago he revived the birthday of the Child of Bethlehem, becoming a child with the Child.) Now it came to pass that the inhabitants were being plagued with manifold evils: for a multitude of ravening wolves were devouring

¹See Zech. v. 7, 8.
not only brutes but men, and yearly storms of hail were laying waste the cornfields and vineyards. But one day, as S. Francis was preaching to them, he said: "To the honour and praise of Almighty God, listen to the truth which I announce to you. If each one of you confesses his sins and brings forth worthy fruits of penitence, I pledge my word to you that this plague shall wholly depart, and that the Lord shall look upon you and multiply you in temporal goods. But hear this also: Again I announce to you that if ye shall be ungrateful for His benefits and return to your vomit, the plague shall be renewed, the punishment doubled, and greater wrath shall prevail against you." (36) And so by the holy father's merits and prayers it came to pass that from that hour the destruction ceased, the dangers passed away, nor did wolves nor hail cause any further mischief. Nay, what is more, whenever hail came over their neighbours' land, as it approached their own borders it either ceased there or passed off elsewhere. Repose having been granted them they were multiplied exceedingly and filled exceedingly with temporal goods. But prosperity did what it is wont to do: for their faces became covered with the grossness and fat of temporal things, or rather, they were blinded with dung. At last they fell back into worse, and forgot God who had saved them; but not with impunity, for God's judgment punishes the lapsed less heavily than the relapsed. The fury of God was aroused against them, and the evils that had departed returned, and there was added to them the sword of man; a pestilence ordained from heaven consumed very
many of the people, and at length the whole fortress was burnt up with avenging flames.

Verily it is just that those who turn their backs on benefits should come to destruction.

CHAPTER VIII

How in preaching to the Perugians he foretold that there would be sedition among them: and of his commendation of unity

37. SOME days afterwards, while the blessed father was once coming down from the aforesaid cell, he said in mournful tones to the brethren who were present: "The men of Perugia have done much evil to their neighbours, and their heart is lifted up, which shall be for their ignominy. But the vengeance of the Lord is nigh: and His hand is on His sword." And a few days later he arose in fervour of spirit, and turned his course toward Perugia. The brethren might [therefore] surely take it that he had seen some vision in the cell. So when he came to Perugia he began to preach to the assembled people; but when the knights (after their manner) rode up armed and hindered the Word of God with warlike sports, he turned to them, and said with groaning: "O wretched men, pitiable is your folly in not heeding nor fearing God's judgment! But hear what the Lord announces to you by me, the little poor man. The Lord hath exalted you above all that are round about you; wherefore ye ought to be kinder to your neighbours, and more thankful to God; but, unthankful for favour, you attack, kill and plunder your neighbours with
armed hand. I tell you this shall not be left unpunished, and for your heavier punishment God shall make you fall by intestine war, so that one shall rise up against another in mutual sedition. Wrath shall teach those whom kindness has not instructed."

Not many days later discord arose among them; neighbours took up arms against neighbours, the burghers attacked the knights, the nobles in their turn fell upon the plebeians; and at last they fought with such fury, and there was such slaughter, that the very neighbours around, whom they had wronged, grieved with them.

A judgment worthy of praise! for, since they had withdrawn from the One Supreme, it was impossible that unity should remain among them. There can be no stronger bond in a state than duteous love to God, and faith sincere and unfeigned.

CHAPTER IX

Of the woman to whom he foretold that her bad husband would become good

38. In those days when the man of God was on his way to Cella di Cortona a noble woman of the fortress called Volusiano heard of it, and hastened to go to him. At length she came to him, wearied with the long journey (for she was very delicate and tender), and when the most holy father saw her tired and panting he pitied her, and said: "What is thy pleasure, lady?" She answered: "Father, that thou wouldst bless me". And he asked: "Art thou married or
unmarried?" "Father," she replied, "I have a very cruel husband who is an adversary to me in serving Jesus Christ, and my greatest grief is that I cannot perform the good will wherewith the Lord has inspired me, because my husband hinders me; wherefore I beseech thee, holy man, pray for him that God's mercy may soften his heart." The father wondered to see a man's spirit in a woman, the wisdom of the aged in a girl, and moved by pity, said: "Go, blessed daughter, and know that thou shalt soon have consolation of thy husband". And he added: "Tell him on God's behalf and on mine that now is the time of salvation, and afterwards that of justice". Having received this blessing the woman returned home, found her husband and told him these words. Forthwith the Holy Ghost fell upon him and caused him, having been changed from the old into a new man, with all gentleness to answer: "Lady, let us serve God and save our souls in our own house". His wife replied: "It seems to me that continence should be laid in the soul like a foundation and that the other virtues should afterwards be built upon it". "And this," he said, "is as pleasing to me as to thee." Thereafter they led a celibate life for a good many years and happily departed on the same day, one as a morning holocaust, the other as an evening sacrifice.

Happy woman thus to soften her lord unto life! In her is fulfilled the Apostle's saying: "The unbelieving husband hath been saved by the believing wife". But such (to use a common expression) may be counted on one's fingers nowadays.
CHAPTER X

How he knew by the spirit that one brother had caused scandal to another, and foretold that the former would quit the Religion

39. TWO brethren came once from Terra di Lavoro the elder of whom caused much scandal to the younger. He was, I say, not a companion but a tyrant. But the younger bore it all in silence for God's sake. Now when they had reached Assisi and the younger had gone in to S. Francis (for he was intimate with him) the Saint said among other things, "How has thy companion behaved toward thee on this journey?" "Oh, very well, dearest father," was the answer. "Beware, brother," replied the Saint, "of telling a lie from false humility: for I know how he has been behaving toward thee. But wait a little and thou shalt see." (The brother wondered very much how S. Francis could have known in the spirit what had been passing at such a distance.) Accordingly after a few days the brother who had scandalized his companion set at naught the Order, and was expelled.

It is an undoubted token of perverseness and an evident proof of failing sense not to be of the same mind with a good companion when one is going on the same way with him.
CHAPTER XI

Of a lad who came to enter the Religion, but whom the Saint knew to be not led by the Spirit of God

40. In those days a boy of Lucca, of noble birth, came to Assisi wishing to enter the Religion. He was presented to S. Francis, and on bended knees prayed him with tears to receive him. But the man of God looked upon him, and immediately knew by the Spirit that he was not being driven by the Spirit, and said to him: "Unhappy and carnal boy, why dost thou trust in being able to lie to the Holy Spirit and to me? Thy weeping is carnal, and thy heart is not with God. Go, for thou savourest nothing spiritually." Hereupon it was announced that the boy’s parents were at the door, seeking to take their son and fetch him home with them. So the boy went out to them and was persuaded at last to return of his own accord. But the brethren wondered and praised the Lord in His Saint.

CHAPTER XII

Of a clerk whom S. Francis healed and to whom he foretold that he would suffer worse if he sinned again

41. At the time when the holy father lay sick in the palace of the Bishop of Rieti a certain dissolute and worldly canon named Gideon had been seized with illness and lay in bed compassed about on
every side with pains. He had himself carried before S. Francis and begged him with tears to sign him with the sign of the Cross. But S. Francis said to him, "Since thou hast lived in the past according to the desires of the flesh without fearing God's judgments, how shall I sign thee with the Cross?" Then he said: "I sign thee in Christ's name; but know that if after having been delivered, thou return to thy vomit, thou shalt suffer heavier things". And he continued: "For the sin of ingratitude worse things than the former are ever added". So he made the sign of the Cross over him, and forthwith he who had been bowed together rose up whole, and cried, breaking forth into praise, "I am set free". (Now the bones of his loins, in the hearing of many, made a noise like that of dry pieces of wood broken by the hand.) But after a short time he forgot God and returned to unchastity of body: and one evening when after supper he was sleeping at the house of one of his fellow-canons, the roof suddenly fell in on all the company; the others all escaped death, and that wretched man alone was cut off, and perished. Nor is it wonderful if (as the Saint said) worse evils than the former came upon him; since one ought to be thankful for forgiveness received; and wrongdoing repeated is a double offence.
CHAPTER XIII
Of a certain tempted brother

42. WHILE the Saint was staying at the same place a certain spiritual brother (of the Custody\(^1\) of Marsica), who was vexed with grievous temptations, said in his heart: "Oh, if ever I could have with me some—even if only a few—of the parings of holy Francis' nails, I believe that all this storm of temptations would disperse, and peace return, by the Lord's favour". So, having obtained permission, he repaired to the place and set forth his case to one of the holy father's companions. This brother answered: "I do not think I can possibly give thee any of his nails; for, though we cut them for him sometimes, he orders the parings to be thrown away and forbids us to keep them". Forthwith that brother was sent for, and ordered to go to the Saint, who was asking for him; and S. Francis said to him: "Find me scissors, my son, to cut my nails with at once!" The brother handed the scissors, which he had already taken up for that purpose, picked up the parings, and gave them to the brother who had asked for them; and that brother, having received them devoutly, kept them still more devoutly, and was immediately delivered from every assault.

\(^1\)I.e., a district comprising a group of convents, under the jurisdiction of a "Custos". The district lay in the extreme South of the Abruzzi.
CHAPTER XIV

Of a man who offered cloth such as the Saint had asked for before

43. At the same place the father of the poor was wearing a shabby old tunic, and one day he said to one of his companions whom he had appointed his warden: “I would, brother, that, if thou couldst, thou wouldst find me some cloth for a tunic”. The brother, on hearing this, cast about in his mind how he might come by the cloth which was so necessary and had been so humbly asked for; and next morning at dawn he went to the gate intending to go to the village for the cloth, and by the door he found a man sitting who wanted to speak to him, and he said to that brother, “Do, for the love of God, accept from me cloth for six tunics. Keep one for thyself, and distribute the rest as it pleases thee, for the benefit of my soul!” The brother, filled with joy, returned to brother Francis, and told him of the offering made from heaven; and Francis said: “Accept the tunics, for the man has been sent [hither] that he might in such wise supply my need,” adding: “Thanks be to Him who seems to take thought for us alone!”

CHAPTER XV

How he invited his physician to dinner when the brethren had nothing to eat; how the Lord suddenly supplied him plentifully; and of God’s watchful care of His own.

44. While the blessed man was staying in a certain hermitage by Rieti a physician used to visit him daily for the cure of his eyes. But
one day the Saint said to his companions, "Invite the doctor, and give him a very good dinner". The warden answered, "Father, we blush to say it, we are ashamed to invite him, so poor are we now". "Why do you want me to tell you again?" answered the Saint. The doctor, who was standing by, said, "As for me, dearest brethren, I shall take your penury for delicacies". The brethren made haste and put the whole abundance of their store on the table, that is to say, a little bread and not much wine; and in order that the fare might be more sumptuous, the kitchen furnished a few vegetables. Meantime the table of God was taking pity on that of His servants. There was a knock at the door. It was answered forthwith and see! there was a woman presenting a basket full of fine bread, fish and pasties of crayfish, and heaped up with honey and grapes. There was joy at this sight round the table of the poor; and, keeping the common food for the morrow, they ate the dainties that day. But the doctor said with a sigh, "Brethren, neither do ye know this man's holiness as ye ought, nor do we of the world know it".

Finally, the miracle satisfied them more than the banquet; else had they not been satisfied. Even so that Father's eye never despises His children; but rather when they are beggars in the greatest need does a richer Providence feed them. And by how much God's bounty is more lavish than man's, by so much is the poor man fed at a more bountiful table than the tyrant.  

1 The "Marseilles" MS. here inserts (with no material difference) the story of brother Ricerio related above, I., 49, 50.
CHAPTER XVI

Of the two brethren whom he came out of his cell to bless, knowing their desire through the Spirit

45. It was S. Francis' custom to pass the whole day in his cell alone, and not to come back to the brethren until compelled by the need of taking food. Nor used he to come out at the fixed meal-times; for more often than not he was wholly mastered by a greater craving for contemplation. Now, it happened once that two brethren of godly conversation came, to the "place" at Greccio from a long distance, the whole cause of their coming being their desire to see the holy man and to receive his long-coveted blessing. So when they arrived, and did not find him (for he had already retired from public view into his cell) they were wondrously afflicted, and, since the uncertainty concerning his return would impose on them a long delay, they withdrew in great sorrow, attributing their disappointment to their unworthiness, and followed by blessed Francis' companions, who tried to comfort them in their desolation. But when they were gone about a stone's cast from the "place" suddenly the holy man cried after them, and said to one of his companions: "Tell my brethren who are come hither to look back at me". And when the said brethren had turned their faces toward him he made the sign of the Cross over them, and affectionately blessed them. And they went back on their way praising and blessing the Lord, being the more joyful in that they had not only
accomplished their purpose but obtained the greater advantage of a miracle.

CHAPTER XVII

How by prayer he brought water out of a rock and gave it to a thirsting peasant

46. **Once,** when S. Francis would go to a certain hermitage in order there to give himself more freely to contemplation, he borrowed from a poor man an ass to ride on, for he was very weak. It was in summer, and as the countryman followed the man of God up the mountain he became weary by reason of the length and steepness of the way, and before they reached the place he sank down, exhausted by parching thirst. He cried urgently after the Saint and begged him to take pity on him, saying that he should die unless he could be refreshed by the benefit of some drink. Without delay the Saint of God (who always pitied the distressed) dismounted, and fell on his knees, stretching up the palms of his hands to heaven, nor did he cease to pray until he felt that he had been heard. "Make haste," said he to the countryman, "and yonder thou wilt find water which Christ in mercy has brought to thee at this hour out of the stone to drink." O amazing condescension of God, which so readily bows down to His servants! The peasant drank water from the crag by the power of him who had prayed, and drained a draught out of the hardest rock. Water had never flowed there before, nor could any be found afterwards, as diligent search has proved. What wonder if a man
full of the Holy Ghost, should show forth again in himself the wondrous deeds of all the righteous? For when a man is joined to Christ by a gift of special grace it is no great thing if he performs works like those of the other Saints.

CHAPTER XVIII

Of the birds he fed, and how one of them perished through greed

47. O NE day blessed Francis was sitting at table with the brethren, when two little birds, cock and hen, came up, eager about the bringing-up of their new-born chicks, and took away crumbs as they liked from the holy man's table. So they did every day afterwards. The holy man, who took pleasure in such creatures, made them welcome (as he was wont), and offered them grain [which he had got] on purpose. One day the father and mother offered their chicks to the brethren, as having been reared at their cost; and having made them over, did not appear in that place any more. The young birds became very familiar with the brethren; they would sit on their hands, and dwelt in the house, not as guests but as if they were at home. They shunned the sight of lay-folk, and professed themselves nurslings of the brethren only.

The Saint observed this with astonishment, and invited the brethren to rejoice: "Look," said he, "at what our brothers the redbreasts have done: just as if they were gifted with reason! For they have said: 'See, brothers, we present you with our chicks who have been fed with your crumbs: do with them
what you will. We betake ourselves to another home.’” So the little birds made themselves quite at home with the brethren, and took their food peaceably. But greed broke up their concord, for the biggest got uplifted and persecuted the smaller ones; for when he had eaten as much as he wanted, he drove the rest away from the food. “See,” said S. Francis, “what this greedy bird is doing. Though full and satisfied himself, he grudges against his hungry brothers: he will come to a bad end yet!” The punishment followed instantly on the words of the Saint. The disturber of his brethren went up on a vessel of water to drink, and immediately fell in and was drowned; nor was any cat or other beast found who durst touch the creature cursed by the Saint. Horrible indeed is greed in men when it is thus punished in birds! Moreover the sentence of the Saints should be feared, when punishment follows so close upon it.

CHAPTER XIX

How all his predictions about brother Bernard were fulfilled

48. AT another time he spoke prophetically thus concerning brother Bernard who had been the second to enter the Order: “I tell you that there have been assigned to brother Bernard, to try him, the most subtle devils, and spirits more wicked than the rest; but though they are ever eagerly watching how they may make the star fall from the sky, the thing shall turn out otherwise: he shall be troubled, tormented, afflicted, but at last he shall triumph over all.”
And he added: “At his death, when all the storms have cleared away and every temptation has been overcome he shall enjoy wondrous calm and peace, and, having finished his course, shall happily pass to Christ.” And so indeed it was: his death was lit up by miracles: and the man of God’s prediction was fulfilled to the letter. Accordingly the brethren said when he died: “Truly that brother was not known, while he lived”. But we leave this Bernard’s praises to be told by others.

CHAPTER XX

Of a tempted brother who would have some writing from the Saint’s hand

W HILE the Saint abode shut up in a cell on the mountain of La Verna, one of his companions longed with great desire to have for his refreshment a writing of words of the Lord briefly annotated by S. Francis’ hand. For he thought thereby to escape, or at least to endure more easily, a grievous temptation (not of the flesh but of the spirit) by which he was molested. Though languishing with his desire he feared to open the matter to the most holy father, but the Spirit revealed it to him, though man told him not. And one day blessed Francis called him, and said: “Bring me paper and ink, for I will write down words of God and His praises, which I have pondered in my heart”. The materials he had asked for were brought forthwith, and with his own hand he wrote the praises of God and the words he chose to
write, and lastly a blessing for that brother, saying: "Take this paper, and keep it diligently till the day of thy death". Immediately all that temptation was put to flight; the writing was preserved, and afterwards wrought wondrous things.¹

CHAPTER XXI

Of that same brother, whose desire he fulfilled by giving him his tunic

50. Another thing was wondrously done for that same brother by the holy father: for while he lay sick in the palace at Assisi the said brother said to himself: "The father's death is approaching, and my soul would be exceedingly comforted if I might have my father's tunic after his death". As though his heart's desire had been his mouth's request, blessed Francis called him after a little while and said: "I make over to thee this tunic, accept it, that it may henceforth be thine. And though I wear it while I am alive, yet be it thine at my death." That brother wondered at the father's insight and was comforted at last by receiving the tunic: and afterwards holy devotion carried it into France.

¹An account of this writing, with facsimile, will be found in R. Balfour's The Seraphic Keepsake (Burns & Oates). The brother to whom it was given was Leo.
Of the parsley which at his command was found by night among wild herbs

51. **ONE** night towards the end of his last sickness [the blessed Francis] desired to eat some parsley, and humbly asked for it. When the cook was called to bring it, he answered that he could not then gather any in the garden, and said: "I have been picking parsley every day, and have gathered so much that I could scarce find any more even by daylight, and how much less could I distinguish it from other herbs now that it is dark?" "Go, brother," said the Saint, "never mind, and bring the first herbs thou touchest." The brother went into the garden, picked the wild herbs which first came to hand, for he saw nothing, and brought them to the house. The brethren looked at the wild herbs, turned them over carefully, and found among them a tender leafy bit of parsley, of which the Saint ate a little, and was greatly comforted. And the father said to the brethren: "My brethren, obey orders at once, and do not wait for them to be repeated; and do not allege that anything is impossible, for even were I to bid you do anything beyond your strength, obedience would not be wanting in strength."

Thus far the spirit of prophecy has spoken for the spiritual privilege [he enjoyed].
Chapter XXIII

Of the famine which he foretold would come after his death

52. Holy men are sometimes compelled by impulse of the Holy Ghost to utter wondrous things about themselves; that is to say, either when God's glory requires such a revelation to be made, or when the law of charity demands it for the edification of their neighbour. Hence it is that one day the blessed father imparted to one of the brethren whom he greatly loved this word which he had at that time brought from the council-chamber (familiar to him) of the Divine Majesty: "To-day there is on the earth a servant of God for whose sake as long as he shall live God will not allow famine to rage against men."

Here was no vanity, but a holy recital which for our edification holy Charity, she that "seeketh not her own," uttered in holy, modest words: nor was the privilege of such wondrous love shown by Christ toward His servant to be passed over in unprofitable silence. For all we who were witnesses of it know how quietly and peacefully the times passed during which the servant of Christ lived, and how they abounded in fruitfulness of all good things. For there was no famine of God's word at that time when the preachers' words were most full of power and all the hearers' hearts were most acceptable to God. Patterns of holiness shone forth in religious semblance:¹ the hypocrisy of whitened men had not yet tainted so many holy

¹I.e., under the habit of the Order.
ones, nor had the learning of dissemblers brought in such nicety. Temporal goods therefore deservedly abounded, since the eternal were so truly beloved by all.

53. Accordingly when he was removed the state of things was utterly reversed, and all was changed: for wars and seditions prevailed everywhere, and many kingdoms were suddenly laid low by divers kinds of death. Moreover, the horror of famine spread far and wide, whose cruelty, surpassing all other bitternesses, consumed very many. For need then turned everything into food, and compelled human teeth to chew things that brutes were not wont to eat. Accordingly nutshells and the bark of trees were made into bread; and, to use the gentlest expression, a father’s tenderness, urged by famine, grieved not for a child’s death; as became manifest by the confession of a certain man. But that it may appear more plainly who that faithful servant was, for whose sake Divine chastisement stayed its hand from vengeance, the blessed father Francis a few days after his death plainly revealed to that same brother to whom he had foretold when alive the destruction to come, that he was that servant of God. For one night, when that brother was sleeping, S. Francis called him with clear voice, saying: “Brother, now is coming the famine which, so long as I was alive, God did not suffer to come on the earth”. The brother awoke at these words and afterwards related the whole in order. Three nights afterwards the Saint appeared to him a second time and uttered similar words.
CHAPTER XXIV

Of the Saint's splendour, and of our ignorance

54. **T** should seem strange to none if the prophet of our time shone with such privileges as these; in fact, being loosed from the darkness of earthly things and not subdued by the pleasure of the flesh, his mind being free flew to the highest, and being pure entered into the light. Thus, illumined by the flashes of eternal light, he derived from the Word that which sounded in [his own] words. Ah! how unlike him are we to-day who are wrapped in darkness and ignorant even of necessary things! Wherefore, think you, unless because we, being friends of the flesh, are ourselves also planted in the dust of worldliness? But if we would "lift up our hearts with our hands to heaven," if we would choose to hang on the things that are eternal, we should perhaps know what now we do not know—God and ourselves. He who dwells in the mire must needs see the mire: he whose eye is fixed on heaven cannot but see heavenly things.

**OF POVERTY**

CHAPTER XXV

Of Poverty and the praise of her

55. P**L**ACED in the vale of tears, that blessed father set at naught the common paltry wealth of the sons of men, and in his ambition to attain a more exalted height longed after Poverty with
all his heart. Considering that she was the familiar friend of the Son of God, he strove in perpetual charity to espouse her, now that she was cast off by all the world. Therefore having become a lover of her beauty, in order that he might cleave yet closer to her as his wife, and that they two might be united in one spirit, not only did he leave his father and his mother, but even put all things from him. Therefore, he clasped her with chaste embraces, nor for an hour did he endure not to be her husband.

He would tell his sons that she was the way of perfection, that she was the pledge and earnest of eternal riches. No one was so greedy of gold as he of Poverty, no one more careful in guarding a treasure than he in guarding this pearl of the Gospel. Herein especially was his sight offended, if he saw in the brethren anything either at home or abroad contrary to poverty. Verily, he himself from the beginning of the Religion till his death was rich in a tunic only, a cord, and drawers, and had naught else. His poor habit showed where he was laying up his riches. Deriving hence gladness, confidence and freedom to run his course, he rejoiced in having exchanged perishable treasures for one a hundredfold greater.

CHAPTER XXVI

Of poverty in dwellings

56. H E taught his brethren to make poor habitations, of wood, not of stone, and to build them as small houses on a humble plan. And often
when talking of poverty he would urge on the brethren that Gospel saying: "The foxes have holes and the birds of the sky have nests: but the Son of God had not where to lay His head ".

CHAPTER XXVII

Of the house at Portiuncula which he began to destroy

57. O NCE when a chapter was to be held at S. Maria de Portiuncula, and the time was at hand, the people of Assisi, observing that there was no house there, in the man of God's absence and without his knowledge built with the utmost speed a house for the chapter to be held in. At length on his return he saw the house, and being deeply displeased, complained in no gentle tones. Presently he arose, the foremost to demolish the building, got upon the roof, and with strong hand tore down the slates and tiles. He bade the brethren also come up and remove that monstrous thing, far opposed to Poverty; for he said that anything savouring of arrogance that was seen in that place would quickly spread through the Order, and be taken by all as an example. Therefore he would have utterly destroyed that house if certain knights who were present had not resisted the fervour of his spirit by declaring that it belonged to the State, and not to the brethren.
CHAPTER XXVIII

Of the house at Bologna from which he drove out the sick

58. ONCE when S. Francis was returning from Verona, and was intending to go through Bologna, he was told "that a house of the brethren had just been built there". No sooner did he hear the words "a house of the brethren" than he turned aside and passed onward another way without going to Bologna. Furthermore he ordered all the brethren to leave the house with haste, in consequence of which, when the house was quitted, even the sick were not left behind, but turned out with the rest. Nor were they allowed to go back until the Lord Hugo (then Bishop of Ostia and Legate in Lombardy) had made it publicly known that the house belonged to him. He who was then turned out of the house sick bears witness to these things and writes them down.

CHAPTER XXIX

Of his refusing to enter a cell to which his name had been put

59. HE would not let the brethren live in any dwelling, even a small one, unless it were sure that there was some owner to whom the property belonged; for he always aimed at his sons’ observing the laws of pilgrims—namely, to be gathered under another’s roof, to pass onward peaceably, and to thirst after their native land. So even in the hermitage of Sartiano, when one brother asked another where he
was coming from, and the answer was "From brother Francis' cell," the Saint, on hearing it, replied: "Since thou hast put Francis' name to the cell, appropriating it to me, look out for another inhabitant for it, for I will not stay in it any more. The Lord (he said) when He was in the wilderness where He prayed and fasted forty days did not have a cell made there, nor any house, but abode beneath a rock of the mountain. We may follow Him in the manner enjoined by having nothing in the way of property; though we cannot live without having the use of houses."

CHAPTER XXX

Of poverty in furniture

60. NOT only did this man hate arrogance in respect of houses, but he had the utmost abhorrence of many or choice articles of furniture. He loved nothing in tables or vessels which might remind him of the world; to the end that everything might sing of pilgrimage and exile.

CHAPTER XXXI

Ensample concerning the table prepared at Greccio on Easter day, and how after Christ's example he showed himself in a pilgrim's guise

61. ONE Easter day the brethren at the hermitage of Greccio laid the table more carefully than usual, with white table-linen and glass vessels.

1 An "ensample" in mediæval phraseology is a moral tale.
The father came down from the cell, went to the table, and noticed that it was placed on high, and decked in vain fashion. But on the smiling table he by no means smiled. Stealthily and gradually he withdrew, put on his head the hat of a poor man who was there, and went out of doors, carrying a staff in his hand. He waited outside at the door for the brethren to begin; for they used not to wait for him when he did not come at the signal. When they began to eat, that true poor man cried at the door: "For the love of the Lord God give alms to this poor sick pilgrim". The brethren answered: "Come in, good man, for the love of Him whom thou hast invoked". He came in at once, and appeared before them as they were eating. What, think you, was the amazement the pilgrim caused to the inhabitants? They gave him a dish, at his request, and, sitting alone on the ground [by the fire], he made the ashes his table, saying, "Now I am sitting like a Lesser Brother"; then to the brethren: "The example of the poverty of the Son of God should constrain us more than any other Religious. I saw a table spread and adorned, and knew that it was not the table of poor men who go from door to door." The method of his action proves that he was like that Stranger who was "alone" in Jerusalem on that day: but yet he made the disciples' hearts burn, while he was speaking.

1 See Luke xxiv. 18.
CHAPTER XXXII

Against curiosity in books

62. He taught that the testimony of God rather than value, and edification rather than beauty, should be sought in books. Still, he wished that a few should be kept, and that they should be adapted to the requirements of needy brethren: and so when a certain Minister asked that certain ambitious and very valuable books might be kept by his permission, this was what he heard in reply: "I am not going to lose the book of the Gospel, which I have promised to obey, for the sake of thy books. Do however what thou wilt: my permission shall not be made a snare."

OF POVERTY IN BEDS

CHAPTER XXXIII

An ensample of the Lord of Ostia. His praise

63. Finally, in couches and beds plenteous poverty so abounded that he who had a few torn rags over some straw deemed it a marriage-bed. Accordingly when a chapter was being held at S. Maria de Portiuncula, and the Lord of Ostia with a throng of knights and clerks came there to visit the brethren, on seeing how the brethren lay on the ground and noticing their beds, which you might take for the lairs of wild beasts, "Look," said he, before all the company, bitterly weeping, "this is where the brethren sleep!" And he added, "But what will become of us
wretches who use up so many superfluities?" All the bystanders were moved even to tears and went away greatly edified. This was that Cardinal of Ostia who when he was at last made the greatest door \( (\text{ostium}) \) in the Church ever resisted her foes \( (\text{hostes}) \) until he returned that blessed soul of his as a sacred victim \( (\text{hostia}) \) to heaven. O pious breast! O bowels of charity! When placed on high he grieved that he had no high merits, when in fact he was loftier in virtue than in station.

CHAPTER XXXIV

What happened to S. Francis one night for using a feather-pillow

64. SINE we have made mention of beds, another incident occurs to us which it might be profitable to relate. From the time when this Saint turned to Christ, and delivered to forgetfulness the things that are of the world, he would not lie under a coverlet, nor have a feather-pillow at his head. Neither sickness nor strangers' hospitality suspended this restriction. But it happened that at the hermitage of Greccio, when he was suffering more than usual from the infirmity of his eyes, he was compelled, against his will, to use a small pillow. At matins on the first night the Saint called his companion and said to him: "Brother, I have not been able to sleep to-night, nor to remain upright for prayer; my head trembles, my knees sink under me, and my whole body is out of gear, just as if I had eaten bread made of darnel. I believe the Devil is in this pillow that I have at my
head: take it away, for I won't have the Devil at my head any longer." His companion, sympathising with the father's querulous murmur, caught the pillow, which he had thrown at him, to carry it away. So he went out, and immediately lost the power of speech, and was oppressed and bound by such horror that he could neither move his feet from the spot, nor in any wise move his arms. After a little the Saint, who knew what had happened, called him, and he was set free. He came back, and told what he had suffered. And the Saint said to him: "Last evening when I was saying compline I clearly knew that the Devil was coming to the cell". And again, "Very crafty and subtle is our foe, for, when he cannot hurt us in the soul within, at least he gives the body matter for murmuring."

Let those hearken who prepare pillows on every side, so that whichever way they fall they may be caught gently. The Devil gladly follows opulence, he likes to take his stand by costly beds, especially where there is no compulsion of necessity, and the profession forbids such things. None the less does the old serpent fly from a naked man, either because he despises the company of the poor, or because he fears the height of Poverty. If a friar gives heed that a devil lurks in feathers, he will be content to have straw at his head.

Allusion to a popular belief in the Middle Ages. E.g., in a Provençal summary of Natural History we read that when a viper sees a man naked it dares not look at him for fear, but when it sees him clothed it does not mind him at all and jumps up on him (Bartsch, Chrestomathie Provençale, 334).
ON ENSAMPLES AGAINST MONEY

CHAPTER XXXV

Sharp correction of a brother who touched it with his hand

65. **NOW** that great friend of God, despising all things that are of the world, beyond everything else execrated money. Hence even from the beginning of his conversion he held it in special contempt, and always intimated to his followers that they must fly from it as from the Devil himself. This was the motto he gave them: “Let dung and money be loved and valued alike”. One day accordingly a certain layman came into the church of S. Maria de Portiuncula to pray, and put down near the cross some money for an offering. When he withdrew, one of the brethren simply touched it with his hand and threw it on the window-sill. The Saint heard of what the brother had done: and the brother, seeing that he was found out, ran to beg for pardon, and, falling on the ground, offered to submit to stripes. The Saint rebuked him, and after chiding him most severely for having touched the money bade him remove it in his mouth from the window-sill, and with his mouth lay it on asses’ dung outside the precincts: and while that brother gladly obeyed this command, the hearts of all that heard of it were filled with fear. Thenceforth the contempt of all for what had thus been put on the same footing as dung was increased, and they were daily encouraged by fresh examples to despise it.
CHAPTER XXXVI

Punishment of a brother for picking up money

66. AS two brethren were walking together, they came near a lepers' hospital, and finding some money on the road, they halted, and discussed what should be done with such dung. One of them, laughing at his brother’s conscience, wanted to take the money as an offering for leprous servants of Mammon.¹ His companion forbade him, saying that he was misled by false piety, and urging upon the rash brother the words of the Rule, whence it is very clear that money found is to be trampled on like dust. The other hardened his mind against the warning (for he was ever habitually stiff-necked), despised the Rule, bent down, and took the money. But he did not escape God’s judgment. Immediately he was deprived of speech; he gnashed with his teeth and could frame no words. And so did punishment proclaim the fool, so did retribution teach the arrogant one to obey the father’s laws. At last he threw the foul stuff away, and his polluted lips, washed with the waters of penitence, were unloosed in praise.

There is an old proverb, “Correct a fool and he will be a friend”.

¹ Leprosis pecuniae famulis. This expression is very curious and difficult. The Rev. P. H. Wicksteed suggests that it may mean servants of the world, i.e., persons outside the “Order,” afflicted with leprosy.
CHAPTER XXXVII

A brother chidden who wished to keep money on the plea of necessity

ONCE, when brother Peter Cathaniì (the Saint's vicar) saw that S. Maria de Portiuncula was crowded by brethren from distant parts, and that the alms were not enough to provide them with necessaries, he said to S. Francis: "I know not, brother, what I am to do, for I have not wherewith to provide sufficiently for the crowd of brethren coming together from every quarter. I pray thee to allow somewhat of the property of novices entering the Order to be reserved, so that recourse may be had to it in time of need." The holy man answered: "Away with such piety, dearest brother, as that of acting impiously against the Rule for the sake of any one whomsoever!" "What am I to do, then?" said the other. "Strip the Virgin's altar," replied S. Francis, "and take away its various ornaments, since thou canst not help the needy in any other way. Believe me, she will be better pleased to have her Son's Gospel observed and her altar stript, than to have the altar vested and her Son despised. The Lord will send some one to restore to His Mother what He has lent us."
When the man of God was once passing through Apulia with a companion he found in the way near Bari a large purse, called in merchants’ language fionda (a sling), stuffed with coin. The Saint’s companion advised him and urgently pressed him to take up the purse, and give the money to the poor; extolling the virtue of pity towards the needy, and praising the mercy which would be shown by spending the money thus. The Saint absolutely refused to do it, declaring that it was a trick of the Devil. “My son,” said he, “it is not lawful to take away the property of others; and to give away what belongs to others involves punishment for sin, not honour for merit.” So they left the spot and hastened to finish their journey. However, that brother, deluded by a vain compassion, was not satisfied; and continued to suggest transgression. The Saint consented to return to the place, not indeed to comply with the brother’s wish, but to show to the fool a Divine mystery. He called a lad who was sitting on a well by the way, that “in the mouth of two or three witnesses” the Sacrament of the Trinity might be manifest. So the three came back to the purse and saw it stuffed with coins. The Saint forbad either of the others to come near, in order that the Devil’s deceit might be disclosed by the power of prayer: and then he withdrew about a stone’s cast and applied himself to holy prayer. On his return from prayer he bade the

I.e., the working of the Triune God.
brother take up the purse (which, through his prayer, contained a snake instead of money). The brother trembled and was amazed, and already, feeling some foreboding, his thoughts were changed from what they had been before. At last he drove away his hesitation of heart by the fear of holy obedience and took the purse in his hands; when lo! a large serpent leapt out of the purse and showed that brother how the Devil had deceived him. Then said the Saint to him: "To God's servants, brother, money is nothing else but a devil and a venomous snake".

CHAPTER XXXIX

Of poverty in dress

69. THIS man, "endued with power from on high," was rather warmed inwardly by the Divine fire, than outwardly by the bodily covering. He execrated those in the Order who wore three garments and used soft clothing except of necessity. He declared that when pleasure and not reason was the index of necessity, it was the sign of a quenched spirit. "For," said he, "when the spirit is lukewarm and gradually growing cold in grace, the flesh and blood must needs seek their own. For when the soul finds no delight (he said), what remains but that the flesh should turn to its own delight? And then the animal appetite puts forward the palliation of necessity; then the feelings of the flesh fashion the conscience." And he would add, "Suppose our brother is truly in need, suppose he feels any want; if he
hastens to satisfy himself, and to put the need far from him, what reward shall he receive? He had an opportunity of deserving well, but deliberately proved that he did not like to profit by it." With these and the like words would he pierce those who were unfamiliar with necessities: since not to endure them patiently is nothing else but to turn back to Egypt.

In short, on no occasion would he let the brethren have more than two tunics, which however he allowed them to patch with pieces sewn on. He bade them have a horror of choice clothing, and those who were disobedient in this matter he most sternly reprimanded before all. In order to confound such by his own example he sewed sackcloth over his own coarse tunic: and even at his death asked that his funeral tunic should be covered with common sackcloth. But he allowed the brethren under stress of sickness or other need a soft tunic next the skin, provided that the habit preserved its roughness and coarseness outside. For he would say: "Rigour shall yet be so relaxed, lukewarmness shall yet so prevail that the sons of the poor father will not be at all ashamed to wear even scarlet array, changing the colour only".

We thy alien children do not belie thee herein, O father, but our iniquity rather belies itself, for lo! it is now clearer than the light and is increasing day by day.
CHAPTER XL

He pronounces that those who withdraw from Poverty must needs be punished.

70. Sometimes also he would repeat these words: “In proportion as the brethren shall decline from poverty the world shall decline from them, and they shall seek, but shall not find; but if they embrace my Lady Poverty the world shall nourish them, because they have been given to the world for salvation”. And again: “There are mutual obligations between the world and the brethren; they owe to the world a good example, the world owes them the provision of necessaries. When they belie their faith, and cease to give a good example, the world, by a just judgment, draws back its hand from them.” In his care for Poverty the man of God feared a multitude; for appearance, even though not fact, points it out as rich. Wherefore he used to say: “O that it might come to pass that the world, beholding the Lesser Brethren very rarely, should wonder at their fewness!”

And so, bound to the Lady Poverty by an indisissoluble tie, he looked for her dowry not in the present but in the future. Those psalms which refer to poverty—for instance, “The patience of the poor shall not perish for ever,” and “Let the poor see and be glad”—he used to chant with more fervent affection and more gladsome rejoicing.
The holy father made use of alms gathered from door to door much more willingly than of such as had been offered. He declared that to be ashamed of begging was hostile to salvation, but affirmed that that shame in begging which does not draw back the foot was holy. He praised the blush rising in a modest forehead, but not the being confounded by fear. Sometimes in exhorting his disciples to seek alms he used these words: "Go, for at this latest hour the Lesser Brethren have been lent to the world in order that the elect may fulfil in them that which shall bring them this commendation from the Judge: 'That which ye have done to one of My Lesser Brethren ye have done to Me.'" And accordingly he said that the Order had been privileged by the great Prophet who had so clearly expressed the title of its name. And therefore he wished the brethren to dwell not only in towns but in hermitages, in order that all might have whereof to deserve well, and that the reprobate might be stript of the veil of excuse.

Chapter XLII

An ensample of the Saint in alms-seeking

That he might not even once offend his holy spouse, the servant of the Most High used to act thus: If ever, when invited to eat by great lords,
he was to be honoured by a lavish table, he would first seek for scraps of bread among the neighbouring houses, and then, enriched thus by want, he hastened to sit down to meat. Sometimes, when he was asked why he did this, he answered that he would not relinquish an enduring inheritance for a fief granted for an hour. "It is Poverty," said he, "that appoints the heirs and kings of the kingdom of heaven, and not your false riches."

CHAPTER XLIII

The example which he set in the Court of the Lord of Ostia; and of his answer to that bishop

73. Once when S. Francis was visiting Pope Gregory of revered memory (at that time holding a lesser office) and the dinner-hour was at hand, he went for alms, and when he came back he laid some scraps of black bread on the bishop's table. At this sight the bishop was a little ashamed, especially on account of the newly invited guests. But the father with glad countenance distributed the alms he had received to the knights and chaplains at table, all of whom accepted them with wondrous devotion: some ate them, others out of reverence kept them, and when dinner was over the bishop rose, took the man of God within, raised his arms and embraced him, saying, "My brother, why hast thou put me to shame in the house which is thine and thy brethren's, by going for alms?"—"I have rather shown you honour," replied the Saint, "since I have honoured a greater Lord; for God is well-pleased
with poverty and with that especially which is voluntary begging. For I have a royal dignity and a pre-eminent nobility—to follow that Lord, who, though He was rich, for our sakes became poor.” And he added, “A poor table furnished with scanty alms delights me more than great tables loaded with almost countless dishes”. Then the bishop, much edified, said to the Saint, “My son, do what is good in thine eyes; for the Lord is with thee”.

CHAPTER XLIV

His exhortation, both by example and precept, to alms-seeking

74. SOMETIMES at first he would discipline himself and spare the brethren’s bashfulness by going about alone for alms; but when he saw that several brethren were not giving due heed to their calling he once said, “Dearest brethren, the Son of God Who for our sake made Himself poor in this world was nobler than we. We have for His sake chosen the way of poverty, and ought not to be ashamed to go for alms. It is by no means meet for the heirs of the kingdom to blush for the earnest of their heavenly inheritance. I tell you that many noble and wise men are to join our company, who will think it an honour to beg for alms. Do you, therefore, who are the first-fruits of them, be glad and rejoice, and refuse not to do what you are handing down for those holy men to do.”
CHAPTER XLV

Rebuke of a brother refusing to beg

75. Blesséd Francis often used to say that a true Lesser Brother ought not to remain long without going for alms. "And the nobler my son is," said he, "the readier let him be to go, for in suchwise merits are heaping up for him."

There was in a certain "place" a brother who was a cipher at begging, but at table a number: and the Saint, observing that he was a friend of the belly and an unworking sharer in the fruits, once addressed him thus: "Go thy way, brother fly, for thou wouldst eat the sweat of thy brethren and be idle in God's work. Thou art like brother drone who though he endures not the toil of the bees wants to be the first to eat the honey." That carnal man, perceiving that his gluttony had been found out, went back to the world which he had not yet forsaken: for he quitted the Religion: and the "cipher at begging" was now no brother, and he who had been "a number at table" became a manifold devil.

CHAPTER XLVI

How he kissed the shoulder of a brother whom he met carrying alms

76. Another time, at Portiuncula, a brother returning with alms from Assisi began when he was now near the "place" to break forth into song, and to praise the Lord with a loud voice. On hearing
this the Saint suddenly jumped up, ran out, kissed the brother’s shoulder, and said, taking the wallet on his own shoulder, “Blessed be my brother who goes readily, seeks humbly, and returns rejoicing”.

CHAPTER XLVII

How he induced some secular knights to seek alms

77. WHEN blessed Francis, full of infirmities and now drawing near to his end, was at the “place” at Nocera, the people of Assisi sent messengers, formally appointed, to demand delivery of his person; that they might not, as touching the man of God’s body, “give their glory to another”. And as the knights were reverently bringing him home on horseback they came to a very poor village called Satriano; where, as hunger and the time of day called for food, they went about, but finding nothing for sale, came back to blessed Francis saying, “Thou must give us of thine alms, for here we can buy nothing”. The Saint replied, “You find not because you trust more in your flies than in God. (Now he called pieces of money ‘flies’.) But go again round the houses you have visited, and humbly ask for alms, tendering the love of God instead of money. Be not ashamed, for, after sin, all things are given us as alms, and the great Almsgiver is in His loving-kindness bountiful to the worthy and to the unworthy.” The knights put shame aside, readily asked for alms and bought more for the love of God than they had for money; for all vied in giving to them gladly, nor had hunger any power where opulent poverty prevailed.
CHAPTER XLVIII

Of a piece of capon turned into a fish at Alexandria

78. In almsgiving he looked to the gain of souls rather than to the sustenance of the flesh, and in giving no less than in receiving he made himself an example to others. Thus when he once came to Alexandria in Lombardy to preach God's word he was respectfully entertained by a God-fearing man of good report. His host asked him to observe the Holy Gospel by eating all that was set before him, and he graciously agreed to do so, being conquered by the devotion of his host, who ran in haste to prepare a capon seven years old (sic) on purpose for the man of God to eat. While the Patriarch of the Poor was sitting at table with the rejoicing household, straightway there appeared at the door a son of Belial, poor in all grace, and feigning poverty in necessary things. He craftily urged the love of God as he asked for alms, and with a lamentable voice craved assistance for God's sake. The Saint acknowledged that Name blessed above all things and sweeter to him than honey; and most thankfully took up a piece of the bird which had been served up, put it on some bread and sent it to the beggar. To be brief, that wretch kept the gift in order to bring reproach on the Saint.

79. Next morning the Saint, as he was wont, preached God's word to the assembled people. Forthwith that wicked man began to bluster and tried to show the piece of capon to every one. "See," he yelled, "what kind of man this Francis is who is
preaching, whom you honour as a Saint! Look at all the meat he gave me while he was eating last night!" All the people cried out against the wretch and upbraided him as being filled with the Devil: but what he was trying to persuade them to be a piece of capon appeared in fact to all to be a fish, and the wretched man himself, abashed by the miracle, was forced to admit what every one else asserted. At length he blushed for shame, and atoned by penitence for the detected misdeed. He begged the Saint's pardon before them all, confessing the wicked intention he had had; and the meat returned to its own species, after the transgressor had returned to his right mind.

OF THOSE THAT RENOUNCE THE WORLD

CHAPTER XLIX

Ensample of one whom the Saint rebuked for distributing his property to his relations and not to the poor

80. THE Saint taught those coming to the Order previously to give a bill of divorcement to the world, by first offering outwardly their goods, and then inwardly themselves to God. He admitted to the Order none but those who had expropriated themselves and were keeping back nothing at all; both because of the word of the Holy Gospel and lest they should cause scandal by retaining a treasure-chest.

81. It happened that after the Saint had been preaching in the March of Ancona, a man came to
him humbly begging for admission to the Order. "If thou wilt be joined to the poor of God," said the Saint to him, "first distribute thy goods to the poor of the world." On hearing this the man went, and being led by carnal love, gave his goods to his relations and nothing to the poor. When he came back and told the Saint of that bounteous munificence, the father laughed at him and said, "Go thy way, brother fly, for thou hast not yet come out from thy house and kindred. Thou hast given thy goods to thy kindred, and hast defrauded the poor: thou art not worthy to live with the holy poor: thou hast begun with the flesh and laid an unsound foundation for a spiritual building." This brutish man went back to his relations and recovered his goods, relinquishing his virtuous purpose the more quickly because he would not relinquish his goods to the poor.

Such a pitiful distribution [as that man made] deludes many nowadays who seek to attain the life of bliss by a worldly beginning. For no one consecrates himself to God in order to enrich his kinsfolk, but in order to gain life by the fruit of good work, redeeming his sins by the price of compassion.

S. Francis often also taught the brethren if they were in want to have recourse to strangers rather than to those entering the Order, first for example's sake, and next to avoid all appearance of base advantage.
CHAPTER L

Of a vision relating to Poverty

82. It pleases me here to relate a vision of the Saint which is worthy of record. One night at the end of long prayer he at last gradually fell asleep. That holy soul was brought into the sanctuary of God, and in a dream he saw among other things a Lady who was of this fashion: Her head appeared of gold, her bosom and arms of silver, her belly of crystal, and the parts thence downward of iron. She was of lofty stature, and her frame was subtly and symmetrically compacted by rule. But this Lady of noble form was covered by a foul mantle. When he arose in the morning the blessed father rehearsed the vision to the holy man brother Pacifico, but did not declare its meaning. Though many have expounded it at their pleasure I think it not unadvisable to keep to the interpretation of the said Pacifico, which the Holy Ghost suggested to him as he heard it. "This Lady of noble form" (he said) "is the beauteous soul of S. Francis. The golden head is contemplation of things eternal and wisdom therein: the silver bosom and arms are the utterances of the Lord pondered in the heart and fulfilled in action: the crystal by its hardness indicates sobriety and by its brightness chastity: the iron is stedfast perseverance; but take the foul mantle to be the frail despised body wherewith the precious soul is covered." Many, however, [also] having the spirit of God, understand by this Lady, Poverty,
OF S. FRANCIS' COMPASSION FOR THE POOR

CHAPTER LI

Of the compassion he had for the poor and how he envied those poorer than himself

83. WHAT tongue can tell how great was this man's compassion for the poor? He had an inborn kindness which was doubled by the tenderness poured from on high. Wherefore the spirit of Francis melted towards the poor; and to whom he could not give help he gave affection. Whatever want, whatever penury he saw in any one his mind swiftly referred it back to Christ. So in all the poor he read the Son of the poor Lady; bearing naked in his heart Him whom she bore naked in her hands. But whereas he had banished from himself all other envy, from the envy of
poverty alone he could not free himself. If ever he saw one poorer than himself he envied that man forthwith and feared to be outdone by him in the contest for poverty.

84. One day when the man of God was going about preaching he chanced to meet a poor man by the way; and, seeing that the man was naked he turned to his companion with compunction, saying: "This man's want does us great shame, and severely rebukes our poverty". "How so, brother?" answered his companion. Then the Saint answered with a lamentable voice: "I chose Poverty for my riches, and for my Lady, and see! she shines more brightly in yonder man. Knowest thou not that the sound has gone out through all the world that we for Christ's sake are the poorest of men? But yonder poor man proves that the case is otherwise." O envy to be envied! O emulation to be emulated by his sons! This is not that emulation which is grieved at the good things of others, not that which is darkened by the sun's rays, not that which is opposed to tenderness, not that which is tortured by spite. Thinkest thou that Gospel poverty has not something to be envied? She has Christ, and through Him has all in all. Why pantest thou for revenues, thou clerk of to-day? To-morrow thou wilt know that Francis was rich, when thou shalt find in thy hand the revenues of torments.
CHAPTER LII

How he punished a brother for speaking evil of a poor man

85. ANOTHER day when he was preaching, a poor sick man came to the “place”. Pitying the man’s double misfortune, namely, want and illness, he began to discourse on poverty with his companion. And when, suffering with the sufferer, S. Francis had already entered into the feeling of his heart, the Saint’s companion said: “Brother, it is true the man is poor, but perchance in all the province there is no one richer, in will, than he”. The Saint rebuked him at once and said to him as he owned his guilt: “Make haste, put off thy tunic, fall down at the poor man’s feet, and proclaim thyself guilty. And not only beg his pardon, but ask him to pray for thee.” He obeyed, went to offer satisfaction, and returned. Then the Saint said to him: “Whenever thou seest a poor man, brother, a mirror of the Lord and of His poor Mother is set before thee. Likewise in the sick, consider the sicknesses He took on Himself for us.”

Ah, there was ever a bundle of myrrh by Francis, he ever was looking on the face of his Christ, ever handling the “Man of Sorrows and acquainted with infirmities”.

1 Cf. above, I., 76.
CHAPTER LIII

Of the cloak given to an old woman at Celano

86. IT happened at Celano in winter-time that S. Francis was wearing a cloth folded like a cloak, which a friend of the brethren, a man of Tivoli, had lent him; and when he was in the palace of the Bishop of Marsica he met an old woman asking alms. Immediately he unfastened the cloth from his neck, and though it did not belong to him, gave it to the poor old woman, saying: "Go and make thyself a gown, for thou art in sore need of one". The old woman smiled, being overcome either by shyness or joy, took the cloth from his hands, hurried off, and, fearing that it might be asked for again if she delayed, cut it up with her scissors. But finding that the cloth she had cut would not be enough for a gown, she was encouraged by his former kindness to go back to the holy man and point out that there was too little cloth. He looked round at his companion, who had just such another cloth on his back, and said: "Hearest thou, brother, what this poor woman is saying? Let us bear the cold for the love of God, and do thou give her cloth to finish her gown with." Whereupon his companion gave, even as he had given, and both remained naked that the old woman might be clothed.
CHAPTER LIV

How he gave a cloak to another poor person

87. ANOTHER time, when S. Francis was returning from Siena, he met a poor man, and said to his companion: “Brother, we must give this cloak back to the poor man to whom it belongs, for we have borrowed it until we should happen to meet some one poorer than ourselves.” His companion, bearing in mind the tender father’s necessity, persisted in opposing him, so that he might not provide for another by neglecting himself. But the holy man said: “I will not be a thief; it would be reckoned to us as theft if we gave not to one in greater need.” So the other said no more, and S. Francis handed the cloak [to the stranger].

CHAPTER LV

How he did the like for another poor person

88. THE like thing occurred at Cella di Cortona. Blessed Francis was wearing a new cloak that the brethren had got on purpose for him. A poor man came to the “place” lamenting aloud that his wife was dead and his poor family left desolate. The Saint said to him: “I give thee this cloak for the love of God, on condition that thou give it up to no one unless he pay thee well for it.” The brethren forthwith came running in order to take the cloak away and prevent the gift from being made. But the poor man,
emboldened by the holy father's look, clutched the cloak with both hands to defend it, as being his own. Finally the brethren redeemed the cloak\(^1\) and the poor man went off with the price.

### CHAPTER LVI

How by the gift of a cloak he induced a man to cease from hating his lord

89. **A** T Colle, in the territory of Perugia, S. Francis once found a poor man whom he had known in former days in the world, and said to him: "Brother, how art thou?" But the other began angrily to heap curses on his lord, who had taken away all his goods, saying: "Thanks to my lord, whom the Lord Almighty curse, I am but in a bad way." S. Francis, pitying him in soul more than in body, because he was persisting in mortal hatred, said to him: "Brother, forgive thy lord for the love of God, that thou mayest deliver thy soul, and it may be that he will restore thee what he has taken. Otherwise, having lost thy property, thou wilt lose thy soul as well." "I cannot forgive him entirely," said the man, "unless he first restore what he has taken away." Then S. Francis, having a cloak on his back, said: "See, I give thee this cloak, and I entreat thee for the love of the Lord God to forgive thy lord." Forthwith the man's heart was softened, and, moved by this act of kindness, he took the gift and forgave the wrongs he had suffered.

\(^1\) *I.e.*, they induced some one else to pay for it. Cf. *Spec. Perf.*, 31, and Goetz, pp. 174, 175.
CHAPTER LVII

How he gave a poor man the border of his tunic

90. ONCE when a poor man begged of him and he had nothing in his hands, he unsewed the border of his own tunic and gave it to the poor man. Sometimes also in the like necessity he took off his drawers. Such was the abundance of his compassion toward the poor, such the earnestness with which he followed the footsteps of Christ the poor man.

CHAPTER LVIII

How he caused the first New Testament that was in the Order to be given to the poor mother of two of the brethren

91. THE mother of two of the brethren once came to the Saint and confidently asked for alms. The holy father, sharing her distress, said to his vicar, brother Peter Cathanii, "Can we give any alms to our mother?" (For he called the mother of any brother the mother of himself and of all the brethren.) Brother Peter answered, "There is nothing left in the house that might be given her," adding, "We have one New Testament out of which, for want of a breviary, we read the lessons at matins". "Give our mother the New Testament," said blessed Francis, "that she may sell it for her need, because by it we are admonished to succour the poor. For my part I believe that the gift of it will be more pleasing than the reading out of
it." And so the book was given to the woman, and the first Testament there was in the Order was parted with through this sacred compassion.

CHAPTER LIX

How he gave a cloak to a poor woman suffering from her eyes

At the time when S. Francis was staying at the Bishop of Rieti's palace for the cure of a disease of the eyes a poor woman from Machilone, suffering also from the like disease, came to the physician. The Saint, therefore, turned to his warden and addressed him familiarly somewhat as follows: "Brother warden, we must restore the property of another." "Let it be restored, father," he answered, "if there is any such thing with us." "That cloak," said S. Francis, "which we have borrowed from the poor woman yonder let us restore to her, for she has nothing in her purse for her expenses." The warden replied, "Brother, the cloak is mine and has not been lent us by any one. Use it as long as thou pleasest; when thou wilt not use it any more, give it back to me." (Now the warden had bought it a little while before for S. Francis' need.) The Saint said to him: "Brother warden, thou hast ever been courteous to me; I pray thee show [me] courtesy now." "Do as thou wilt, father," answered the warden, "whatsoever the spirit doth prompt thee." So [S. Francis] called a certain very devout layman and said to him: "Take this cloak and twelve loaves, and go and say to yonder poor woman: 'The poor man to whom thou lentest
the cloak thanks thee for the loan: but now take what is thine own’”. The man went and did as he had been told. The woman, thinking it was in joke, said with shame: “Oh, don’t bother me with thy cloak; I don’t know what thou art talking about”. But he insisted and put all into her hands. When she saw that there was indeed no deception, fearing lest what had been so easily gained might be taken away from her, she rose up by night, and, heedless of the cure of her eyes, carried the cloak home with her.

CHAPTER LX

How three women appeared to him in the way and vanished after giving him a new greeting

93. I WILL briefly relate a wondrous thing, of doubtful interpretation, but most certain truth. When Francis, Christ’s poor man, was hastening from Rieti to Siena for the cure of his eyes, he passed over a plain near Rocca di Campiglio, accompanied by a certain physician who was attached to the Order. And lo! three poor women appeared by the wayside as S. Francis was passing. They were so much alike in stature, age and countenance that you might suppose that threesfold matter had been perfected by one form. And as S. Francis came up they reverently bowed their heads and extolled him by a new greeting, saying: “Welcome, Lady Poverty!” Forthwith the Saint was filled with joy unspeakable, for there was nothing in him that he would so gladly have men salute as that which those women had fixed
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on. And at first, thinking that they really were poor women, he turned to the doctor who accompanied him, and said: "I pray thee, for God's sake, give, so that I may give something to these poor women". The doctor quickly took out money, and leaping from his horse, gave some coins to each one. So they went on a little further on their way, and then the brethren and the doctor looked round, and saw that all that plain was void of women. Greatly amazed, they reckoned the occurrence among the wonders of God, knowing that those were not women who had flown away more swiftly than birds.

OF S. FRANCIS' ZEAL IN PRAYER

CHAPTER LXI

Of his time and place of prayer and of his earnestness in prayer

Francis, the man of God, though absent in body from the Lord, strove to make his spirit present in heaven, and having already become a fellow-citizen of the angels, was separated from them by the wall of the flesh only. His whole soul thirsted for his Christ, to Whom he devoted not only his whole heart, but his whole body.

We relate, as we have seen with our eyes (so far as it is possible to convey them to human ears), a few of his achievements in prayer, for posterity to copy. Of his whole time he made a holy leisure wherein to write wisdom on his heart, for fear that unless he were continually advancing, he might seem to be falling short.
If invaded by visits from lay-folk, or by any business, he would cut them short unfinished, and go back to his inward musings. The world had no savour for him who was fed with heavenly sweetness, and Divine delights made him revolt from the gross concerns of men. He always sought out a hidden place wherein he might make not only his spirit but his every member fit for his God. When in public he felt himself suddenly visited by the Lord, in order that he might not lack a cell, he made a little cell of his cloak: and sometimes if he had no cloak, he covered his face with his sleeve, that he might not disclose the hidden manna. He always put something between him and the bystanders, lest they should be aware of the Bridegroom's touch, so that he might pray unseen [even] when at close quarters with many on ship-board. Finally, when he could do none of these things, he made a temple of his breast. There was no spitting nor groaning, for he was unconscious of self; no hard breathing nor outward motions, for he was absorbed in God.

95. Such was his behaviour in inhabited places, but when praying in the woods and in solitary places he would fill the grove with sighs, water the ground with tears, smite his breast with his hands, and having there discovered, as it were, a secret hiding-place, he would often speak with his Lord in words. There he would make answer to his Judge, there entreat his Father; there he would converse with his Friend, there rejoice with the Bridegroom. And in order that he might make of the whole marrow of his being a whole burnt-offering in manifold ways, he would set before his eyes in manifold ways Him who is
supremely simple. Often with lips unmoved he would ruminate within, and, drawing outward things inward, would uplift his spirit on high. And so the whole man, not so much praying, as having become a [living] prayer, concentrated his whole attention and affection on the one thing which he was seeking from the Lord. With what sweetness, think you, was he encompassed as he became accustomed to such intercourse? He knows: for I can but wonder. Knowledge will be given to him who has experience: it is not granted to those that have none. So, boiling in fervour of spirit, piercing in utterance, his aspect and his whole soul liquefied, he was even now abiding in the supreme commonwealth of the heavenly kingdom.

The blessed father was wont never to pass over negligently any visitation of the Spirit; but when it was offered, he followed it up, and, so long as the Lord permitted, he enjoyed the sweetness thus offered. If therefore while he was being pressed by any business, or was on a journey he gradually became aware of the touch of grace, he would taste that sweetest manna by frequent snatches here and there. For as he was on his way he would allow his companions to go on ahead and himself stand still; and so, converting the new inspiration into enjoyment, he received not the grace in vain.
CHAPTER LXII

Of his devout recitation of the canonical Hours

96. He recited the canonical Hours with no less reverence than devotion. For though suffering from disease of the eyes, stomach, spleen and liver, he would never, when chanting the Psalms, lean against a wall or door-post, but always said the Hours upright and bare-headed, without letting his eyes wander, and without interruption. When going on foot through the world, he always stood still to say the Hours, and when riding, he dismounted. Thus one day when he was returning from Rome and it was raining incessantly, he dismounted from his horse to say the Office, and, as he stayed some time, he was wet through. For he used sometimes to say, “If the body eats its food in quiet, which food together with itself will become meat for worms, with what great peace and tranquillity ought the soul to take its food, which is its God?”

CHAPTER LXIII

How at prayer he drove away wandering thoughts

97. He deemed himself grievously to offend if at any time he were moved by vain fancies when at prayer. If any such thing happened he never failed to atone for it by immediate confession, and his zeal herein had become so much a matter of use that
he was very seldom troubled by flies of this sort. One Lent he had spent his odds and ends of time (that they might not be altogether lost) in making a certain vessel. One day while he was devoutly saying Tierce his eyes chanced to turn to look at the vessel, and he felt that the fervour of his inner man was checked. Grieving, therefore, that the cry from his heart to the Divine ears had been interrupted, when Tierce was finished he said in the hearing of the brethren: "Alas for the fruitless work which has had the power to turn away my mind to it! I will sacrifice it to the Lord, whose sacrifice it has hindered." And with these words he seized the vessel and burnt it up. "Let us be ashamed," said he, "to be seized by trivial fancies when we are speaking to the Great King at the time of prayer."

CHAPTER LXIV

Of his mental extasy

98. MANY a time he was caught up out of himself, and hung in such rapture of contemplation that he could disclose to none that which he experienced, transcending human sense: an instance, however, which once became known, makes clear to us how often he was absorbed in the celestial sweetness. He was riding on an ass at a time when he must needs pass through Borgo S. Sepolcro, and as he intended to rest at a certain lepers' house, it became known to many that the man of God was to pass by. Men and
their wonted devotion to touch him. What then? They handled him, they pulled him along, and cut off little bits from his tunic to put away. He seemed insensible to it all, and heeded what was going on as little as a corpse. At length he and his company reached their destination, and having long since left Borgo S. Sepolcro, the contemplator of heavenly things (as though coming back from elsewhere) anxiously inquired when they would be getting near Borgo?

CHAPTER LXV

His behaviour after prayer

99. WHEN he came back from his private devotions (which changed him almost into another man) he strove his hardest to seem like other people, for fear that the gale of [human] favour might cause him to lose what he had gained, if his fervour showed itself. Moreover he often spoke thus to his familiar friends: "When a servant of God is visited at prayer by the Lord with some fresh consolation, he ought, before coming forth from prayer, to raise his eyes to heaven, and, clasping his hands, to say to God: 'O Lord, Thou hast sent this consolation and sweetness from heaven to me, an unworthy sinner, and I restore it to Thee that Thou mayest keep it for me, for that I am a robber of Thy treasure'. And again: 'Lord, take from me Thy good in this world, that Thou mayest keep it for me hereafter'. Such should be his language, in order that when he comes forth from prayer he may bear himself toward others as much after
the manner of a poor sinner as if he had gained no fresh grace.” He would also say: “For the sake of a trifling reward one may lose a priceless thing, and may easily provoke the giver not to repeat his gift”. Finally it was his custom to rise for prayer so stealthily and gently that none of his companions noticed either that he was rising or that he was praying. But when late at night he went to bed he made a noise and almost a din, so that his going to rest might be heard by all.

CHAPTER LXVI

How a bishop who came upon him in prayer was deprived of speech

WHILE S. Francis was praying one day at the “place” of Portiuncula the Bishop of Assisi happened to come to pay him a friendly visit, as he was in the habit of doing. As soon as he entered the “place” he went without ceremony to the Saint’s cell, not having been summoned, knocked at the door and was about to go in. And behold, as he was putting his head inside, and perceived the Saint praying, immediately a trembling seized him, his limbs stiffened and he even became speechless. Suddenly by the will of God he was forcibly driven out and led backward for some distance. I believe either that the bishop was unworthy to behold that secret thing or else that the Saint was worthy of retaining still longer that which he had. The bishop, abashed, returned to the brethren, and on opening his mouth to confess his fault he recovered his speech.
CHAPTER LXVII

How an abbot felt the power of S. Francis' prayer

101. ANOTHER time the abbot of the monastery of S. Giustino, in the diocese of Perugia, happened to meet S. Francis. Dismounting quickly from his horse, the abbot talked with S. Francis for a short time concerning his soul's health, and then, as he was going away, humbly begged S. Francis to pray for him. "I will gladly pray for thee, my lord," answered S. Francis. So when the abbot had gone a little distance away from S. Francis, the Saint said to his companion: "Wait a little, brother, for I wish to pay the debt which I have promised to discharge". (For his custom always was when asked to pray for any one not to put the matter aside, but to perform such a promise quickly.) And so, as the Saint was praying to God, suddenly the abbot felt in his spirit an unwonted warmth and a sweetness he had never experienced before, so that he seemed quite carried out of himself in rapture of mind. He stood still for a little while, and then, coming to himself again, he knew the power of holy Francis' prayer. Thenceforth therefore he ever glowed with greater love toward the Order, and related the fact to many as a miracle.

Meet it is that God's servants should give one another such gifts; and such communion between them in giving and receiving is fitting. That holy love which is sometimes termed "special" is content with the fruit of prayer; charity makes little account
of earthly gifts. To help and to be helped in the spiritual warfare, to commend and to be commended before Christ's tribunal, this I believe to be the characteristic of holy love. But to what a height do you suppose that man rose in prayer to be able thus to raise up another by his merits?

OF THE SAINT'S UNDERSTANDING IN HOLY SCRIPTURE
AND OF THE POWER OF HIS WORDS

CHAPTER LXVIII

102. THOUGH this blessed man had not been nurtured in any learned studies, yet being a learner, from God, of the "wisdom which is from above," and being illuminated by the brightness of the eternal light, he had no mean knowledge of the Scriptures. For his genius, pure from all taint, pierced through hidden mysteries, and the lover's affection entered within, whereas the knowledge of masters remains without. He would sometimes read the sacred books; and what he had once put into his mind he wrote indelibly on his heart. Memory supplied the place of books; for if he heard a thing once it was not in vain, because his affection ruminated it with continual devotion. This, he said, was the fruitful way to learn and read; not to wander through a thousand treatises. He held him for a true philosopher who should put nothing before the longing for eternal life: and he would say that a humble and not presumptuous inquirer applying himself to Scripture would easily attain from
HE EXPOUNDS A TEXT IN EZEKIEL

He often unravelled difficult questions, and, though unskilled in words, made his understanding and power abundantly manifest.

CHAPTER LXIX

Of the prophetic utterance which he expounded at the request of a friar Preacher

103. WHILE he was staying at Siena, one of the Order of Preachers, a spiritual man and a doctor of divinity, chanced to come there. So he visited S. Francis, and the expert and the Saint enjoyed for a long time the sweetest talk about God's word. And the divine questioned Francis concerning Ezekiel's saying, "If thou proclaim not to the wicked man his wickedness, I will require his soul at thy hand," and he said: "I myself, good father, know many who to my knowledge are in mortal sin, but I do not always proclaim their wickedness to them. Will their souls, then, be required at my hand?" But when blessed Francis humbly said that he was unlearned, and that it were more expedient for him to be taught by the other than to interpret the meaning of Scripture, that humble doctor added: "Brother, though I have heard this saying expounded by several wise men, I should be glad to know how thou understandest it". Then blessed Francis said: "If the passage is of general application, I take it to mean that the servant of God ought in life and holiness so to burn within himself as to reprove all the wicked by the light of his example and the tongue of his conversation. So, I say, the brightness of his

1 Ezek. III., 18.
life and the perfume of his fame will proclaim to all their wickedness.” Therefore the divine, greatly edified, said to the companions of the blessed Francis as he went away: “My brethren, this man's theology, based on purity and contemplation, is a soaring eagle, while our learning crawls with its belly on the ground.”

CHAPTER LXX

Of the things he expounded when questioned by a certain Cardinal

104. ANOTHER time when he was at Rome in a certain Cardinal's house, he was questioned on some obscure passages, and brought deep things to light in such wise that you might think he had ever dwelt with the Scriptures. And the lord Cardinal said to him: “I do not question thee as being a lettered man, but as one who has the Spirit of God; and I gladly accept thy interpretation, because I know that it proceeds from God alone”.

CHAPTER LXXI

What he said he knew in answer to a brother who exhorted him to apply himself to reading

105. WHEN he was ill and oppressed by pain everywhere his companion once said to him: “Father, thou hast ever fled for refuge to the Scriptures, they have ever furnished remedies for thy ills. I pray thee now also to have something read to
joice in the Lord”. The Saint replied: “It is good to read the testimonies of Scripture, it is good to seek out our Lord God in them; but for myself, I have already mastered so much of the Scriptures that I have an ample store for meditation and reflection. I need no more, my son: I know Christ, the poor man crucified.”

CHAPTER LXXII

Of the swords which brother Pacifico saw glittering in the Saint’s mouth

106. THERE was in the March of Ancona a certain layman forgetful of himself and ignorant of God, who had altogether sold himself to vanity. He was known as “the King of Verses,” because he was the chief of those who sang of wantonness, and a composer of worldly songs. To be brief, worldly glory had raised him up so high, that he had been crowned with great pomp by the Emperor. So while thus walking in darkness he was “drawing iniquity with cords of vanity,” the Divine Compassion pitied the wretched man and determined to call him back, that the outcast might not perish. By God’s providence blessed Francis and he met at a certain monastery of poor nuns. The blessed father, with his companions, had come thither with his brethren to see his spiritual daughters, the layman, with many boon-companions, to see a kinswoman of his. And the hand of the Lord was upon him, and he beheld with his bodily eyes S. Francis signed as with a cross with two glittering swords, one of which went from his head to his feet, the other across his breast
from one hand to the other. (He did not know blessed Francis before, but when he was indicated by so great a miracle, recognised him immediately.) Abashed at the sight, he began to purpose better things—at least, in the distant future. But the blessed father, after first preaching to all generally, turned the sword of God's word against this man, for he took him aside and admonished him gently concerning the vanity of the age and contempt of the world, and then pierced his heart by the threat of God's judgments. He answered forthwith: "What need is there for more words? Let us come to deeds. Take me away from men, and restore me to the great Emperor." Next day the Saint vested him, and named him brother "Pacifico," for that he had been brought back to the peace of God. And by how much the greater had been the crowd of his vain companions, by so much the more numerous were they who were edified by his conversion. Brother Pacifico, rejoicing in the company of the blessed father, began to perceive unctions he had never perceived before: for he was allowed a second time to see what was veiled from others, inasmuch as not long afterwards he beheld on blessed Francis' forehead a great sign Tau\(^1\) which with variegated circles displayed the beauty of the peacock.

\(^1\)The last letter of the Hebrew alphabet, the old form of which was a cross. See Ezek. ix. 4 (Vulgate).
CHAPTER LXXIII
Of the efficacy of his sermons and of the testimony which a certain natural philosopher bore to it

107. NOW although the evangelist Francis preached to the unlearned in homely and unlearned language, knowing as he did that power is more needed than words, yet among spiritual men and those of greater capacity his utterances were life-giving and profound. He would hint in a few words at what was unspeakable, and mingling ardent gestures and movements with his words, transported his hearers wholly to heavenly things. He made no use of the keys of distinctions, because he did not lay out in order discourses which were not of his own inventing. Christ, the true Power and Wisdom, gave to his voice the voice of power. A natural philosopher, a learned and eloquent man, once said: "Whereas I can remember every word of the sermons of others, the words uttered by holy Francis alone escape me: and if I commit any of them to memory they do not seem to me the same that dropped from his lips before".

CHAPTER LXXIV
How by the power of his word he, through brother Sylvester, drove devils out of Arezzo

108. NOT only were Francis' words effectual in his presence but sometimes when transmitted through others they did not return in vain. Accord-
ingly he happened once to come to Arezzo at a time when that whole city was so shaken with intestinal war that its destruction seemed imminent. The man of God therefore lodged outside the city in a suburb, and beheld devils exulting over it and inflaming the citizens to their mutual destruction. So he called a brother, Sylvester by name, a godly man of worthy simplicity, and commanded him thus: "Go before the gate of the city, and on behalf of Almighty God command the devils to go out of it as speedily as possible". The simple and dutiful brother hastened to obey, and, bespeaking the favour of the Lord by praise, he cried aloud before the gate: "On behalf of God, and by order of our father Francis, depart far hence, all ye devils!" Soon afterwards peace was restored to the city, and the laws of good government were observed in great tranquillity. And so afterwards blessed Francis opened his preaching to the citizens with these words: "I speak to you as to men formerly in subjection to the Devil, and in the bonds of demons, whom however now I know to have been set free by the prayers of a certain poor man".

CHAPTER LXXV

Of the conversion of that same brother Sylvester, and of a vision that he saw

109. THINK it not unfitting that the conversion of the aforesaid Sylvester, and how the Spirit moved him to enter the Order, should be joined to my present subject. Sylvester, then, was a secular priest of
the city of Assisi, from whom in former days the man of
God had bought stones for the repair of a church: 1 and
when in those days Sylvester saw brother Bernard (who
after the Saint of God was the first plant of the Order
of Friars Minor 2) perfectly renouncing his property and
giving it to the poor, he was inflamed by devouring
greed, and complained to the man of God that the price
of the stones previously sold him had not been paid in
full. Francis smiled, perceiving that the priest's spirit
was tainted with the poison of avarice; but wishing to
give some sort of refreshment to that accursed burning,
he filled the priest's hands with uncounted money. The
priest Sylvester rejoiced at the gift, but wondered still
more at the giver's liberality. He went home, and often
thought over this thing; he murmured (a happy mur-
mur!) that he, now growing old, was still loving the
world; and wondered that that young man was thus
setting all things at naught. To him, therefore, now
filled with fair fragrance, Christ opened the bosom of His
mercy, showing him by a vision the worth of Francis'
deeds, their pre-eminent brightness in His sight, their
glorious spreading over the whole world. For in his
sleep he beheld a golden cross issuing from Francis'
mouth, whose top touched the heavens, and whose out-
stretched arms encircled either part of the world in
their embrace. The priest, remorseful at the sight,
shook off harmful delay, forsook the world, and became
a perfect imitator of the man of God. He began his

1 See above, I., 18; II., 11.
2 Rather, the second. See above, I., 24. The memory of the unnamed
first brother there recorded had by this time faded away.
life in the Order perfectly and by the grace of Christ finished it most perfectly.

But what wonder is it if Francis appeared crucified, all whose concern was ever with the Cross? What great thing is it if, the wondrous Cross having been thus rooted within him, it sprang up out of a good ground and brought forth notable flowers, leaves, and fruits? Nothing of other kind could arise in that soil when from the first that wondrous Cross had thus claimed it all for its own.

But I must now return to my subject.

CHAPTER LXXVI

How he delivered a brother from assaults of the devil

110. It happened that a certain brother had long been vexed by temptation of the spirit, which is a more subtle and dangerous thing than the enticement of the flesh. At last he came to S. Francis, and fell humbly at his feet shedding a flood of bitter tears, but his deep sobbing prevented him from saying anything. The father was moved to pity for him, and, perceiving him to be vexed by wicked impulses, said: “I bid you, ye devils, in the power of God, henceforth not to assault my brother as ye have hitherto presumed to do”. Presently the blackness of darkness was dispersed and the brother rose up free; and he felt no more molestation than if he had never been molested.
III. THAT his word even when addressed to brutes was of wondrous power appears plainly enough elsewhere: but I will here touch on a case which occurs to me.

It chanced that a certain ewe brought forth a lamb one night when the servant of the Most High was lodging in the monastery of S. Verecondo, in the diocese of Gubbio. But a cruel sow that was there spared not the innocent creature's life, but ravenously bit the lamb to death. When men arose in the morning they found the lamb dead, and knew of a truth that the sow was guilty of that crime. When the tender father heard it he was moved to wondrous pity, and, at the recollection of another Lamb, bewailed before all who were present this lamb that had been killed, saying: "Alas, brother lamb, innocent creature, who representest the everlasting advantage of mankind! Cursed be the pitiless one that slew thee, and let no man nor beast eat of her!" Wonderful to relate, that baleful sow immediately sickened, and after suffering torments for three days, at length paid the penalty of death. It was cast into the monastery ditch, where it lay for a long time dried up like a board, nor furnished food to any famished creature.
Against familiarity with women

Chapter LXXVIII

Of avoiding familiarity with women; and of his manner of talking with them

112. He enjoined the absolute avoidance of that honeyed poison, familiarity with women, which leads even holy men astray; for he feared lest thereby the frail spirit should quickly be broken and the strong often be made weak. Except in the case of the most approved man he judged it to be as easy for any one associating with women to escape their contagion as (in Scriptural phrase) to walk in the fire without burning the soles of one's feet. And, that he might speak by action, he showed himself a pattern of all virtue. To such a degree was a woman unwelcome to him that you would suppose her to be not so much a warning or example as an object of dread or horror. When in speaking he encountered the troublesome loquacity of women, he, with downcast face and short words, would call on them to be silent. Sometimes, on the other hand, with his eyes fixed on heaven, he seemed to be drawing thence the answers he gave to those who were muttering of earth. But those women in whose minds a holy urgency of devotion had placed the abode of wisdom, he taught by wondrous but brief discourses. Whenever he spoke with a woman he uttered what he had to say in a tone loud enough to be heard by all. Once he said to a companion: "I tell thee the truth, dearest brother, there are

1 Prov. vi. 17.
two women only whose faces I should recognise if I looked at them. The face of such an one (he added) and of such an one is known to me: but that of no other.”

Well said, father, for the sight of them makes no one holy. Well said, I repeat, for they bring no light, but much loss, were it but loss of time! They are a hindrance to those who would take the arduous journey, and look upon that Countenance which is full of graces.

CHAPTER LXXIX
A parable against looking on women

HE was wont to pierce unchaste eyes by the following parable. A mighty king sent two messengers in succession to the queen. The first came back and reported the exact words of the message only. For like a wise man he had kept his eyes in his head and they had not darted out any whither. The other came back, and after briefly delivering his message framed a long story about the lady’s beauty. “Truly, my lord, I have seen a most lovely woman. Happy he that enjoys her.” But the king said: “Thou wicked servant, hast thou cast wanton eyes on my spouse? It is clear that thou hast desired to purchase the thing thou hast curiously gazed on.” He ordered the first messenger to be recalled, and said: “How thinkest thou of the queen?” “Very well indeed,” was the answer, “for she listened in silence, and answered wisely.” “And is there no beauty in her?” said the king. “Be it thine,
my lord, to look upon that; my business was to deliver the message.” The king gave sentence thus: “Thou whose eyes are chaste be in my chamber yet more chaste in body: but let that man go out of my house lest he defile my couch”. And the blessed father would say, “Over-confidence makes one less on one’s guard against the foe. If the Devil can get but one hair in a man he will soon make it grow into a beam. Nor even if after many years he has been unable to overthrow him whom he has been tempting, does he grudge the delay if only he may get him at last. For this is his business, nor cares he for aught else by day and night.”

CHAPTER LXXX

An ensample of the Saint against too great intimacy [with women]

114. It happened once, when S. Francis was on his way to Bevagna, that he was unable to reach the place, being weak from fasting. His companion sent a messenger to a certain spiritual lady to ask humbly for bread and wine for the holy man. As soon as she heard of his need, she ran to him with her daughter (a virgin consecrated to God), bringing what was necessary. After the Saint had been refreshed and was somewhat recovered, he in his turn refreshed the mother and daughter with the Word of God; but, though he preached to them, he looked at neither in the face. As they withdrew, his companion said to him: “Brother, why didst thou not look at the holy
virgin who came to thee with so much devotion?" He answered: "Who should not fear to look upon a bride of Christ? But if one can preach with the eyes and the face, she may, have looked at me though I did not see her."

And many times in speaking of this matter he declared that all talk with women is worthless except only in the way of confession or the very brief admonition that is customary. For he said: "What business has a Lesser Brother to transact with a woman unless when she makes religious request for holy penance or for advice as to a better life?"

OF THE TEMPTATIONS HE SUFFERED

CHAPTER LXXXI

Of the temptations of the Saint, and how he overcame temptation

115. AS the merits of S. Francis increased so also did his enmity with the old Serpent. For the greater were the unctions of the Saint the more subtle became the temptations and the more grievous the assaults wherewith the Devil plied him. For though he had often proved the man a strenuous warrior, who had never yielded in the struggle for so much as an hour, he still endeavoured to attack his ever-victorious foe. Accordingly at a certain season there was sent to the holy father a most grievous temptation of the spirit, assuredly for the increase of his crown. Thenceforward he was hard bestead and filled with griefs, he afflicted and mortified his body, he prayed earnestly and shed
plenteous tears. After having been thus assailed for more than two years, one day while he was praying in S. Maria de Portiuncula, he heard in the spirit a voice saying: "Francis, if thou wilt have faith as a grain of mustard-seed thou shalt bid a mountain remove and it shall remove". The Saint answered: "Lord, which is the mountain that I should wish to remove?" And again he heard it said: "The mountain is thy temptation". Then he said with tears: "Be it unto me, O Lord, as Thou hast said". And forthwith all the temptation was driven away, and he was made free and wholly set at rest within.

CHAPTER LXXXII

How the Devil called him and tempted him concerning lust; and how the Saint overcame the temptation

116. AT the hermitage of the brethren at Sartiano that wicked one who ever envies the advantage of the children of God presumed to attack the Saint after this manner. Seeing that he was still increasing in holiness, and was not neglecting the profit of to-day on account of that of yesterday, one night while the Saint was at prayer in a cell he called him thrice, saying: "Francis, Francis, Francis"; and he answered: "What wilt thou?" And the Devil said: "There is no sinner in the world whom the Lord will not pardon if he turn [from his sin]; but whosoever shall kill himself by hard penance shall find no mercy for ever". The Saint immediately perceived by re-
He makes snowballs

velation the stratagem of the foe, how he had tried to recall him to lukewarmness. What of that? The enemy forthwith attacked him in another way, and, seeing that he could not conceal this snare, he prepared another, namely, the enticement of the flesh. But in vain, for he who had unmasked the wiles of the spirit could not be tricked by the flesh. So the Devil put into him a most grievous temptation of lust. But as soon as the blessed father felt it he laid aside his garment and scourged himself with his cord with all his might, saying: "There! brother ass, thus must thou stay, thus endure the whip! The tunic belongs to Religion! it is not lawful to steal it: if thou wilt go any whither, go!" (117) But seeing that, in spite of scourging himself, the temptation did not leave him, though he had coloured all his members with weals, he opened the cell, went out into the garden, and plunged naked into deep snow. Then, collecting the snow by handfuls, he made up seven lumps of it like balls, and setting them before him began to address his body thus: "See," he said, "this large one is thy wife, those four are thy two sons and two daughters, the two others are the manservant and maidservant who are required to wait on them; and make haste and clothe them all, for they are dying of cold! If, however, the manifold care of them troubles thee, be zealous to serve God only." Fortwith the Devil departed, being put to confusion, and the holy man went back to his cell glorifying God. A certain spiritual brother, who was then engaged in prayer, saw it all by the bright moonlight; and when the Saint found out afterwards that the brother had seen him, he was much distressed, and
bade him reveal the thing to no one as long as he should live.

CHAPTER LXXXIII

How he delivered a brother from temptation: and concerning the good of temptation

118. O NCE when a brother was sitting alone with the Saint he said to him: “Pray for me, kind father, for I believe I shall forthwith be delivered from my temptations, if thou deign to pray for me. For I am afflicted above my strength, and I know that this is not hid from thee.” S. Francis replied: “Believe me, son, for I believe thee to be all the more a servant of God on account of this very thing; and know that the more thou art tempted the dearer thou art to me”. And he added: “Verily I say unto thee that no one should deem himself a servant of God until he has passed through temptations and tribulations. Temptation conquered (he said) is in some sort the ring whereby the Lord espouses to Himself the soul of His servant. There are several who hug themselves over their long-standing merits and rejoice in having undergone no temptations. But forasmuch as fright alone would crush them even before the conflict, let them know that the Lord has taken thought for their weakness of spirit; for hard fights scarcely ever present themselves, except when virtue has been perfected.”
HE IS BEATEN BY DEVILS

HOW HE WAS BEATEN BY DEVILS

CHAPTER LXXXIV

How he was beaten by devils; and how that Courts are to be shunned

119. THIS man was not only attacked by Satan with temptations, but fought with him hand to hand. Being once invited by the lord Leo Cardinal of S. Croce to stay a while with him in Rome, he chose as his residence a secluded tower whose nine vaulted chambers resembled the abodes of hermits. So the first night when he was going to rest after pouring out prayer to God, devils came and fiercely assaulted the Saint of God. They beat him long and severely and at last left him as if half dead. When they departed, the Saint, having at length recovered breath, called his companion who was sleeping in one of the other vaults and said to him when he came: "Brother, I would have thee stay by me, for I fear to be alone; for I was beaten by devils just now". The Saint was trembling and quaking in his members like one who is suffering from a severe fever. (120) So during the night, the whole of which they passed without sleep, S. Francis said to his companion: "Devils are the officers whom our God appoints to punish excesses. For it is a token of His more abundant grace when naught is left unpunished in His servant while he lives in the world. I do not, however, recollect any offence which I have not, through God's mercy, washed away by satisfaction: for His fatherly condescension has ever so dealt with me as to show me in prayer and medita-
tion the things that are pleasing or displeasing to Him. But it may be that He has allowed His officers to break in upon me because my remaining in Magnates' courts does not present a good appearance to others. When my brethren who dwell in poor 'places' hear of my being with Cardinals, they will perhaps suspect that I am overflowing with luxuries. Therefore, brother, I judge it better for him who is set as an example to fly from Courts, and to strengthen those that are braving hardships by bearing the like.” Next morning, therefore, they went to the Cardinal, and after telling him all, bade him farewell.

Let them that frequent palaces mark this; and know that they have been drawn abortive from their mother's womb. I condemn not obedience, but I denounce ambition, idleness and luxury: and finally for all "obediences,”¹ I emphatically set forth Francis as a model. Yet let us bear whatever displeases God, since it pleases men so!

CHAPTER LXXXV

An ensample in point

121. SOMETHING occurs to me which I think should by no means be passed by. There was a brother who when he saw brethren abiding in a certain Court was attracted by some ambition or other and desired to become a courtier with them.

¹An "obedience" is an order given to one of the brethren by a superior "on his obedience". Cf. above, I., 29, and below, II., 152.
And one night while his curiosity was stirred concerning court-life he saw in his sleep the aforesaid brethren put outside the “place” of the brethren and separated from their fellowship. Moreover he saw them feeding out of a foul and disgusting pigs’ trough where they were eating pulse mixed with human dung. When that brother saw this he was exceedingly amazed, and when he arose at dawn cared no more about the Court.

CHAPTER LXXXVI

Of the assaults he endured in a certain solitary place, and of a certain brother’s vision

122. The Saint once came with a companion to a church far off from any habitation, and, desiring to offer up solitary prayer, he said to his companion: “Brother, I would remain here alone tonight. Go thou to the hospital, and return to me at dawn.” So he remained alone pouring out long and earnest prayers to the Lord; and at length he looked about to see where he might lay his head to sleep. Suddenly he was troubled in spirit, he began to feel fear and disgust, while his body trembled all over. He was clearly conscious of devilish assaults being made against him and of troops of devils rushing noisily over the roof of the building. So he arose forthwith, went out, and said, as he made the sign of the cross on his brow: “On behalf of God Almighty I bid you, ye devils, to do to my body whatsoever you have been allowed to do. I will bear it willingly,
since, having no greater enemy than the body, you will avenge me of mine adversary in that you instead of me will be wreaking vengeance thereon.” And so when the devils who had assembled to cow his spirit saw that it was all the readier amid the weakness of the flesh they vanished forthwith in shame and confusion. (123) When morning was come his companion returned to him, and, finding the Saint prostrate before the altar, waited outside the choir, and himself prayed fervently meanwhile before the cross. And lo! he fell into an ecstasy, and saw among many seats in heaven one more honourable than the rest, adorned with precious stones, and radiant with all glory. He wondered at that noble throne and silently considered whose it might be, and, as he thus wondered, he heard a voice saying to him: “Yonder seat was that of one of the fallen, and it is now being kept for humble Francis”. At length on coming back to himself that brother saw blessed Francis come forth from prayer, and presently he fell at his feet, placing his arms in the form of a cross, and addressed him, not as living in the world, but as already reigning in heaven, saying: “Pray, father, for me to the Son of God, that He impute not sin to me”. The man of God put forth his hand and lifted him up, perceiving that something had been shown to him in prayer. At length, as they were departing thence, that brother questioned blessed Francis, saying: “What is thine own opinion of thyself, father?” “I think myself the greatest of sinners,” he answered, “for if God had followed any other wicked man with such great mercy he would have been tenfold more spiritual than I.” At this
the Spirit said forthwith in that brother's heart: "Know that the vision thou sawest was true: for humility shall exalt the most humble to the seat lost by pride".

CHAPTER LXXXVII

How a certain brother was freed from temptation

124. A CERTAIN spiritual brother of long standing in the Order was afflicted by sore tribulation of the flesh, and seemed sunk in the depth of despair. And his grief was doubled daily, for his conscience, which was more tender than discerning, drove him to make confession about nothing; for such zeal ought to be shown in confessing, not the fact of being tempted, but the having yielded to temptation, even if but a little. But this brother was so shy that he feared to disclose the whole (which amounted to nothing) to one priest, and so he divided his cogitations, and imparted some to one and others to others. But one day when he was walking with S. Francis the latter said to him: "Brother, I tell thee that thou art not bound to confess thy tribulation any more to any one, and fear not, because that which besets thee without thy being the cause of it shall rebound to thy glory, not to thy guilt. And as often as thou shalt be troubled say the Lord's Prayer seven times on my authority." The brother marvelled how the Saint knew of his trouble, and was filled with the utmost joy, and before long escaped from all tribulation.
125. S. FRANCIS held that the surest remedy against the thousand wiles of the foe is spiritual joy. For he used to say: "The Devil most exults when he can filch from a servant of God his joy of spirit. He carries dust that he may cast it into the conscience through even the smallest chinks, and defile the candour of the mind and the purity of the life; but when spiritual joy (he said) fills the heart, in vain does the Serpent shed his deadly poison. Devils cannot hurt Christ's servant when they see him filled with holy mirth. But when the spirit is tearful, woe-begone, and grieving it readily sinks into gloom or else turns to vain enjoyments." He strove therefore ever to be gladsome of heart, and to maintain the unction of the Spirit and the oil of joy. He avoided with the utmost care the wretched malady of spiritual sloth, so that if he felt it stealing ever so little into his mind, he flew immediately to prayer, for he said: "When God's servant (as often happens) is troubled about anything, he ought forthwith to arise and pray, and remain persistently in his heavenly Father's presence until He restores to him the joy of His salvation. For if he tarries in gloom, that Babylonian stuff will increase, and unless it be at length purged out by tears, will produce abiding rust in the heart."
CHAPTER LXXXIX

Of the angelic lute that he heard

126. WHEN S. Francis was staying at Rieti for the cure of his eyes, he called one of his companions who had been a lute-player in the world, and said: "Brother, the children of this world understand not the sacraments of God; and musical instruments appointed of old for God's praise have been converted by men's lust into means of giving pleasure to their ears. Therefore, brother, I would have thee secretly borrow a lute and bring it here, so that by a virtuous song thou mightest give some solace to 'brother body,' which is full of pains." The brother answered: "Father, I am not a little ashamed to do so, lest men might think that I am tempted by such frivolity." "Let us give it up, then, brother," said the Saint. "It is good to give up many things to avoid shocking the opinion of others." The next night, as the holy man was watching and meditating on God, suddenly there sounded a lute of wondrous harmony and sweetest melody. No one was seen, but the music, as it floated hither and thither, marked the movements of the lute-player passing to and fro. At length, fixing his spirit on God, the holy father enjoyed such sweetness in those melodious strains that he fancied himself transported into the other world. When he arose in the morning the Saint called the aforesaid brother, related in order all that had happened, and then added: "The Lord who comforts the afflicted has never left me comfortless.
For lo! although I could not hear lutes of men, I have heard a lute sweeter than theirs."

CHAPTER XC

How the Saint when cheered in spirit would sing in French

127. Sometimes he would behave thus: the sweet melody of the spirit bubbling up within him was wont to break forth into utterance in French, and the vein of the Divine whisper which his ear perceived in secret would burst out into a French song of joy. Sometimes, as we have seen with our eyes, he would pick up a stick from the ground, and, putting it over his left arm, would draw across it, as if across a viol, a little bow bent with a string; and, going through the proper motions, he would sing in French about the Lord. Oftentimes all this ecstasy of joy would end in tears, and the song of gladness would melt into compassion for the Passion of Christ; and then this holy man would heave continual sighs, and utter repeated groanings; and, heedless of the things he had in his hands, would be uplifted toward heaven.

CHAPTER XCI

How he rebuked a brother that was sad and admonished him as to his behaviour

128. He once saw a companion of his wearing a sad and listless look, and said to him with no little displeasure: "It is not seemly for a
servant of God to show himself sad and dull before men, though his demeanour should always be decorous. Examine thine offences in thy chamber and weep and groan before thy God there. When thou returnest to the brethren put gloom aside and be like the rest.” And after a little he said: “They who are jealous of the salvation of men envy me sore and are always trying to trouble in my companions [the joy] that they cannot trouble in me”. Now so much did he love a man full of spiritual joy that at a certain chapter he had these words written down for a general admonition: “Let the brethren beware of showing themselves outwardly sullen and gloomy hypocrites, but let them show themselves rejoicing in the Lord, merry, and joyful, and gracious, as is meet”.

CHAPTER XCII

How the body ought to be treated to prevent it from murmuring

129. THE Saint moreover once said: “Brother body should be provided for with discretion, that the tempest of sloth be not raised by him: and to the end he be not wearied in watching and reverent persistence in prayer, let him be deprived of occasion for murmuring. For he might say: ‘I am faint with hunger; I cannot bear the burden of thy exercise’. But if after eating sufficient food he should mutter such things, let him know that a lazy beast wants the spur, and that the goad awaits a sluggish ass.”
In this teaching alone did the most holy father's deeds not correspond with his words, for he subjected his body, assuredly innocent, to scourgings and hardships, multiplying wounds upon it without cause, inasmuch as the heat of the spirit had already so refined his body that even as "his soul was athirst for God, so also was his most holy flesh in manifold wise".\(^1\)

**OF FOOLISH JOY**

**CHAPTER XCIII**

Against vainglory and hypocrisy

130. **B**ut while he welcomed spiritual joy, foolish joy he carefully avoided, knowing that that which perfects should be fervently loved, and that which infects not less watchfully shunned. His study was to crush vainglory in the seed, and not to suffer that which might offend the eyes of his God to exist even for a moment. For oftentimes when he was being extolled by the acclamations of many, he would grieve and groan over it, immediately turning his mood to sadness. Once in winter, the only covering of his holy body being a single tunic patched with very common stuff, his warden (who was also his companion) procured a fox's skin and brought it to him, saying: "Father, thou art suffering from infirmity of the spleen and stomach; I pray thee of thy charity in the Lord to allow this skin to be sewn underneath thy tunic, or, if not the whole, at least a little of it over thy

\(^1\) Ps. lxii. 1 (Vulgate).
stomach". S. Francis replied: "If thou wishest me to have this done inside my tunic, have a piece of the same size sewn on outside, which may point out to men the skin hidden inside". The brother heard this and disapproved; he objected, but without effect. Finally the warden gave way and the pieces were sewn one over the other, that Francis might not appear outwardly other than he was inwardly.

O thou who wast the same in tongue and in life, the same without and within, the same when subject and when superior! Thou who didst ever glory in the Lord lovedst naught of outward, naught of private glory! But, lest I should offend the wearers of skins, I crave their indulgence for speaking of one piece of skin having been put on for the sake of the other: for we know that those who were stripped of innocence needed tunics of skins.

CHAPTER XCIV

Of a confession of his, making against hypocrisy

131. O NCE at the hermitage of Poggio,¹ about Christmas, when a large number of people had been called together to hear him preach, he prefaced his discourse with these words: "You believe me a holy man, and that is why you have come devoutly hither. But I confess to you that during all this fast I have been eating food seasoned with lard." In this way he often ascribed to pleasure what had rather been a concession to infirmity.

¹ Poggio Bustone, near Rieti (Sabatier, Spec. Perf., p. 114).
CHAPTER XCV

Of a confession of his, making against vainglory

132. WITH the like fervour he would, if ever his spirit were moved to vainglory, at once reveal it before all men by open confession. Once when he was walking through Assisi he met an old woman who asked him to give her something. Having nothing but a cloak, with ready bounty he gave her that. But perceiving an impulse to self-complacency stealing over him, he immediately confessed before all the bystanders that he had had vainglory [in his action].

CHAPTER XCVI

His words against those who praised him

133. HE strove to hide the good gifts of his Lord in the secrecy of his bosom, lest that which might be a cause of his falling should become matter for boasting. For oftentimes when many were proclaiming him blessed he would answer: "I may have sons and daughters yet: praise not one who is [not]¹ secure. No one should be praised whose end is uncertain. If the Giver should ever choose to take away what he has lent, the body and soul would alone remain, and these even the unbeliever possesses." Such was his language to those who praised him. But to

himself he said: "If the Most High had given as much to a robber, he would be more thankful, Francis, than thou art".

CHAPTER XCVII

His words against those who praised themselves

134. He would often say to the brethren: "No one ought to flatter himself with unjust applause on account of anything that a sinner can do. A sinner (said he) can fast, pray, weep, mortify his own flesh. But this he cannot do: be faithful to his Lord. Herein therefore we should glory, if we render to God His glory, if serving Him faithfully we ascribe to Him whatever He gives. The flesh is man's greatest foe. It knows not how to recollect anything so as to grieve over it, nor to foresee anything so as to fear it. Its study is, to use up the present. And, what is worse, it claims for itself, and transfers to its own glory what has been given not to it, but to the soul. It gathers from without praise for its virtues, applause for its watchings and prayers. It leaves the soul nothing, and seeks payment even for its tears."

OF HIS CONCEALMENT OF THE STIGMATA

CHAPTER XCVIII

135. We may not keep silence concerning the thick veil wherewith he covered those marks of the Crucified, meet to be revered even by the
THE SECOND LIFE OF S. FRANCIS

highest Spirits, nor concerning his carefulness in hiding them. From the time when true love of Christ had first "changed" the lover "into the same image," he concealed and hid that treasure with such care that it was long before even his familiar friends were aware of it. But God's Providence would not suffer it to be hid for ever and not to come to the eyes of those dear [to the Saint]. And indeed the exposed position of the limbs did not allow this thing to be concealed. Once when one of his companions saw the stigmata in his feet, he cried: "What is this, good brother?" "Mind your own business," said S. Francis. (136) Another time the same brother asked for S. Francis' tunic to shake it out, and, seeing that it was bloody, he said to the holy man after he had returned it: "What manner of blood is this wherewith the tunic seems stained?" But the Saint put his finger to his eye, and answered: "Ask what that is, if you don't know it to be an eye". He rarely washed his hands all over, only bathing the fingers, lest that thing should be revealed to the bystanders. His feet he washed most rarely, and not less secretly than rarely. If any one asked for his hand to kiss he half uncovered it, holding out the fingers, only so far as to leave place for the kiss, and sometimes he held out his sleeve only instead of his hand. He wore woollen socks on his feet that they might not be seen, putting skin over the wounds to lessen the harshness of the wool. But though the holy father could not wholly hide from his companions the stigmata in his hands and feet, he was distressed if any one looked at them, wherefore also his companions themselves, filled with prudence of spirit, used to turn
their eyes away whenever any necessity compelled him to uncover his hands or feet.

CHAPTER XCIX

How a certain brother beheld the stigmata by means of a pious fraud

While the man of God abode at Siena a brother from Brescia chanced to come there who greatly desired to see the stigmata of the holy father, and earnestly besought brother Pacifico that he might do so. Brother Pacifico said: "When I am about to depart hence I will ask to kiss his hands, and when he gives them I will wink at thee, and thou wilt see". So they both came to the holy man prepared to start, and Pacifico knelt down, and said to him: "Bless us, dearest mother, and give me thy hand to kiss". He kissed the hand (unwillingly held out), and winked at the brother that he might look; then he asked for the other hand, and kissed it and showed it to him. As they were departing, S. Francis suspected that there had been a pious fraud (as was indeed the case), and immediately called brother Pacifico back, and judging such devout curiosity to be undevout, said to him: "God pardon thee, brother, for thou givest me much distress sometimes". Pacifico at once fell at his feet, and humbly asked: "What distress have I given thee, dearest mother?" But S. Francis made no answer; and the incident closed in silence.
CHAPTER C

How a certain brother saw the wound in his side

138. NOW though the uncovered position of the limbs disclosed the wounds in his hands and feet to some, no one was worthy to see the wound in his side in his lifetime except one only and he only once. For whenever the Saint had his tunic shaken out he would cover the wound in his side with his right arm. Sometimes, however, he hid that blessed wound by putting his left hand over his pierced side. But when one of his companions was scratching him, that brother's hand slipped down to the wound and caused him great pain. One day another of the brethren who was seeking, with prying curiosity, to see what was hidden from others said to the holy father: "Shall we shake out thy tunic, father?" "God reward thee, brother," said the Saint, "for I want it to be done." So as he was taking it off that brother looked attentively at him and clearly saw the wound in his side. He alone saw it while the Saint was alive, none of the others until after his death.¹

CHAPTER CI

Of the hiding of virtues

139. IN such wise had that man abjured all glory that savoured not of Christ: in such wise had he laid an eternal anathema on men's applause.

¹See above, I., 95.
He knew that the reward of fame lessens the secret [reward] of the conscience and that it is far more harmful to make a wrong use of virtues than to be without them. He knew that it is as great a virtue to guard what one has got, as it is to get it. Alas! more of our deeds are occasioned by vanity than by charity, and the world’s applause has greater weight than the love of Christ. We do not judge the feelings, we do not “try the spirits,” and when vainglory has urged us to some action we fancy it has been produced by charity. Moreover if we have done but a little good, we cannot bear the weight of it, but rid ourselves of all that while we are alive and lose the shore at last. We patiently endure not to be good, we may not bear not to be seen, not to be believed: and so we live wholly in the praise of men, for that we are naught but men.

OF HUMILITY

CHAPTER CII

Of S. Francis’ humility in dress, in opinion and in behaviour. Against [trusting to] one’s own opinion

140. HUMILITY is the guard and ornament of all the virtues. When the spiritual building does not rest on this foundation, it tends to fall even when it seems to be growing. That nothing might be wanting to a man adorned with so many gifts this grace had filled S. Francis in more abundant measure, for he reputed himself nothing but a sinner,
whereas he was the ornament and splendour of every kind of holiness. In order that he might lay the foundation which he had learnt from Christ, he strove to build himself on this virtue of humility. Forgetful of the things he had gained, he fixed his eyes on his failings alone, considering that more was lacking to him than was present with him. The only thing he coveted was to become better, and to add fresh virtues to the former, wherewith he was not content. He was humble in dress, humbler in opinion, humblest in his own repute. This prince of God was distinguished as a Superior by this bright jewel alone: that among the "lesser" he was the least. It was this virtue, this title, this token that showed him to be the Minister-general. All loftiness was absent from his mouth, all pomp from his gestures, all ostentation from his actions. In many matters he had learnt his opinions by revelation, but yet he would bring them into discussion and prefer the opinions of others. He believed his companions' advice to be safer, and others' views seemed to him better than his own. He used to say that any one who kept back the treasure-chests of his own opinion had not left all for the sake of God. He preferred to hear blame of himself rather than praise, for that the former drove him to amendment while the latter impelled him to fall.
CHAPTER CIII

Of his humility toward the Bishop of Terni and toward a certain peasant

141. He was once preaching to the people of Terni, and when he had finished, the bishop of that city commended him in the presence of all, saying: "At this last hour God has enlightened His Church by this man, poor and despised, simple and unlettered: wherefore we are bound ever to praise the Lord, knowing that He has not dealt so with every nation." On hearing this, the Saint took it wondrous kindly that the bishop in such plain terms should have judged him to be contemptible; and, as they entered the church, he fell at the bishop's feet and said: "Truly, lord bishop, thou hast done me great honour in that, whereas others deprive me of the things that are mine, thou alone hast kept them unharmed. Thou, I say, like a discerning man, hast separated the precious from the worthless, ascribing praise to God and worthlessness to me."

142. Not only did the man of God behave himself humbly to his superiors, but even as regards his equals and those in low estate he was readier to be admonished and corrected than to admonish. One day accordingly when he was riding on an ass (being unable to walk through weakness and infirmity) and was passing through the field of a peasant who was working there at the time, the peasant ran to him and eagerly asked whether he were brother Francis? And
when the man of God had meekly replied that he was, the peasant said: “Strive to be as good as all men say thou art; for many put their trust in thee. I advise thee therefore never to come short of expectation!” Now when Francis the man of God heard this he dismounted, fell down before the peasant and humbly kissed his feet, thanking him for deigning to admonish him.

And so, though he was so famous that very many reckoned him a Saint, he deemed himself worthless before God and men, and felt no pride over his abounding fame and sanctity nor even over the great number of brethren and sons so holy that had been given him as an earnest of the reward of his merits.

CHAPTER CIV

How in a chapter¹ he resigned his office: and concerning a certain prayer

143. In order to observe the virtue of holy humility, a few years after his conversion, Francis, in a chapter in the presence of all the brethren of the Order, resigned the office of Superior in these words: “Henceforth I am dead to you; but here,” he said, “is brother Peter Cathanii, and let you and me all obey him”. Whereupon he bowed down before him and promised him obedience and reverence. The brethren therefore began to weep, and grief drew loud wailings from them when they saw themselves in some sort

¹ Michaelmas, 1220.
orphaned of such a father. Then the blessed Francis arose, clasped his hands, and said, raising his eyes to heaven: “O Lord, I commend to Thee the family that Thou hast hitherto committed to me; and now, because of the infirmities which Thou knowest, sweetest Lord, being unable to take care of it, I entrust it to the Ministers. Be they bound to give account to Thee in the day of judgment, if any brother perish through their negligence or example, or even their harsh correction.” Thenceforth he remained in subjection until death, behaving with greater humility than any of the other brethren.

CHAPTER CV

How he resigned his companions

A NOTHER time he resigned all his companions to his vicar, saying: “I will not seem to be singular by reason of this privilege of freedom: but let brethren accompany me from 'place' to 'place' just as the Lord shall inspire them”. And he added: “I have seen before now a blind man with a little dog only to show him the way”. This then was his glory, to put aside the appearance of any singularity or ostentation, that the power of Christ might dwell in him.
CHAPTER CVI

His words against those covetous of office: and description of a Lesser Brother

145. NOW when he saw that some were panting after office, whom in addition to other things their mere eagerness for power alone rendered unworthy, he used to say that they were not Lesser Brethren but that they had fallen from glory, having forgotten the vocation wherewith they had been called. And when some wretched men resented being removed from office (since it was the honour, not the burden of it, they sought) he would silence them by many discourses. He once said to his companion: "I should not seem to myself a Lesser Brother unless I were in the state which I will describe to thee". And he said: "Suppose that, being set over the brethren, I go to the chapter, and preach to them and admonish them and at the end they speak against me, saying, 'An unlettered and contemptible man will not do for us: therefore we will not have thee to reign over us, because thou art uneloquent, simple and ignorant,' and finally I am expelled with obloquy and despised by them all. I tell thee that unless I heard these words with unchanged looks, with unchanged gladness of mind, and with unchanged purpose of sanctity, I should by no means be a Lesser Brother." And he would add, "Office is an occasion of falling, praise, of headlong destruction; the soul's gain lies in the humility of subjection". Why then do we pursue danger rather than gain, when time has been given us that we may make gain?
How he would have the brethren be in subjection to the clergy; and
wherefore

NOW although he would have his sons be at peace with all men and behave themselves as little ones toward everybody, still he taught by word and showed by his example that they should be specially humble toward the clergy. For he used to say: "We have been sent for the salvation of souls in aid of the clergy, that what is found wanting in them may be supplied by us. Each one shall be rewarded not in respect of his authority but of his toil. Know ye, brethren, that the fruit of souls is most pleasing to God, and that it can be better gained by peace with the clergy than by strife with them. But if they hinder the people's salvation, 'vengeance belongeth unto God,' and He will reward them in due time. Therefore, be subject to them who bear rule,¹ that so much as in you lies no jealousy may spring up. If you are sons of peace, you shall win clergy and people to God, and this the Lord judges to be more acceptable than to scandalize the clergy and win the people only. Cover their lapses," said he, "supply their manifold defects, and when you have done so, be the more humble."

¹Praelatis, a term applied to all who bear rule in the Church.
CHAPTER CVIII

Of the respect he showed to the Bishop of Imola

147. ONCE, when S. Francis came to Imola, a city of Romagna, he presented himself before the bishop of the place to ask him for licence to preach. The bishop said: "Brother, it is enough for me to preach to my people". S. Francis bowed his head and humbly went out, but after a short time he came back again. The bishop said: "What dost thou want, brother? What art thou seeking for now?" And blessed Francis replied: "My lord, when a father has driven a son out of one door he must come in again by another". The bishop, conquered by this humility, embraced him with glad looks, and said: "Thou and all thy brethren may for the future take my general licence to preach in my diocese, for this holy humility of thine has earned this privilege".

CHAPTER CIX

Of the mutual humility and charity of himself and S. Dominic

148. THOSE two bright lights of the world, S. Dominic and S. Francis, were once at Rome with the Lord Cardinal of Ostia, who was afterwards Pope. And as in turn they uttered honeyed words concerning God, the bishop at last said to them: "In the primitive church the pastors of the church were poor, and men who glowed with charity and not with greed. Why (he said) do we not make bishops and pre-
lates of your brethren, who excel other men in teaching and example?" There was a contention between the Saints as to which of them should answer; each strove not to anticipate but to give way to the other; nay, each was urging the other to answer. Each, therefore, was foremost in respect of the other, while each paid honour to the other. At length humility conquered Francis, so that he did not put himself forward, and it also conquered Dominic so that in humble obedience he answered first. Blessed Dominic, therefore, gave this answer to the bishop: "My lord, my brethren, if they only recognize it, have been raised to a good degree, nor, so far as I can, will I allow them to acquire any other mark of dignity". After he had finished this brief reply, blessed Francis bowed down before the bishop and said: "My lord, my brethren have been styled Lesser that they presume not to become greater. Their calling teaches them to be in lowliness, and to follow the footsteps of Christ's humility, that thereby at last they may be exalted above the rest in the sight of the Saints. If (he said) you would have them bear fruit in the Church of God, hold and keep them in the state to which they have been called, and bring them back to lowliness even against their will. Therefore, father, I pray you by no means to allow them to rise to high office, lest their pride should be proportionate to their poverty and they should wax arrogant against the rest." Such were the answers of these blessed men.

149. What say ye, sons of the Saints? Jealousy and envy prove you degenerate as much as greed of honours proves you bastards. "Ye bite and devour one another," nor do your wars and strifes arise from
aught but your lusts. You have to wrestle against the hosts of darkness, you have to struggle hard against armies of devils, and you turn the points of your swords against one another. The fathers, filled with wisdom, turn their faces to the mercy-seat and look familiarly on one another; but the sons, filled with envy, are to one another grievous to behold. What shall the body do if it has a divided heart? Surely the teaching of piety would advance more fruitfully throughout the world if the bond of charity joined the ministers of God's word more firmly together; for our speaking and teaching are chiefly mistrusted because the presence among us of a leaven of hatred is shown by evident signs. I know that the good on either side are not concerned herein, but the bad, who, as I should judge, deserve to be rooted out, lest they taint the holy. What in conclusion shall I say of them who savour of loftiness? The fathers reached the kingdom by the way of humility, not of loftiness; the sons walk about in the ring of ambitious desires and ask not for the way to the city of their habitation. What remains but that we reach not the glory of them whose way we do not follow? Be this far from us, O Lord. Make the disciples humble beneath the wings of humble masters; make kindred spirits kind; "and mayest thou see thy children's children and peace upon Israel".
CHAPTER CX

How each of them commended himself to the other

150. WHEN the servants of God had finished their answers, as we have said above, the Lord of Ostia, much edified by the discourses of both, gave boundless thanks to God. And as they departed thence, blessed Dominic asked S. Francis if he would deign to give him the cord wherewith he was girded. S. Francis was reluctant to do this, being moved by humility to refuse the request even as the other was moved by charity to make it. However, the happy devotion of the suppliant prevailed, and Dominic most devoutly girded himself beneath his inner tunic with the cord that had been given him. At last they clasped hands and commended themselves each to the other most sweetly: and the one Saint said to the other: “I would, brother Francis, that thy Religion and mine might be one, and that we might live in the Church after the like pattern”. And when at length they parted, S. Dominic said to several who were standing by: “Verily I say unto you that the other Religious ought to follow this holy man Francis, so great is the perfection of his holiness”.

HE GIVES HIS CORD TO S. DOMINIC 283
OF OBEDIENCE

CHAPTER CXI

How, for true obedience' sake, he ever had a warden

151. IN order that he might make gain in many ways and turn the whole present time into merit, this most prudent merchant chose to be driven with the bridle of obedience and to submit himself to the government of another. Therefore not only did he resign the office of General, but, for the sake of the greater advantage of obedience, he asked for a good warden for himself whom he might specially honour as his Superior. So he said to brother Peter Cathanii, to whom he had previously promised holy obedience: "I ask thee for God's sake to entrust thy charge as concerning me to one of my companions, to whom, as to thyself, I may yield reverent obedience. I know (he said) the fruit of obedience and I know that to one who has put his neck under the yoke of another, no time passes without gain." And so his earnest request was granted and he remained in subjection everywhere until his death, always reverently obeying his own warden. And he once said to his companions: "Among other things which God's mercy has deigned to grant me, it has bestowed on me this grace, that I would obey a novice of an hour's standing, were he assigned to me as warden, as carefully as I would any one however ancient or discreet. A subject (he said) ought to consider his Superior not as a man, but as Him for whose sake he
OF TRUE OBEDIENCE

is in subjection: and the more contemptible the ruler, the more pleasing the humility of the subject who obeys."

CHAPTER CXII

How he described the truly obedient man; and of the three sorts of obedience

152. AT another time when blessed Francis was sitting with his companions he sighed forth some such lament as this: "There is scarce any Religious in all the world that obeys his Superior perfectly". His companions, much moved, said to him: "Tell us, father, what perfect and supreme obedience is". But he answered, describing the truly obedient man under the figure of a dead body: "Take a corpse, and put it where you please, you will see that it does not resist being moved, grumbles not at its position, and if let alone, does not cry out. If it be placed on a throne it will look, not above, but beneath; if arrayed in purple its pallor will be doubled. This," he added, "is the truly obedient man; he discusses not wherefore he is moved, cares not where he is placed, does not press to be transferred elsewhither. When raised to office, he keeps his wonted humility; the more he is honoured, the more unworthy he deems himself to be."

Another time, when speaking of the same matter, he said that commands issued on request were properly licences, while those enjoined without having been asked for he named sacred obediences: both, he said, were good, but the latter were the safer. But he believed
that obedience to be supreme, and to have nothing of flesh and blood in it, whereby one goes by Divine inspiration among the unbelievers, whether for one's neighbours' gain or from longing for martyrdom. And to ask for this "obedience" he judged to be very acceptable to God.

CHAPTER CXIII

How that an order "on obedience" should not lightly be given

153. THEREFORE he deemed that an order should rarely be given "on obedience," and that the weapon which ought to be the last should not be hurled at first. He said that the hand must not quickly be laid on the sword; but that he who when ordered "on obedience" hastened not to obey neither feared God nor respected man. Nothing is truer than these words. For what is authority to command in a rash officer but a sword in the hand of a madman? And what is more hopeless than a Religious who despises obedience?

CHAPTER CXIV

Of a brother whose hood he threw into the fire for having come to see him without an "obedience," though drawn by devotion to him

154. HE once took off the hood of a brother who had come [to him] alone without an "obedience," and ordered it to be thrown into a large fire. When no one rescued the hood (for they feared
the father's countenance which was somewhat displeased) the Saint bade it be drawn out of the flames; and it was uninjured. Though the Saint's merits could bring this about, some merit on the part of that brother was perhaps not wanting: for eagerness to see the most holy father had constrained him, though discretion, the sole charioteer of the virtues, was not there.

CHAPTER CXV

Of those who set a good or bad example: of the example of a certain good brother: and of the behaviour of the brethren of old time

155. He used to declare that the Lesser Brethren had been sent by God in these latest times to display examples of light to those who were wrapped in the darkness of sin. He would say that he was filled with the sweetest perfumes and anointed with the efficacy of precious ointment when he heard the exploits of holy brethren in distant parts of the world. It happened that a brother named Barbaro had once said an abusive word to another brother in the presence of a nobleman of the island of Cyprus; but on seeing that the brother had been somewhat wounded by this attack, he took some asses' dung, and, fired by revenge against himself, put it into his mouth and chewed it, saying: "Let the tongue which has poured forth the venom of anger against my brother feed on dung". When the knight saw this he was struck with amazement, and departed greatly edified: and from that time placed himself and his goods at the free disposal of the brethren. And all the brethren
without fail observed this custom, that if ever one of them spoke an angry word to another, he fell on the ground straightway and caressed the foot of the offended brother, even against the latter's will, with blessed kisses. In such things the Saint exulted, I mean when he heard of his sons bringing forth of themselves examples of holiness: and he heaped blessings most worthy of all acceptance on such brethren as should lead sinners to the love of Christ by word or deed. He would have his sons correspond by a true resemblance to the zeal for souls wherewith himself was perfectly filled.

CHAPTER CXVI

Of some who set a bad example: of the Saint's curse upon them, and of his grievous displeasure thereat

156. So also any one who dishonoured the holy Religion by wicked deeds or example incurred the terrible sentence of his curse. Thus one day when he was told that the Bishop of Fondi had said to two brethren who had come before him, and by way of showing greater contempt for themselves allowed their beards to grow to excessive length: "Beware that the beauty of the Religion be not smirched by such presumptuous innovations"; the Saint arose forthwith, stretched out his hands toward heaven, and in a flood of tears broke out into words of prayer, or rather of imprecation, after this manner: "O Lord Jesu Christ, who didst choose the Apostles twelve in number, and though from this number one fell, the rest clave to Thee, and
preached the holy Gospel, being filled with one spirit, Thou, Lord, in this last hour, remembering Thy mercy of old, hast planted the Religion of the brethren to prop Thy faith, and that the mystery of Thy Gospel might be fulfilled by their means. Who, then, shall make satisfaction for them before Thee, if not only do they not display examples of light to all men (for which purpose they have been sent forth), but rather show forth works of darkness? Let them who by their evil example confound and destroy that which Thou hast built up in the past by the holy brethren of this Order, and dost not cease to build up—let them be cursed by Thee, most holy Lord, by all the Court of Heaven, and by me, thy little servant."

Where are they who proclaim themselves happy in his blessing and boast that they had gained his intimacy as fully as they chose? If (which God forbid) they shall be found to have displayed in themselves the works of darkness to the peril of others, without having repented, woe unto them, woe of eternal damnation!

157. "The best brethren," he would say, "are put to confusion by the works of the bad brethren, and are under judgment through the example of the wicked, even in that wherein they have not sinned themselves. Wherefore they are piercing me with a cruel sword and are plunging it into my bowels all day long." Wherefore, chiefly on this account, he withdrew himself from the brethren's company lest he might chance to hear anything unfavourable concerning any one of them, to the renewing of his grief. And he would say: "The time will come when through evil examples the Religion be-
loved of God shall be so ill spoken of that it shall be ashamed to show itself in public. But those who at that time shall come to enter the Order shall be led by the operation of the Holy Ghost only, nor shall flesh and blood put any stain upon them, and they shall be truly blessed of the Lord. And although, as charity grows cold, which makes the saints work fervently, meritorious works be not found in them, unbounded temptations shall come upon them, and those who in that time shall have been found approved shall be better than their predecessors. But woe to them who while hugging themselves on the mere show of religious conversation shall be numbed in sloth and shall not stedfastly resist the temptations that are permitted for the trial of the elect: for they alone who shall have been approved shall receive the crown of life: and meanwhile the wickedness of the reprobate is tasking them.”

CHAPTER CXVII

Of the revelation made to him by God concerning the state of the Order; and that the Order shall never fail

158. BUT he was greatly comforted by visitations of God, whereby he was assured that the foundations of his Religion would ever remain unshaken. And it was also promised to him that the number of those who were perishing would undoubtedly be made good by the substitution of elect brethren. For once when, distressed by evil examples, he betook himself in his distress to prayer, he brought back this rebuke from the Lord: “Why, thou mannikin, art thou dis-
GOD COMFORTS HIM

Have I so set thee as shepherd over My Religion that thou knowest not that I am its chief Protector? I set thee, a simple man, over it to the end that those who will may follow after the things that I do in thee for the others to copy. It is I who have called [the brethren], I who will keep and feed them, and who will repair the falling away of some by the substitution of others, so that even where a substitute is not born I will cause him to be born. Be not therefore distressed but 'work out thy salvation,' for even though the Religion were reduced to the number of three, it shall ever, through My gift, remain unshaken." Thenceforth he said that a multitude of imperfect brethren were overpowered by the virtue of one holy man, for that the thickest darkness yields to the ray of a single light.

AGAINST IDLENESS AND THE IDLE

CHAPTER CXVIII

A revelation made to him as to when he was God's servant and when not

FROM the time when this man began to cleave to God after casting away transitory things he scarce allowed an instant of time to pass unoccupied. Indeed, though he had already brought a great store of merits into the treasure of God, he remained ever fresh, and ever more ready for spiritual employments. He deemed it a grave offence not to be doing some good thing, and judged that not to be always going forward was to be going back. So one night while he abode in
a cell at Siena he called his sleeping companions to him and said: "Brethren, I asked the Lord that He would deign to show me when I am His servant and when not. For (said he) I would be naught else but His servant. And Himself the most gracious Lord has now deigned to give me this answer: 'Know that thou art then truly My servant when thou thinkest, speakest, and doest holy things'. And therefore I have called you, brethren, because I would be ashamed in your sight if ever I fail to do any of these things.'

CHAPTER CXIX

Penance for idle words imposed at Portiuncula

160. ANOTHER time at S. Maria de Portiuncula, the man of God, considering that what has been gained by prayer often flows away through idle words spoken after prayer, ordained this remedy against the fault of idle words: "Let every brother who utters an idle or unprofitable word be bound to own his guilt forthwith, and for each idle word to say the Lord's prayer once. And my will is, that in case he shall have been the first to blame himself for his fault, he say the Lord's prayer for his own soul; but if he have been first rebuked by another, that he apply the prayer to the soul of him that rebuked him."
HIS HATRED OF IDLENESS

CHAPTER CXX

How he, himself a worker, hated the idle

He used to say that the lukewarm, who did not apply themselves earnestly to some occupation, should soon be spewed out of the mouth of God. No one could appear before him idle without receiving a sharp reprimand. For he himself, the pattern of all perfection, used to work and labour with his hands, suffering naught of that best gift of time to run to waste. And once he said: "I desire that all my brethren work and be employed, and that those that know no craft, learn": and he added, giving the reason, "In order that we may be the less burdensome to men; and lest in idleness heart or tongue wander into what is unlawful". Now the gain or hire of labour he did not leave to the determination of the labourer, but to that of the Warden or Family.

CHAPTER CXXI

A lament addressed to S. Francis touching idle and gluttonous brethren

HOLY father, let me be permitted to lift up on high to-day a lament for those who are called thine! The practice of virtue is hateful to many of them, who, by desiring to rest before they have toiled, prove themselves to be not sons of Francis but of Lucifer. Warriors are less abundant with us than weaklings, though these having been born to toil ought to reckon their life as a warfare. These will not profit
through action, and cannot through contemplation. When they have distressed all by their singularity, plying their jaws more than their hands, they hate "him that rebukes in the gate," nor do they "suffer themselves to be touched with the tips of the fingers". But still more do I wonder at the impudence of these men (to use blessed Francis' word), for whereas at home they could only have lived by their sweat, now, without toiling, they are fed through the sweat of the poor. Wondrous prudence, indeed! Though they do nothing, you would think them always occupied. They know their meal-times; and if ever they feel hungry they complain that the sun has gone to sleep. Am I to believe, kind father, that these monsters of men are worthy of thy glory? No, not even of thy tunic. Thou didst ever teach men to seek in this wanton and fleeting time the wealth of merit that they might not hereafter be brought to beggary: but these enjoy not even their country thoroughly, for they must afterwards pass into exile.

This pestilence rages among the subjects, because the superiors are shutting their eyes to it, as though it were possible to escape the punishment of those whose vice they are tolerating.

OF THE MINISTERS OF GOD'S WORD

CHAPTER CXXII

What manner of man a preacher should be

HE would have as ministers of God's word men who should apply themselves to spiritual studies and not be shackled by other duties.
For he used to say that these had been chosen by a great King to deliver to the people the decrees they had heard at His mouth. And he would say: "The preacher should first draw in by secret prayer what he is afterwards to pour forth in sacred discourses; he must rather grow hot within than utter cold words outwardly". He declared that this office is to be reverenced, and that those who minister in it should be respected by all. These (he said) are the life of the body, the assailers of devils, the lantern of the world. But the doctors of sacred theology he deemed to be worthy of more ample honours; for once he caused it to be written as a general order: "We ought to honour and revere all theologians and those who minister to us the words of God as men who minister to us 'spirit and life'". And once when he was writing to blessed Antony he caused these words to be put at the beginning of the letter: "To brother Antony, my Bishop".

CHAPTER CXXIII

Against those who covet empty praise. Exposition of a word of prophecy

164. B ut he declared that those preachers are to be pitied who often sell what they do for the hire of empty praise. And sometimes he would heal the swellings of such men by such an antidote as this: "Why do ye boast of men converted, when it is my simple brethren that have converted them by their prayers?" Finally the text "Until the barren has borne very many" he expounded in this way: "The 'barren' is one of my poor simple brethren who is not
head: take it away, for I won’t have the Devil at my head any longer.” His companion, sympathising with the father’s querulous murmur, caught the pillow, which he had thrown at him, to carry it away. So he went out, and immediately lost the power of speech, and was oppressed and bound by such horror that he could neither move his feet from the spot, nor in any wise move his arms. After a little the Saint, who knew what had happened, called him, and he was set free. He came back, and told what he had suffered. And the Saint said to him: “Last evening when I was saying compline I clearly knew that the Devil was coming to the cell”. And again, “Very crafty and subtle is our foe, for, when he cannot hurt us in the soul within, at least he gives the body matter for murmuring.”

Let those hearken who prepare pillows on every side, so that whichever way they fall they may be caught gently. The Devil gladly follows opulence, he likes to take his stand by costly beds, especially where there is no compulsion of necessity, and the profession forbids such things. None the less does the old serpent fly from a naked man, either because he despises the company of the poor, or because he fears the height of Poverty. If a friar gives heed that a devil lurks in feathers, he will be content to have straw at his head.

1 Allusion to a popular belief in the Middle Ages. E.g., in a Provençal summary of Natural History we read that when a viper sees a man naked it dares not look at him for fear, but when it sees him clothed it does not mind him at all and jumps up on him (Bartsch, Chrestomathie Provençale, 334).
ON ENSAMPLES AGAINST MONEY

CHAPTER XXXV

Sharp correction of a brother who touched it with his hand

65. NOW that great friend of God, despising all things that are of the world, beyond everything else execrated money. Hence even from the beginning of his conversion he held it in special contempt, and always intimated to his followers that they must fly from it as from the Devil himself. This was the motto he gave them: "Let dung and money be loved and valued alike". One day accordingly a certain layman came into the church of S. Maria de Portiuncula to pray, and put down near the cross some money for an offering. When he withdrew, one of the brethren simply touched it with his hand and threw it on the window-sill. The Saint heard of what the brother had done: and the brother, seeing that he was found out, ran to beg for pardon, and, falling on the ground, offered to submit to stripes. The Saint rebuked him, and after chiding him most severely for having touched the money bade him remove it in his mouth from the window-sill, and with his mouth lay it on asses' dung outside the precincts: and while that brother gladly obeyed this command, the hearts of all that heard of it were filled with fear. Thenceforth the contempt of all for what had thus been put on the same footing as dung was increased, and they were daily encouraged by fresh examples to despise it.
all their kinds the gentle were his favourites. Who is sufficient to tell all these things? For that Original Goodness, which shall be all in all, shone forth already to this Saint as all in all.

CHAPTER CXXV

How the creatures returned his love: and concerning the fire which hurt him not

166. All the creatures therefore strove to return the Saint's love and to show their gratitude for his services; they rejoiced in his caresses, granted his requests, and obeyed his commands. Let me relate a few instances. When he was suffering from disease of the eyes and had been induced to submit to treatment, a surgeon was summoned to the place. So he came and brought an iron instrument for cauterization, and ordered it to be put into the fire until it should be red-hot. Then the blessed father, to encourage his body now shaken by horror, spoke thus to the fire: "My brother fire, who dost outvie all other things in splendour, the Most High hath created thee mighty, fair, and useful. Be kind to me at this hour, be courteous, for I have loved thee of old in the Lord. I pray the great Lord who created thee to temper thy heat now so that, burning me gently, I may be able to bear it." Having finished his prayer he made the sign of the cross over the fire, and thenceforth remained undismayed. The surgeon took the glowing iron in his hands: the brethren, yielding to human weakness, fled: the Saint with cheerful readiness exposed himself to
the iron. The iron was plunged hissing into the tender flesh, and the cauterization was slowly made from the ear to the eyebrow. What pain that fire inflicted is declared by the words of the Saint, who knew best what it was, for when the brethren who had fled came back, the father said with a smile: "Faint-hearted and poor-spirited ones, wherefore did ye fly? I tell you of a truth I felt no heat of fire nor any pain in my flesh." Then turning to the doctor: "If the flesh is not well burnt," said he, "apply the iron again". The doctor, whose experience in such cases was very different, proclaimed this as a Divine miracle, saying: "I tell you, brethren, I have seen wondrous things to-day".

I believe that the man to whom at his will cruel things became gentle had returned to primal innocence.

CHAPTER CXXVI

Of the little bird that rested in his hands

167. WHEN S. Francis was crossing the lake of Rieti in a little boat on his way to the hermitage of Greccio, a fisherman presented him with a waterfowl, that he might rejoice over it in the Lord. The blessed father received the bird with joy, and then, opening his hands, gently invited it freely to fly away. The bird would not depart, but rested in his hands as in a little nest, and the Saint remained with his eyes lifted up in prayer. Then, after a long delay, as though coming back to himself from elsewhere, he sweetly told the bird to return without fear to its former
liberty. And so, on receiving this permission, with the holy man's blessing, the bird showed its joy by some motion of its body, and flew away.

CHAPTER CXXVII

Of the falcon

168. When blessed Francis, flying as he was wont from the sight of men and intercourse with them, was dwelling in a certain hermitage, a falcon which was building his nest there joined himself to him in a close alliance of friendship. For always at night the bird by his song and the noise he made gave warning of the hour when the Saint was wont to rise for Divine worship. And this was most pleasing to the Saint of God, because the bird by the great care which he displayed toward him prevented him from being delayed by sloth. But when the Saint was more than usually oppressed by some infirmity the falcon spared him and did not give the signal for matins so early; but (as if taught by God) gently rang his vocal bell about dawn.

No wonder if the other creatures reverenced the chief lover of the Creator!

CHAPTER CXXVIII

Of the bees

169. In a certain mountain a cell was once made wherein the servant of God performed the most rigid penance for forty days. When he de-
parted thence at the end of that time, the cell, being in a lonely place, remained untenant; and an earthen vessel, out of which the Saint used to drink, was left there. When some men visited the spot later out of reverence for the Saint, they found the vessel full of bees, who with wondrous skill were building their little cells therein; surely signifying the sweetness of contemplation which the Saint of God had there enjoyed.

CHAPTER CXXIX

Of the pheasant

170. A NOBLEMAN of the territory of Siena sent a pheasant to blessed Francis, who was ill. He received it joyfully, not because he desired to eat it, but in the manner in which he was always wont to rejoice in such creatures for love of the Creator; and he said to the pheasant: "Praised be our Creator, brother pheasant!" and, turning to the brethren, "Let us try now whether brother pheasant will stay with us or go to his usual haunts which are better suited to him". So one of the brethren at the Saint's bidding carried the pheasant and put it in a vineyard far off, but the bird hastened back forthwith to the father's cell. Again S. Francis ordered it to be taken farther away, but it again returned as fast as possible to the cell door, and came in, almost forcing its way under the tunics of the brethren who were at the door. So the Saint ordered the pheasant to be carefully fed, embracing it and caressing it with sweet words. When a certain physician, very devoted to the Saint of God, saw this, he
asked the brethren to let him have the pheasant, not to eat, but to take charge of, out of reverence for the Saint. In short, he took the bird home with him; but the pheasant on being separated from S. Francis altogether refused to eat, as long as he was away from him, just as if a wrong had been done him. The physician was astonished, and immediately carried the pheasant back to the Saint, telling him in order all that had happened. As soon as the bird was put down on the ground and saw its father, it put away its sadness and began to eat joyfully.

CHAPTER CXXX

Of the cicala

171. N EAR the cell of the Saint of God at Porticuncula a cicala used to perch on a fig-tree, singing sweetly. Sometimes the blessed father would hold out his hand to her, and call her kindly to him, saying, "My sister cicala, come to me," and she immediately came up on his hand, as though endowed with reason. Then he said to her: "Sing, my sister cicala, and praise the Lord thy Creator with a joyful song". And without delay she began obediently to sing, and ceased not until the man of God mingled his own praise with her songs, and bade her fly back to her accustomed place, where she remained for eight days in succession, as if bound. When the Saint came down from his cell he always touched her with his hands, and bade her sing, and she was always eager to do his bidding. Then he said to his companions:
“Let us give our sister cicala leave to depart, for she has now gladdened us enough with her praise; that our flesh may not have occasion for vainglory by such things”. And forthwith the cicala dismissed by him went away, and never appeared there again. Seeing all this the brethren wondered greatly.

OF HIS CHARITY

CHAPTER CXXXI

Of his charity; and how he set himself as a pattern of perfection for the salvation of souls

172. If the strength of love had made him a brother to the other creatures it is no wonder if Christ’s charity made him more than a brother to those who have been stamped with the Creator’s image. For he used to say that nothing is more important than the salvation of souls, often alleging in proof of this that the Only-begotten of God deigned to hang upon the cross for souls. Hence his wrestlings in prayer, his going about preaching, the excessive efforts he made in order to give examples of conduct. He deemed not himself a friend of Christ unless he loved the souls that Christ loved. And this was the chief cause of his reverence for the Doctors, namely, that being Christ’s helpers they performed the same office with Him. As for the Brethren, he loved them with an unbounded passionate affection as being of the household of a peculiar faith and united by the fellowship of an eternal inheritance. (173) Whenever the

1See above, II., 163.
hardness of his own life was blamed he answered that he had been given to the Order for a pattern, so that like an eagle he might incite his young ones to fly: and accordingly though his innocent flesh, which already was subjecting itself voluntarily to the spirit, needed no scourge for offences committed, still, for example's sake, he renewed his chastisement of it, keeping to these hard ways on account of others alone. And rightly, for more regard is paid to the deeds than to the words of those in authority. It was by deeds, father, that thou didst discourse most sweetly, didst persuade most readily, didst prove most surely. Though they speak with the tongues of men and angels but show no examples of charity they profit me little and themselves not at all. But where there is no dread of the reprover, and self-will takes the place of reason, are seals sufficient for salvation? Yet we should do as they tell us, that the runnels may trickle through scanty channels to little plots of ground. Meanwhile let us gather a rose from among the thorns, so that the greater may do some service to the lesser.

CHAPTER CXXXII

Of his care for his subjects

174. **BUT** who takes Francis' care for his subjects now? He is ever lifting up his hands to heaven for the true Israelites, and, at times forgetful of

1 Juvenal, *Sat.* vi., 222.
2 *i.e.*, though our Superiors be headstrong and void of charity, does the seal or sanction of their official position enable us to get any spiritual good from them? (See Matt. xxiii. 3.)
himself, his brethren's salvation is his first object. Low at the feet of Majesty he is offering the sacrifice of the spirit for his sons, and compelling God to pour benefits upon them. On the little flock he had drawn after him he looks with a loving sympathy full of misgiving, lest after losing the world they may perchance lose heaven too. He reckoned that he would be inglorious unless he made those entrusted to him glorious with him, those whom his spirit was bringing forth with more grievous travail than his mother's when she had borne him.

CHAPTER CXXXIII

Of his compassion for the sick

175. GREAT was his compassion for the sick, and great his care for their needs. If ever the kindness of layfolk sent him electuaries he gave them to the other sick, though he needed them more than they. He entered into the feelings of all the sick, and gave them words of sympathy when he could not give words of help. He would himself eat on fast-days that the sick might not be ashamed to eat, nor was he ashamed of begging for meat through the streets of a town for a sick brother. Yet did he admonish the ailing to bear their wants patiently, and not to cause scandal by their discontent, though everything might not be done to their satisfaction. Accordingly in a certain Rule he caused these words to be written: "I beg all my sick brethren not to be angry or annoyed in their sicknesses either against God or against the brethren. Let them not be too eager in asking for
remedies, nor long overmuch to deliver the flesh which must soon die and which is the soul's enemy. Let them give thanks for all things, so that they may desire to be such as God would have them to be. For those whom God has foreordained to life eternal he disciplines with the goads of scourging and sickness, even as He Himself has said 'I correct and chastise those whom I love.'

176. He once took into a vineyard a sick man whom he knew to be longing to eat grapes, and, sitting down under a vine, himself began to eat first, to encourage the other to eat.

CHAPTER CXXXIV

Of his tenderness toward the weak-hearted: and concerning those that do contrary to this

177. BUT he cherished with greater kindness and upheld with greater patience those sick whom he knew to be "like children tossed to and fro," harassed by temptations, and fainting in spirit. Wherefore he avoided sharp correction (where he saw he might do so without danger) and spared the rod that he might spare the soul. He used to say that it is the proper function of a Superior who is a father and not a tyrant to forestall occasions of delinquency, and not to allow a brother to slip whom if he were wounded it would be hard to lift up. Woe for the pitiable madness of our time! Not only do we fail to raise up or keep back the tottering, but sometimes we push them over. We think nothing of robbing that Chief Pastor
OF SOME SPANISH BRETHREN

of one little sheep for whom on the Cross He "offered up strong crying with tears". It was otherwise with thee, holy father, who hadst rather amend the erring than ruin them! But we know that the plagues of self-will are more deeply rooted in some, and that for them the cautery is needed and not the ointment: and it is clear that for very many it were more wholesome to be scourged with a rod of iron than to be soothed with the hand. But oil and wine, rod and staff, zeal and pity, ointment and cautery, dungeon and shelter—all have their proper time; the God of vengeance and Father of mercies requires all these things, but yet He would have "mercy rather than sacrifice".

CHAPTER CXXXV

Of the Spanish brethren

178. SOMETIMES this most holy man in wondrous fashion was rapt in God and exulted in spirit when a good odour reached him from his sons. It once happened that a Spaniard, a clerk devoted to God, enjoyed a sight of S. Francis and discourse with him. And among other things concerning the brethren in Spain he gladdened the Saint with this report: "Thy brethren," said he, "in our land, who dwell in a poor little hermitage, have so arranged their way of life that half of them should be busied in domestic cares and half should have leisure for contemplation. (Accordingly every week the active half took the place of the contemplative and the contemplative returned from rest to toilsome
One day when the table had been laid and the absent summoned by a signal, all assembled but one who was of the contemplative company. After waiting a little they went to his cell to call him to table; whereas he was being refreshed at a more bountiful table by the Lord. For they found him stretched out on the ground face downward in the manner of a cross, and giving no sign of life by breathing or motion. Two candlesticks were burning at his head and at his feet and lighted up the cell in wondrous fashion with a ruddy light. They left him in peace, that they might not trouble his rapture or 'awake the beloved until she pleased'. So the brethren peeped through the chinks of the cell, standing behind the wall, and looking through the lattice. In brief, whilst 'the friends were hearkening to her that dwelleth in the gardens,' suddenly the light disappeared and the brother became a man again. He arose straightway, came to table, and owned his fault in being late. Thus it came to pass in our land," said the Spaniard. S. Francis could not contain himself for joy at being sprinkled with such a perfume of his sons. He arose forthwith to give praise, and—as if his only glory were to hear good of the brethren—cried with a full heart: "I yield thee thanks, O Lord, Sanctifier and Ruler of the poor, who hast made me glad in hearing such things of my brethren. Bless, I pray, those brethren with Thy most bounteous blessing, and sanctify by a special gift all who by good example cause their profession to be fragrant."

1 Canticles viii. 13.
OF HERMITS

CHAPTER CXXXVI

Against those leading an evil life in hermitages: and how he would that all things should be in common

179. THOUGH the preceding story makes us know the Saint's charity which bade him rejoice over the progress of his loved ones, yet we believe that those who lived otherwise in hermitages met with no gentle rebuke: for many turn the abode of contemplation into a place of idleness, and change the hermit-rule, which was devised for perfecting the soul, into a sink of pleasure. The system of the anchorites of these times is that each should live as he pleases. This does not apply to all; for we know that saints living in the flesh are leading exemplary lives as hermits; we know also that the fathers who went before bloomed in solitude. O that the hermits of our time may not degenerate from that primitive beauty the praise of whose righteousness remains for ever!

180. S. Francis, in exhorting all his followers to charity, encouraged them to show to one another the kindness and friendliness of members of a family. "I will," said he, "that my brethren show themselves sons of the same mother, and that if one asks another for a tunic, or cord, or anything else, that other should give it liberally. Let them share their books and all their pleasant things; nay, rather, let one compel another to take them." And lest in this matter he should be speaking of anything which Christ was not working in himself, he was the first to do all these things.
CHAPTER CXXXVII

How he gave his tunic to two French brethren

181. TWO French brethren, men of great sanctity, happened to meet S. Francis. The sight of him gave them untold gladness, and their joy was doubled by their having earnestly desired to see him for a long time. After sweet and affectionate discourse their ardent devotion caused them to ask him for his tunic. He took it off straightway, remaining naked, and most respectfully gave it to them; then, accepting by way of kindly exchange the poorer of their two tunics, he put it on. He was ready not only to give away such things, but even to spend himself as well, and whatever he was asked for he most gladly bestowed.

OF SLANDER

CHAPTER CXXXVIII

How he would have slanderers punished

182. FINALLY, since the spirit filled with charity hates those that are hateful to God, this quality also flourished in S. Francis. Surely he held slanderers in horror and execration above all other kinds of wicked men, saying that they carry poison on their tongues and taint others therewith. Tale-bearers, therefore, as biting fleas, he avoided, and (as we ourselves have seen) turned away his ears when
they were speaking that they might not be defiled by hearing such things. Thus when he once heard one brother blackening the reputation of another, he turned to his vicar, brother Peter Cathanii, and spoke these terrible words: “There is instant danger to the Order unless slanderers are put down. The sweet savour of many will soon stink unless the mouths of the stinking ones are stopped. Arise, arise, examine carefully, and if thou find the accused brother innocent, punish the accuser so severely as to render him a marked man. Hand him over to the Florentine bruiser if thou canst not punish him thyself. (He used to call brother John of Florence, a man of high stature and great strength, ‘the bruiser.’) Do thou and all the Ministers give the utmost heed that this pestilent disease spread no further.”

Sometimes he sentenced one who had stripped his brother of the glory of his good name to be stripped of his tunic, and suffered him not to lift up his eyes to God unless he had first restored that which he had taken away. Hence it was that the brethren of that time, making as it were a special abjuration of this vice, had firmly agreed together carefully to shun all [discourse] that might detract from the honour of others or redound to their disgrace. Well done, indeed! For what is a slanderer but the gall of humanity, the leaven of wickedness, the infamy of the world? What is a double-tongued man but the scandal of Religion, the poison of the cloister, the breaker-up of unity? Alas! the earth’s surface is full of poisonous animals, nor can any good man escape the teeth of envious rivals. Rewards are offered to informers, and when innocence
has been undermined the palm is sometimes given to falsehood. Lo! if any one cannot live by his own honesty he may earn food and clothing by laying waste the honesty of others. (183) Accordingly, S. Francis often used to say: "These are the slanderer's words: 'I lack perfection of life; I have no store of learning or of peculiar grace; and so I have no standing either with God or with men. I know what I will do: I will besmirch the elect and curry favour with those in authority. I know that my Superior is but a man and that at times he follows the same plan as I—to cut down the cedars so that the bramble alone may be seen in the wood.'"¹ Go, wretch, feed on human flesh, and since thou canst not live otherwise, gnaw the entrails of thy brethren! Such men strive to appear good, not to become so; they accuse others of vices, but do not put them away themselves. They praise those alone by whose authority they desire to be cherished; uttering no praises but such as they think will be reported to him they have praised. They trade on the pale face of abstinence for pernicious praises that they may appear spiritual men "who judge all things but themselves are judged by no man". Let them rejoice in the report of sanctity, not in the fact, in the name of angels, not in the power!

¹ See Judges ix. 15.
[S. FRANCIS'] DESCRIPTION OF A MINISTER-GENERAL

CHAPTER CXXXIX

How he ought to bear himself toward his companions

184. NEAR the end of the time of S. Francis' being called to the Lord, a brother, who was always concerned for things Divine, filled with tenderness toward the Order, made request to him, saying: "Father, thou wilt pass away and the family that has followed thee will be left in the vale of tears. Point out some one, if thou knowest any in the Order, on whom thy spirit may rest, and on whom the burden of the office of Minister-General may safely be laid."

S. Francis answered, accompanying all his words with sighs: "My son, I see no one sufficient to be leader of an army so manifold, and shepherd of a flock so large. But I will paint for you, and (as the saying is) fashion with my hand, one in whom it may be clearly seen what manner of man the father of this family should be. (185) He should be a man of the highest character, of great discretion, and of praiseworthy reputation: a man without private affections, lest, while he shows favour to a part, he gender scandal in the whole. A man fond of the study of holy prayer, who should assign certain hours of the day to his own soul and certain to the flock entrusted to him. For very early in the morning he should before aught else attend celebrations of mass (missarum sacramenta debet praemittere), and in prolonged devotion commend himself and the flock to God's protection. But after prayer let him
appear in public to be heckled by all, ready to give answer to all and to provide for all with meekness. He should be a man who will not commit foulness by accepting persons, and will not care less for the lowly and simple than for the wise or great. A man who, although he may be allowed to excel in the gift of learning, ought in his behaviour rather to 'bear the image' of pious simplicity, and to foster virtue. A man who will execrate money, the chief cause of corruption in our profession and perfection, and who being the head of a poor Religion and offering himself to be copied by the rest will never make wrong use of treasure-chests. For such an one his habit and a little book should suffice as regards himself, and as regards the brethren a box of pens and a seal. Let him not be a collector of books nor much intent on reading, lest he be taking from his office what he is spending by anticipation on study. Let him be a man who, since he is the last refuge of the troubled, can comfort the afflicted; lest, if healing medicines be not found with him, the malady of despair should prevail over the sick. That he may bend the froward to meekness, let him abase himself and waive somewhat of his right, in order to gain a soul for Christ. Let him not shut up his bowels of pity towards those who have forsaken the Order, as if they were sheep who had perished, knowing that the temptations which can drive them to such a fall must be overpowering. (186) I would have him honoured by all in the stead of Christ, and provided for in all necessary things with all good-will. But he ought not to take pleasure in honours nor to delight more in being applauded than in being reviled. If
through weakness or fatigue he should need more palatable food, he should not eat it in private, but in public, so as to relieve other invalids from shame in providing for their bodies. To him chiefly it belongs to examine the secrets of the conscience, and to pluck out the truth from hidden sources; but not to lend an ear to tattlers. Finally he ought to be a man who shall by no means cause the strong fabric of justice to totter through his clinging to power, and shall feel so great an office to be more of a burden than a dignity. Let not excessive gentleness, however, produce apathy, nor mistaken indulgence the breaking-up of discipline; but rather while he is an object of love to all let him none the less be a terror to them that do evil. I would also that he should have companions endowed with goodness, who, even as he himself, should set an example of all good things, men stern against pleasures, strong against hardships, and, in a becoming way, so genial in their demeanour as to welcome all comers with a holy cheerfulness. Such a man (he said) ought the Minister-General of the Order to be."

CHAPTER CXL

Of the Provincial Ministers

187. All these qualities the happy father sought for in the Provincial Ministers, though in the Minister-General every one of them ought to be singularly conspicuous. He wished them to be genial toward those beneath them, and to show such gentleness and good-will that delinquents should not be
afraid to trust themselves to their affection. He would have them moderate in their orders, forgiving in cases of offence, readier to suffer wrongs than to pay them back, foes to vice, healers to the vicious. In short he would have them such that their life should be a mirror of discipline for the rest. Yet he would have them treated with all honour and valued, as those who bore the burden of care and toil. He declared that those who should govern the souls entrusted to them according to such a pattern and law deserved the highest rewards with God.

CHAPTER CXL1

What the Saint answered when he was questioned about the Ministers

188. S. FRANCIS being once asked by a certain brother why he had so cast all the brethren out of his own keeping and given them over to strange hands, as though they in nowise belonged to him, replied: "Son, I esteem the brethren as highly as I can; but if they followed my footsteps I should assuredly love them more and not make myself strange to them. For there are some among the number of the Superiors who are drawing them away to other things, putting before them the examples of the ancients, and setting little store by my admonitions. But the end will show what they are doing." And shortly afterwards when he was oppressed by exceeding infirmity he raised himself up on his couch and said in heat of spirit: "Who are they that have snatched the Religion of myself and
the brethren out of my hands? If I get to the chapter-
general then I will show them what my will is!” And that brother continued, “Wilt thou not also change those Provincial Ministers that have so long abused their freedom?” And the father made answer, groaning, in these terrible words: “Let them live as they like, for the perdition of a few is a lesser loss than that of many”. (He did not say this on account of all the Ministers but on account of some who by the length of time during which they had held office seemed to have claimed an hereditary right to it.) And this he specially commended in the Regular Prelates\(^1\) of every kind: Not to change their behaviour except for the better, not to court popularity, not to exert their power, but to do their duty.

**OF HOLY SIMPLICITY**

**CHAPTER CXLII**

What holy simplicity is

189. THE Saint was in some sort more especially careful to show forth in himself and to value in others holy Simplicity, the daughter of Grace, the sister of Wisdom, and the mother of Righteousness. Not every kind of simplicity, however, met with his approval, but that alone which, being content with her God alone, sets at naught all else. She it is who makes her boast in the fear of God and knows not how to do evil or speak it. She it is who examines herself,

\(^1\) *I.e.*, in those who bore office in the Order.
but condemns no one in her judgment, who surrenders to her superior the authority that is his due and covets no authority. She it is who, not deeming Greek glories to be the best, chooses to act, rather than to learn or teach. She it is who in regard to all the laws divine leaves to those that are to perish wordy digressions, ornaments and embellishments, display and curious inquiry, and seeks not for the bark but for the pith, not for the shell but for the kernel, not for many things, but for much, for the supreme and enduring Good. Her did the most holy father require both in lettered and in lay brethren, not deeming her to be the opponent but the true sister of Wisdom, though easier in the getting and readier in the using for those who are poor in learning. Accordingly in the Praises which he composed concerning the virtues he says: “Hail, Queen Wisdom! The Lord save thee with thy sister pure holy Simplicity!”

CHAPTER CXLIII

Of brother John the Simple

190. As S. Francis was passing near a village by Assisi a very simple man named John who was ploughing in a field came up to him and said: “I wish that thou wouldst make me a Brother, for I have long been desiring to serve God”. The Saint rejoiced, as he considered the man’s simplicity, and answered gladly: “Brother, if thou wilt become our companion, give to the poor, if thou hast anything, and I will receive thee when thou hast got rid of thy property.”
The man straightway loosed the oxen, and offered one to S. Francis. "Let us give this ox to the poor," said he, "for I am worthy to receive so much of my father's goods." The Saint smiled, but approved his simple disposition not a little. When his parents and his little brothers heard this they came running together with tears, grieving more for the loss of the ox than for that of the man. But the Saint said to them: "Be easy in your minds: see, I give you back the ox though I take away the brother!" So he took the man with him, vested him in the garb of the Religion, and, on account of the grace of simplicity which he had, made him his special companion. And so when S. Francis was in any place engaged in meditation, John the Simple would immediately copy in his own person whatever gestures or movements S. Francis made; for if S. Francis spat, he spat; if S. Francis coughed, he coughed; he accompanied the Saint's sighs and weeping by sighing and weeping himself; if the Saint raised his hands to heaven, so did he, observing him diligently as a model and copying everything himself. The Saint noticed this, and asked him once why he did so. "I have promised," said he, "to do all that thou doest; it is dangerous for me to leave anything out." The Saint rejoiced over this pure simplicity, but gently forbade him to act thus any more. And not long afterwards the simple man in that purity of his passed away to the Lord. And, as the Saint would often put forward this man's life for imitation, he would playfully call him not "brother John" but "Saint John".

Observe that it is a characteristic of pious simplicity
to abide by the rule of one's betters and ever to rely on the examples and instructions of the Saints.

Who shall grant to human wisdom to follow him even now that he is reigning in heaven with the zeal wherewith pious Simplicity copied him on earth? What can I add but this: Simplicity followed the Saint in life and went before him into life.

CHAPTER CXLIV

How he fostered unity among his sons, and spoke of it in a parable

191. It was ever his constant wish and watchful study to preserve among his sons the bond of unity, to the end that those who had been drawn by the same spirit and begotten by the same father might be peacefully nurtured in the bosom of one mother. He would have the greater united to the lesser, the wise joined to the simple by brotherly affection, the distant coupled together by the cement of love. He once put forth a moral parable, containing no little instruction. "Suppose," he said, "that all the Religious who are in the Church are gathered together in one chapter-general. Therefore, since lettered and unlettered are there, learned men and those that without learning know how to please God, one of the wise and one of the simple are appointed to preach. The wise man deliberates (for he is wise) and cogitates thus: 'There is no place for a display of learning here, where men perfect in learning are present; nor would it be in good taste for me to make myself conspicuous for curious disputation by uttering subtleties
before the most subtle men. It will perhaps be more fruitful to speak simply.' The appointed day comes; the assemblies of the saints are gathered together, longing to hear the sermon. The wise man comes forth clothed in sackcloth and with ashes sprinkled on his head; and, to the astonishment of all, cuts his words short, preaching rather by action: 'We have promised great things,' he says, 'greater things have been promised to us, let us keep the former and sigh for the latter. Pleasure is brief, punishment perpetual, the suffering short, the glory infinite. Many are called, few chosen, all rewarded.' The hearers' hearts are touched, they burst into tears, and reverence this truly wise man as a Saint. But the simple man says in his heart: 'The wise man has been beforehand with me in all I was going to say or do! But I know what I will do: I know some verses of the Psalms; I will play the wise man, since the wise man has played the simple one!' The next day's sitting comes: the simple man arises; proposes a psalm as his theme: and, filled with the Spirit of God, discourses in virtue of the inspiration given him by God with such fervour, subtlety and sweetness that all, filled with amazement, may truly say 'God discourses with the simple ones'."

192. This moral parable which the man of God thus put forth he expounded as follows: "Our Religion," he said, "is a very great company, and as it were a general synod, gathered from men in every part of the world living after one pattern. Herein the wise turn to their own advantage that which belongs to the simple, when they see the illiterate with fiery energy seeking heavenly things, and those untaught by men
wise through the Spirit in spiritual things. Herein also the simple make their profit out of the things that belong to the wise, when they see illustrious men who might live in the world gloriously anywhere, humbled to the same degree with themselves. This it is (he said) that makes the beauty of this blessed family to shine forth, whose manifold adornment affords no small pleasure to the father of the family.”

CHAPTER CXLV

In what manner the Saint would be shaven

193. WHEN S. Francis was shaved he often said to the barber: “Take care not to make me a large tonsure. For I wish that my simple brethren may have a share in my head.” ¹ He wished, in a word, that the Religion should be open to the poor and unlettered and not only to the rich and learned. “With God,” he said, “there is no acceptance of persons, and the Holy Ghost, the Minister-General of the Religion, rests equally on the poor and simple.” He wished to put these words into the Rule, but the sealing which had taken place ² precluded it.

¹ I.e., he would not have himself distinguished from the rest by a specially large tonsure.
² I.e., the confirmation of the Rule by the Bull of Honorius III. (Nov. 29th, 1223).
CHAPTER CXLVI

How he would have great clerks coming to the Order expropriate themselves

194. S. FRANCIS once said that when a great clerk joined the Order he ought in some sort to resign even his learning, in order that, having stript himself of such a possession, he might offer himself naked to the arms of the Crucified. "Learning," he said, "makes many men indocile, not suffering a certain stiffness of theirs to be bent by the discipline of humility. Wherefore I would have a lettered man first of all make this petition to me: 'See, brother, I have lived long in the world, and have never truly known my God. Give me, I pray thee, a place removed from the turmoil of the world where I may grieve over my past years, and where, gathering together the scattered energies of my heart, I may reform my soul for better things.' What, think you, would the man become who should make such a beginning? Verily he would go forth to all things with the strength of a lion unchained, and the blessed juice which he had tasted at the beginning would increase in him with continual profit. Such a man might at last be confidently assigned to the true ministry of the word, because he would pour forth that which was boiling within him."

Pious teaching indeed! For what so necessary for one returning from a very different sphere, as to banish and purge away by exercises in humility the inveterate and deep-seated affections of the world? [Surely] who-
soever should enter into the school of perfection would quickly attain to perfection.

CHAPTER CXLVII

How he would have the brethren to learn; and how he appeared to a companion who was applying himself to preaching

195. **S.** FRANCIS was grieved if learning were sought to the neglecting of virtue, especially when "each one did not abide in the vocation wherein he was called at the beginning". "My brethren," he said, "who are being led by curiosity after learning, will find their hands empty in the day of retribution. I would rather have them strengthened in the virtues, so that when times of tribulation come they may have the Lord with them in their distress. For tribulation is indeed coming (said he), wherein books shall be thrown into cupboards and hiding-places as useless." He did not say this because the study of Scripture displeased him, but in order to withdraw the brethren in general from being over-anxious to learn, and because he would have them all accomplished in charity rather than smatterers in research. Besides, he foreboded that times were not far off wherein he knew that learning would be an occasion of falling, while the having applied oneself to spiritual things would be a support to the spirit.

1 *In fenestris.* Or the meaning may be "left on window-sills," or perhaps "thrown out of window". *Fenestra,* besides meaning a window, was used of a cupboard or receptacle for the pyx in which the reserved sacrament was kept.—Du Cange.
OF HIS SPECIAL DEVOTIONS

A lay brother who wanted to have a psalter and asked S. Francis' leave was offered ashes instead of a psalter.

After his death S. Francis appeared in a vision to one of his companions who was at one time busying himself about preaching, and forbade him to do so, bidding him walk in the way of Simplicity. God is his witness that after this vision he felt such sweetness that for several days the dew of the father's words seemed actually to be dropping into his ears.

OF THE SAINT'S SPECIAL DEVOTIONS

CHAPTER CXLVIII

Of his special devotions, and how he was moved by the mention of "the love of God"

196. IT will perhaps be neither unprofitable nor unfitting to touch briefly on the special devotions of S. Francis. Though as one who enjoyed the unction of the Spirit he was devout in all things, still, he felt a special emotion with regard to certain special things. Among other expressions in common use he could never hear the words "the love of God" without undergoing a kind of transformation; for immediately on hearing those words he was aroused, stirred, inflamed, as though some inner chord of his heart were being touched by the plectrum of an outward voice. He declared that to offer such payment as "the love of God" in exchange for alms was a noble prodigality, and that those who valued it at less than money were most
foolish. For himself, he kept unfailingly until his death the resolution he had made while yet mixed up with the things of the world, never to refuse any poor man who asked him for anything for the love of God.

For once when a poor man asked him for something "for the love of God," and he had nothing, he stealthily took scissors and hastened to divide his tunic with him; which thing he would have done, had he not been detected by the brethren; whereupon he caused the poor man to be otherwise provided for. "The love of Him who loved us much, is much to be loved," he said.

CHAPTER CXLIX

Of his devotion to the angels; and what he used to do for love of S. Michael

197. THe angels, who are with us in our warfare, who walk with us amid the shadow of death, S. Francis venerated with the utmost affection. He used to say that everywhere they are companions to be revered, but, none the less, also guardians to be called upon. He taught that their presence must not be outraged, and that we ought not to presume to do before them what we should not do before men. And forasmuch as the psalmody in the choir was performed in the angels' sight, he desired that all who could should come together to the oratory, and there sing with wisdom. He would often say that S. Michael should receive more excellent honour for that he had the office of presenting souls [before God]; and in honour of S. Michael he used to fast most devoutly for forty
HIS DEVOTION TO OUR LADY

days between the Feast of the Assumption and the Feast of S. Michael; for he said: "Every one should make some special offering of praise or of gift to God in honour of so great a Prince".

CHAPTER CL

Of his devotion to our Lady, to whom he specially committed the Order

198. T O the Mother of Jesus he bore unspeakable love, for that she made the Lord of Majesty our brother. To her he rendered peculiar praises, poured forth prayers, and made offerings of affection, the number and quality whereof the tongue of man could not express. But—what most rejoices us—he constituted her the Advocate of the Order and placed beneath her wings the sons whom he was about to leave, that she might cherish and protect them unto the end.

O Advocate of the poor, fulfil thou to us the office of Protectress until the time foreordained of the Father!

CHAPTER CLI

Of his devotion to the Nativity of the Lord; and how he would have all creatures cared for at that season

199. H E observed with ineffable eagerness the Nativity of the child Jesus above all other festivals, declaring that it was the feast of feasts, whereon God, become a tiny infant, hung upon a human breast. He cherished with hungry thoughts the image
of those infant limbs, and his compassion for the Child, which flooded his heart, made him even lisp words of sweetness, as infants do. When there was a talk of not eating flesh, because it was a Friday, he answered brother Morico, saying: "Thou sinnest, brother, in calling the day on which a Child has been born to us Friday. I would," said he, "that the very walls should eat flesh on such a day, or, if they cannot, that they should at any rate be greased outside!"

200. On that day he would have the poor and hungry feasted by the rich, and oxen and asses indulged with extra corn and hay. "If I can have speech of the Emperor," he said, "I will beseech him that a general ordinance may be made that all who can are to scatter corn and grain on the ways so that on a day of such high festival the little birds may have plenty, especially our sisters the larks." He would recall, not without tears, with what penury the poor Virgin was compassed about on that day. Thus while he was once sitting at dinner, a brother spoke of the blessed Virgin's poverty, and called to mind the need of Christ, her son. Straightway S. Francis rose from table, and with grievous sobbing and plenteous tears ate the rest of his bread on the bare ground.

He used to say that that was a royal virtue which shone so excellently in the King and in the Queen. And also when the brethren in private were deliberating which virtue made one the most a friend to Christ, he would answer, as though opening the secret of his heart: "Know ye, my sons, that Poverty is a special way of salvation, whose fruit is manifold, and well known to few".
CHAPTER CLII

Of his devotion to the Lord’s Body

201. Toward the Sacrament of the Lord’s Body he glowed with the fervour of all his being, marvelling at the thought of that loving condescension, of that most condescending love. He deemed it to be treating the Sacrament with no small contempt if, having leisure, he did not hear at least one mass daily. He often communicated, and that so devoutly as to make others devout. Attending on that reverend Ordinance with all reverence, he offered the sacrifice of all his members; and as he received the immolated Lamb, he immolated his spirit with the fire that was ever burning on the altar of his heart. Therefore he loved France as the friend of the Lord’s Body, and longed to die there by reason of her reverence for hallowed things. At one time he determined to send brethren throughout the world with precious pyxes in order that wheresoever they might observe the Price of our Redemption unmeetly kept, they might deposit it in the best place possible. It was his will that great reverence should be shown to the priestly hands which in the offering of that Sacrifice have been invested with an authority so Divine; and he used often to say: “If I chanced to meet at the same time any Saint coming from heaven, and any poor priest, I would do honour to the presbyter first, and would sooner go to kiss his hands; and I would say [to the other], ‘Oh, wait, S. Lawrence! for this
man's hands handle the Word of Life, and possess something that is more than human' ".

CHAPTER CLIII

Of his devotion to the relics of the Saints

202. THE beloved man, who showed himself most attentive to Divine worship, left nothing that pertains to God dishonoured by neglect. When he was at Monte Casale, in the province of Massa, he bade the brethren most reverently to remove the sacred relics from an abandoned church to a "place" of the brethren, for he was deeply grieved that they should now for a long time have been defrauded of their due devotion. But having been obliged to go elsewhere, his sons, heedless of their father's bidding, neglected the merit of obedience. One day when they were preparing to celebrate, they removed the cloth from the altar, as is customary, and found thereon fair and fragrant bones. They were greatly amazed as they looked upon things they had never seen before. The Saint of God returned soon after and inquired diligently whether they had done his bidding concerning the relics. The brethren humbly confessed that they were guilty of having neglected his command, and received pardon together with punishment. And the Saint said: "Blessed be the Lord my God, who of Himself has fulfilled that which ye ought to have done".

Mark diligently herein Francis' devotion, give heed to God's good pleasure concerning our dust, and
magnify the praise of holy obedience. For God com-
plied with the prayers of him whose voice man obeyed
not.

CHAPTER CLIV

Of his devotion to the Cross, and of a certain hidden mystery
(sacramentum)

203. F INALLY, who might comprehend, who
express how far he was from glorying
save in the Cross of the Lord? To him alone was it
given to know, to whom alone it was given to experience.
Verily even though through some sense we should in
ourselves perceive these things, words, defiled as they
are by their use in the expression of the common
things of every day, would be utterly wanting to
declare such wonders. And perchance it was for the
very reason that it could not have been unfolded in
speech that that thing had to be laid open in his flesh.
Let silence therefore speak where language fails,
because even the thing signed cries out where the
sign fails. Be this alone announced to human ears,
that it is not yet wholly clear wherefore that mysterious
thing appeared in the Saint; for, as revealed by him,
it derives its reason and purpose from the future.¹
He shall prove true and trustworthy whose witnesses
shall be Nature, the Law and Grace.

¹ See above, I., 90.
How he would have the brethren behave themselves toward them

204. It is not meet to leave unmentioned the spiritual building (much nobler than the earthly one) which the blessed father, guided by the Holy Ghost, founded in that place for the increasing of the city on high, after he had repaired the material church. It is not to be believed that it was for the repair of a tottering structure, destined in any case to perish, that Christ spoke to him from the wood of the Cross, and that in a manner so astounding as to fill those that hear of it with awe and grief: but, even as the Holy Ghost had foretold in the past, the Order of Holy Virgins was to be established there; which Order (like a polished heap of living stones) was one day to be brought thither for the replenishing of the house in the heavens. But after that the Virgins of Christ began to assemble in that place, and to be gathered together from divers parts of the world, vowing most perfectly to observe the deepest poverty, and to adorn themselves with every virtue; though their father gradually withdrew his bodily presence from them, still he extended to them his affectionate care in the Holy Ghost. For when by many tokens of perfection he knew them to be approved and ready to bear the loss of all things for Christ, and to endure toil, and never to decline from

1 I.e., at S. Damian. See above, I., 18; II., 10, 13.
the holy commandments, he promised ever stedfastly to bestow the help and counsel of himself and his brethren on them and on others who should profess poverty in a similar way of life; which thing he diligently performed as long as he lived, and, when nigh unto death, commanded to be evermore performed, and that not negligently, declaring that it was one and the same spirit that had led the brethren and those Poor Ladies forth from this world.

205. When the brethren sometimes wondered why S. Francis did not more frequently visit such holy Handmaids of Christ with his bodily presence, "Think not, dear brethren," said he, "that I love them not perfectly; for if it were a fault to cherish them in Christ, was it not a greater fault to have united them to Christ? And, indeed, it had been no wrong not to call them, but not to care for them when called were the utmost unkindness. But I am giving you an example, that as I am doing, so ye should also do. I will not that any of you should of his own accord offer to visit them; but I order that unwilling and most reluctant men, provided they be spiritual and approved by a long and worthy life, be appointed for their service."

CHAPTER CLVI

How he reprimanded certain brethren who liked going to nunneries

206. O NCE accordingly when a brother who had two daughters of perfect conversation in a nunnery said that he would gladly be the bearer to
that place of some trifling gift on the Saints' behalf, the Saint rebuked him very sharply, inculcating words not now meet to be reported. And so he sent the present by another who refused to go, but did not obstinately persist in his refusal.

Another brother went in winter to a nunnery on some errand of compassion without being aware of the Saint's strong objection to such a visit. When the fact became known to the Saint, he made that brother walk several miles naked when the snow was deep upon the ground.

CHAPTER CLVII

Of the sermon he preached by example rather than by word

207. T HE holy father who had been often entreated by his Vicar that he would, when abiding at S. Damian, set forth God's word to his daughters, was at length overcome by the Vicar's urgency, and consented to do so. When the Ladies were gathered together as usual to hear the word of God (but not less in order to see their father) he raised his eyes to heaven, where his heart ever was, and began to pray to Christ. Then he ordered ashes to be brought, and having spread some of them on the ground in a circle round him, placed the remainder on his head. They waited for him to begin, but as he remained in persistent silence within the circle of ashes, no small astonishment arose in their hearts. Then the Saint suddenly stood up, and to their amazement repeated by way of sermon [the Psalm] "Have mercy on me,
O God,“ and having finished it went out in haste. By the power of this symbolic preaching the Handmaids of God were filled with such contrition that they shed abundant tears and scarce refrained from punishing themselves with their own hands. He taught them by his action to repute themselves ashes, and that naught but what befitted such repute entered his heart concerning them. Such was his conversation with the holy women; such his visitation of them, most profitable indeed, but compulsory and rare. This was his will for all the brethren: that while serving those Ladies for the sake of Christ whose handmaids they are, they should, even as full-fledged birds, ever be on their guard against the snares placed before them.

OF HIS COMMENDATION OF THE RULE OF THE BRETHREN

CHAPTER CLVIII

Of blessed Francis' commendation of the Rule; and of a brother who carried it about with him

208. H E was full of the most ardent zeal for the common Profession and Rule, and on such as should be zealous concerning it he bestowed a singular blessing. For this Rule he declared to be for his brethren the book of life, the hope of salvation, the marrow of the Gospel, the way of perfection, the key of Paradise and the covenant of an eternal alliance. He would that all should have it, that all should know it, and that it should everywhere speak to the inner man for consolation in weariness and for a memorial of
the plighted oath. He taught them ever to keep it before their eyes to remind them of the life they should lead, and, what is more, that they should die with it. Not unmindful of this teaching, a certain lay-brother, who we believe is to be honoured among the number of the martyrs, won the palm of a glorious victory. For as he was being haled to martyrdom by the Saracens, he bowed his knees humbly and said to his companion, holding the Rule in his uplifted hands: "Of all the things that I have done against this holy Rule, dearest brother, in the sight of God's Majesty and in thy sight I proclaim myself guilty". This brief confession was followed by the sword, by the which martyrdom he ended his life; and afterwards he became renowned through signs and wonders. He had entered the Order so young that he could scarcely bear the fasting prescribed by the Rule; but yet, though still a little boy, he wore a corslet of mail next his skin. Happy boy, who began happily in order to finish still more happily!

CHAPTER CLIX

A vision, tending to the commendation of the Rule

209. THe most holy father once saw a vision, consisting in a heavenly miracle, which related to the Rule.

At the time when the brethren were conferring together touching the confirmation of the Rule, S. Francis, who was very anxious about this matter, saw the following vision: It seemed to him that he had gathered
from the ground tiny crumbs of bread, which he had to distribute to many famished brethren standing round him. And as he dreaded to distribute such minute crumbs, fearing lest such fine dust should fall out of his hands, there came a voice from on high, which cried: "Francis, make one host out of all the crumbs, and give it to eat to all who will". And when he did so, those who received not the gift devoutly, or despised it when they had received it, presently appeared branded with the taint of leprosy. In the morning he related all these things to his companions, grieving that he could not understand the mystery of the vision. But soon afterwards, as he was watching in prayer, this voice came to him from heaven: "Francis, the crumbs of the past night are the words of the Gospel, the host is the Rule, the leprosy is wickedness".

The brethren of those times who were in everything eager to perform more than was enjoined deemed not this faith which they had sworn to obey to be hard or harsh. For listlessness and idleness find no place where the goad of love is ever urging on to greater achievements.

**OF S. FRANCIS' INFIRMITIES**

**CHAPTER CLX**

How he took counsel with a certain brother about caring for his body

210. A MID countless labours and grievous sicknesses, Francis, God's herald, trod in the footprints of Christ, nor did he draw back his foot until he
had even more perfectly accomplished that which he had perfectly begun. For though he was enfeebled and wholly shattered in body, he never halted in his pursuit of perfection, never suffered himself to relax the rigour of discipline; and even now that his body was worn out he could not give it even a little relief without some murmuring of conscience. Therefore when it became necessary even against his will to ease his bodily distresses (which were beyond his strength to bear) with some soothing remedies, he called one of the brethren, who he knew would give him expedient counsel, and said kindly to him: "What thinkest thou, dearest son, of the frequent murmuring of my conscience touching the care of my body? It fears lest I be over-indulgent to the body in its sickness and lest I be eager to relieve it with delicacies carefully sought out. Not that it can take anything with pleasure now that it is worn by long infirmity and that all incitement of taste has gone." (211) The son (recognising that the words of his answer were being given him by the Lord) made heedful reply to the father saying: "Tell me, father, if thou deignest to do so, with what diligence thy body, while it could, obeyed thy behests?" "I bear it witness, my son," answered S. Francis, "that it has been obedient in all things and has spared itself in nothing but has (as it were) rushed headlong to obey all commands. It has shirked no toil, has refused no discomfort, if only it might do as it was bid. Herein have I and it been in perfect agreement, that we should serve Christ the Lord without any reluctance." And the brother said: "Where, then, father, is thy liberality? where thy compassion and thine eminent discretion?
Is it a worthy rewarding of faithful friends to accept a kindness gladly, and then in the time of his need not to requite the giver's merit? How could'st thou have served Christ thy Lord all this time without the help of the body? Has it not, as thou thyself allowest, exposed itself to every danger, for the sake of this very thing?" "I confess, my son," said the father, "that this is most true." Then said the son: "Is it reasonable that thou shouldst be wanting in such great need to so faithful a friend who has for thy sake exposed himself and what is his even unto death? Be it far from thee, father, stay and staff of the afflicted: be this sin against the Lord far from thee." "Blessed be thou, also, my son," he answered, "who hast wisely ministered such salutary remedies to my scruples." And he began joyfully to address his body thus: "Rejoice, brother body, and forgive me, for behold now I gladly fulfil thy desires, and gladly hasten to attend to thy complaints." But what could delight his frail and exhausted body now? What could sustain that which had given way on every side? Francis was now dead to the world, but Christ was living in him. The world's delights were a cross to him, because he bore Christ's cross rooted in his heart. And therefore did the stigmata shine outwardly in his flesh because within that deeply planted root was sprouting in his mind.
CHAPTER CLXI

That which the Lord promised to him instead of his infirmities

212. **T** was wonderful that his strength held out to bear the sufferings in every part which had so exhausted him. But these, his distresses, he described by the name not of pains but of "sisters". There is no doubt that they proceeded from many causes. Verily, to the end that triumphs might increase his renown, means whereby he might triumph were now being afforded to the tried veteran to whom even when a recruit the Most High had committed difficult tasks. Herein also his followers may take example by him, for age did not make him any more sluggish nor infirmity any more self-indulgent in all he did. Nor was it for nothing that his purgation was completed in the vale of tears; for thus he might give account even to "the uttermost farthing" in case anything that might be burned yet remained in him, and so at last, having been perfectly cleansed, he might take his flight to heaven without delay. But the strongest reason for his torments I take to be that (as he himself used to say concerning others) in the bearing of them "there is great reward".

213. For one night when he was more wearied than usual by the different grievous pains caused by his infirmities, he began in the depth of his heart to feel some pity for himself. But (lest that ready spirit should in anything yield carnal consent to the flesh

---

1 See 1. Cor. iii. 12-15.
even for an hour) by praying to Christ he preserved the shield of patience unmoved.

And at length as he prayed amid the conflict, there was vouchsafed to him from the Lord the promise of eternal life under this similitude: "If the whole bulk of the earth and machine of the world were gold beyond price, and if in exchange for the heavy sufferings thou art enduring all thy pain were removed, and there were given thee for a reward a treasure of glory in comparison whereof the aforesaid gold should be nothing, and unworthy even to be named, wouldst not thou rejoice and gladly bear what thou art bearing now?" "I should rejoice indeed," said the Saint; "yea, and above measure I should rejoice." "Exult, then," said the Lord to him, "for thy sickness is the earnest of My kingdom, and do thou, secure and confident through the merit of patience, await the inheritance of that kingdom." But with what exultation, thinkest thou, did the man rejoice who was blessed by so happy a promise? With what patience, nay more with what love, believest thou that he welcomed bodily sufferings? He now knows perfectly; but then it was impossible for him to utter it. However, he did tell some little of it, as he could, to his companions. Then it was that he composed certain "Praises concerning the Creatures," inciting them in some sort to praise the Creator.
214. "In man's end," saith the Wise Man, "his works are laid bare;" which we see to have been gloriously fulfilled in this Saint. For after running the way of God's commandments with alacrity of mind, and passing by successive steps through all the virtues, he attained the highest point, and having been brought to perfection, like a plastic work, beneath the hammer of manifold tribulation, beheld every end fully attained. For then did his wondrous works shine the brightest, then did it blaze forth by the token of truth that his whole life had been divine, when having trampled on the allurements of the mortal life he took his free flight on high. For he deemed it a disgrace to live for the world; "he loved his own unto the end;" and he welcomed death with singing. For as he was drawing nigh to his last days, wherein the light perpetual was succeeding to the temporal light that had been withdrawn, he showed by an effectual example that he had nothing in common with the world. For, worn out as he was by that grievous sickness which was the end of all his sufferings, he bade that he should be laid naked on the bare ground, that in that last hour wherein the enemy could yet rage against him, he might wrestle naked with his naked foe. Truly the brave warrior was awaiting his

1 Ecclus. xi. 27 (Vulgate, xi. 29.)
2 See above, I., 108.
triumph and with clasped hands was seizing the crown of righteousness. Laid thus on the ground, his garment of sackcloth having been removed, he raised his face (as he was wont) to heaven, and, wholly intent on that [celestial] glory, he covered with his left hand the wound in his right side, that it might not be seen. And he said to the brethren, "I have done my duty, may Christ teach you yours". (215) At the sight of these things the brethren poured forth streams of tears, and heaved heavy sighs from their inmost heart, overcome by their exceeding grief and compassion. Meanwhile, when their sobs were somewhat abated, his warden, with truer knowledge, through Divine inspiration, of the Saint's wish, hastily rose, took the tunic, the drawers, and the little cap of sackcloth, and said to the father: "Know that this tunic, these drawers, and this cap have been lent thee by me by order of holy obedience; but that thou mayest know that thou hast no property in them I deprive thee of all power of giving them to any one". S. Francis rejoiced and exulted for gladness of heart, for he saw that he had kept faith with the Lady Poverty even to the end.

For he had done all this from zeal for Poverty; so that he would not even that his habit should be his own at the end, but as it were lent by another. (Now he wore the cap of sackcloth on his head to cover the scars which had been produced by the treatment he had undergone for the malady of his eyes; whereas he rather needed a smooth cap of the choicest and softest wool).

216. After this, the Saint raised his hands to heaven and magnified his Christ, for that now, having been dis-
charged from all things, he was going to Him a free man. And in truth, that he might show himself a true imitator in all things of Christ his God, he loved unto the end the brethren and sons whom he had loved from the beginning. For he caused all the brethren present in that place to be called to him, soothed them with comforting words concerning his death, and with fatherly affection exhorted them to the love of God. He spoke at large concerning patience and the maintaining of poverty, putting the Holy Gospel before all other ordinances. Then, as all the brethren sat around, he stretched forth his right hand over them and laid it upon the head of each one, beginning with his Vicar, and, in the persons of those that were there, he blessed also all the brethren living everywhere in the world, and those that should come after them even until the end of the world. Let no one claim for himself this blessing which the Saint pronounced on those who were present on behalf of those who were absent. The blessing, as set forth elsewhere, had a certain special significance, but chiefly in regard to deprivation of office.¹

¹ Brother Elias, here referred to as the Saint's Vicar, had been deposed from the office of Minister-General in 1239, and had been excommunicated by Gregory IX. and by his successor Innocent IV. The author therefore in referring to the passage above, I., 108 (which see) here declares in effect that the special blessing on Elias was not indefeasible, but had been forfeited by him; and that the only part of the Saint's words as there recorded applicable to him now is the vague prediction of tribulation and scandal to come.
CHAPTER CLXIII

Of his death, and what he did before his death

217. So while the brethren were weeping bitterly and inconsolably lamenting, the holy father ordered bread to be brought to him: and he blessed it and brake it and handed to each one a morsel to eat. He was calling to mind that most sacred Supper which the Lord last celebrated with his disciples: and it was in reverent memory of Him that he did all this, to show forth the love he bore to the brethren. The few days that remained before he passed away he spent in praise; teaching his dearly loved brethren to praise Christ with him. Moreover, he invited all creatures to praise God; and in certain words which he had composed before exhorted them to the love of God. For he even exhorted Death herself, terrible and hateful to all, to give praise; and joyfully going to meet her, he invited her to lodge with him, saying: “Welcome, my sister Death”. And to the physician he said: “Brother physician, boldly foretell that death is at hand, for it will be the gate of life to me”. To the brethren: “When ye shall see my end approaching, lay me naked on the ground, even as ye saw me three days ago, and let me lie there when dead for so long a time as one might take to walk a mile gently”. So the hour came, and all the mysteries of Christ having been fulfilled in him, he took his happy flight to God.
CHAPTER CLXIV

Of a vision that brother Augustin saw on his deathbed

At that time the Minister of the brethren in Terra di Lavoro was brother Augustin, and he, being at his last hour, and having for a long time lost his speech, suddenly cried out in the hearing of the bystanders and said: “Wait for me, father, wait! See, I am now coming with thee!” And when the brethren, greatly wondering, asked to whom he was speaking, he confidently answered, “See you not our father Francis, who is going to heaven?” And forthwith his holy soul, released from the flesh, followed the most holy father.

CHAPTER CLXV

How the holy father, after he had passed away, appeared to one of the brethren

In that night and at that hour, the glorious father appeared to another of the brethren (a man of praiseworthy life who was then absorbed in prayer) clothed in a purple dalmatic, and followed by a countless multitude of men, from which multitude several detached themselves, and said to that brother, “Is not this Christ, brother?” And he replied, “It is He”. Others again asked him, “Is not this S. Francis?” And the brother gave the like answer “that it was he”. Truly it seemed to the brother and to all the multitude that the person of Christ and of
S. Francis was one, a judgment which seems by no means temerarious to those of sound understanding, since he who cleaves to God becomes one spirit with Him, and God Himself shall be all in all. At length the blessed father with that wondrous crowd came to a delightsome place, watered with the most limpid streams, verdant with the fairest plants, radiant with the beauty of flowers and filled with every pleasant kind of trees. A palace was there, of wondrous size and singular beauty, which the new denizen of heaven entered eagerly; he found there very many brethren and began to feast with delight in their company at a table most splendidly set out, and covered with various dainties.

CHAPTER CLXVI

The bishop of Assisi's vision concerning the passing of the holy father

220. WHEN the bishop of Assisi, who had gone on a pilgrimage at that time to the Church of S. Michael,¹ was lodging at Benevento on his way back, the blessed father Francis on the night of his death appeared to him in a vision, and said to him: "See, father I am leaving the world and going to Christ". When he arose in the morning the bishop told his companions what he had seen, sent for a notary, and set down the day and hour of the passing [of the Saint]. Then, filled with sorrow, and bedewed

¹ See above, p. 134, n.
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with tears, he bewailed the loss of his chiefest father. And so, on his return to his own city, he related all things in order and yielded boundless thanks to God for His gifts.

CHAPTER CLXVII

A prayer of the Saint's companions to him

221. BEHOLD, O our blessed father, we have in our simplicity zealously striven in some sort to praise thy splendid deeds, and, for thy glory's sake, to publish some few of the countless acts of power wrought by thy holiness. We know that our words, unequal as they are to record the mighty acts of such perfection, have deprived thy exploits of much of their splendour. We beseech thee and our readers to balance our affection against our attempt and to rejoice that human pens are surpassed by the loftiness of thy wondrous character. For who, O thou pre-eminent among the Saints, might frame within himself or impress on others an idea of the ardour of thy spirit? Who should be able to conceive of those unspeakable emotions which flowed without intermission from thee to God? But we have written these things delighting in the sweet memory of thee, which so long as we live we endeavour to set forth to others even though with stammering lips. Thou, erstwhile famished, now feedest on the fatness of corn; thou, formerly athirst, now drinkest of the torrent of pleasure. But we believe that thou art not so inebriated by the abundance of the House of God as to have forgotten thy children, since even He, of whom
thou drinkest, is mindful of us. Draw us therefore to thee, O worthy father, that we may "run after the odour of thine ointments"—we whom thou seest luke-warm in sloth, languid in idleness, half-alive in negligence. The "little flock" is following thee now with faltering steps; the dazzled sight of their weak eyes cannot bear the beams of thy perfection. Renew our days as at the beginning, O mirror and pattern of the perfect, and suffer not those who resemble thee by their profession to be unlike thee in their life.

222. Lo now we lay our humble prayers before the clemency of the Eternal Majesty on behalf of Christ's servant our Minister, thy successor in holy humility, thy emulator in true poverty, who for thy Christ's sake is taking zealous care of thy sheep with tender affection. And do thou, O holy one, so advance and encompass him that he may ever cleave to thy footsteps and obtain for ever the praise and glory which thou hast gotten.

223. We beseech thee also, O kindest father, with all our heart's affection, for this thy son who now and before has devoutly written thy praises. He, together with us, offers and dedicates to thee this little work which he has put together not indeed in a manner worthy of thy merits, but with dutiful affection in the measure of his strength. Deign to keep and to deliver him from all evil, increase in him holy merits, and, by thy prayers join him for ever to the fellowship of the Saints.

224. Remember, father, the whole congregation of thy sons, who, harassed by inexpressible perils are

---

1 See Canticles, i. 3.
following thy footsteps—at how great a distance thou O most holy one knowest perfectly. Give them strength to resist. Purify them, that they may shine. Cheer them, that they may enjoy. Obtain that “the spirit of grace and supplications” may be poured upon them; that they may have the true humility thou hadst, that they may keep the poverty thou heldest, that they may win the charity wherewith thou didst ever love Christ crucified; Who with the Father and the Holy Ghost liveth and reigneth world without end. Amen.
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Anon. FELISSA, OR THE LIFE AND OPINIONS OF A KITTEN OF SENTIMENT. With 12 Coloured Plates. Post 16mo. 2s. 6d. net.

Aristotle. THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by John Burnet, M.A., Professor of Greek at St. Andrews. Cheaper issue. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Atkins (H. G.), See Oxford Biographies.

Atkinson (C. M.). JEREMY BENTHAM. Demy 8vo. 5s. net.


A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE. Illustrated. Second Ed. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Auden (T.), M.A., F.S.A. See Ancient Cities.

Aurelius (Marcus) and Epictetus. WORDS OF THE ANCIENT WISE: Thoughts from. Edited by W. H. D. Rouse, M.A., Litt.D. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net. See also Standard Library.

Austen (Jane). See Little Library and Standard Library.

Bacon (Francis). See Little Library and Standard Library.

Baden-Powell (R. S. S.), Major-General. THE DOWNSFALL OF, FRENCH. A Diary of Life in Ashanti 1895. Illustrated. Third Edition. Large Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bailey (J. C. M.A. See Cowper.)

Baker (W. G., M.A. See Junior Examination Series.)


Ballard (A.), B.A., LL.B. See Antiquary's Books.

Bally (S. E.). See Commercial Series.


Barham (R. H.). See Little Library.

Baring (Hon. Maurice) WITH THE RUSSIANS IN MANCHURIA. Third Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.

A YEAR IN RUSSIA. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.


A Colonial Edition is also published.


A BOOK OF GHOSTS. With 8 Illustrations by D. MURRAY SMITH. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. With 67 Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Large Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG: English Folk Songs with their Traditional Melodies. Collected and arranged by S. BARING-GOULD and H. F. SHEPPARD. Demy 4to. 6s.


A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND RHYMES. Edited by S. BARING-GOULD, and Illustrated by the Birmingham Art School. A New Edition. Long Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net.

STRANGE SURVIVALS AND SUPERSTITIONS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net.

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES AND STRANGE EVENTS. New and Revised Edition. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net. See also Little Guides.

Barker (Aldred F.). See Textbooks of Technology.

Barker (E.), M.A. (Late) Fellow of Merton College, Oxford. THE POLITICAL LIFE OF PLATO AND ARISTOTLE. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net. See also Junior School Books.

Barron (H. N.), M.A., Wadham College, Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS. With a Preface by Canon Scott Holland. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Bartholomew (J. G.), F.R.S.E. See C. G. Robertson.

Bastable (C. F.), M.A. THE COMMERCE OF NATIONS. Fourth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d.

Bastian (H. Charlton), M.D., F.R.S. THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Batson (Jos. Shepperd). A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN FLOWERS. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Batten (Loring W.), Ph.D., S.T.D. THE HEBREW PROPHET. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net.

Bayley (R. Child). THE COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHER. With over 100 Illustrations. Second Ed. With Note on Direct Colour Process. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Beard (W. S). EASY EXERCISES IN ALGEBRA. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d. See Junior Examination Series and Beginner's Books.

Beckford (William). See Little Library.

Beeching (H. C.), M.A., Canon of Westminster. See Library of Devotion.

Begbie (Harold). MASTERS WORKERS. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

Bebben (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE SUPERSENSUAL LIFE. Edited by Bernard Holland. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.


Bellot (H. H. L.), M.A. THE INNER AND MIDDLE TEMPLE. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s. net.

Bennett (W.). A PRIMER OF THE BIBLE. Fourth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Bennett (W. F.). A BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Benson (Archbishop). GOD’S BOARD: Communion Addresses. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Benson (R. M.). THE WAY OF HOLINESS: A Devotional Commentary on the Book. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

Bernard (E. R.), M.A., Canon of Salisbury. THE ENGLISH SUNDAY. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

Bertouch (Baroness de). THE LIFE OF FATHER IGNATIUS. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.


Bethune-Baker (J. F.), M.A. See Handbooks of Theology.

Bidez (M.). See Byzantine Texts.

Biggs (C. R. D.), D.D. See Churchman’s Bible.


Blins (H. B.). THE LIFE OF WALT WHITMAN. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.

Binyon (Lawrence). THE DEATH OF ADAM, AND OTHER POEMS. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net. See also W. Blake.

Birnstingl (Ethel). See Little Books on Art.

Blair (Robert). See I.P.L.

Blake (William). THE LETTERS OF WILLIAM BLAKE, TOGETHER WITH A LIFE BY FREDERICK TATHAM. Edited from the Original Manuscripts, with an Introduction and Notes, by ARCHIBALD G. B. RUSSELL. With 12 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF JOB. With a General Introduction by LAWRENCE BINYON. Quarto. 21s. net. See also I.P.L. and Little Library.

Blaxland (B.), M.A. See Library of Devotion.

Bloom (J. Harvey), M.A. SHAKE-SPEARE’S GARDEN. Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.; leather, 4s. 6d. net. See also Antiquary’s Books.

Blouet (Henri). See Beginner’s Books.

Boardman (T. H.), M.A. See Textbooks of Science.

Bodley (J. E. C.), Author of ‘France.’ THE CORONATION OF EDWARD VII. Demy 8vo. 21s. net. By Command of the King.

Body (George). D.D. THE SOUL’S PILGRIMAGE: Devotional Readings from His Writings. Selected by J. H. Burn, B.D., F.R.S.E. Demy 16vo. 2s. 6d.

Bona (Cardinal). See Library of Devotion.


Borrow (George). See Little Library.

Bos (J. Ritzema). AGRICULTURAL ZOOLOGY. Translated by J. R. Anssworth Davis, M.A. With 155 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. Third Edition. 3s. 6d.

Botting (C. G.), B.A. EASY GREEK EXERCISES. Cr. 8vo. 2s. See also Junior Antiquary’s Books.

Bouling (W.) TASSO AND HIS TIMES. With 24 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Boulton (E. S.). M.A. GEOMETRY ON MODERN LINES. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

Boulton (William B.). THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH With 40 Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, P.R.A. With 40 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Bowden (E. M.). THE IMITATION OF BUDDHA: Being Quotations from Buddhist Literature for each Day in the Year. Fifth Edition. Cr. 16mo. 2s. 6d.


Boyle (W.). CHRISTMAS AT THE ZOO. With Verses by W. Boyle and 24 Coloured Pictures by H. B. Neilson. Super Royal 16mo. 2s.

Brabant (F. G.). M.A. See Little Guides.

Bradley (A. G.). ROUND ABOUT WILTSHIRE. With 30 Illustrations of which 14 are in colour by T.C. Gotch. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


**Brailsford (H. N.). MACEDONIA: ITS RACES AND ITS FUTURE. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.**

**Brodick (Mary) and Morton (Anderson). A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF EGYPTIAN ARCHEOLOGY. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.**

**Brooks (E. E.).** See Textbooks of Technology.

**Brooks (E. W.).** See Byzantine Texts.

**Brown (P. H.),** LL.D., Fraser Professor of Ancient (Scottish) History at the University of Edinburgh. **SCOTLAND IN THE TIME OF QUEEN MARY. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.**

**Brown (S. E.),** M.A., Camb., B.A., B.Sc., London; Senior Science Master at Uppingham School. **A PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY NOTE-BOOK FOR MATRICULATION AND ARMY CANDIDATES: EASIER EXPERIMENTS ON THE COMMONER SUBSTANCES. Cr. 4to. 1s. 6d. net.**

**Browne (Sir Thomas).** See Standard Library.

**Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF JAPAN. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.; also Demy 8vo. 6d.**

**Browning (Robert).** See Little Library.

**Buckland (Francis T.). CURiosITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated by H. B. Neilson. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.**

**Buckton (A. M.). THE BURDEN OF ENGELA: a Ballad-Epic. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.**

**KINGS IN BABYLON. A Drama. Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d. net.**

**EAGER HEART: A Mystery Play. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d. net.**

**Budge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS OF THE EGYPTIANS. With over 100 Coloured Plates and many Illustrations. Two Volumes. Royal 8vo. £3; 35. net.**

**Buist (H. Massac). THE MOTOR YEAR BOOK AND AUTOMOBILISTS' ANNUAL FOR 1906. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.**

**Bull (Paul),** Army Chaplain. **GOD AND OUR SOLDIERS. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.**

**Bulley (Miss).** See Lady Dike.

**Bunyan (John). THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. Edited, with an Introduction, by C. H. Firth, M.A. With 39 Illustrations by R. Anning Bell. Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Library of Devotion and Standard Library.**

**Burch (G. J.),** M.A., F.R.S. A MANUAL OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

**Burgess (Gelett). GOOPS AND HOW TO BE THEM. Illustrated. Small 4vo. 6s.**

**Burke (Edmund).** See Standard Library.

**Burn (A. E.),** D.D., Rector of Handsworth and Prebendary of Lichfield. See Handbooks of Theology.

**Burn (J. H.),** B.D. THE CHURCHMAN'S TREASURY OF SONG. Selected and Edited by. Fcap 8vo. 3s. 6d. net. See also Library of Devotion.

**Burnand (Sir F. C.). RECORDS AND REMINISCENCES. With a Portrait by H. v. HERKOMER. Cr. 8vo. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. 6s. A Colonial Edition is also published.**

**Burns (Robert),** THE POEMS OF. Edited by ANDREW LANG and W. A. CRAIGIE. With Portrait. Third Edition. Demy 8vo, gilt top. 6s.

**Burnside (W. F.),** M.A. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY FOR USE IN SCHOOLS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

**Burton (Alfred).** See I.P.L.

**Bussell (F. W.),** D.D., Fellow and Vice Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford. **CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY AND SOCIAL PROGRESS: The Lampfoot Lectures for 1905. Demy 8vo 10s. 6d. net.**

**Butler (Joseph).** See Standard Library.

**Caldercott (Alfred),** D.D. See Handbooks of Theology.

**Calderwood (D. S.),** Headmaster of the Normal School, Edinburgh. **TEST CARDS IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA.** In three packets of 40, with Answers, 1s. each. Or in three Books, price 2d., 2d., and 3d.

**Cambridge (Ada)[Mrs. Cross]. THIRTY YEARS IN AUSTRALIA. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.**

**Canning (George).** See Little Library.

**Capey (E. F. H.),** See Oxford Biographies.

**Careless (John).** See I.P.L.

**Carlyle (Thomas). THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L. FLETCHER, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. Three Volumes. Cr. 8vo. 18s.**

**The LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER CROMWELL. With an Introduction by C. H. Firth, M.A., and Notes and Appendices by Mrs. S. C. LOMAS. Three Volumes. Demy 8vo. 18s. net.**

**Carlyle (R. M. and A. J.),** M.A. See Leaders of Religion.

**Channer (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.),** LACEMAKING IN THE MIDLANDS, PAST AND PRESENT. With 16 full-page Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

**Chapman (S. J.).** See Books on Business.

**Chatterton (Thomas).** See Standard Library.

**Chesterfield (Lord),** THE LETTERS OF, TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Introduction by C. STRACHEY, and Notes by A. CALTHROP. Two Volumes. Cr. 8vo. 12s.**

**Chesterston (G. K.),** CHARLES DICKENS. With two Portraits in photogravure. Fifth Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.

**Child (Charles P.),** B.A., F.R.C.S. THE CONTROL OF A SCOURGE: Or, HOW CANCER IS CURABLE. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.
Christian (F. W.). THE CAROLINE ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and Maps. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Cicero. See Classical Translations.

Clarke (F. A.), M.A. See Leaders of Religion.


SIX LECTURES ON PAINTING. First Series. With 19 Illustrations. Third Edition. Large Post 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Clinch (G.). See Little Guides.

Clough (W. T.). See Junior School Books and Textbooks of Science.

Clouston (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D., F.R.S.E.; Lecturer on Mental Diseases in the University of Edinburgh. THE HYGIENE OF MIND. With 10 Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Coast (W. G.), B.A. EXAMINATION PAPERS IN VERGIL. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

Cobb (W. F.), M.A. THE BOOK OF PSALMS : with a Commentary. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Culveridge (S. T.). POEMS OF: Selected and arranged by Arthur Symons. With a photogravure Frontispiece. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Collingwood (W. G.), M.A. THE LIFE OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portraits. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Collins (W. E.), M.A. See Churchman's Library.

Colonna. HYPNEROTOMACHIA POLYPHILI UBI HUMANA OMNIA NON NISI SOMNIO ESSE DOCET ATQUE ORITER PLURIMA SCIUT SANTE QUAM DIGNA COMMEMORAT. An edition limited to 350 copies on handmade paper. Folio. £3, 3s. 6d. net.

Combe (William). See I.F.L.


Cook (A. M.), M.A., and Marchant (C. E.), M.A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Selected from Greek and Latin Literature. Fourth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

LATTIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Cooke-Taylor (R. W.). THE FACTORY SYSTEM. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Corelli (Marie). THE PASSING OF THE GREAT QUEEN. Second Ed. Fcap. 4to. 1s. 6d. A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Cr. 4to. 1s.

Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Cotes (Everard). SIGNS AND PORTENTS IN THE FAR EAST. With 24 Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Cooke (Rosemary), DANTE'S GARDEN. With a Frontispiece. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 2 leather, 3s. 6d. net.

BIBLE FLOWERS. With a Frontispiece and Plan. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Cowley (Abraham). See Little Library.

Cowper (William). THE POEMS OF Edited with an Introduction and Notes by J. C. Bailey, M.A. Illustrated, including two unpublished designs by WILLIAM BLAKE. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.


Cox (Harold), B.A., M.P. LAND NATIONALISATION AND LAND TAXATION. Second Edition revised. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Crabbe (George). See Little Library.

Craigie (W. A.), A PRIMER OF BURNS. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Craig (Mrs.). See Little Library.

Crane (Capt. C. P.). See Little Guides.


Crashaw (Richard). See Little Library.

Crawford (F. G.). See Mary C. Danson.


Cross (J. A.), M.A. THE FAITH OF THE BIBLE. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Cruikshank (G.). THE LOVING BAL- LAD OF LORD BATEMAN. With 11 Plates. Cr. 16mo. 1s. 6d. net.

Crump (B.). See Wagner.


Cunynghame (H. H.), C.B. See Connoisseur's Library.

Cutts (E. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

Daniell (G. W.), M.A. See Leaders of Religion.

Danson (Mary C.) and Crawford (F. G.). FATHERS IN THE FAITH. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

Dante. LA COMMEDIA DI DANTE. The Italian texted by PAGET TOYNEE, M.A., D.Litt. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE PURGATORIO DI DANTE. Translated into Spenserian Prose by C. GORDON WRIGHT. With the Italian text. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

See also Paget Toynbee, Little Library, Standard Library, and Warren-Vernon.

Darley (George). See Little Library.

D'Arcy (R. F.), M.A. A NEW TRIGONOMETRICAL METHOD FOR BEGINNERS. With numerous diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Davenport (J. R.). THE PAGEANT OF LONDON With 40 Illustrations in Colour by JOHN FULLELOVE, R.I. In Two Volumes. Demy 8vo. 15s. net.

Davis (H. W. C.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Balliol College, Author of 'Charlemagne.' ENGLAND UNDER THE NORMANS AND ANGEVINS : 1066-1272. With Maps and Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Dawson (Mrs. N.). See Little Books on Art.
Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour by E. Fortescue-Brickdale. Large Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Delbos (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM. Cr. 8vo. 25.
Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d. net.
Dickinson (G. L.), M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. THE GREEK VIEW OF LIFE. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d.
Dilke (Lady). Bulley (Miss), and Whitley (Miss). WOMEN'S WORK. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d.
OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS; Extant at the Present Time. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
ENGLISH VILLAGES. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net.
The Parish Clerk. With 31 Illustrations. Third Edition. Deny 8vo. 75. 6d. net.
Dixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF Tennyson. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d.
ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d.
Doney (May). SONGS OF THE REAL. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d. net.
A volume of poems.
Douglas (James). THE MAN IN THE PULPIT. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net.
Dowden (J.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Edinburgk. See Churchman's Library.
Drae (G.). See Books on Business.
Driver (S. R.), D.D., D.C.L., Canon of Christ Church, Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE OLD TESTAMENT. Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Westminster Commentaries.
Dry (Wakeling). See Little Guides.
Du Buisson (J. C.), M.A. See Churchman's Bible.
Duguid (Charles). See Books on Business.
Dumas (Alexander). MY MEMOIRS. Translated by E. M. Waller. With Portraits. In Six Volumes. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each. Volume I.
Dunn (J. T.), D.Sc., and Mundella (V. A.). GENERAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. With 114 Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.
Dunstan (A. E.), B.Sc. See Junior School Books and Textbooks of Science.
Durham (The Earl of). A REPORT ON CANADA. With an Introductory Note Deny 8vo. 45. 6d. net.
Dutt (W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS. With coloured Illustrations by Frank Southgate. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With 16 Illustrations in colour by Frank Southgate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Deny 8vo. 75. 6d. net.
See also Little Guides.
Earle (John), Bishop of Salisbury. MICRO-COSMOGRAPHIE, OR A PIECE OF THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Post 16mo. 25 net.
Egan (Pierce). See I.P.L.
Egerton (H. E.), M.A. A HISTORY OF BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. New and Cheaper Issue. Deny 8vo. 75. 6d. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.
Ellaby (C. G.). See Little Guides.
Ellwood (Thomas), THE HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF. Edited by C. G. Crump, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Epictetus. See Aurelius.
Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EN-CHIRIDION MILITIS CHRISTIANI, and in English the Manual of the Christian Knight.
From the edition printed by Wynken de Worde, 1533. Fcap. 8vo. 35. 6d. net.
Ferrier (Susan). See Little Library.
Fidler (T. Claxton), M.Inst. C.E. See Books on Business.
Finn (S. W.), M.A. See Junior Examination Series.
Firth (J. B.). See Little Guides.
Firth (C. H.), M.A. CROMWELL'S ARMY: A History of the English Soldier during the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, and the Protectorate. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Fisher (G. W.), M.A. ANNALS OF SHREWSBURY SCHOOL. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

FitzGerald (Edward), THE RUBAIYÁT OF OMAR KHAYYÁM. Printed from the Fifth and last Edition. With a Commentary by Mrs. Stephen BATSON, and a Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d. See also Miniature Library.

FitzGerald (H. P.), A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS, AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Flux (A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor of Political Economy in McGill University, Montreal. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Fortescue (Mrs. G.). See Little Books on Art.

Fraser (David), A MODERN CAMPAIGN: OR, WAR AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN THE FAR EAST. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s. A Colonial Edition is also published.

Fraser (J. F.), ROUND THE WORLD ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations. Fifth Edition Cr. 8vo. 6s.

French (W.), M.A. See Textbooks on Science.

Frenzenreicb (Ed. von), DAIRY BACTERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for the Use of Students. Translated by J. R. AINSWORTH DAVIS, M.A. Second Edition. Revised. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Fulford (H. W.), M.A. See Churchman’s Bible.

Gallaher (D.) and Stead (W. J.), THE COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER, ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM. With an Account of the Tour of the New Zealanders in England. With 35 Illustrations. Second Ed. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Galliehan (W. M.). See Little Guides.

Gambado (Geoffrey, Esq.). See I.P.L.

Gaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library and Standard Library.

Gasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See Antiquary’s Books.

George (H. B.), M.A., Fellow of New College, Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HISTORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth Edition. Revised, with a new Chapter including the South African War. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.


THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Fourteenth Edition. Revised. With Maps and Plans. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

See also Commercial Series and R. A. Hadfield.

Gibbon (Edward), THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE. Edited with Notes, Appendices, and Maps, by J. B. BURV, M.A., Lit.D., Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge. In Seven Volumes. Demy 8vo. Gilt top, 8s. each. Also, Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WRITINGS. Edited by G. BIRKBECK HILL, LL.D. Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Standard Library.


Glaog (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.). A BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS. With 24 Illustrations in Colour. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE. Edited by. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Godley (A. D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. LYRIA FRIVOLA. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Goldsmith (Oliver), THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. Fcap. 32mo. With 10 Plates in Photogravure by Tony Johannot. Leather, 2s. 6d. net. See also I.P.L and Standard Library.

Goodrich-Freer (A.), IN A SYRIAN SADDLE. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.


Goudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Wells Theological College. See Westminster Commentaries.

Graham (P. Anderson), THE RURAL EXODUS. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Granger (F. S.), M.A., Lit.D. PSYCHOLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Gray (E. M’Queen), GERMAN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY: an Elementary Text-Book. With 18 Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Green (G. Buckland), M.A., late Fellow of St. John’s College, Oxon. NOTES ON GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX. Second Ed. revised. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Green (E. T.), M.A. See Churchman's Library.

Greendige (A. H. J.), M.A. A HISTORY OF ROME; From 133-104 B.C. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Greenwell (Dora). See Miniature Library.

Gregory (R. A.). THE VAULT OF HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to Astronomy. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Gregory (Miss E. C.). See Library of Devotion.

Grubb (H. C.). See Textbooks of Technology.

Gwynn (M. L.). A BIRTHDAY BOOK. New and cheaper issue. Royal 8vo. 5s. net.

Haddon (R. A.) and Gibbins (H. de B.). A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.


Hammond (J. L.), CHARLES JAMES FOX. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Hannay (D.), A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-1668. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Hannay (James G.), M.A. THE SPIRIT AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN MONASTICISM. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Harte (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE INDUCTION COILS. With numerous Diagrams. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Harliff (Martin). See Connoisseur's Library.

Hardie (Mark). See Little Library.

Hardie (Frank R.). See Little Guides.

Heath (Dudley). See Connoisseur's Library.

Hello (Ernest). STUDIES IN SAINTSHIP. Translated from the French by V. M. Crawford. Fcap 8vo. 3s. 6d.


AT INTERVALS. Fcap 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.


Henderson (T. F.), and Watt (Francis). SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY. With many Illustrations, some of which are in colour. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Henley (W. E.), ENGLISH LYRICS. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Henley (W. E.) and Whibley (C.). A BOOK OF ENGLISH PROSE. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Henson (H. H.), B.D., Canon of Westminster. APOSTOLIC CHRISTIANITY: As Illustrated by the Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Lighth and Leaven: Historical and Social Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Herbert (George). See Library of Devotion.

Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Miniature Library.

Hewins (W. A. S.), B.A. ENGLISH TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Hewitt (Ethel M.). A GOLDEN DIAL. A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Fcap 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Heywood (W.), PALIO AND PONTE: A Book of Tuscan Games. Illustrated. Royal 8vo. 21s. net.

Hill (Clarke). See Textbooks of Technology.

Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.


Hirst (F. W.). See Books on Business.

Hoare (J. Douglas). ARCTIC EXPLORATION. With 18 Illustrations and Maps. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Hobhouse (L. T.), Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford. THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Hobson (J. A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL TRADE: A Study of Economic Principles. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEMPLOYED. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Hodgkin (T.), D.C.L. See Leaders of Religion.

Hodgson (Mrs. W.). HOW TO IDENTIFY OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. Second Edition. Post 8vo. 6s.

Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by R. A. Stratfield. Fcap 8vo. 2s. net.


Holdich (Sir T. H.), K.C.I.E. THE INDIAN BORDERLAND: being a Personal Record of Twenty Years. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.
Messrs. Methuen's Catalogue


Holland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul's See Library of Devotion.

Holt (Emily). The Secret of Popularity: How to Achieve Social Success. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holtby (G. J.). The Co-operative Movement to-Day. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Hone (Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary's Books.

Hoppenr. See Little Galleries.

Horace. See Classical Translations.


Horth (A. C.). See Textbooks of Technology.

Horton (R. F.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.


A Colonial Edition is also published.


Howard (A. G. Ferrers). Franciscan Days. Translated and arranged by. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Howell (G.). Trade Unionism—New and Old. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.


Huggins (Sir William), K.C.B., O.M., D.C.L., F.R.S. The Royal Society; or, Science in the State and in the Schools. With 25 Illustrations. Wide Royal 8vo. 4s. 6d. net.

Hugues (G.). The Praise of Shakespeare. An English Anthology. With a Preface by Sidney Lee. Demy 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Hutton (Edward). The Cities of Umbria. With many Illustrations, of which 20 are in Colour, by A. Pisa. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE CITIES OF SPAIN. Third Edition. With many Illustrations, of which 24 are in Colour, by A. W. Rimington. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Florence and Northern Tuscany. With Coloured Illustrations by William Parkinson. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

English Love Poems. Edited with an Introduction. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Hyde (A. G.). George Herbert and His Times. With 32 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Hyett (F. A.). A Short History of Florence. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). Brand. A Drama. Translated by William Wilson. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.


Jackson (C. E.), B.A. See Textbooks of Science.

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little Guides.

Jacob (F.). M.A. See Junior Examination Series.


Jeans (J. Stephen). Trusts, Pools, and Corners. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. See also Books on Business.

Jeffreys (D. Gwyn). Dolli's Theatricals Described and Illustrated with 24 Coloured Pictures. Super Royal 8mo. 26s. 6d.

Jenks (E.), M.A., Reader of Law in the University of Oxford. English Local Government. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books on Art.

Jennings (Oscar), M.D., Member of the Bibliographical Society. Early Wood-Cut Initials, containing over thirteen hundred Reproductions of Pictorial Letters of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries. Demy 4to. 21s. net.

Jessop (Augustus), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

Jevons (F. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Principal of Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham. Religion in Evolution. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

See also Churchman's Library and Handbooks of Theology.

Johnstone (Barham). William Bodham Donne and His Friends. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Jones (R. Crompton), M.A. POEMS OF THE INNER LIFE. Selected by. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Jones (H.), See Commercial Series.

Jones (H. F.), See Textbooks of Science.

Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P. THE MINERS' GUIDE TO THE COAL MINES REGULATION ACTS. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

COMMERCIE IN WAR. Royal 8vo. 21s. net.

Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library.

Juliana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELATIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Ed. by Grace Warrack, Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Juvenal. See Classical Translations.

'Kappa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW: A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Kaufmann, V. M. SOCIALISM AND MODERN THOUGHT. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 26s. 6d. net.

Keating (J. F.), D.D. THE AGAPE AND THE EUCHARIST. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from the Works of. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard Library.


See also Library of Devotion.

Kemble (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P., Hon. Secretary of the Society for the Study of Inebriety. THE DRINK PROBLEM IN ITS MEDICO-SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECT. Edited by. With a Diagams. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Kempis (Thomas a). THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C. M. Gere. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.; padded morocco, 5s.

Also Translated by C. Bigg, D.D. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. See also Library of Devotion and Standard Library.

Kennedy (Bart.). THE GREEN SPHINX. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Kennedy (James Houghton), D.D., Assistant Lecturer in Divinity in the University of Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORINTHIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations and Notes. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Kimmins (C. W.), M.A. THE CHEMISTRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Kinglake (A. W.). See Little Library.


A Colonial Edition is also published.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE FIVE NATIONS. 82nd Thousand. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETE CRICKETER. Illus. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.

Knight (H. J. C.), M.A. See Churchman's Bible.


Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS OF. Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated in Seven Volumes. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

See also Little Library and E. V. Lucas.

Lambert (P. A. H.), See Little Guides.

Lambros (Professor), See Byzantine Texts.

Lane-Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Langbridge (F.), M.A. BALLADS OF THE BRAVE; Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise, Courage, and Constancy. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Law (William), See Library of Devotion and Standard Library.

Leach (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

See also James Braid.

GREAT GOLPERS IN THE MAKING. With 24 Portraits. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.


Lee (Captain L. Melville), A HISTORY OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Leigh (Percival). THE COMIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR. Embellished with upwards of 50 characteristic Illustrations by John Leech. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Lewis (Mrs. Gwyn). A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS. Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Lisle (Fortuné). See Little Books on Art.

Littlehales (H.). See Antiquary's Books.

Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble College, ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Leaders of Religion and Library of Devotion.
ENGLAND'S RUIN: DISCUSSED IN SIXTEEN LETTERS TO THE RIGHT HON. JOSPH CHAMBERLAIN, M.P. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3d. net.

Miles (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER LIFE, OR, THE THEORY OF REINCARNATION. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Millais (J. G.), THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS, President of the Royal Academy. With many Illustrations, of which 2 are in Photogravure. New Edition, Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

See also Little Galleries.

Millin (G. F.). PICTORIAL GARDENING. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Milne (J. G.), M.A. A HISTORY OF ROMAN EGYPT. Fully Illus. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Milton (John). A DAY BOOK OF. Edited by R. F. Towndrow. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard Library.

Minchin (H. C.), M.A. See R. Peel.

Mitchell (P. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moffat (Mary M.), QUEEN LOUISA OF PRUSSIA. With 20 Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

'Moil (A.),' See Books on Business.

Moir (D. M.), See Little Library.

Molinos (Dr. Michael de). See Library of Devotion.


Montagu (Henry), Earl of Manchester. See Library of Devotion.

Montaigne. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited by C. F. Pond. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Moore (H. E.). BACK TO THE LAND. An Inquiry into Rural Depopulation. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moran (Clarence G.). See Books on Business.

More (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.

Morfitt (W. R.). Oriell College, Oxford. A HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II. With Maps and Plans. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Morich (R. J.), late of Clifton College. See School Examination Series.

Morris (J.), THE MAKERS OF JAPAN. With 24 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Morris (J. E.). See Little Guides.

Morton (Miss Anderson). See Miss Brodrick.


Muir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Mundella (V. A.), M.A. See J. T. Dunn.

Murrow (R.), LL.D. See Antiquary's Books.

Naval Officer (A.). See J. P. L.

Neal (W. G.), See R. N. Hall.

Newman (Ernest). HUGO WOLF. Demy 8vo. 6s.

Newman (George). M.D., D.P.H., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Public Health at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and Medical Officer of Health of the Metropolitan Borough of Finsbury. INFANT MORTALITY, A SOCIAL PROBLEM. With 16 Diagrams. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Newman (J. H.) and others. See Library of Devotion.

Nichols (J. B. B.). See Little Library.

Nicklin (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION PAPERS IN THUCYDIDES. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

Nimrod. See J. P. L.

Norgate (G. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF SIR WALTER SCOTT. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Norregaard (B. W.). THE GREAT SIEGE: The Investment and Fall of Port Arthur. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.


Novall the Disciples at Sais and OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss Una Birch. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION. BASED ON THE CATECHISM OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Oldham (F. M.), B.A. See Textbooks of Science.

Oliphant (Mrs.). See Leaders of Religion.


Ottley (R. L.), D.D. See Handbooks of Theology and Leaders of Religion.


Owen (Douglas). See Books on Business.

Oxford (M. N.), of Guy's Hospital. A HAND-BOOK OF NURSING. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Parker (Gilbert). A LOVER'S DIARY. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

Parkes (A. K.). SMALL LESSONS ON GREAT TRUTHS. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE PARADISUS TERRESTRIS, OR A GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEASANT FLOWERS. Folio. £3, 2s. 6d. net.

Parmentier (John). HELIO-TROPES, OR NEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS, 1625. Edited by Percival Landon. Quarto. 3s. 6d. net.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon). See Byzantine Texts.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

Pascal. See Library of Devotion.

Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICATURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. With over 200 Illustrations. Imperial Quarto. £2, 12s. 6d. net. See also Little Books on Art and I.P.L.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

Paterson (W. R.) (Benjamin Swift). LIFE'S QUESTIONS. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.


Nature in Eastern Norfolk. A series of observations on the Birds, Fishes, Mammals, Reptiles, and Stalk-eyed Crustaceans found in that neighbourhoood, with a list of the species. With 12 Illustrations in colour, by Frank Southgate. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


Peake (C. M. A.), F.R.H.S. A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS. With 24 Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C.), M.A. OXFORD. With 100 Illustrations in Colour. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Peel (Sidney), late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Commission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTICAL LICENSING REFORM. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 11s. 6d.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders), D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of Egyptology at University College. A HISTORY OF EGYPT, FROM THE Earliest Times to the Present Day. Fully Illustrated. In six volumes. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.

Vol. I. PREHISTORIC TIMES TO XVTH DYNASTY. Sixth Edition.
Pugin and Rowlandson. THE MICRO-COSM OF LONDON, OR LONDON IN MINIATURE. With 104 Illustrations in colour. In Three Volumes. Small 4to. £3; 3s. net.


Quevedo Villegas. See Miniature Library.

G. R. and E. S. THE WOODHOUSE CORRESPONDENCE. Cr. 8vo. 6s. A Colonial Edition is also published.

Rackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster Commentaries.

Ragg (Laura M.). THE WOMEN-ARTISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illustrations. Deny 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

Ragg (Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon. DANTE AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustrations largely from contemporary Frescoes and Documents. Deny 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Rahtz (F. J.), M.A., B.Sc., Lecturer in English at Merchant Venturers' Technical College, Bristol. HIGHER ENGLISH. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Randolph (B. W.), D.D. See Library of Devotion.

Rannie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford. DOCTRINE AND DEVELOPMENT. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Raven (J. J.), D.D. See Antiquary's Books.

Rawstone (Lawrence, Esq.). See I.P.L.

Raymond (Walter). See School Histories.

A Real Paddy. See I.P.L.

Reason (W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Redpath (H. A.), M.A. See Westminster Commentaries.

Reynolds. See Little Galleries.


Rieu (H.), M.A. See Simplified French Texts.

Roberts (M. E.). See C. C. Channer.


Robertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew (J. G.), F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. HISTORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE. Deny Quarto. 4s. 6d. net.


Robinson (A. W.). M.A. See Churchman's Bible.

Robinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduction by the late Archbishop of Canterbury. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.


Rochett (G.), M.A. See Little Library.

Rodwell (G.), B.A. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With a Preface by WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Roe (Fred), OLD OAK FURNITURE. With many Illustrations by the Author, including a frontispiece in colour. Deny 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Rogers (A. G. L.), M.A. See Books on Business.

Romney. See Little Galleries.

Roscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.

Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Also in 4 Parts. Parts I. and II. 6d. each; Part III. 6d.; Part IV. 10d.


Royde-Smith (N. J.), THE PILLOW BOOK: A GARNER OF MANY MOODS. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d. net.

Ruble (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School Books.


Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P. PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTICA. Deny 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.

St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.

St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.

Sales (St. Francis de). See Library of Devotion.

St. Cyres (Viscount). See Oxford Biographies.

St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS MESSER ST. FRANCIS AND HIS FRIARS. Newly translated by WILLIAM HEYWOOD. With an Introduction by A. G. F. HOWELL, and 40 Illustrations from Italian Painters. Deny 8vo. 5s. net.

See also Standard Library and Library of Devotion.

'Saki' (H. Munro), REGINALD. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.


Sargeant (J.), M.A. ANNALS OF WESTMINSTER SCHOOL. Illustrated. Deny 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Satham (C.) See Byzantine Texts.

Schmitt (John). See Byzantine Texts.

Scott (A. M.). WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL. With Portraits and Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.


Selous (Edmund). ANECDOTES OF SOLDIERS. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Shakespeare (William). THE FOUR FOLIOS. 1623; 1632; 1664; 1685. Each £4, 15s. net, or a complete set, £12, 12s. net. Folio 3 and 4 are ready. Folio 2 is nearly ready. See also Arden, Standard Library and Little Quarto Shakespeare.

Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.


Sharp (Mrs. E. A.). See Little Books on Art.

Shedlock (J. S.). THE PIANOFORTE SONATA. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

Shelley (Percy B.). ADONAIIS; an Elegy on the death of John Keats, Author of 'Endymion,' etc. Pisa. From the types of Didot, 1827. 2s. net.


Shipley (Mary E.). AN ENGLISH CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILDREN. A.D. 597-1066. With a Preface by the Bishop of Gibraltar. With Maps and Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Simoneon (G. A.). FRANCESCO GUARDI, with 41 Plates. Imperial 4to. £5 2s. net.


Small (Evan). M.A. THE EARTH. An Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Smallwood (M. G.). See Little Books on Art.

Smedley (F. E.). See I.P.L.

Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction and numerous Notes by Edwin Cannan, M.A. Two volumes. Demy 8vo. 21s. net.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little Library.

Smith (H. Bompas). M.A. A NEW JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. Crown 8vo. 2s. With Answers, 2s. 6d.

Smith (R. Mudie). THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY. Edited by. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FOR A RAINY DAY: Or, Recollections of the Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited by Wilfred Whitten. Illustrated. Wide Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Snell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Snowden (C. E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF BRITISH HISTORY. Demy 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.


South (E. Wilton). M.A. See Junior School Books.


Spicer (A. D.). THE PAPER TRADE. With Maps and Diagrams. Demy 8vo. 13s. 6d. net.

Spooner (W. A.). M.A. See Leaders of Religion.


Stanbridge (J. W.). B.D. See Library of Devotion.

'Stancliffe.' GOLF DO'S AND DON'TS. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s.


Stedman (A. M. M.). M.A.


FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Tenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and Vocabulary. Seventh Edition. 18mo. 1s. 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM CAESAR. The Helvetic War, Third Edition. 18mo. 1s.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. The Kings of Rome. 18mo. Second Edition. 1s.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Twelfth Ed. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With Vocabulary. Eleventh and Cheaper Edition, re-written. Cr. 8vo. 15. 6d. Original Edition. 2s. 6d. Key. 1s. 5d. net.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE : Rules and Exercises. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 15. 6d. With Vocabulary. 2s. 6d. net.

NOTANDA QUÆDAM: Miscellaneous Latin Exercises on Common Rules and Idioms. Fifth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d. With Vocabulary. 2s. 5d. net.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION: Arranged according to Subjects. Fourteenth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d. A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS. 18mo. Fourth Edition. 1s. 6d.

STEPS TO GREEK. Third Edition, revised. 18mo. 1s. 6d.

A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

EASY GREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Fourth Edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION. Arranged according to Subjects. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS. For the use of Schools. With Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth Edition, Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH. Eighth Edition. 18mo. 6d.

FIRST FRENCH LESSONS. Eighth Edition, revised. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Sixth Edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELEMENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabulary. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Key. 3s. 5d. net.

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION: Arranged according to Subjects. Thirteenth Edition, Fcap. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

See also School Examination Series.

Steel (R. Elliott), M.A., F.C.S. THE WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147 Illustrations. Second Edition, Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. See also School Examination Series.

Stephenson (C.), of the Technical College, Bradford, and Suddards (H.), of the Yorkshire College, Leeds. ORNAMENTAL DESIGN FOR WOVEN FABRICS. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. Third Edition. 7s. 6d.

Stephenson (J.), M.A. THE CHIEF TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Sterne (Laurence). See Little Library.

Sterry (W.), M.A. ANNALS OF ETON COLLEGE. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Stuart (Katherine), BY ALLAN WATER. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


LIBRARY EDITION. Deny 8vo. 2 vols. 25s. net. A Colonial Edition is also published.


Stevenson (M. l.). FROM SARANAC TO THE MARQUESAS. Beig Letters written by Mrs. M. I. Stevenson during 1887-8. Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited and arranged by M. C. Balfour. With many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

Stoddart (Anna M.). See Oxford Biographies.

Stokes (F. G.), B.A. HOURS WITH RABELAIS. From the translation of Sir T. Urquhart and P. A. Motteux. With a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Stone (S. J.), POEMS AND HYMNS. With a Memoir by F. G. Ellerton, M.A. With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Lecturer in the Philosophy of Religion in Cambridge University; Examining Chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury; formerly Fellow of University College, Oxford. DEVELOPMENT AND DIVINE PURPOSE Cr. 8vo. 5s. net.

Straker (F.). See Books on Business.

Strane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman’s Bible.


Stroud (H.), D.Sc., M.A. PRACTICAL PHYSICS. With many Diagrams. Second Edition. 3s. net.


Stuart (Capt. Donald). THE STRUGGLE FOR PERSIA. With a Map. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sturch (F.), Staff Instructor to the Surrey County Council. MANUAL TRAINING DRAWING (WOODWORK). Its Principles and Application, with Solutions to Examination Questions, 1892-1905, Orthographic, Isometric and Oblique Projection. With 50 Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap. 5s. net.


Surtees (R. S.), See I.P.L.

Syme (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Sympton (E. M.), M.A., M.D. See Ancient Cities.
Tacitus. AGRICOLA. With Introduction Notes, Map, etc., by R. F. Davis, M.A., 2s. 6d. See also Classical Translations.

Germanna. Edited by the same Editor. 2s. 6d. net.

Tallack (W.). HOWARD LETTERS AND MEMORIES. Demy 8vo. 1os. 6d. net.

Tauler (J.). See Library of Devotion.

Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF METAPHYSICS. Demy 8vo. 1os. 6d. net.

Taylor (F. G.), M.A. See Commercial Series.


Taylor (T. M.), M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. A CONSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF ROME. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.


Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY POEMS OF, Edited, with Notes and an Introduction, by J. Churton Collins, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE PRINCESS. Edited by J. Churton Collins, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Little Library.


Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.

Theobald (F. V.), M.A. INSECT LIFE. Illustrated. Second Edition. Revised. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Thompson (A. H.). See Little Guides.

Tilston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH FOR DAILY NEEDS. Fourteenth Edition. Medium 16mo. 2s. 6d. net. Also an edition in superior binding, 6s.

Tomkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little Guides.

Townley (Lady Susan). MY CHINESE NOTE-BOOK With 16 Illustrations and 2 Maps. Third Ed. Demy 8vo. 1os. 6d. net.

Toynbee (Paget), M.A., D.Litt. See Oxford Biographies.

Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED AND OTHER POEMS. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

An episode of Thirty hours delivered by the three voices. It deals with the love of Deirdre for Nars and is founded on a Gaelic Version of the Tragic Pearl of the Sons of Usnach.


Troutbeck (G. E.). See Little Guides.


Tyrrell-Ull (Frances). See Little Books on Art.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

Vaughan (Henry). See Little Library.


THE NAPLES RIVERIA. With 25 Illustrations in Colour by Maurice Greiffenhagen. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examination Series.


Vol. II.—PARSIFAL, LOHENGRIN, and THE HOLY GRAIL.

Vol. III.—TRISTAN AND ISOLDE.

Wall (J. C.). DEVILS. Illustrated by the Author and from photographs. Demy 8vo. 4s. 6d. net. See also Literature Books.


See also Little Library.

Watt (Francis). See T. F. Henderson.

Weatherhead (T. C.), M.A. EXAMINATION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr. 8vo. 2s. See also Junior Examination Series.

Webber (F. C.). See Textbooks of Technology.

Weir (Archibald), M.A. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks of Science.

Wells (J.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Wadham College. OXFORD AND OXFORD LIFE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Eighth Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

See also Little Guides.

Wheldon (F. W.), A LITTLE BROTHER TO THE BIRDS. With 15 Illustrations,
Demy.

Whibley (C.). See W. E. Henley.

Whibley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGARCHIES: THEIR ORGANISATION AND CHARACTER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Whitaker (G. H.), M.A. See Churchman's Bible.

White (Gilbert). THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SELBORNE. Edited by L. C. Miall, F.R.S., assisted by W. Warde Fowler, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Standard Library.


Whitehead. A POEMS. 2s. 6d.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE DUCHESS OF PADUA. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

POEMS. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

INTENTIONS. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

SAILOME, AND OTHER PLAYS. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

A TALE OF POMEGRANATES AND THE HAPPY PRINCE. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME AND OTHER PROSE PIECES. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN INVASION. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Williams (A.). PETROL PETER: or Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures. Illustrated in Colour by A. W. Mills. Demy 14mo. 3s. 6d. net.

Williamson (M. G.). See Ancient Cities.

Williamson (W.). THE BRITISH GARDENER. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.


Wilson (Beck's). LORD STRATHCONA: the Story of his Life. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wilmot-Buxton (E. M.). MAKERS OF EUROPE. Cr. 8vo. Eighth Ed. 3s. 6d. A Text-book of European History for Middle Forms.

THE ANCIENT WORLD. With Maps and Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

See also Beginner's Books.

Wilson (Bishop). See Library of Devotion.


Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA PASTORALIS: Songs of Nature, Church, and Home. Pott 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A. EXERCISES IN LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE: An Aid to Composition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d. KEV, 12s. 6d. net.


Winterbotham (Canon), M.A., B.Sc., LL.B. See Churchman's Library.


A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks of Technology.


Wordsworth (Christopher). See Antiquary's Books.

Wordsworth (W.). POEMS BY. Selected by Stofford A. Brooke. With 40 Illustrations by Edmund H. New. With a Frontispiece in Photogravure. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.). See Little Library.

Wright (Arthur), D.D., Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge. See Churchman's Library.

Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.

Wright (J. C.). TO-DAY. Demy 16mo. 1s. 6d. net.

Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETITION. Pott 8vo. 1s. 6d.

Wrong (George M.), Professor of History in the University of Toronto. THE EARL OF ELGIN. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
### Messrs. Methuen’s Catalogue

**Wyatt (Kate M.).** See M. R. Gloag.

**Wylde (A. B.).** MODERN ABBYSSINIA. With a Map and a Portrait. Demy 8vo. 15s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.


**Wyon (R.)** and Prance (G.). THE LAND OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. Being a Description of Montenegro. With 40 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 25. 6d. net.

**Yeats (W. B.).** A BOOK OF IRISH VERSE. Selected from Modern Writers. Revised and Enlarged Edition. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

**Young (Filson).** THE COMPLETE MOTORIST. With 128 Illustrations. Seventh Edition, Revised and Rewritten. Demy 8vo. 15s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

**THE JOY OF THE ROAD:** An Appreciation of the Motor Car. Small Demy 8vo. 5s. net.

**Young (T. M.).** THE AMERICAN COTTON INDUSTRY; A Study of Work and Workers. Cr. 8vo. Cloth, 25. 6d.; paper boards, 15. 6d.

**Zimmern (Antonia).** WHAT DO WE KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRICITY? Fcap. 8vo. 15. 6d. net.

---

**Ancient Cities**

General Editor, B. C. A. WINDLE, D.Sc., F.R.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Editor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chester</td>
<td>B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S.</td>
<td>Illustrated by E. H. New.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>M. G. Williamson, M.A.</td>
<td>Illustrated by Herbert Raiton.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lincoln**

By E. Mansel Symons, M.A., M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.

**Brussels**

By Alfred Harvey. Illustrated by E. H. New.

**Dublin**

By S. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated by W. C. Green.

---

**The Antiquary’s Books**

General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology and False Antiquities.</td>
<td>By R. Munro, LL.D.</td>
<td>Illustrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrines of British Saints.</td>
<td>By J. C. Wall</td>
<td>With numerous Illustrations and Plans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**The Manor and Manorial Records.** By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.

**English Seals.** By J. Harvey Bloom. Illustrated.

**The Domesday Inquest.** By Adolphes Ballard, B.A., LL.B. With 27 Illustrations.


---

**The Arden Shakespeare**

*Demy 8vo. 25. 6d. net each volume.*

General Editor, W. J. CRAIG.

An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hamlet</td>
<td>Edited by Edward Dowden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romeo and Juliet</td>
<td>Edited by Edward Dowden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Lear</td>
<td>Edited by W. J. Craig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julius Caesar</td>
<td>Edited by M. Macmillan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tempest</td>
<td>Edited by Moreton Luce.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued.)
Arden Shakespeare—continued.

Othello. Edited by H. C. Hart.
Titus Andronicus. Edited by H. B. Baldwin.
Cymbeline. Edited by Edward Dowden.
The Merry Wives of Windsor. Edited by H. C. Hart.
King Henry V. Edited by H. A. Evans.
All's Well That Ends Well. Edited by W. O. Brigstocke.
The Taming of the Shrew. Edited by R. Warwick Bond.
Timon of Athens. Edited by K. Deighton.
Measure for Measure. Edited by H. C. Hart.
Twelfth Night. Edited by Moreton Luce.

The Beginner's Books
Edited by W. Williamson, B.A.

Easy Stories from English History. By E. M. Wilmot-Buxton, Author of 'Makers of Europe.' Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 1s.
Easy Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged by W. S. Beard. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, Without Answers, 1s. With Answers, 1s. 6d.

Books on Business
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Ports and Docks. By Douglas Owen.
Railways. By E. R. McDermott.
The Business Side of Agriculture. By A. G. L. Rogers, M.A.
The Brewing Industry. By Julian L. Baker, F.I.C., F.C.S.

Mining and Mining Investments. By A. Moll.
Trade Unions. By G. Drage.
Civil Engineering. By T. Claxton Fidler, M.Inst. C.E. Illustrated.
The Cotton Industry and Trade. By Prof. S. J. Chapman, Dean of the Faculty of Commerce in the University of Manchester. Illustrated.

Byzantine Texts
Edited by J. B. Bury, M.A., Litt.D.

A series of texts of Byzantine Historians, edited by English and foreign scholars.

Evagrius. Edited by Léon Parmentier and M. Bider. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.
The History of Psellus. Edited by C. Sathas. Demy 8vo. 15s. net.
Ecthesis Chronica. Edited by Professor Lambros. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.
The Chronicle of Morea. Edited by John Schmitt. Demy 8vo. 15s. net.
The Churchman's Bible
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

A series of Expositions on the Books of the Bible, which will be of service to the general reader in the practical and devotional study of the Sacred Text.

Each Book is provided with a full and clear Introductory Section, in which is stated what is known or conjectured respecting the date and occasion of the composition of the Book, and any other particulars that may help to elucidate its meaning as a whole. The Exposition is divided into sections of a convenient length, corresponding as far as possible with the divisions of the Church Lectionary. The Translation of the Authorised Version is printed in full, such corrections as are deemed necessary being placed in footnotes.


ECCLESIASTES. Edited by A. W. Strane, D.D.


THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. Edited by H. W. Fulford M.A.

ISAIAH. Edited by W. E. Barnes, D.D. Two Volumes. With Map. 2s. net each.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. Edited by G. H. Whitaker, M.A.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK. Edited by J. C. Du Buisson, M.A. 2s. 6d. net.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES TO THE COLOSSIANS AND PHILEMON. Edited by H. J. C. Knight, M.A. 2s. net.

The Churchman's Library
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

CROWN 8VO. 3S. 6D. EACH.

THE BEGINNINGS OF ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY. By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN HERE AND HERE- AFTER. By Canon Winterbotham, M.A., B.Sc., LL.B.


EVOLUTION. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.

SOME NEW TESTAMENT PROBLEMS. By Arthur Wright, D.D. 6s.

THE CHURCHMAN'S INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD TESTAMENT. By A. M. Mackay, B.A. Second Edition.

THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. By E. T. Green, M.A. 6s.

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY. By J. A. MacCulloch. 6s.

Classical Translations
Edited by H. F. FOX, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford.

CROWN 8VO.

A series of Translations from the Greek and Latin Classics, distinguished by literary excellence as well as by scholarly accuracy.

AESCHYLUS—Agamemnon. Choephoroe, Eumenides. Translated by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. 5s.

CICERO—De Oratore I. Translated by E. N. P. Moor, M.A. 3s. 6d.

CICERO—Select Orations (Pro Milone, Pro Mureno, Philippic IV., in Catilinam). Translated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A. 5s.

CICERO—De Natura Deorum. Translated by F. Brooks, M.A. 3s. 6d.

CICERO—De Officiis. Translated by G. B. Gardiner, M.A. 2s. 6d.

HORACE—The Odes and Epodes. Translated by A. D. Godley, M.A. 2s.


SOPHOCLES—Electra and Ajax. Translated by E. D. A. Morshad, M.A. 2s. 6d.

TACITUS—Agricola and Germania. Translated by R. B. Townshend. 2s. 6d.

THE SATIRES OF JUVENAL. Translated by S. C. Owen. 2s. 6d.
GENERAL LITERATURE

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING

The Art of the Greeks. By H. B. Walters. With 112 Plates and 18 Illustrations in the Text. Wide Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Velázquez. By A. de Beruete. With 94 Plates. Wide Royal 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Commercial Series
Edited by H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

Crown 8vo.

Commercial Education in Theory and Practice. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. 5s. An introduction to Methuen's Commercial Series treating the question of Commercial Education fully from both the point of view of the teacher and of the parent.


Commercial Examination Papers. By H. de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. 15s. 6d.


A German Commercial Reader. By S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. 25s.


A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson, M.A. Third Edition. 1s. 6d.

Commercial Arithmetic. By F. G. Taylor, M.A. Fourth Edition. 1s. 6d.

French Commercial Correspondence. By S. E. Bally, With Vocabulary. Third Edition. 2s.

German Commercial Correspondence. By S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second Edition. 2s. 6d.


Preliminary Writing and Office Correspondence. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second Edition. 2s.

A Guide to Professions and Business. By H. Jones. 1s. 6d.


The Connoisseur's Library

Wide Royal 8vo. 25s. net.

A sumptuous series of 20 books on art, written by experts for collectors, superbly illustrated in photogravure, collotype, and colour. The technical side of the art is duly treated. The first volumes are:


Ivories. By A. Maskell. With 80 Plates in Collotype and Photogravure.


The Library of Devotion

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 2s.; leather, 2s. 6d. net.


[Continued.]
The Library of Devotion—continued.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Fourth Edition.
A Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W. Stanbridge, B.D.
The Psalms of David. Edited by B. W. Randolph, D.D.
Lyra Apostolica. By Cardinal Newman and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland and Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.
The Inner Way. By J. Tauler. Edited by A. W. Hutton, M.A.
The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C. S. Jerram, M.A.
On the Love of God. By St. Francis de Sales. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little, M.A.
A Manual of Consolation from the Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.
The Song of Songs. Edited by B. Blaxland, M.A.
The Devotions of St. Anselm. Edited by C. C. J. Webb, M.A.
Grace Abounding. By John Bunyan. Edited by S. C. Freer, M.A.
Bishop Wilson’s Sacra Privata. Edited by A. E. Burn, B.D.

A Day Book from the Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. H. Born, B.D.
Heavenly Wisdom. A Selection from the English Mystics. Edited by E. C. Gregory.
Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from the German Mystics. Edited by W. R. Inge, M.A.
An Introduction to The Devout Life. By St. Francis de Sales. Translated and Edited by T. Barns, M.A.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books

Fcap 8vo. 3s. 6d. net each volume.

A series, in small form, of some of the famous illustrated books of fiction and general literature. These are faithfully reprinted from the first or best editions without introduction or notes. The Illustrations are chiefly in colour.

Coloured Books

Mr. Sponge’s Sporting Tour. By R. S. Surtees. With 13 Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.
This volume is reprinted from the extremely rare and costly edition of 1843, which contains Alken’s very fine illustrations instead of the usual ones by Phiz.


The History of Johnny Quae Genus: the Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax. By the Author of ‘The Three Tours.’ With 24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.
The English Dance of Death, from the Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical Illustrations by the Author of ‘Doctor Syntax.’ Two Volumes.
This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.
The Dance of Life: A Poem. By the Author of ‘Doctor Syntax,’ Illustrated with 26 Coloured Engravings by T. Rowlandson.

[Continued.]
ILLUSTRATED POCKET LIBRARY OF PLAIN AND COLOURED BOOKS—continued.


REAL LIFE IN LONDON: or, the Rambles and Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured Plates by Allken and Rowlandson, etc. Two Volumes.

THE LIFE OF AN ACTOR. By Pierce Egan. With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane, and several Designs on Wood.


THE MILITARY ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY NEWCOME. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

THE NATIONAL SPORTS OF GREAT BRITAIN. With Descriptions and 51 Coloured Plates by Henry Alken. This book is completely different from the large folio edition of 'National Sports' by the same artist, and none of the plates are similar.

PLAIN BOOKS


WINDSOR CASTLE. By W. Harrison Ainsworth. With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text by George Cruikshank.

THE ADVENTURES OF A POST CAPTAIN. By A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates by Mr. Williams.

GAMONIA: or, the Art of Preserving Game; and an Improved Method of making Plantations and Covers, explained and illustrated by Lawrence Rawstorne, Esq. With 15 Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.

AN ACADEMY FOR GROWN HORSEMEN: Containing the completest Instructions for Walking, Trotting, Canterg, Galloping, Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with 27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey Gambado, Esq.

REAL LIFE IN IRELAND: or, the Day and Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty. By Real Paddy. With 29 Coloured Plates by Heath, Marks, etc.


Junior Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. 1s.

JUNIOR FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By F. Jacob, M.A. Second Edition.


JUNIOR ENGLISH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By W. Williamson, B.A.


JUNIOR ALGEBRA EXAMINATION PAPERS. By S. W. Finn, M.A.

JUNIOR GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By T. C. Weatherhead, M.A.

JUNIOR GENERAL INFORMATION EXAMINATION PAPERS. By W. S. Beard. A Key to the Above. 3r. 6d. net.

JUNIOR GEOGRAPHY EXAMINATION PAPERS. By W. G. Baker, M.A.

JUNIOR GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. Voegelin, M.A.
Junior School-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D., and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

A Class-Book of Dictation Passages. By W. Williamson, B.A. Thirteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

The Gospel According to St. Matthew. Edited by E. Wilton South, M.A. With Three Maps. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.

The Gospel According to St. Mark. Edited by A. E. Rubie, D.D. With Three Maps. Cr. 8vo. 1s. 6d.


The First Book of Kings. Edited by A. E. Rubie, D.D. With Maps. Cr. 8vo. 2s.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon of Westminster. With Portraits. Cr. 8vo. 2s. net.


Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy 16mo. 2s. 6d. net.

A series of monographs in miniature, containing the complete outline of the subject under treatment and rejecting minute details. These books are produced with the greatest care. Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 illustrations, including a frontispiece in photogravure.
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Little Books on Art—Continued.


The Little Galleries

Demy 16mo. 2s. 6d. net.

A series of little books containing examples of the best work of the great painters. Each volume contains 20 plates in photogravure, together with a short outline of the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A Little Gallery of Reynolds.
A Little Gallery of Romney.
A Little Gallery of Hoffner.

The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. H. New and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.; leather, 3s. 6d. net.

Messrs. Methuen are publishing a small series of books under the general title of The Little Guides. The main features of these books are (1) a handy and charming form, (2) artistic Illustrations by E. H. New and others, (3) good plans and maps, (4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.


The English Lakes. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.

Buckinghamshire. By E. S. Roscoe.
Cheshire. By W. M. Gallician.
Cornwall. By A. L. Salmon.
Derbyshire. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
Dorset. By Frank R. Heath.
Hampshire. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.

Hertfordshire. By H. W. Tompkins, F.R.H.S.
The Isle of Wight. By G. Clinch.
Kent. By G. Clinch.
Kerry. By C. P. Crane.
Norfolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Northumberland. By W. A. Dutt.

The East Riding of Yorkshire. By J. E. Morris.
The North Riding of Yorkshire. By J. E. Morris.

Normandy. By C. Scudamore.
Sicily. By F. Hamilton Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott 8vo. Each Volume, cloth, 1s. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Anon. English Lyrics, A Little Book of.

Northanger Abbey. Edited by E. V. Lucas.
Bacon (Francis). The Essays of Lord Bacon. Edited by Edward Wright.

[Continued.
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Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M. Perugini.

Borrow (George). LAVENRO. Edited by F. Hindes Groom. Two Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by John Sampson.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W. Hall Griffin, M.A.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM THE ANTI-JACOBIN: with George Canning's additional Poems. Edited by Lloyd Sanders.


Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C. Deane.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALLIFAX, GENTLEMAN. Edited by Anne Matheson. Two Volumes.


THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Translated by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY. Edited by R. A. Streatfeild.

Deane (A. C.). A LITTLE BOOK OF LIGHT VERSE.

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Two Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited by A. Goodrich-Freer and Lord Iddesleigh. Two Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.


Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET LETTER. Edited by Percy Dearmer.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK OF SCOTTISH VERSE.


Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by E. Wright.


Moir (O. M.). MANSIE WAUCH. Edited by T. F. Henderson.

Nichols (J. B. B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH SONNETS.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated by Dean Stanhope. Edited by G. H. Powell.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. Godley, M.A.


Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON. Edited by J. Churton Collins, M.A.

IN MEMORIAM. Edited by H. C. Beeching, M.A.

THE PRINCESS. Edited by Elizabeth Wordsworth.

MAUD. Edited by Elizabeth Wordsworth.


PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwynn. Three Volumes.

ESMOND. Edited by S. Gwynn. CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Edited by S. Gwynn.

Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Edward Hutton.

Walton (Izaak). THE COMPLETE ANGLER. Edited by J. Buchan.


Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.). LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by George Sampson.
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The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes
Pott 16mo. In 40 Volumes. Leather, price 15. net each volume.
Mahogany Revolving Book Case. 10s. net.

Miniature Library
Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of humanity, devotion, or literary genius.


THE LIFE OF EDWARD, LORD HERBERT OF CHERSHURY. Written by himself. From the edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the year 1764. Demy 32mo. Leather, 2s. net.


Poems. By Dora Greenwell. From the edition of 1848. Leather, 2s. net.

Oxford Biographies
Fcap. 8vo. Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net; leather, 3s. 6d. net.


TENNYSIN. By A. C. Benson, M.A. With 9 Illustrations.


ERASMUS. By E. F. H. Capey. With 12 Illustrations.

THE YOUNG PRETENDER. By C. S. Terry. With 12 Illustrations.

ROBERT BURNS. By T. F. Henderson. With 12 Illustrations.

CHATHAM. By A. S. M'Dowall. With 12 Illustrations.

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Anna M. Stoddart. With 16 Illustrations.

CANNING. By W. Alison Phillips. With 12 Illustrations.

BEACONSFIELD. By Walter Sichel. With 12 Illustrations.

GOETHE. By H. G. Atkins. With 12 Illustrations.

FENELON. By Viscount St. Cyres. With 12 Illustrations.

School Examination Series
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Key, issued to Tutors and Private Students only to be had on application to the Publishers. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s. net.

LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Thirteenth Edition.
Key (Sixth Edition) issued as above. 6s. net.

GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Ninth Edition.
Key (Fourth Edition) issued as above. 6s. net.


Key (Third Edition) issued as above 6s. net.


PHYSICS EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. E. Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Sixth Edition.
Key (Fourth Edition) issued as above 7s. net.

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN ENGLISH HISTORY. By J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.
MESSRS. METHUEN'S CATALOGUE

School Histories

Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 15. 6d.

A School History of Warwickshire. By B. C. A. Widdie, D.Sc., F.R.S.
A School History of Lancashire. by W. E. Rhodes.

A School History of Surrey. By H. E. Malden, M.A.

Textbooks of Science

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc., and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

Practical Chemistry. Part I. By W. French, M.A. Cr. 8vo. Fourth Edition. 1s. 6d. Part II. By W. French, M.A., and T. H. Boardman, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Technical Arithmetic and Geometry. By C. T. Millis, M.I.M.E. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Examples in Physics. By C. E. Jackson, B.A. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Plant Life, Studies in Garden and School. By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320 Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

The Complete School Chemistry. By F. M. Oldham, B.A. With 126 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.

Methuen's Simplified French Texts

Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

One Shilling each.

Abdallah. Adapted by J. A. Wilson.

La Chanson de Roland. Adapted by H. Rieu, M.A. Second Edition.
Memoires de Cadichon. Adapted by J. F. Rhoades.

Methuen's Standard Library

In Sixpenny Volumes.

The Standard Library is a new series of volumes containing the great classics of the world, and particularly the finest works of English literature. All the great masters will be represented, either in complete works or in selections. It is the ambition of the publishers to place the best books of the Anglo-Saxon race within the reach of every reader, so that the series may represent something of the diversity and splendour of our English tongue. The characteristics of The Standard Library are: 1. Soundness of Text. 2. Cheapness. 3. Clearness of Type. 4. Simplicity. The books are well printed on good paper at a price which on the whole is without parallel in the history of publishing. Each volume contains from 100 to 250 pages, and is issued in paper covers, Crown 8vo, at Sixpence net, or in cloth gilt at One Shilling net. In a few cases long books are issued as Double Volumes or as Twelve Volumes.

The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius. The translation is by R. Graves.
Sense and Sensibility. By Jane Austen.
Essays and Counsels and The New Atlantis. By Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam.
Religio Medici and Urn Burial. By Sir Thomas Browne. The text has been collated by A. R. Waller.

The Poems and Songs of Robert Burns. Double Volume.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed. By Joseph Butler, D.D.
The Poems of Thomas Chatterton. 10 2 volumes. Vol. 1.—Miscellaneous Poems.

[Continued.]
Textbooks of Technology

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc., and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

Fully Illustrated.

METHUEH'S STANDARD LIBRARY—continued.
Vol. ii.—The Rowley Poems.
THE NEW LIFE AND SONNETS. By Dante. Translated into English by D. G. Rossetti.
Cranford. By Mrs. Gaskell.
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. By Edward Gibbon.
In 7 double volumes.
The Text and Notes have been revised by J. B. Bury, Litt D., but the Appendices of the more expensive edition are not given.
The Vicar of Wakefield. By Oliver Goldsmith.
The Poems and Plays of Oliver Goldsmith.
The Works of Ben Jonson.
Vol. 1.—The Case is Altered. Every Man in His Humour. Every Man out of His Humour.
Vol. 11.—Cynthia's Revels; The Poetaster. The text has been collated by H. C. Hart.
The Poems of John Keats. Double volume. The Text has been collated by E. de Selincourt.

On the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas à Kempis. The translation is by C. Bigg, DD., Canon of Christ Church.
A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life. By William Law.
The translation has been revised by W. H. D. Rouse.
The Little Flowers of St. Francis. Translated by W. Heywood.
Vol. i.—The Tempest; The Two Gentlemen of Verona; The Merry Wives of Windsor; Measure for Measure; The Comedy of Errors.
Vol. II.—Much Ado About Nothing; Love's Labour's Lost; A Midsummer Night's Dream; The Merchant of Venice; As You Like It.
Vol. III.—The Taming of the Shrew; All's Well that Ends Well; Twelfth Night; The Winter's Tale.
Vol. IV.—The Life and Death of King John; The Tragedy of King Richard the Second; The First Part of King Henry iv.; The Second Part of King Henry iv.
Vol. v.—The Life of King Henry v.; The First Part of King Henry vi.; The Second Part of King Henry vi.
Vol. VI.—The Third Part of King Henry vi.; The Tragedy of King Richard iii.; The Famous History of the Life of King Henry viii.
The Poems of Percy Bysshe Shelley. In 4 volumes.
Vol. i.—Alastor; The Daemon of the World; The Revolt of Islam, etc.
The Text has been revised by C. D. Locock.
The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne. By Gilbert White.

Handbooks of Theology

Edited by R. L. OTTLEY, D.D., Professor of Pastoral Theology at Oxford, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

The series is intended, in part, to furnish the clergy and teachers or students of Theology with trustworthy Textbooks, adequately representing the present position
The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College, Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The object of each commentary is primarily exegetical, to interpret the author's meaning to the present generation. The editors will not deal, except very subordinate, with questions of textual criticism or philology; but, taking the English text in the Revised Version as their basis, they will try to combine a hearty accept-ance of critical principles with loyalty to the Catholic Faith.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Editions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Introduction to the History of the Creeds</td>
<td>By A. E. Buith, D.D.</td>
<td>Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Philosophy of Religion in England and America</td>
<td>By Alfred Caldecott, D.D.</td>
<td>Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A History of Early Christian Doctrine</td>
<td>By J. F. Bethune-Baker, M.A.</td>
<td>Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Book of Genesis</td>
<td>Edited with Introduction and Notes</td>
<td>Sixth Edition Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Book of Job</td>
<td>Edited by E. C. Gibson, D.D.</td>
<td>Second Edition Demy 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Acts of the Apostles</td>
<td>Edited by R. B. Rackham, M.A.</td>
<td>Third Edition. 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians</td>
<td>Edited by H. L. Gouge, M.A.</td>
<td>Demy 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Epistle of St. James</td>
<td>Edited with Introduction and Notes</td>
<td>Demy 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Book of Ezekiel</td>
<td>Edited H. A. Redpath, M.A., D.Litt.</td>
<td>Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PART II.—FICTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Editions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donna Diana</td>
<td>Second Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love's Proxy</td>
<td>A New Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baring-Gould (S.) Arminell</td>
<td>Fifth Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Roar of the Sea</td>
<td>Seventh Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheap Jack Zita</td>
<td>Fourth Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margery of Quether</td>
<td>Third Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Queen of Love</td>
<td>Fifth Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacquetta</td>
<td>Third Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitty Alone</td>
<td>Fifth Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noëmi</td>
<td>Illustrated. Fourth Edition.</td>
<td>Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Broom-Squire</td>
<td>Illustrated.</td>
<td>Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmoor Idylls</td>
<td>Illustrated.</td>
<td>The Pennycomequicks. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guayas the Tinner</td>
<td>Illustrated.</td>
<td>Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adderley (Hon. and Rev. James), Author of 'Stephen Remarx.' BEHOLD THE DAYS COME. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Albanesi (E. Maria), SUSANNAH AND ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Blunder of an Innocent. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Capricious Caroline. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Love and Louisa. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Peter, a Parasite. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Brown Eyes of Mary. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

I Know a Maiden. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Bagot (Richard), A Roman Mystery. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Passport. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Temptation. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Casting of Nets. Twelfth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
DOMITIA. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. I-I-1us-
trated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. 8vo. 6s,
IN DEWISLAND. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
LITTLE TUPPENNY. A New Edition. 6d.
See also Shilling Novels.
Barrington (Edith A.), A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Barr (James), LAUGHING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS, Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Barr (Robert), IN THE MIDST
OF ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels and S. Crane.
Begbie (Harold), THE ADVENTURES
OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Bellocc(Hillaire), EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. With 36 Illustrations by
G. K. CHESTERTON. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Benson (E. F.) DODO. Fifteenth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
Benson (Margaret), SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr. 8vo. 32. 6d.
Bretherton (Ralph), THE MILL. Cr.
8vo. 6s.
Burke (Barbara), BARBARA GOES TO
Burton (J. Bloundelle), THE FATE
OF VALSIC. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
Capes (Bernard), Author of 'The Lake of
Wine.' THE EXTRAORDINARY CON-
FESSIONS OF DIANA PLEASE. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A JAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
Second Edition, Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Charlton (Randall), MAJE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Carey (Wymond), LOVE THE JUDGE.
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Chesney (Weatherby), THE TRAGEDY
OF THE GREAT EMERALD. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
Conrad (Joseph), THE SECRET
AGENT. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Corelli (Marie), A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Twenty-Eighth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
VENDETTA. Twenty-Fifth Edition. Cr.
8vo. 6s.
THELMA. Thirty-Seventh Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
ARDATH: THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Eighteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE SOUL OF LILITH. Fifteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
WORMWOOD. Fifteenth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Forty-second
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Eleventh,
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPREMACY. 150th Thousand. Cr.
8vo. 6s.
GOD'S GOOD MAN: A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Twelfth Edition. 144th Thou-
sand. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-sixth Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
BOV: A Sketch. Tenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
CAMEOS. Twelfth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cotes (Mrs. Everard), See Sara Jeannette
Duncan.
Cotterell (Constance), THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Crane (Stephen) and Barr (Robert),
8vo. 6s.
Crockett (S. R.), Author of 'The Raiders,'
etc. LOCHINVAR. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Croker (F. M.), THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A DAME DAYS' WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Sixth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.
8vo. 32. 6d.
Crosbie (Mary), DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Dawson (A. J.), DANIEL WHYTE.
Cr. 8vo. 32. 6d.
Deane (Mary), THE OTHER PAWN.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Doyle (A. Conan), Author of 'Sherlock
Holmes,' 'The White Company,' etc.
ROUND THE RED LAMP. Tenth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes), THOSE DELIGHTFUL
Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Shilling Novels.
Findlater (J. H.), THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
FINDLATER (Mary). A NARROW WAY. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A BLIND BIRD’S NEST. With 8 Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
FRANCIS (M. E.). STEPPING WESTWARD. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
MARGERY O’ THE MILL. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
GATES (Eleanor). Author of ‘The Biography of a Prairie Girl.’ THE FLOW-WOMAN. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
GERARD (Dorothea). Author of ‘Lady Baby.’ HOLY MATRIMONY. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
MADE OF MONEY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE IMPROBABLE IDYL. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
GISLING (George). Author of ‘Demos,’ ‘In the Year of Jubilee,’ etc. THE TOWN TRAVELLER. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE CROWN OF LIFE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
GLEIG (Charles). BUNTER’S CRUISE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
HARRADEN (Beatrice). IN VARYING MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Hilda Stafford and THE REMITTANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE SCHOLAR’S DAUGHTER. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Harrod (F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson). THE TAMING OF THE BRUTE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
HERBERTSON (Agnes G.). PATIENCE DEAN. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
FELIX. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
BYEWAYS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
A MAID OF HARK. Fifth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. MILLAR. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Seventh Edition Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE KING’S MIRROR. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
HOPE (Graham). Author of ‘A Cardinal and his Conscience,’ etc., etc. THE LADY OF LYTE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Housman (Clemence). THE LIFE OF SIR AGLOVALE DE GALS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Huffier (Ford Madox). AN ENGLISH GIRL. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe). Author of ‘Captain Kettle.’ MR. HORROCKS, PURSER. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
JACOBS (W. W.). MANY CARGOES. Thirtieth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
SEAN CURRINS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated. Eighth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
ODD CRUMP. Illustrated. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Eighth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
JAMES (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE BETTER SORT. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE AMBASSADORS. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
KEAYS (H. A. Mitchell). HE THAT EATETH BREAD WITH ME. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
KESTER (Vaughan). THE FORTUNES OF THE LANDRAYS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
LAWLESS (Hon. Emily). WITH ESSEX IN IRELAND. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.
LE QUEUX (W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF WESTMINSTER. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Levett-Yeats (S.), ORRAIN. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

London (Jack), Author of 'The Call of the Wild,' 'The Sea Wolf,' etc. WHITE FANG. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


Lyall (Edna), DERRICK VAUGHAN, NOVELIST. 42nd Thousand. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

M'Carty (Justin H.), Author of 'If I were King.' THE LADY OF LOYALTY HOUSE. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE DRYAD. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Mackintosh (Ronald), A HUMAN TRINITY. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Macnaghten (S.), THE FORTUNE OF CHRISTINA MACNAB. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas), COLONEL ENDERBY'S WIFE. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE CARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD CALMADY. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Mann (Mrs. M. E.), OLIVIA'S SUMMER. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE PARISH OF BILBY. A New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GRAN'MAS JANE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A WINTER'S TALE. A New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS. A New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ROSE AT HONEYPOT. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s. See also Books for Boys and Girls.

THE MEMORIES OF RONALD LOVE. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Marriott (Charles), Author of 'The Column.' GENYERA. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Marsh (Richard), THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A DUEL. Cr 8vo. 6s.

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE GIRL AND THE MIRACLE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Mason (A. E. W.), Author of 'The Four Feathers,' etc. CLEMENTINA. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Mathers (Helen), Author of 'Comin' thro' the Rye.' HONEY. Fourth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE FERRYMAN. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TALLY-HO! Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Maxwell (W. B.), Author of 'The Ragged Messenger.' VIVIEN. Ninth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE MOUNTPNESS OF MAYBURY. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Meade (L. T.), DRIFT. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

RESURGAM. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

VICTORY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Melton (R.), CÆSAR'S WIFE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Meredith (Ellis), HEART OF MY HEART. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'Miss Molly,' (The Author of) THE GREAT RECONCILER. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE SPIDER. Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE RED DERELICT. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Montresor (F., F.), Author of 'Into the Highways and Hedges.' THE ALIEN. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Morrison (Arthur), TALES OF MEAN STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CUNNING MURRELL. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Nesbit (E.), (Mrs. E. Blund.) THE RED HOUSE. Illustrated. Fourth Edition Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Norris (W. E.), HARRY AND URSULA. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece in gravure by HAROLD COPPING. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece by HAROLD COPPING. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Palm (Barry). LINDLEY KAYS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS PEOPLE. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC: The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH. The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre.' Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illustrated. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


THE POMP OF THE LAVILLETES. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.


I CROWN THEE KING. With Illustrations by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Phillipotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

KNock At A VENTURE. With a Frontispiece. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Pickthall (Marmaduke). SAID THE FISHERMAN. Sixth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

'Q.' Author of 'Dead Man's Rock.' THE WHITE WOLF. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MERRY GARDEN AND OTHER STORIES. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Rawson (Maud Stepney), Author of 'A Lady of the Regency. 'The Labourer's Companion,' etc. THE ENCHANTED GARDEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOGING OF SHI ILA. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


ERN. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MRS. GALÉR'S BUSINESS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

THE WICKHAMSEES. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Roberts (C. Q. D.). THE HEART OF THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.


HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Sergeant (Adeline). BARBARA'S MONEY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Shannon. (W. F.) THE MESS DECK. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

See also Shilling Novels.

Shelley (Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred), Author of 'Cynthia's Way.' THE KINSMAN. With 8 Illustrations by C. E. Brock. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sonniechsen (Albert). DEEP-SEA VAGABONDS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sumbury (George). THE HAP'PENNY MILLIONAIRE. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY IN COMMONPLACE. Second Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). THE SONG OF THE FOREST. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). THE SONG OF THE FOREST. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Waltz (C. E.). THE ANCIENT LAND. MARK: A Kentucky Romance. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
WINTER'S MISS 6s. Bloundelle.)*
CAPTAIN FORTUNE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
TWISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 Illustrations by FRANK CRAIG. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
The High Toby. With a Frontispiece. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
See also Shilling Novels.

Wells (H. G.), THE SEA LADY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Weyman (Stanley), Author of 'A Gentleman of France.' UNDER THE RED ROBE. With Illustrations by R. C. Woodville. Twenty-First Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

White (Stewart E.), Author of 'The Blazed Trail,' CONJUROR'S HOUSE. A Romance of the Free Trail. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


Williams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Williamson (Mrs. C. N.), Author of 'The Barnstormers.' THE ADVENTURE OF PRINCESS SYLVIA. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PAPA. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


THE PRINCESS PASSES. Illustrated. Nineth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With 16 Illustrations. Ninth Edit. Cr. 8vo. 6s.


LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER. Ninth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON Fourth Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Wyllarde (Doll), Author of 'Uriah the Hitite,' THE PATHWAY OF THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Methuen's Shilling Novels
Cr. 8vo. Cloth, 1s. net.

Author of 'Miss Molly.' THE GREAT RECONCILIERS.
Balfour (Andrew). VENGEANCE IS MINE.
TO ARMS.
Baring-Gould (S.), MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN,
DOMITIA.
THE FROBISHERS.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS.
DARTMOOR IDYLLS.
Barlow (Jane), Author of 'Irish Idyls.'
FROM THE EAST UNTO THE WEST.
A CREEK OF IRISH STORIES.
THE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES.
THE LAND OF THE SHAMROCK.
Barr (Robert). THE VICTORS.
Bartram (George). THIRTEEN EVENINGS.
Benson (E. F.), Author of 'Dodo.' THE CAPSINA.
Bowles (G. Stewart). A STRETCH OFF THE LAND.
Brooke (Emma). THE POET'S CHILD.
Bullock (Shan F.). THE BARRYS.
THE CHARMER.
THE SQUIREEN.
THE RED LEAGUERS.
Burton (J. Bloundelle). THE CLASH OF ARMS.
DENOUNCED.
FORTUNE'S MY FOE.
A BRANDED NAME.

Capes (Bernard). AT A WINTER'S FIRE.
Chesney (Weatherby). THE BAPTIST RING.
THE BRANDED PRINCE.
THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
JOHN TOPP.
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF SUMMER.
Cobb, Thomas. A CHANGE OF FACE.
Collingwood (Harry). THE DOCTOR OF THE JULIET.
Cornford (L. Cope). SONS OF ADVERSITY.
Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN AND THE SCALES.
Crane (Stephen). WOUNDS IN THE RAIL.
Denny (C. E.). THE ROMANCE OF UPFOLD MANOR.
Dickinson (Evelyn). THE SIN OF ANGELS.
Dickson (Harry). THE BLACK WOLF'S BREED.
Duncan (Sara J.). THE POOL IN THE DESERT.
A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illustrated.
Embree (C. F.). A HEART OF FLAME. Illustrated.
Fenn (G. Manville). AN ELECTRIC SPARK.
A DOUBLE KNOT.
Findlater (Jane H.).  A DAUGHTER OF STRIFE.
Fitzstephen (G.).  MORE Kin THAN KIND.
Fletcher (J. S.).  DAVID MARCH.
Lucian the DREAMER.
Forrest (R. E.).  THE SWORD OF AZRAEL.
Francis (M. E.).  MISS ERIN.
Gallon (Tom).  RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Gerard (Dorothea).  THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED.
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
THE SUPREME CRIME.
Gilchrist (R. Murray).  WILLOWBRAKE.
Glanville (Ernest).  THE DESPATCH RIDER.
THE KLOOF BRIDE.
THE INCA’S TREASURE.
Gordon (Julien).  MRS. CLYDE.
WORLD’S PEOPLE.
Goss (C. F.).  THE REDEMPTION OF DAVID CORSON.
Gray (E. M’Queen).  MY STEWARDSHIP.
Hales (A. G.).  JAIR THE APOSTATE.
Hamilton (Lord Ernest).  MARY HAMILTON.
Hooper (J.).  THE SINGER OF MARLY.
Hough (Emerson).  THE MISSISSIPPI BUBBLE.
‘Ista’ (Mrs. Caflyn).  ANNE MAULEVERER.
Jepson (Edgar).  THE KEEPERS OF THE PEOPLE.
Keary (C. F.).  THE JOURNALIST.
Kelly (Florence Finch).  WITH HOOPS OF STEEL.
Langbridge (V.) and Bourne (C. H.).  THE VALLEY OF INHERITANCE.
Lindon (Annie).  A WOMAN OF SENTIMENT.
Lorimer (Norma).  JOSIAH’S WIFE.
Lush (Charles K.).  THE AUTOCRATS.
Macdonell (Anne).  THE STORY OF TERESA.
Macgrath (Harold).  THE PUPPET CROWN.
Mackie (Pauline Bradford).  THE VOICE IN THE DESERT.
March (Richard).  THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN.
GARNERED.
A METAMORPHOSIS.
MARVELS AND MYSTERIES.
BOTH SIDES OF THE VEIL.
Mayall (J. W.).  THE CYNIC AND THE SYREN.
Meade (L. T.).  RESURGAM.
Monkhouse (Allan).  LOVE IN A LIFE.
Moore (Arthur).  THE KNIGHT PUNCTILIOUS.
Nesbit, E. (Mrs. Bland).  THE LITERARY SENSE.
Norris (W. E.).  AN OCTAVE.
Matthew Austin.
THE DESCRIPTIC LADY.
Oliphant (Mrs.).  THE LADY’S WALK.
SIR ROBERT’S FORTUN.
THE TWO MARY’S.
Pendered (M. L.).  AN ENGLISHMAN.
Penny (Mrs. Frank).  A MIXED MAR.
AGE.
Phillipotts (Eden).  THE STRIKING HOURS.
FANCY FREE.
Pryce (Richard).  TIME AND THE WOMAN.
Randall (John).  AUNT BETHIA’S BUTTON.
Raymond (Walter).  FORTUNE’S DARLING.
Rayner (Olive Pratt).  ROSALBA.
Rhys (Grace).  THE DIVERTED VILLAGE.
Rickert (Edith).  OUT OF THE CYPRESS SWAMP.
Roberton (M. H.).  A CALLANTQUAKER.
Russell, (W. Clark).  ABANDONED.
Saunders (Marshall).  ROSE A CHARLITTE.
Sergeant (Adeline).  ACCUSED AND ACCUSER.
BARBARA’S MONEY.
THE ENTHUSIAST.
A GREAT LADY.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
UNDER SUSPICION.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT.
Shannon (W. F.).  JIM TWELVES.
Stephens (R. N.).  AN ENEMY OF THE KING.
Strain (E. H.).  ELMSLIE’S DRAG NET.
Stringer (Arthur).  THE SILVER POPPY.
Stuart (Esmb).  CHRISTALLA.
A WOMAN OF FORTY.
Sutherland (Duchess ol).  ONE HOUR AND THE NEXT.
Swan (Annie).  LOVE GROWN COLD.
Swift (Benjamin).  SORDON.
SIREN CITY.
Tanqueray (Mrs. B. M.).  THE ROYAL QUAKER.
Thompson (Vance).  SPINNERS OF LIFE.
Trafalgar-Taunton (Mrs. E. W.).  SILENT DOMINION.
Upward (Allen).  ATHELSTANE FORD.
Waineman (Paul).  A HEROINE FROM FINLAND.
BY A FINNISH LAKE.
Watson (H. B. Marriott).  THE SKIRTS OF HAPPY CHANCE.
‘Zack.’ TALES OF DUNSTABLE WEIR.
Books for Boys and Girls
Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Only a Guard-Room Dog. By Edith E. Cuthell.
The Doctor of the Juliet. By Harry Collingwood.
The Secret of Madam de Monluc. By the Author of “Mdlle. Mori.”

Syo Belton; Or, the Boy who would not go to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn.
The Red Grange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
Hepsy Gipsy. By L. T. Meade. 2s. 6d.
There was Once a Prince. By Mrs. M. E. Mann.
When Arnold Comes Home. By Mrs. M. E. Mann.

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Price 6s. Double Volumes, 1s.

ACTÉ.
The Adventures of Captain Paphilé.
Amaury.
The Bird of Fate.
The Black Tulip.
The Castle of Eppstein.
Catherine Blum.
Cécile.
Chicot the Jester. Being the first part of The Lady of Monseure.
Conscience.
The Convict’s Son.
The Corsican Brothers; and Otho the Archer.
Crop-Eared Jacquot.
The Fencing Master.
Fernande.
Gabriel Lambert.
Georges.
The Great Massacre. Being the first part of Queen Margot.
Henri de Navarre. Being the second part of Queen Margot.

Hélène de Chavenny. Being the first part of the Regent’s Daughter.
Louise de la Vallière. Being the first part of The Vicomte de Bragelonne. Double volume.
Maitre Adam.
The Man in the Iron Mask. Being the second part of The Vicomte de Bragelonne. Double volume.
The Mouth of Hell.
Nanon. Double volume.
Pauline; Pascal Bruno; and Bontrand.
Père la Ruine.
The Prince of Thieves.
The Reminiscences of Antony.
Robin Hood.
The Snowball and Sultanaetta.
Sylvandiere.
Tales of the Supernatural.
Twenty Years After. Double volume.
The Wild Duck Shooter.
The Wolf-Leader.

Methuen’s Sixpenny Books

Albanesi (E. M.). LOVE AND LOUISA.
Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF SWORD.
Baring-Gould (S.). FURZE BLOOM.
CHEAP JACK ZITA.
KITTY ALONE.
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
NOÉMI.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.
LITTLE TUPPENNY.
THE FROBISHERS.
WINEFRED.
Barr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER, JOURNALIST.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.

THE MUTABLE MANY.
Benson (E. F.). DODO.
Bronté (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF JAPAN.
Burton (J. Bloudelle). ACROSS THE SALT SEAS.
Caifyn (Mrs.), (‘Iota’). ANNE MAULEVERER.
Capes (Bernard). THE LAKE OF WINE.
Clifford (Bernard). THE LAKE OF WINE.
Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF SUMMER.
MRS. KEITH’S CRIME.
Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN GREAT WATERS.
Croker (Mrs. B. M.). PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.
A STATE SECRET.
ANGEL. 
JOHANNA. 
Dante (Alighieri). THE VISION OF DANTE (Cary). 
Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED LAMP. 
Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. 
THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS. 
Ellot (George). THE MILL ON THE FLOSS. 
Fildes later (Jane H.). THE GREEN GRAYES OF BLAGOWRIE. 
Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY. 
Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. 
MARY BARTON. 
NORTH AND SOUTH. 
Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRIMONY. 
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. 
MADE OF MONEY. 
Glissing (George). THE TOWN TRAVELER. 
THE CROWN OF LIFE. 
Glaryville (Ernest). THE INCA'S TREASURE. 
THE KLOOF BRIDE. 
Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE. 
Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. Illustrated. 
Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK. 
A CHANGE OF AIR. 
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO. 
PHROSO. 
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. 
Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES. 
inraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF DAVID. 
Le Queux(W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF WESTMINSTER. 
Levett-Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S WAY. 
Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HISTORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON. 
Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN. 
Malet (Lucas). THE CARISSIMA. 
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. 
Mann (Mrs. M. E.). MRS. PETER HOWARD. 
A-LOST ESTATE. 
THE CEDAR STAR. 
ONE ANOTHER'S BURdens. 
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOADLEY'S SECRET. 
A MOMENT'S ERROR. 
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE. 
JACOB FAITHFUL. 
Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE. 
THE GODDESS. 
THE JOSs. 
A METAMORPHOSIS. 
Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA. 
Mathers (Helen). HONEY. 
GRIFF'S OF GRIMTHSCOURT. 
SAMS SWEETHEART. 
Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT. 
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE SPIDER. 
Montresor (F. F.). THE ALIEN. 
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE IN THE WALL. 
Nesbit (E.). THE RED HOUSE. 
Norris (W. E.). HIS GRACE. 
GILES INGILEY. 
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY. 
LORD LEONARD. 
MATTHEW AUSTIN. 
CLARISSA FURICSA. 
Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK. 
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. 
THE PRODIGALS. 
Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF MEN. 
Parker (Gilbert). THE POMP OF THE LAYLETTES. 
WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC. 
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. 
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS OF A THRONE. 
I CROWN THEE KING. 
Phillipotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY. 
CHILDREN OF THE MIST. 
'Q.' THE WHITE WOLF. 
Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE STATE. 
LOST PROPERTY. 
GEORGE AND THE GENERAL. 
Russell (W. Clark). A MARRIAGE AT SEA. 
ABANDONED. 
MY DANISH SWEETHEART. 
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. 
Sergeant (Adeline) THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD. 
BARBARA'S MONEY. 
THE YELLOW DIAMOND. 
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. 
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS. 
Illustrated. 
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